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SUMMARY

The advent of Hellenism brought many influences to bear on pre-Maccabean

Judea, establishing within that Temple-State highly bureaucratic, administrative

and fiscal systems which prompted the further evolution and expansion of the

Jewish scribe’s role. Hellenism also facilitated the development of limited Jewish

autonomy under the High Priest and Judean Senate while opening up Judea to the

cultural influences of Greek education, philosophy and religion. Thus, pre-

Maccabean hellenistic Judea offers a richly complex cultural and religious

backdrop against which to examine the development of Jewish scribalism as

portrayed by Ben Sira. This study attempts, in four stages, to sketch the profile of

Ben Sira as a Jewish scribe and interpreter of biblical tradition. Chapter One

locates him against the background of ancient Near Eastern, pre-exilic Israelite

and post-exilic Judean scdbalism in general, and pre-Maccal0ean hellenistic

Judean scribalism in particular. Chapter Two examines Ben Sira’s own attitude to

scribalism through an analysis of his Poem on the Ideal Scdbe and of a selection

of autobiographical texts. Chapter Three investigates his interpretation of Israel’s

biblical traditions, and finally, Chapter Four endeavours to understand the role he

played as scribe within his own social world by drawing on theories about ancient

societies derived from the social sciences.

The study pays particular attention to the methodological difficulties

involved. Archaeological and numismatic sources for the period only permit access

to Ben Sira’s world in a very generalized and sparse manner, while his concept of

the Jewish scribe is restricted to the Poem on the Ideal Scribe and to a number

of autobiographical texts, the language and terminology of which are quite

obscure. Furthermore, the complexity of the text of Sirach does not allow for fixed

or clear text-critical rules. Since Ben Sira did not explicitly cite biblical material, but

simply alluded to it, the reliable identification of biblical allusions directly intended
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by him is problematic, as is the identification of an appropriate method of analysis

and interpretation of his exegetical techniques. The methodological approach,

therefore, is highly eclectic, adopting a~d adapting the work of previous

scholarship, both related and unrelated, to the needs of this study. Particular

attention is given to literary and archaeological sources, textual criticism,

intertextuality, inner-biblical exegesis and social-scientific urban theory. Each step

in this methodological approach is thoroughly evaluated and justified prior to its

application.

The study’s major conclusions are that Ben Sira was not simply an educator

and a bureaucrat, but a sage who, although not a priest, functioned under the

management of the Temple priesthood. He understood his principal scribal role as

that of prophetic interpreter of Israel’s biblical tradition, and his aggadic

reinterpretation of scripture locates him firmly on a trajectory from scribalism en

route to rabbinism. As a scribal retainer, he served the Judean priestly ruling class,

legitimating their authority while, more importantly, protecting Jewish tradition by

actualizing it and advocating its superiority over hellenistic liberalism. In this

manner he helped to broker the relationship between YHWH and the Jerusalem

community on the eve of great cultural and religious transformation. As a divinely

inspired, almost prophet-like interpreter of Israel’s biblical traditions, he retained

sufficient independence from the priestly ruling class to allow him to criticize the

social injustice of the wealthy and powerful, and to articulate singularly non-

aristocratic views. As a conservative Jew, he opposed any assimilation of Judaism

to hellenistic liberalism and used his considerable intellectual skill to defend and

maintain the ancestral Jewish faith, demonstrating the possibility of confidently

articulating religious belief in the language and concepts of an antagonistic and

powerful culture.
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INTRODUCTION

Pre-Maccabean hellenistic Judea of the Late Ptolemaic and Early $eleucid period1

offers a unique vantage-point from which to explore critical developments in the

evolution of Jewish scribalism, particularly in its relationship to biblical

interpretation. The importance of the period may be underscored in the emphasis

of three complementary determining factors. First, in terms of Jewish scribalism,

the period is one of relative obscurity as the bulk of the biblical sources is

concerned with the various roles of pre-exilic Israelite scribes, and with Ezra, who

as a post-exilic priestly-scribe, had a significant role in the interpretation of Torah.

Non-biblical sources, while not concerned directly with scribalism, focus on its

educational and administrative aspects. Any comprehension of the development

of scribalisrn in the two centuries between Ezra (398 BCE) and Ben Sira (180

BCE) is diminished by the dearth of source material for the period. However, the

book of Sirach presents Ben Sira as an emerging personality,2 who managed a

~’~’~r~n n,= in Jerusalem,3 and who offered a specific portrait of the Jewish scribe

Many important studies of this period of Judean history have been undertaken. Among
the more important are: Elias Biekerm,-m, From Ezra to the Last of the Mc~cabees: Foundations
of Post-Biblical Judcgsm (New York: Schocken, 1962); idem, The Jews in the Greek Age
(Cambridge, MA/London: Harvard University Press, 1988); John Bright, A History of Israel, 3rd
ed. (London: SCM, 1980); Lester L. Gmbbe, Judaism From Cyrus to HadncgJ: Volume One - The
Pemian and Greek Periods (Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 1991); Martin Henge|, Judaism a~d
Hellenism (London: SCM, 1974); Mikhail Rostovtzeff, The Social ~d Economic History of the

Hellenistic World, vol. 1 (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1941); Abraham Sehalit, ed., The Hellenistic
Age: Political History of Jewish Palestine from 332 B.C.E. to 67 B.C.E. (Jerusalem/New

Brunswick, NJ: Masada Publishing/Rutgers University Press, 1972); Victor Tehefikover [V.
Tscherikower], "Palestine Under the Ptolemies (A Contribution to the Study of the Zenon
Papyri)," Mizraim 4-5 (1937): 1-90; idem, Hellenistic Civilization and the Jews (New York:
Atheneum, 1979); idem, and Alexander Fuks, ed., "The Jews of Palestine," in Corpus Papyrorum
Judaicarum (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1957), 115-130.

2 Sir 50,27.

3 Sir 51,23-28.



Introduction

of the period,4 all of which suggests a new development in Jewish scribalism which

warrants further investigation. Second, the creative period of the fifth and fourth

centuries BCE witnessed scribal redaction activity which led to the formation of the

final form of the Torah and prophetic corpus which in pre-Maccabean Judea were

established as binding texts of scripture subject to interpretation at the hand of

skilled exegetes. While Ben Sira typified the skilled exegete of the period, equating

ng:~ and nnV~,5 his use and reinterpretation of Israel’s scripture also merit

deeper inquiry. Third, the period of pre-Maccabean Judea is largely characterized

by an openness to Hellenism concomitant with faithfulness to traditional Judaism.

Certainly the advent of Hellenism brought many secular influences to bear on

Judea, establishing within it a system of administration and taxation which, with its

dependence on an army of bureaucrats, expanded the importance of the scribe’s

role. It also facilitated the development of the autonomy of the Judean Temple-

State under the High Priest and Judean Senate. Culturally, the influence of

Hellenism was enormous.

The Greek language became known to the Judean aristocracy by 260 BCE.

Greek education infiltrated Judea, reaching its culmination in 175 BCE with Jason’s

establishment of the gymnasium. Greek schools must certainly have existed in

Judea prior to this date to permit such a cultural step and may have fostered the

development of a scribal counter-movement concerned to uphold and defend

Jewish culture and tradition. The period is characterized by the existence of a

variety of wisdom schools, the majority of which attempted a fusion of traditional

4 Sir 38,28-39,11.

Sir 19,20.

2



Introduction

Judaism with international wisdom,e while others were universalist and critical,7 and

yet others, such as the Hasidic schools, were defensive of the prophetic tradition.

The challenge offered Judaism by Hellenism was the choice between Jewish

tradition and an openness to the new spirit of the times. The response to that

challenge is evident in the period of pre-Maccabean hellenistic Judea which

marked the end of the initial encounter between Judaism and Hellenism and the

beginning of the former’s repudiation of the latter. Indeed, pre-Maccabean

hellenistic Judea offers a rich cultural and religious backdrop of great complexity

against which to examine the development of Jewish scribalism of the period as

exemplified by Ben Sira. The task of this study is therefore to attempt to present

the profile of Ben Sira as Jewish scribe, by situating him in the context of the

evolution of Jewish scribalism, by characterizing his use and interpretation of

Israel’s scripture and by locating him within the social world of pre-Maccabean

hellenistic Judea.

There are a number of significant methodological difficulties involved in such

a study. The first of these is a sources-related problem as the literary (non-

biblical), archaeological and numismatic source material does not permit immediate

access to Ben Sira, but does allow for an interpretation of the political, religious,

cultural and social background against which to view him. Nonetheless, we are

endowed with a most valuable source for Ben Sira. While he may not have

produced a biography, he has left behind an account on his work and teaching

which calls for a careful reading strategy in order to discern a more accurate profile

of his scribal role. However, the particular source material which deals directly with

6 Prov 1-9; Ps 119; Sirach.

7 Cf. the books of Job and of Qohelet whose scepticism closely parallels the hellenistic

critique of traditional wisdom.
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Ben Sira’s concept of the Jewish scribe is restricted to his Poem on the Ideal

Scribe8 and to a number of autobiographical texts/the language and terminology

of which can be quite obscure.

A second methodological difficulty has to do with the exceeding complexity

of the text of Sirach. The Hebrew text of Sirach (Heb) is extant for well in excess

of two-thirds of the book and is found in two recensions, the original text of Ben

Sira (Hebl) and an expanded text of one or more recensions (Hebll). The Greek

(G) version exists in two forms, the Greek translation (GI) made by Ben Sira’s

grandson and an expanded Greek version (GII) based on Hebll. The Old Latin

(VL) version is an important witness to GII, while the Syriac version (Syr) is based

on a Vorlage which has fused Hebl and Hebll while guided by GII. Heb has been

corrupted in many places by scribal errors, particularly dittography, haplography,

misspellings and misreadings of the Hebrew exemplar being copied, and in places

Heb has been retroverted from Syr. While GI is the most reliable form of the entire

book of Sirach, it has also been corrupted by scribal errors and the grandson’s

poor understanding of the original Hebrew. The consequence of this complicated

situation is that there are no fixed or clear rules about the textual criticism of

Sirach. Rather, the text-critical task is one of taking all the difficulties into account

and making a reasonable judgement about the text under consideration.

This study will attempt to understand Ben Sira’s scribal role, particularly in

terms of his interpretation of biblical tradition. It will not merely dwell on texts which

refer to Israel’s biblical heritage, but seek to examine the manner in which Ben

Sira referred to and actualized that tradition. However, since Ben Sira did not

explicitly cite biblical material, but simply alluded to it, a third methodological

Sir 38,24-39,11.

Sir 24,30-33; 33,16-18; 34,12-13; 39,12; 50,27; 51,13-30.

4



Introduction

difficulty arises: the intertextual reading of Sirach against the biblical tradition with

a view to identifying those biblical allusions directly intended by Ben Sira. The

fourth methodological difficulty is exegetical and arises directly from the third: the

identification of an appropriate method of analysis and interpretation of Ben Sira’s

exegetical techniques. The final methodological difficulty to be encountered is the

manner of locating Ben Sira, as scribe and interpreter of biblical tradition, within

his own social world by means of the conscious application of an appropriate and

justified social-scientific model. It is not proposed to enter into discussion of these

methodological difficulties and offer solutions at this point. They will be discussed

in detail at appropriate stages during this study. Nonetheless, it is sufficient to

indicate that the methodological approach must be highly eclectic, adopting and

adapting the work of previous scholarship, both related and unrelated, to the needs

of this particular study. The work of Elias Bickerman, Martin Hengel and Victor

Tcherikover, in particular, will be used when considering the sources for the period,

while the studies of Sirach undertaken by the widest range of scholars (G. H. Box,

Alexander A. DiLella, Josef Haspecker, Johannes MarbSck, W. O. Oesterley, Gian

Luigi Prato, Otto Rickenbacher, Patrick W. Skehan, R. Smend, Helge Stadelmann,

Yigael Yadin and J. Ziegler) will be employed to resolve difficult text-critical issues.

A modified version of Richard B. Hays’ work on intertextual allusions in the Pauline

Epistles will be used to identify Ben Sira’s biblical allusions, while elements of

Michael Fishbane’s concept of inner-biblical exegesis will be applied to Ben Sira’s

interpretative technique. Finally, urban theory, particularly as advocated by Gerhard

Lenski, will be used to understand how Ben Sira functioned as scribe and exegete

in the social world of pre-Maccabean Judea.

The study will read Sirach against the background of Judean history,

particularly in the period 221-175 BCE, which is delimited by two important events:

the first abortive Seleucid attempt, under Antiochus III Megas (223-187 BCE), to
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invade Palestine (221 BCE) and the deposition of Onias III (196-174 BCE) as

High-Priest in Jerusalem in the very early stages of the rule of Antiochus IV

Epiphanes (175-164 BCE) on the eve of the hellenistic reform (175 BCE). This

period, covering late Ptolemaic and early Seleucid rule in Judea, is the one in

which Ben Sira wrote his work, for which the commonly accepted date of

composition is 195-175 BCE. This dating has been arrived at by a combination of

analysis of the Prologue and by conjecture.’° Ben Sira’s grandson arrived in Egypt

in the thirty-eighth year of the reign of a king named Euergetes:

’Ev T~.p z~ 6~’66~ KaL zpLaKOO’Z~ ~:ZeL ~’rl’L ZoO

Ebepy~zou ~eaL~.~co~ ~apayevnOeL~ e~,~ A’~ywzov KaL
a~y;~pov(,aa¢ ebpcbv ob I~LKp&~ l"raLSe(,a¢ ~6tJ.OLOV.11

The expression z~ 6y56~ Ka’L zpLaKOaZ~ ~ZeL refers to the year of the

king’s reign and not to the grandson’s age.12 The epithet Ebepy~zo~ could refer

to two Ptolemaic kings: Ptolemy III Euergetes I (246-221 BCE) and Ptolemy VII

Physkon Euergetes II (170-164.145-117 BCE). The grandson’s reference could

only be to the latter king, as the former ruled for about twenty-five years only. The

lo For a detailed account of the difficulties associated with dates in the Prologue see A.
Haire Forster, "The Date of Ecclesiasticus," A TR 41 (1959): 1-9. Forster is highly pessimistic

about solving any of the difficulties associated with the dating of Sirach.

11 Prologue 27-29. The verse enumeration of the Prologue is that used in Ecclesiastico: Testo

Ebrcaco con Apparato Critico e Vemioni Greca, Latina e Siriaca, ed. F. Vatlioni, Pubblicazioni
del Seminario di Semitistica, Testi 1 (Naples: Istituto Orientale di Napoli, 1968), 2-3.

tz G.H. Box, and W. O. Oestedey, "Sirach," in The Apocrypha and Pseudepigrapha of the

Old Testcunent, ed. R. H. Charles, vol. 1 (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1911), 293. See also Forster,

"Ecclesiasticus," 5-7 who questions this scholarly consensus. The expression ~V yap Z~

~y(56~ Ka’L ZpLaKOOZ~ ~ZEL could refer to the thirty-eighth year of Ptolemy VII
Euergetes II’s reig~a (132 BCE) or to the grandson’s age. The latter possibility depends on reading

61,’ Z~ as a possessive pronoun, which is extremely rare in Greek. On this Forster concludes:
"If it is my 38th year, then the date of Ecclesiasticus is up in the air." Ibid., 7.

6
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thirty-eighth year of the reign of Ptolemy VII was 132 BCE and scholars agree that

this is the date of the arrival of the grandson in Egypt.

Scholarship does dispute, however, the date of publication of the grandson’s

translation and tends to argue along three distinct lines of thought. First, there is

the argument of Box-Oesterley that the work was published in the period 132-116

BCE.13 This argument rests on the meaning of ouyxpovl~oc~CTM which is translated

as "and continued there" with the implication that the grandson remained in Egypt

only during the reign of Euergetes I1. A second position is that adopted by Peters,is

who argues that the phrase k:r’L zof~ Eb~py~zou 13c~aL~.~co~;,TM along with the

precise reference to z~ @66~ K0:’L ZpL0~KOOZ~ ’-’--" 17 ~’L~L, suggests that the king

was no longer alive at the time of writing. Hence the work was published after 117

BCE. The argument must be rejected as there are biblical texts which violate the

pattern k:r{. used with the name of a deceased king in the context of an exact

time reference.TM The third position, followed by this study, is that of Smend who

Box-Oesterley, "Sirach," 317.

Prologue 28.

N. Peters, Das Buch Jesus Sirach Oder Ecclesiasticus, EI--LkT
Aschendorff, 1913), xx-xxi.

16 Prologue 27.

17 Ibid.

Series 25 (Mtinster:
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argues for a publication date after 117 BCE.19 This is based on the meaning of

ouyZpov~oaG correctly translated as "while there at the same time (as Euergetes

was king)." This implies that the grandson was in Egypt for the remainder of

Euergetes’ reign and completed his work after 117 BCE. Allowing that Ben Sira

may have been up to sixty years older than his grandson, the most likely period

for the original writing of the work is 200-180 BCE, a date supported by a poem

in praise of Simon II (219-196 BCE).2° It is highly likely that Ben Sira was an

eyewitness to the type of events he describes in the poem. Finally, there is no

reference in the book to the events under Antiochus IV Epiphanes (175-164 BCE).

These considerations would tend to support the commonly accepted date of

composition as 195-175 BCE.21

ls(...continued)
name of a king in the context of an exact time reference. However, in each case the reference is

to the reigning king, Darius.

19 R. Smend, Die Weisheit des Jesus Sirach, Hebri~sch und Deutch (Berlin: Reimer, 1906),
3-4.

2o Sir 50,1-21.

zl The modem consensus suggests an earlier date of 190 BCE. This is based on the

assumption that there was a span of sixty years between the grandson’s period of life and that of

Ben Sira. However, Hengel, Judaism and Hellenism, I, 131-134 does not accept this dating. He
suggests that the work may have been written in the period 190-175 BCE, and may have been
completed by September 175 BCE when Antiochus IV ascended the throne. The argument is
based on Sir 7,4-7 which Hengel regards as an emphatic plea for the Oniads. However, he is
probably reading too much into these verses. According to D. S. Williams, "The Date of
Ecclesiasticus," VT 44 (1994): 563-565, the earlier date of 190 BCE is problematic as it implies

that the grandson was an old man on arrival in Egypt and very elderly when completing his
translation, a possible but unlikely scenario. However, the later date of 175 BCE implies that the
grandson was in his forties on arrival in Egypt and was approximately sixty when he completed
the translation. In any case 195-175 BCE corresponds roughly to the Late Ptolemaic and Early

Seleucid Periods.
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Writing in this period, Ben Sira described himself ="~’~:~ "~r~ ~:~ ~r~:,~ and

was acutely aware that his role had to be seen as the ultimate stage in an ongoing

evolutionary process.23 Chapter One, entitled Ben Sira and the Evolution of Jewish

Scdbalism, will adopt Ben Sira’s evolutionary perspective as the appropriate one

with which to begin to examine his concept of scribe. Accordingly, it will locate Ben

Sira’s concept of the scribe against the background of ancient Near Eastern

scribalism, and in particular with its Egyptian, Sumerian and Akkadian emphasis

on the educational and administrative aspects of the scribal role. Scribalism in pre-

exilic Israel and Judah will be examined by considering the range of meanings of

the terms yp(~p.c~z~(; and "~=0 in the biblical sources. The consideration of the

post-exilic Persian period in Jerusalem will centre on the figure of Ezra, the

priestly-scribe, entrusted with the role of Torah-interpretation and will seek to

discover whether the scribalism of this period represented a radical development

and reorientation towards exegesis. If so, can Ben Sira’s concept of scribe be seen

as merely another example of the development in scribalism characterized by

Ezra, or does he represent yet a new stage in Jewish scribalism, namely a

movement away from priestly Torah-interpretation towards some form of non-cultic,

pneumatic, wisdom exegete engaging with the entire panoply of Israel’s traditions?

The chapter will then proceed to attempt to answer this question by considering

the political and socio-religious background of Late Ptolemaic Judea through a

detailed investigation of the Zenon and Rainer papyri, the numismatic evidence

from the so-called Yehud coins and relevant archaeological evidence. For the

Early Seleucid period particular attention will be given both to the edicts of

,2 Sir 33,16b.

:a Sir 33,16-18.
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Antiochus III Megas and the Legend of the Tobiads as recorded by Flavius

Josephus. The final section of the chapter will consider the role of the scribe in

pre-Maccabean hellenistic Judea on the basis of what can be known from the

above-mentioned sources, as well as evidence from the pseudonymous Jewish-

Greek Letter of Aristeas to Philocrates and from the educational context of the

period.

Chapter Two, entitled Ben Sira and the Ideal Scribe, will examine the

concept of scribe evidenced directly in the text of Sirach. It will begin with a

discussion of the text-critical issues relevant to the original Hebrew text of Sirach

and its ancient versions, and proceed to establish, in some detail, a critical text of

the Poem on the Ideal Scribe (Sir 38,24-39,11) which is one of the most famous

texts in Jewish literature offering a description of the scribe’s role and activity.

While this poem has been extensively analysed in the works of Josef Haspecker,

Johannes Marb6ck, Otto Rickenbacher, Helge Stadelmann and Gian Luigi Prato,

whose conclusions will be critically surveyed in the chapter, recent scholarship has

in fact ignored a number of issues which are critical for an understanding of Ben

Sira’s concept of scribe, particularly in relation to biblical interpretation. These

issues are twofold: the failure to analyse the process by which Ben Sira’s ideal

scribe interpreted Israel’s traditions, leaving undefined the terminology used in the

poem to characterize the ideal scribe’s engagement with those traditions; and the

willingness to assume, but not establish convincingly, that the poem is

autobiographical, thereby offering not merely a profile of Ben Sira’s concept of the

ideal scribe, but a portrait of Ben Sira as the ideal scribe. This chapter will

establish that the poem is indeed autobiographical by comparing it structurally and

philologically to texts in Sirach which are clearly so24 and will demonstrate that the

,.4 Sir 24,30-33; 33,16-18; 34,12-13; 39,12; 50,27; 51,13-30.

10
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language used in it to characterize the scribe’s interpretation of biblical traditions

is a highly generalized description of Ben Sira’s working of Israel’s traditions.

Various scholars (S. Schecher and L. Taylor, J. L. Koole, and J. G. Snaith)

have tabulated long lists of possible biblical allusions in the text of Sirach, without

however, systematically testing them and studying the manner of Ben Sira’s

interpretation of them. Chapter Three of this study, entitled Ben Sira and Biblical

Interpretation, will attempt to do this by identifying some of Ben Sira’s biblical

allusions, by classifying his interpretative techniques and by correlating his actual

reinterpretation of biblical allusions with the generalized description of the

exegetical process given in the Poem on the/deal Scribe. Chapter Three will begin

by identifying the target text to be studied as the Works of God in Creation (Sir

42,15-43,33), whose suitability as such will be justified on the basis of its

conformity to relevant methodological requirements. Once a detailed, critical text

of the poem is established, the study will then proceed to identify within that text

a representative sampling of Ben Sira’s biblical allusions, using a modified version

of Richard B. Hays’ study of intertextual echoes in the Pauline writings. Michael

Fishbane’s concept of inner-biblical exegesis will be applied to the chosen

allusions, paying particular attention to the exegetical technique used by Ben Sira

and the circumstances in pre-Maccabean hellenistic Judea which occasioned it.

Finally, Ben Sira’s actual biblical interpretation will then be compared to his

idealized description of himself as biblical exegete.

The final element in the profile of Ben Sira as Jewish scribe and biblical

exegete, namely, the role played by him in second century BCE Judean society,

will be discussed in Chapter Four, entitled Ben Sira and the Social World of Pre-

Maccabean Hellenistic Judea. Once again previous scholarship has debated this

issue in some detail. R. Gordis has argued that Ben Sira was a conservative

aristocrat and a teacher to the sons of the wealthy aristocracy, a conclusion based

ll
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on the assumption that the social context for literary wisdom in Judea was

aristocratic and elitist. Helge Stadelmann has argued that Ben Sira must be seen

as a priestly-scribe who functioned as a teacher of the upper-middle classes [sic].

Stadelmann’s thesis is established largely by inference from the book of Sirach

and other Jewish sources. Harold Van Broekhoven has applied Mary Douglas’

anthropological group-grid model to Ben Sira’s social world with conflicting results.

While these three approaches will be examined critically in Chapter Four, this

study, given the intrinsic connection between hellenization and urbanization, will

apply an urban model to Ben Sira’s social world in an effort to achieve a better

understanding of his role in Judean society. The choice of Gerhard Lenski’s model

of the urban agrarian society will be justified and will be applied to pre-Maccabean

hellenistic Judea, as reflected in the Poem on the/deal Scribe and the Works of

God in Creation, and will establish that the model of scribal retainer is the most

appropriate for understanding Ben Sira.

Ben Sira’s own self-awareness evident in the text of Sirach attests to his

importance in the evolution of the role of the Jewish scribe as interpreter of

tradition. He understood himself as a prophetic figure who poured forth wisdom

from the heart, using vivid similes to describe himself. He was like a rivulet flowing

from the river of Israel’s tradition, but which was transformed into a vast ocean. He

was replete with teaching, like the full moon. However, the most powerful manner

in which he saw himself was as one who stood at the end of a line of those

immersed in Israel’s traditions. He was as the last on watch; like one who gleaned

after the grape-gatherers and who filled his wine press not just for himself alone,

but for all those who, in his day and after it, sought instruction.

12



CHAPTER ONE

1.0 BEN SIRA AND THE EVOLUTION OF JEWISH SCRIBALISM

1.1 Ancient Near Eastern and Biblical Scribalism

(a) The Ancient Near East

Since scribes are referred to in the literature of many ancient Near Eastern

societies, a brief survey of the Egyptian, Sumerian, Akkadian and Mesopotamian

concept is useful in establishing the context within which to examine the

emergence and development of biblical scribalism. In Ancient Egypt1 learned

scholars were crucial to the development of civilization. This is particularly evident

in their role as educators of aristocratic children in the period of the Old Kingdom.

Their function was primarily literary as "the learned scribes of the Old Kingdom and

First Intermediate Period who first attempted to put their thoughts and convictions

into writing made remarkable progress in creating literary forms suitable to their

purpose.’a However, they also exercised a wide range of other functions: magician,

interpreter of dreams, adviser, diplomat, problem solver, physician, government

official and counsellor.3

The Sumerian4 educational system was organized centrally around the role

of the ummia (’sage’) who was head of the edubba (’tablet-house’), the place of

learning where students completed their training prior to assuming important

1 Ronald J. Wdliams, "The Sage in Egyptian Literature," in The Sage in Israel and the

A ncient Neat" East, ed. John G. Gammie and Leo G. Perdue (Winona Lake: Eisenbrauns, 1990),
19-30.

2 1bid., 30.

3 Ronald J. Wdliams, "The Functions of the Sage in the Egyptian Royal Court," in The

Sage in lsrael and the Ancient Near East, 95-98; idem, "Scribal Training in Ancient Egypt," JA OS

92 (1972): 214-221.

4 Samuel Noah Kmn~r, "The Sage in Sumerian Literature: A Composite Portrait," in The

Sage in lsrael and the Ancient Near East, 31-44.

13
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responsibilities as temple or palace officials. Part of the edubba-education involved

copying and studying proverbs, precepts and maxims. It was the responsibility uf

the ummia "not only to imbue the students with proper ethical and practical values

... but also to help them apprehend and comprehend the ambiguous nature of the

human condition ...,,s Another component of this education system was the

disputation by which the uremia presented his reflections on the human scene and

on the world in general.6 The students of the edubba were all from the upper strata

of society, who subsequently as edubba-graduates became temple functionaries.

Thus it was "the far-famed umrnias and the top temple functionaries trained and

educated by them who originated and developed the intellectual constructs and

spiritual concepts that provided the ground work and framework of the religious

thought and practice of the Sumerians.’’7 Equally the ummias were responsible for

shaping and developing the political and symbolic ideology that dominated the

palace.

Akkadian8 literature containing an extensive wisdom vocabulary, applies the

5 Ibid., 32.

6 Ibid., 34-35. Typical disputations of the period are the Disputation between the Hoe cmd

the Plough and the Disputations between Silver cmd Mighty Copper. The hoe is regarded as
superior to the plow as it is more useful, has a longer working life and can be easily repaired.
Copper is valued over silver in that it has a wider range of uses while silver is only used for

decoration. Examples from the animal kingdom (fish versus bird), the vegetable kingdom (tree
versus reed) and from both (cattle versus g, rain) were also used. The moral of the disputations was
that one should not judge between appearances.

7 Kramer, "Sumerian Literature," 38.

s Ronald F. G. Sweet, "The Sage in Akkadian Literature," in The Sage in lsrael cmd the

A ncient Near Ec~t, 45-65.
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term wise to a broad range of people in society includint:j: the king, craftsmen,9

architects, builders, soldiers, cult officials, diviners, exorcists, musicians,

physicians, scribes and teachers. Wisdom terminology is most often applied to the

scribe.1° Textual evidence from tablets excavated at Mari, Assur, Kalhu and

Nineveh indicate that many scribes were necessary for the Mesopotamian royal

administration. Their work involved the preparation of routine administrative

records, collections of laws, king lists, chronicles and many literary texts.1~ The

most important royal official in administrative terms was the palace scribe, usually

under the command of the Grand Vizier or highest minister. Mesopotamian society

may have had three classes of scribe the bureaucrat, the poet and the scholar.12

The bureaucrat and poet were probably located in the administration of either

palace or temple, while the scholar lived without any institutional support. Similar

administrative and bureaucratic roles were performed by scribes at Ugarit.13 In

conclusion, this brief survey suggests that in the Ancient Near East the term

scribalism denoted a wide range of functions, but primarily those of educator and

administrator.

9 Ibid., 57-58. The typical craftsmen mentioned are: carpenters, blacksmiths, potters, metal-

workers, stone-cutters, copper-smiths and seal-cutters. The term wisdom used of these, denotes
expertise in specialist manual skills.

z0 Ibid., 61-62.

11 Ronald F. G. Sweet, "The Sage in Mesopotamian Palaces and Royal Courts," in The Sage

in lsrael and the Ancient Near East, 99-107.

lz A.L. Oppenheim, "The Position of the Intellectual in Mesopotamian Society," Daedalus

104 (1975): 37-46.

13 Loren R. Mack-Fisher, "The Scribe (and Sage) in the Royal Court at Ugarit," in The Sage

in lsrael and the Ancient Near East, 109-115; Anson F. Rainey, "The Scribe at Ugarit: His
Position and Influence," Proceedings of the lsrael A cademy of Sciences and Humanities 3 (1969):

126-146.
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(b) Pre-Exilic Israel and Judah

As in the societies of the Ancient Near East, scribalism in pre-exilic Israel

and Judah was equally multifaceted.14 Thus, the essentially bureaucratic and

administrative functions of ancient Near Eastern scribalism are found also in pre-

exilic Israel and Judah, and are reflected in the etymology of scribe in both biblical

Greek and Hebrew. In Greek, ypcq~l.LC~¢ evolved from the word ypdl~l~C~ (a

written letter) to denote the writer of such letters, while a similar evolution in

Hebrew took place whereby "~== (the writer of a message) is derived from "~=..~

(the written message). The Hebrew term "~=~, as with ypE~.~c~z~¢, denoted a

middle-level government bureaucrat,is The pre-exilic royal court depended on

many officials, including scribes, whose profession was essential in the United

Kingdom as in the other societies of the Ancient Near East which had developed

systems of writing.TM In this period the scribe was one among many important state

officials. They are all named,17 and found in association with significant and

~4 See Michael Fishbane, Biblical Interpretation in Ancient Israel (Oxford: Clarendon Press,

1985), 24-36 on pre-exilic Israelite scribalism.

~ Anthony J. Saldanni, Pharisees, Scribes and Sadducees in Palestinian Society: A
Sociological Approach (Wilmington, DE: Michael Glazier, 1988), 241-242. See Bickerman, Last
of the Maccabees, 54-71 on the significance of the scribe in Eastern culture and also M. l]adas,

Hellenistic Culture: Fusion and Diffusion (New York: W. W. Norton, 1972), 59-71.

~6 R.N. Whybray, "The Sage in the Israelite Royal Court," in The Sage in Israel and the

Ancient Near East, 133-139.

17 Some of David’s scribes were Seraiah (2 Sam 8,17), Shiya (2 Sam 20,25), Shusha (1

Chron 18,16), Shemaiah (1 Chron 24,6) and Jonathan (1 Chron 27,32). The two scribes mentioned
during the reign of Solomon are Elihaph and Ahijah (1 Kgs 4,3).
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influential royal officials.TM However, their specific roles are bureaucratic and

secretarial and are devoid of any explicit religious or tradition-related function.

In the period after the collapse and partition of the United Kingdom, scribes

are only mentioned in association with the kings of Judah, where again most are

named.TM As in the period of the United Kingdom, the scribe is associated with

significant royal administrators and religious officials.2° Under the kings of Judah

the role of the scribe expanded. While the secretarial function remained, the scribe

became responsible for both military and fiscal matters.21

Pre-exilic Israelite scribes also had significant literary functions in that they

collated, entitled and indexed literary records.:~ Most of the literature composed

is These are: army commander (2 Sam 8,16; 1 Chron 18,15; 27,34), "1’~!~ (2 Sam 8,16;

1 Chron 18,15), C’~.~ (2 Sam 8,17; 20,25; 1 Chron 18,16; 24,6), commander of Cherethites

and Pelethites (2 Sam 8,18; 1 Chron 18,17), r,,~ (1 Chron 24,6), rl~"~ ’V2~

[].,.!~1...._ r~,~.,-t_.~_ (1 Chron 24,6), "[..~_b ~’ (1 Chron 27,33),                                                                              7-.....-~v~    _~’3.    (1 Chron

27,33). In 1 Kgs 4,2 such people are considered Solomon’s high officials (~-’~ ~’~.~,_’)).

~9 These are: .leiel, scribe to Uzziah (2 Chron 26,11), Shebnah, scribe to Hezekiah (2 Kgs
18,18.37; 19,2; Isa 36,2.22; 37,2), Shaphan, scribe to Josiah (2 Kgs 22,3.8; 2 Chron 33,13;
34,15.18.20; .ler 36,10), Elishama (Jer 36,12) and Jonathan (Jer 37,15.20), scribes during
Jehoiakim’s reign. Other scribes remain unnamed (2 Kgs 25,19; Jer 52,25).

z0 These are: ~5"q,_’t ~,.’7.~,_’7 (2 Chron 24,11), "1~ (2 Citron 26, 11), "r[~,_’7 "3..~

(2 Chron 26,11), r~:~-~_I,’-’l~ (2 Kgs 18,18.37; 19,2; Isa 36,2), "t"~.r..~ (2 Kgs 18,18.37;

Isa 36,2.22), r’*.~,_’7 "~T. (2 Kgs 19,2; 22,12; Isa 37,2), "r[.b..~-’l..’,.r.d. (2 Chron 33,13),

="3~ (Jer 36,12), "~,_’1-".~.~ "Rhr~ ~"V2.;~ (2 Kgs 25,19; Jer 52,25), ~,’1. "lVd (2
Kgs 25,19; Jer 52,25).

21 On the secretarial role see 2 Kgs 18,18.37; 19,2; 22,3.8; 2 Citron 33,13; 34,15.18.20; Isa

36,2.22; 37,2; Jer 36,10; 37,15.20. On the military role, see 2 Chron 26,11. On thefiscal role,
see 2 Kgs 12,11; 2 Chron 24,11.

22 Fishbane, Biblical Interpretation, 27-28. These roles are indicated by many references in

the books of the Kings and Chronicles to the literary archives of Israel and Judah. Further literary
(continued...)
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during this period (annals, historical narratives, poetry, laws, cultic material and

proverbs) can in all likelihood be attributed to them.23 Some further information

about scribal literary activity may be derived from Prov 25,1 which may witness to

court-sponsored scribal activity in pre-exilic Judah.24 The text describes how

officials of king Hezekiah (,~?r~ ,~_) engaged with

which is described by the phrase .~p,.~;~.

proverbial sayings in

a process It remains unclear if

transmission or transcription of literary sources is indicated, and the ,~

~.T~ are not designated as scribes. However, the literary process involved

may have been part of a larger religio-national restoration concerned with the

preservation of Israelite literature and cultic reform suggested in 2 Chron 29-30.

Pre-exilic Israel and Judah probably had scribal schools.2s Their precise

nature, however, remains unclear since there are no direct references to scribal

schools in the Hebrew Bible, and the only references to education are few and

imprecise.26 The existence of such schools requires the assumption of a definite

scribal class. Wisdom literature reflects pre-exilic Israelite scribai activity similar to

2z(...continued)
scribal practices may also be deduced from annotations to priestly regulations in the books of

Leviticus and Numbers.

zs Whybray, "Israelite Royal Court," 137.

z4 Fishbane, Biblical Interpretation, 33.

z~ Gerhard yon Rad, Wisdom in lsrael (London: SCM, 1978), 17.

26 J.L. Cmnshaw, "Education in Ancient Israel," JBL 104 (1985): 601-615 offers a few

cautious references. But see also Andre Lemaire, "The Sage in School and Temple," in The Sage

in Israel and the Ancient Near East, 165-181, who on the basis of the existence of schools in
neighbouring cultures, a few paleo-Hebrew inscriptions, some suggestive biblical hints and the
literary character of certain biblical texts, argues that schools did exist in Israel in the First

Temple period.
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that of Egypt and Mesopotarnia. Analysis of the Joseph stories suggests significant

points of contact between early wisdom literature and pre-exilic Israelite

educational ideals and patterns for human living.27 Certainly pre-exilic Israelite

scribes were concerned with such wisdom traditions and ideals. It may well be that

such scribes were associated with the Temple and their main function was to

instruct the priests and levites, who in turn instructed the people and made

judgments on the basis of law and tradition. A possible relationship between

scribes, priests and levites, can be argued for.2a

What distinguishes pre-exilic Israelite scribalism most from its international

ancient Near Eastern roots, is the engagement by scribes in religious activities. Jer

8,8b is a very obscure biblical texta9 which points to such scribal religious activity

in pre-exilic Judah. The text must be seen in the context of Josiah’s reform (621

BCE) and refers to a particular social group of persons, who represent traditional

27 Gerhard von Rad, "The Joseph Narrative and Ancient Wisdom," in The Problem of the
Hexateuch and Other Essays (London: SCM, 1984), 292-300. Von Rad argues that the Joseph
saga was written in the early monarchic period. The saga is linked to the spiritual outlook of that
period and is closely related to the educational ideal of the early wisdom writings.

2g Hengel, Judaism and Hellenism, I, 78-80. This might well include an overlap of their

functions.

2, =,~.~ "1~ ~ ,"I~ "1~_~ ~.U ’[~R reads literally: "Truly, behold, to

falsehood it has done, the false pen of the scribes." Since there is ambiguity about the subject and
object of the phrase, various interpretations have been offered. Robert P. Carroll, Jeremiah: A
Commentary, OTL Series (London: SCM Press, 1986), 228-229 argues that the text represents
prophetic condemnation of scribal activity which has falsified teaching: "The tdr~ is false in the
sense of having being falsified by the scribal activity which produced it (both Mr~ and the
scribes’ pen are qualified by the term ~eqer, ’false’). What precisely this means is not clear from

the text. The t6ra~ may be false because it is written, or because this particular group’s scribal
activities have somehow made it false. Whether by interpretation, additions or commentary can
only be speculated about." An alternative understanding is offered by Fishbane, Biblical
Interpretation, 33-36 who regards Jeremiah’s statement as a condemnation, not of any inherent
falsity in scribal teaching, but of their insincere piety.
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Chapter One: Ben Sira and the Evolution of Jewish Scribalism

wisdom values and who have invested religious teaching with a particular ideology:

They presumably took advantage of the cultural vacuum created by the
renewal of Judean independence after Assyria’s collapse, and the cultic
elevation of Jerusalem as the dominant national-royal shrine after the fall
of Samaria, to propagate their adjustment of old wisdom traditions to the
ancient, sacred teachings of Moses - a foretaste of Ben Sira centuries
later.3°

(c) The Persian Period: Ezra

The post-exilic Persian period in which the Torah was formed and the

prophetic corpus framed was another key moment in which the office of scribe

underwentfurther development and radical reorientation.31 The period is dominated

by Ezra,32 to whom several texts refer specifically mentioning his capacity as

scribe.33 In particular Ezra 7,6 describes Ezra as follows:

Ezra’s function as "~=~ is related to ~t~ by the adjective "~,~ which

denotes scribal skill, which in turn is related to knowledge, interpretation and

3o [bid., 35-36.

31 On the whole issue of scripture production and interpretation in Second Temple Judaism

see Martin Hengel, "The Scriptures and their Interpretation in Second Temple Judaism," in The
Aramaic Bible: Targums in their Historical Context, ed. D. R. G. Beattie and M. J. McNamara,

JSOTSS 166 (Sheffield: JSOT Press, 1994), 158-175.

32 Other scribes are also mentioned. These are: ’r[..b.@,_’3 ’~.~ (Est 3,12; 8,9); Shimshai,

secretary to Rehum, Persian governor of Samaria (Ezra 4,8-9.17.23); Zadok, scribe to Nehemiah
(Neh 13,13). The roles were essentially secretarial, although Zadok’s was also fiscal. See Joseph
Blenkimopp, Ezra-Nehemiah: A Commentary, OTL Series (London: SCM, 1988), 136-139; idem,
"The Sage, the Scribe, and Scribalism in the Chroniclers Work," in The Sage in lsrael a~d the

A ncient Necv" Ec~t, 307-315.

33 Ezra 7,6.11-12; Neh 8,4.9; 12,26.36.
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Chapter One: Ben Sira and the Evolution of Jewish Scribalism

application of Torah)4 Ezra’s role as scribe is further developed in Ezra 7,1 1-12:

~’~n! m nl-m~m ’~.:~ ~-~ ~ In~ ,~!!~b

.... b~m,-b~*. y : .    .

Ezra is described as both priest and scribe,3s but it is his role as scribe which is

elaborated on. The subject matter of his scribal activity is clearly Torah along with

its commandments and statutes. Finally, in Ezra 7,21 he is described as follows:

... ~.~r~t~ ~lt-’-’t ltn.’t "1~ ~,"t~ tl’~t~
.r- :     r ~         r T    * I"    "r’*: ~-     T:’."

The texts suggest that

if Ezra was originally a Persian court officer he must have been skilled in
the scribal art, that is, in the knowledge of Jewish affairs. The Chronicler
considered him well versed in the law of Moses, which he had investigated
thoroughly and intended to teach so that it might be carried out among his
people.3s

The classical interpretation of Ezra’s title37 understands the designation scribe as

"an official title, taken over from Assyrian and Babylonian usage (cf. Akkadian

gEpiru), designating the holder as charged with special responsibility for law

34 The word "~’,’7.~ occurs in only two other biblical texts: Ps 45,2 (’1’,’3.~ "~=5~) and

Prov 22,29 (’~’,’7.~ 72’~). See William NcKane, Proverbs: A New Approach, OTL Series

(London: SCM Press, 1970), 380 who considers that the adjective denotes "mental nimbleness and

adroitness." The parallel with the Instruction of Amen-em-opet suggests that this quality is
essentially a scribal one. See A NET, ed. James B. Ptitchanl (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University

Press, 1955), 424. See also Blenkinsopp, Ezra-Nehemiah, 137-138. The adjective "I’U~ denotes

a level of scribal competence which in turn is further described and developed in Ezra 7,10 in
terms of Ezra’s dedication to Torah and teaching of statutes and ordinances in Israel.

3~ Neh 8,9; 12,26.

~ Jacob M. Mye~, E:ra-Nehem iah: A New Translaion w ith Introduction and Corn m entary,

AB Series 14 (Garden City, NY: Doubleday, 1979), 61. See also Hengel, "Scriptures and their
Interpretation," 162.

3~ H.H. Schaeder, Esra der Schreiber (Tiibingen: Mohr, 1940), 39-59.
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observance within his jurisdiction.’’38 This interpretation understands Ezra’s role in

terms of bureaucratic responsibility for Jewish affairs, and points to a particularly

Jewish form of the scribal office, with emphasis on expertise and instruction in

Torah, and "in this capacity Ezra marked the beginning of the process leading to

Judaism as we know it, characterized above all by study, teaching, and

observance of Torah.’’39 This theory, however, relies heavily on the authenticity of

Artaxerxes’s memorandum and the historical accuracy of the description of Ezra

in Ezra 7,12.21. Blenkinsopp has correctly noted that

While it is generally acknowledged that the decree was redacted by a
Jewish functionary at the court, it is also possible that it has been
subsequently touched up m the course of its transmission and incorporated
into the book. The combination of priest and scribe must especially arouse
suspicion, since this is how Ezra is described at other points in the
narrative ...4o

What seems to have happened is that the Chronicler’s own understanding of

Ezra’s role has influenced the formulation of the decree. A second possible

interpretation, however, is that the portrait of Ezra, while containing a basic

historicity, has been extensively edited by the Chronicler who has attributed to

Ezra the status of Torah-scribe.41 It is not possible to be certain that the type of

Torah-interpretative scribalism attributed to Ezra existed prior to his mission to

Jerusalem. Blenkinsopp argues that there is some suggestion of a Torah-

Blenkinsopp, "Scribe and Scribalism," 312.

_Ibid.

40 Blenkinsopp, Ezra-Nehemiah, 137.

41 Blenkinsopp, "Scribe and Scribalism," 313 offers a series of indications which suggest that

this is the case.
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interpretative role for priests prior to Ezra’s mission.4~ Accordingly, the need to

interpret written law, and hand down decisions based on these interpretations,

become priestly concerns. It is probable that Ezra’s office developed along both

the line of scribe and of priest and that "it seems reasonable to conclude that in

the postexilic period we are dealing with a specialization of the priestly function

created by the need to interpret legal texts and hand down decisions in keeping

with these interpretations.’’43 Thus by the Persian period the role of scribe, at least

in one particular instance, had developed to the point that it now transcended

secretarial, fiscal and military matters in favour of the study and interpretation of

Torah.

The crucial question to be asked here is whether the Persian period marks

a moment of genuine innovation in the development of scribalism.44 Clearly there

is evidence of a novum in the Persian period in that

Ezra is a priestly scribe who teaches the received, wntten revelation
through his inspired study of it. In the process, the Torah traditions
undergo a corresponding refiguration. No dead letter, the ancient divine
words become the very means of new instruction through their proper
inquiry and interpretation.4s

It has been argued that "a comparable, contemporary instance marking the

transformation of Torah learning occurs in the teachings of Ben Sira,’’4e who is

simply another example of the development with respect to Torah exegesis

42 Deut 31,10-11; Jer 18,18.

43 Blenkinsopp, Ezra-Nehemiah, 138.

Michael Fishbane, "From Scribalism to Rabbinism: Perspectives on the Emergence of
Classical Judaism," in The Sage in lsrael and the Ancient Near East, 439-456.

4~ Ibid., 441. See also Hengel, "Scriptures and their Interpretation," 163.

46 Fishbane. "Scribalism to Rabbinism," 441.
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exemplified by Ezra whereby with "divine revelation now embodied in a written

Torah, the sage seeks from God the grace of an ongoing reve/ation through the

words of scripture itself - as mediated through exegesis.’’4~ This assertion needs

to be addressed. Ben Sira’s concept of scribe is the first one meets after Ezra. The

fact that his collection of writings were presented under his own name may indeed

signal a new era.4a Is Ben Sira’s concept of scribe merely another example of the

development clearly evident in Ezra? Or is there a further evolutionary

development in the scribal role, from inspired priestly interpreter to inspired

exegete not associated with the Temple cult; from interpreter of Torah to exegete

of a much wider body of religious tradition? If so, what circumstances brought

about such evolution? Fishbane49 argues that a parallel movement towards

inspired exegesis of texts occurs in the Book of Daniel with respect to the

interpretation of the Prophets:

Ecstasy induced in conjunction with the study of old prophecies has thus
produced a new type of ’prophetic’ figure - a pneumatic exegete, guided by
divine inspiration into the true meaning of ancient oracles. Exegetical
revelation has thus replaced the radical novum of unmediated divine
communication to a prophet. At the same time, such exegetical
illumination has become a new mode of access to God for a new type of
community - formed around teachers and the texts they authoritatively
interpret. This was the earlier situation with Ezra, too, where the
reconstruction of the people around Torah study led to formulations of a
true community on the basis of exegesis performed by authoritative leaders

50
..o

Ibid., 442-443.

Hengel, "Scriptures and their Interpretation," 164.

Fishbane, "Scribalism to Rabbinism," 443-445. This is based on a comparison of selected
vocabulary in the book of Daniel with the prophetic commission texts Isa 6 and Ezek 1-3.

~o Ibid., 445.
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This is an interesting and well argued position for prophetic exegesis. While

Fishbane is very quick to allow for comparable parallels between Ezra and Ben

Sira in their respective Torah-interpretation, he does not seem to be aware of the

possible parallels between the development he argues in respect of the book of

Daniel, and the book of Sirach.sl Given that the book of Daniel was written after

the book of Sirach,52 is it not possible that development towards pneumatic

exegesis of prophetic texts occurred first in Sirach? One very useful insight of

Fishbane’s is his model of a trajectory from scribalism to rabbinism. The rabbinic

ideal in respect of Torahs3 may be summed up in the understanding that

God’s manifold grace flows to those sincerely occupied with Torah - who
study it without precondition or presumption. Such pure study is divinely
requited by gifts of humility and piety, sage counsel and righteousness, and
insights into the mysteries of the Law. Such a person can only be called
a beloved companion, a friend of God and all creatures. To this one is
revealed a revelation from the very depths of the revelation, the written
Torah. Devoted study of God’s Word thus opens up the flood of divine
Wisdom, so that one, m turn, may become a font of divine teachings,s4

In the light of the perceived similarity of their roles, Ben Sira’s total silence on Ezra

is a crux interpretum to which various unconvincing solutions have been proposed.

The first proposed solution is the non-availability of biblical material on Ezra to Ben

Sira.55 However, HSffken has pointed out that this argument is tenuous as Sir

Sir 39,1b.6.

The date for Daniel is almost universally accepted as circa 165 BCE.

A v 6,1.

Fishbane, "Scribalism to Rabbinism," 455.

Although the Ezra tradition is strong in our present biblical text, there is evidence that
there were other traditions. It is clear that a strong Nehemiah tradition also e.xisted which assigned
many activities associated with Ezra in the MT, to Nehemiah (cf. 2 Macc 1,18-2,13). Lester L.

(continued...)
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45,17 appears to reflect the description of Ezra in Ezra 7,10.se The second

proposed solution is that of HSffkens7 who arg Jes that Ben Sira’s silence on Ezra

is deliberate and motivated by ideological concerns arising from the fact that both

Ezra and Ben Sira approach the theological understanding of Israel from very

different points of view. The basis of the ideological difference is that the

Chronicler’s Ezra is a champion of Levitical interests, while Ben Sira is concerned

with a return to an older Priestly tradition. This is reflected in the different

theologies found in Ezra 9 and Sir 36. Ben Sira’s anti-Levitical stance is thus

manifested in the omission of Ezra from the list of Israel’s heroes. H6ffken’s thesis

has been well criticized by Begg5s who is correct in arguing that the non-mention

of significant Israelite heroes by Ben Sira cannot be presumed to be from a

negative stance. Furthermore, a Levitical basis to any presumed ideological

difference between Ben Sira and Ezra must be cast in doubt by the presence in

the Laus Patrum (Sir 44-50) of Israelite heroes who were decidedly pro-Levite,s9

Finally, Ben Sira could not have had any ideological difference of significance with

~5(...continued)
Grabbe, "Josephus and the Reconstruction of the Judean Restoration," JBL 106 (1987): 231-246,
examines Josephus’ use of such traditions in his reconstruction of Judean history from Nehemiah
to Alexander. Thus, Ezra may have been omitted because the tradition available to Ben Sira may

have been the non-Ezra tradition. See also G. Garbini, Storia e Ideolo~a nellTsraele A ntico,
Biblioteca di Storia e Storiografia dei Tempi Biblici 3 (Brescia: Paideia, 1986), 65-71.

59

(Sir 49,11), Jeshua (Sir 49,12) and Nehemiah (Sir 49,13).

P. l~ffken, "Warum Schweig Jesus Sirach tiber Esra?," ZA W 87 (1975): 184-201, at 192.

[bid., 184-201.

Christopher Begg, "Ben Sirach’s Non-mention of Ezra," BN 42 (1988): 14-18, at 15-17.

These are: David (Sir 47,2-11), Hezekiah (Sir 48,17-25), Josiah (Sir 49,1-3), Zerubbabel
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Ezra as both were pri,=.stly scribes.6° The third proposed solution to the crux

interpretum is Begg’s own thesis that in Ben Sira’s concern to depict the post-exilic

period as a whole, he did not exclude Ezra on the basis of ideological concerns

but wished

... his readers to view Zerubbabel, Jeshua and Nehemiah above all in their
capacity as "forerunners" of Simon who carries forward their building
endeavors in comprehensive fashion, just as he intends to see the latest
period of Jewish history he records as a time characterized by the
"physical" reconstruction and securing of Temple and city - thus making
possible the undisturbed celebration of cultic occasions as described in the
continuation of Sirach’s depiction of Simon 50,5-21. In terms of such
intentions, however, the Ezra known to Sirach from his Biblical sources
would - all his sympathetic features notwithstanding - have appeared to
him as simply "unusable" seeing that those sources relate nothing of a
building activity by Ezra.61

Begg’s thesis is not convincing. It assumes, rather audaciously, that since both

Ezra and Ben Sira were priestly scribes in the same mode, the former was a

sympathetic figure for the latter and that no ideological difference could exist

between them. Furthermore, the argument that Ben Sira reluctantly did not use the

figure of Ezra the priest-scribe in his depiction of the post-exilic period because he

was not a bui/der, is curious.

This study argues that Ben Sira’s silence on Ezra is both deliberate and

ideologically based. In the list of heroic deeds offered in the introduction to the

Laus Patrum, scribal-type activity is alluded to (Sir 44,4cd), yet when it comes to

celebrating the heroes of post-exilic Judea, Ezra the scribe par exce//ence of the

period, is omitted. This is further underscored by the praise offered Nehemiah (Sir

49,13):

6o Begg, "Non-mention of Ezra," 17.

61 1bid., 18.
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The warmth of the terms with which Ben Sira speaks of Nehemiah
contrasts significantly with his silence regarding Ezra; apparently the latter
did not occupy so high a place of estimation within the circle of the
scribes to whom Ben Sira belonged ... [who] were profoundly affected by
the spirit of the Wisdom-Literature, and had an altogether wider outlook.62

The ideological basis to Ben Sira’s silence may be that scribalism had so further

evolved by Ben Sira’s time, that it could not identify itself with the less developed

pattern associated with Ezra and may point to possible tensions between Ben Sira

and the priest-scribes of his own day. Perhaps Ben Sira’s era, two centuries after

Ezra, represents a significant moment of development in the scribe’s role en route

from scribalism to rabbinism, namely, from a priestly group of Torah-interpreters

to a powerfully prestigious class of possibly non-cultic, pneumatic, wisdom

exegetes concerned with a fuller range of Israel’s religious traditions,e3 At the same

time, Ben Sira’s scribe may also point to future developments, whereby the student

of the scriptures becomes an intimate of God and a font of teachings for others.

If this is possibly so, then the political, social and religious background to Ben

Sira’s work must be now examined with a view to determine what factors could

bring about such an evolutionary development in the scribal role and locate Ben

Sira’s type of scribalism at a key point en route towards rabbinism.

62 Box-Oesterley, "Sirach," 506.

63 Joseph Bienkinsopp, "Interpretation and the Tendency to Sectarianism: An Aspect of

Second Temple History," in Jewish and Christian Self-Definition, ed. E. P. Sanders, A. I.
Baumgarten and Alan Mendelson, vol. 2 (London: SCM, 1981), 1-26.
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1.2 The Political and Socio-Reliqious Profile of Pre-Maccabean Hellenistic Judea

(a) The Late Ptolemaic Period

With the death of Alexander the Great (323 BCE), Palestine was caught up

in the wars of the Diadochio In the division of Alexander’s empire after the battle

of Ipsus (301 BCE) Coele-Syria was given to Seleucus, since Ptolemy had not

participated in the battle. However, Ptolemy seized southern Syria and Palestine64

which remained in Ptolemaic control until about 200 BCE. The course of

Palestinian history in this period is vague as the literary sources are either

incomplete or inadequate as historical documents.65 Accordingly, the main sources

of information for the Late Ptolemaic period are the Zenon papyri, containing the

correspondence of Zenon and a papyrus from the Rainer collection of papyri in

Vienna. Zenon was the agent of Apollonius, the finance minister of Ptolemy II

Philadelphus (283-246 BCE). His principal occupation was the management of

Apollonius’ estate at Philadelphia. Prior to this work he spent the period January

259 - March 258 BCE in Palestine and Phoenicia.6e On his return to Egypt he

Direct evidence for the Ptolemaic seizure of Palestine is found in Josephus’ reference to

the taking of Jerusalem on a sabbath (Ant., 12 §§3-10; c.Ap., 1 §§209-212). Josephus states
further that Ptolemy took many captives from Judea and Samaria and brought them to Egypt,
leading to rivalry between the two groups over the question of which temple should receive their
offerings. No date for the capture of Jerusalem is indicated, nor Ptolemy’s reasons for doing so.

65 Tcherikover, "Zenon Papyri," 1. Josephus’ account of the Tobiad family (Ant., 12 §§157-

236) is not a completely reliable historical source and needs to be used very critically. 3 Macc
is completely worthless historically.

~ On the dating of Zenon’s journey to Palestine see Tcherikover, "Zenon Papyri," 3-4. For

a detailed description of Zenon’s travels see Hengel, Judmsm cuzd Hellenism, I, 40-41. Zenon
certainly visited the Ammanitis, Marisa, Gaza and the Phoenician cities. See also Tcherikover,

"Zenon Papyri," 6.
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brought with him his records and letters.67 He maintained contact with

Egypt while in Apollonius’ employ, and his correspondence with Palestine during

this period also forms part of the collection. This material not only relates to the

time of his visit to Palestine, but to many years afterward. Out of 1200 notes

discovered in the collection, about forty relate to Palestine, providing significant

information for the period 300-220 BCE. The Rainer papyrus68 (circa 261 BCE)

contains the orders (~Tpool:dyp.~l:¢) of Ptolemy II Philadelphus on the return

(~.~Toypcc~b~) to be made by the people of Syria-Palestine of their movable

property for taxation purposes and on the question of slaves.69 The papyrus offers

a glimpse of the significant reorganization by the Ptolemies of the economic and

social life of Syria-Palestine and thus completes the information derived from the

Zenon papyri.

Studies of the Zenon and Rainer papyri offer a vignette of political and

socio-religious trends in Late Ptolemaic Palestine/° The common name for the

territory which included Palestine was Syria/1 As occupied territory, all the major

67 Ibid., 7. The bulk of the letters in Zenon’s archives are addressed to him and date mainly

from the period 258-257 BCE.

68 For a detailed discussion of the Rainer papyrus fragments, see Rostovtzeff, Hellenistic

World, I, 340-351.

69 Ibid., I, 340.

70 Hengel, Judaism and Hellenism, I, 18-57; Tcherikover, Hellenistic Civilization, 60-73. For

the publications of the papyri used by Tcherikover, see ibid., 427-428n.53 and 428n.54. See also
Rami Arav, Hellenistic Palestine: Settlement Patterns and City Planning, 337-31 B.C.E., BAR
International Series 485 (Oxford: BAR, 1989), 121-136 and Bickerman, Jews in the Greek Age,
69-80.

71 Tcherikover, Hellenistic Civilization, 61. Officially the name of the country was Syria and

Phoenicia, but was popularly known as Syria; idem, "Zenon Papyri," 24-28 for a detailed
discussion of the possible borders of Ptolemaic Syria.
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cities of Syria-Palestine were probably protected by garrisons.72 Ptolemaic Syria-

Palestine was administered by a 6LOtKrlZ~C~ resident at Alexandria who was

responsible for the finances, economy and administration of the country. There

was also a special ~LOLKTlZr~C; resident in Syria-Palestine, who was the most

important government official in the country. The administrative capital was

probably Acco. The Ptolemaic Empire was divided into hyparchies (bzrczpz~c~L),

which were further subdivided into nornes (Vdl.tOL) within which the smallest

administrative unit was the village,r3 It is not known whether Syria-Palestine was

divided into several hyparchies, or was considered a single hyparchy.TM The

population consisted of Greeks (royal officials, soldiers, and Greek immigrants) as

well as ~.~o~ or native people. Important local officials were the azp~zrl?6~ and

the oLKov6~to;. The former was responsible for military matters, while the

economic life of the hyparchy was the responsibility of the o~.Kov61.toc;. Along with

these there was also a vast bureaucracy of administrative and economic officials.7s

In short, the impression given in the papyri is one of a highly bureaucratic

administration of Syria-Palestine which was in essence

72 Ibid., 28-29. The only evidence is for Tripolis which contained oq;pIz’I;Lf~)qT(ZL and a

~zr~rdpxrl¢. Presumably Tripolis was a typical frontier city.

7s Tcherikover, Hellenistic Civilization, 428n.58; Rostovtzeff, Hellenistic World, I, 341.

74 Crrabbe, ,hldaism, I, 191.

7s Tcherikover, Hellenistic Civili:ation, 429n.61. One of these was certainly the

yptZ~p, lXZEl~. Unfortunately Zenon only refers to the officials’ names and not their titles.
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... a miniature of the Egyptian officialdom, and it may be legitimate to
suppose that they [the Ptolemies] had transferred to Palestine the whole
Egyptian bureaucracy with all the defects which we know so well from the
papyri of that country. This had brought not only the defects, however; we
also detect among the Ptolemaic officials of Palestine the great diligence
of the Ptolemaic government offices, the same enforcement of the law of
the state m the remotest comers, the same strict official surveillance over
the life of the private individual.76

In Palestine the Ptolemies built three lines of Greek cities, mainly for strategic and

military purposes. One line of these cities was from Gaza to Phoenicia. A second

line was established east of the Jordan, while the third stretched south of Idumaea.

Some of these cities kept their native names, while others received new dynastic

names.7~ The process of transformation of Palestinian cities into ZrG~.~L~ without

change of name is difficult to determine from the Zenon papyri/8 Certainly the

cities of Gaza, Dor, Stratonos, Pyrgos, Samareia and the cities of the Dekapolis

were organized as ~TG~.~L~. The ending -Lz~c; or -L~;L~ was the regular way of

naming new cities based on where they were located (’l’rachonitis, Auranitis,

Gaulanitis, Moabitis, Galaaditis, Ammanitis).7g Since Ptolemaic policy in Syria did

not involve the type of colonization by Greek settlers found in Egypt, their custom

was to rename existing Syrian cities. Only two such Ptolemaic names survive:

Ptolemais and Philadelphia. One can conclude that "the only Ptolemaic foundation

which might have been a genuine colony is Philoteria on the sea of Galilee,

[bid., 62.

Rostovtzeff. Hellenistic World, I, 346-347.

Tcherikover, "Zenon Papyri," 35-36, argues that this process certainly began in the third
century BCE under the Ptolemies.

79 A.H.M. Jones, Cities of the Eastern Roman Provinces, 2nd ed. (Oxford: Clarendon Press,

1971), 238-241.
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mentioned by Polybius as being an important town at the end of the third century

B.C .... Two other foundations may be plausibly ascribed to the Ptolemies,

Heliopolis (Baalbek) and Scythopolis (Bethsan).’’s° Along with these, the Ptolemaic

administration recognized four ~evq (Jews, Idumeans, Gazeans, Azoteans) as

having a certain loose independence. Judea was thus regarded as both an ~evo~;

and a temple-state.81 Just as the sanctuaries of Egypt were tightly controlled by the

crown, so too the Temple at Jerusalem. The High Priest was regarded as the head

of the Jewish ~evo~, but was probably assisted by a state-appointed financial

administrator.~ In allowing the High Priest nominal leadership of Judea, the

Ptolemaic administration allowed the country a certain degree of political and

religious autonomy. The High Priest exercised both civil and religious leadership.83

During the period of Ptolemaic rule the institution of the y~po~o~ evolved. While

the exact period in which this body emerged remains unclear, it was composed of

Judea’s principal priests,84 wealthy aristocracy, large landowners, heads of clans,

and perhaps some yp~l~p.~zCLc;. While this body probably curtailed somewhat the

80 /bid., 240.

s~ See Hengel, Judaism and Hellenism, I, 23-29 on the Ptolemaic administration of the

Jewish temple-state.

r~ Rostovtzeff, Hellenistic World, I, 349. Josephus (Ant., 12 §§157-159) suggests that the

High Priest had a role as a general contractor responsible for royal revenue in Judea. Josephus
gives the impression that the tax relates to the High Priest’s private wealth. Rather the reference
is to a tax derived from public funds. See also Grabbe, Judaism, I, 192. Such revenue was
probably supplemented by other royal taxes. The Tobias legend (Ant., 12 §§157-236), to be
considered below, suggests that the fiscal role of the High-Priest was taken from Onias 17 and
transferred to Joseph Tobiad and subsequently to his son Hyrcanus.

83 /bid., I, 216.

/bid. The priest performed other functions such as the role of judge.
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power of the High Priest, it remained subordinate to him.8s

"The foundations of Ptolemaic politics rested above all on economic

considerations, which had precedence over pure power politics.’’s6 The basis of the

economy was agricultural, especially by the cultivation of wheat,s7 This

necessitated the exploitation of land, its fertilization as well as projects of land

reclamation. A second source of economic wealth was the royal monopoly on

oils,88 linen, metals, salt and spices. Private business was allowed, but under very

strict government control. Control of coinage and bank accounts also provided the

state with a source of revenue.8~ The fundamental principle of Ptolemaic economic

policy, and indeed political policy, was that the whole kingdom was the personal

estate (o[Koq) of the king.9° He had power over the empire, the land, its

resources and inhabitants. For purposes of defense of their empire, the Ptolemies

had stationed garrisons in the towns of Syria-Palestine and set up cleruchies.

s, 1 Mace 12,6: ’IwwOav &pxt(p(b; Ka’L ~1 yEpOU(ll~a 1~o~ ~0vOU~ K0~’L oL

L~p~Zq K~L b Lot’rrbq 8fillO~ zcBv ’IouS~wv ~pzt~.¢ ~o~ ~8~bo~

~(~{.pELV. The ordering in the text suggests that the yEpoua~ was the second most powerful

institution in Judea after the HJgh-Priest at the time of the Maccabees.

86 Hengel, Jzwlaism and Hellenism, I, 3 8.

gT See Tcherikover, "Zenon Papyri," 12-14 on the grain trade between Syria and Egypt. The

trade was strictly controlled by the government, with merchants acting as middlemen.

" [bid., 14-15 on the oil trade. Again it was a government monopoly with merchants acting

as middlemen.

89 See Hengel, Judaism and Hellenism, I, 41-47 for a detailed account of Ptolemaic

economic policy.

90 Most land in Palestine was designated as ~OL~,LKfi X6op~ indicating that the Ptolemies

considered conquered land outside Egypt to be their own personal property. Arav, Hellenistic
Palestine, 127-129; Tcherikover, "Zenon Papyri," 39.
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These latter were headed by local princes who had considerable influence over the

local population including control of their own lands.91 This policy, unique to

Ptolemaic Syria-Palestine, of allowing local princes to control land, which in any

other part of the empire would have belonged to the king, made of Palestine an

atypical case. Furthermore, the Greek cities (Tr6~.~LC~) controlled the land of the

villages around them.92 While the concept that the country was the king’s O[KOC;

was alien to the Tr6~.ELC~, they collaborated with Ptolemaic economic policy

because it gave them a significant role in the development of the empire and a

share in the fruits of the economy. Thus in Syria-Palestine it suited imperial

economic policy to recognize the authority of local princes and cities over land

which would normally have been the king’s. While not known with certainty, it is

probably the case that temple and sacred lands were left in the hands of the

priests. Furthermore, lands not controlled by autonomous groupings such as local

princes, Tr6~.~L~ or priests, were regarded as the property of the king; such royal

lands were leased to royal peasants.93 Control of trade between Syria-Palestine

and Egypt was subject to rigorous government control. Thus, Ptolemaic policy

regarded Syria-Palestine both as a unique entity within the empire and as an

integral part of that empire.

91 [bid, 41.

92 [bid.

93 Arav, Hellenistic Palestine, 131-134. Archaeological evidence from Khirbet el-P,.as, a few

miles southwest of Jerusalem and Ein ¥ahu nearer the city, suggests that peasant farms were
small with limited corral space for about a dozen livestock. Both sites contain evidence of a wine
and olive oil industry, suggesting that in the hellenistic period these products were manufactured
on site. The ~agricultural innovations of the period were the millstone, the treadmill and the
plough.
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The papyri also allow a glimpse of the beginnings of the hellenization of

Palestine. This gradual process had two main sources. First, there was the

intermarriage of foreign soldiers garrisoned in Palestine with local women. Second,

was the contact between Ptolemaic government officials and the local population.

These sources of contact facilitated a "superficial external Hellenization.’’94 Of

particular interest is Zenon’s contact with the Jews of Palestine.9s These were all

upper-class Jews, who collaborated with the Ptolemaic rulers in matters of social

and economic policy, and who were proponents of hellenization.~6 These

constituted

A relatively small, but rich and powerful upper class, which moreover had
the confidence of their Greek masters and their immediate neighbours,
faced on the one hand the representatives of a theocracy faithful to the
Law, which was predominantly recruited from the lower priesthood and the
Levites and whose conservative, legalistic and cultic attitude is manifested
above all m the work of the Chronicler, and those who revised it, together
with Ben Sira ...97

The temptation on the part of those faithful to the theocracy to compromise with

the upper class and its predilection towards the emerging hellenism, generated

socio-religious conflicts and contrasts which may be reflected accurately in some

94 Tcherikover, Hellenistic Civilization, 71. This is reflected in the adoption of Greek names

and the use of pagan formulae such as TrO)~),~ Xdp L~ 1;O’L~ OEO’[~, and probably the learning

of Greek. For a detailed discussion of the effects of early hellenism on Palestinian Judaism, see
Hengel, Judaism culd Hellenism, I, 47-55.

9~ [bid., I, 48. His main contact was with Tobias, the only non-Greek to be mentioned

frequently in the sources. He also had contacts with other Jews: Jeddus, Simon, Hoshea and
Hannan.

96 [bid., I, 29-32.

9~ [bid., I, 49-50.
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biblical texts.~8 Zenon and the 6LOLKrlZr~C; Apollonius are typical of the

entrepreneurial spirit of late Ptolemaic Syria-Palestine. The economic trend of early

hellenism, its limitation to the local upper classes and the rr6~.~, led to a very

relaxed life-style which is roundly condemned in biblical literature.9~

This description based on the Zenon and Rainer papyri suggests that the

Ptolemies did not attempt to govern Syria-Palestine in the same rigid manner they

controlled Egypt. While Egypt was characterized by a uniform peasant population

maintained in a situation of servitude, Syria-Palestine was made up of different

peoples and tribes, each with their own ancestral traditions. Such peoples

demonstrated aspirations to freedom and independence, which in a war situation

could have meant support for the enemies of the Ptolemaic empire. This was of

crucial concern to the Ptolemies as their control of Syria-Palestine was not

recognized by international law nor accepted by the Seleucids. Ptolemaic policy

safeguarded control of Syria-Palestine by a two-fold strategy of military occupation

and concessions to the local population. Accordingly, the Ptolemies favoured the

path of concession, allowing local princes and the Tr6Z~LC; considerable political

authority in the country:

Thus, we see that the Ptolemies adopted in Palestine the same policy as

did their enemies and rivals, the Seleucids, at the beginning, in their

Asiatic kingdom. Nevertheless, that which was the rule for the Seleucids
was an exception for the Ptolemies; for, this entire policy was most
strikingly opposed to the fundamental principles of administration
customary in Eg3,pt.1°°

98 [bid., 17, 39n.394-398.

[bid., 17, 40n.411.

Tcherikover, "Zenon Papyri," 47.
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However, Palestine was regarded, as with the rest of the empire, as part of

Egypt.1°1 As such it was ruled by a highly bureaucratic officialdom. The description

based on the Zenon and Rainer papyri suggests that the Jews continued to have

the same status under the Ptolemies as they had under their Persian overlords,

so long as they paid their taxes. Like the other peoples of Syria-Palestine they

were submissive to the Ptolemies and enjoyed great peace, although popular

aspirations to liberty and autonomy remained. The concessions made by the

Ptolemies to the peoples of Palestine were not large enough

... to attach them permanently to Egypt; yet, they were sufficient to foster
the active movements for autonomy in the country. Out of these
movements there developed later, in the second century, the great national-
political current which directed their objective against Hellenism.1°2

The profile of hellenization in Late Ptolemaic Judea offered by the Zenon and

Rainer papyri can be nuanced further by relevant numismatic and archaeological

data for the period.1°3 Coins began to be used in Palestine in the mid-sixth century

1o~ [bid., 48. This is reflected in: the administration of Syria-Palestine from Alexandria, as

with all Egyptian ])()~OL; state control of trade; the amount of land designated ~{ZEIL~,LK1]

Zcopd and granted as 8copE0~; and finally, the vast bureaucracy required to administer Syria-
Palestine.

lo2 _/bid., 48-49.

~03 Scholarship is divided on the usefulness of this data in understanding the process of

hellenization in Late Ptolemaic Judea. See Tcherikover, "Zenon Papyri," 1 who argues that

archaeology fails to provide any useful information, while numismatics furnishes inconsequential
data. See also Bright, History of Israel, 414n.22 on the information available on coins and jar
stamps and who is content merely to state that the data attests to the Ptolemaic continuation of
the administrative system inherited from the Persians without any attempt to relate the data to the
actual process of hellenization. See Arav, Hellenistic Palestine, 134-136 for a discussion of the
Ptolemaic monetary system. See also Robert Harrison, "Hellenization in Syria-Palestine: The Case

of Judea in the Third Century BCE," BA 57 (1994): 98-108 who argues convincingly that the
archaeological and numismatic evidence must be considered in any realistic effort to understand

the complexity of the hellenization of Judea.
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BCE and were used widely in the hellenistic period. Judean coins of the Ptolemaic

era fall into two types: Palestini~n coins from the major Ptolemaic mints and the

so-called Yehud coins, minted in Judea, probably in Jerusalem.TM Thirty coins

inscribed with Aramaic or Hebrew letters have been examined. Of these Yehud

coins nine pertain to the Ptolemaic period. They were part of a continuous series

which began circa 350 BCE. Some of the coins bear the Athenian owl motif, while

others bear the impression of Ptolemy I Soter (301-283 BCE), his consort Bernice

and the Ptolemaic eagle. While the order and date of these coins remain disputed,

it is clear that they attest to the existence of Judean coinage in the mid-third

century BCE and bear the clear stamp of hellenistic influence. Yehud coins of the

Persian era bore the name and title of the governor of the Achaemenid satrapy of

Yehud. The absence of such detail on the Yehud coins of the hellenistic period

suggests a shift in monetary authority from the regional ozpc~q?&; to the Jewish

High Priest and temple officials. While these hellenistic Yehud coins of small

denominations (silver hemidrachms, hemiobols, and tetartmoiron)1°5 testify to the

speed with which Ptolemaic rule had taken control of the Judean economy and its

insignificant mint, they do not bear witness to Judean administrative autonomy nor

political independence.1°6 The coins do attest to a form of judaized hellenistic

numismatic convention, and to the increasingly important financial role of the High

Priest. To date, such coins have only been discovered at sites which were of

financial or military significance to the Ptolemaic administration, but no discoveries

have been made in the Judean highlands. Sites of financial significance were ports

Io4 Ibid., 100.

lo~ Ibid., 101.

lo6 Ibid. The denominations were so small, and the privilege of minting so insignificant that

they cannot be seen as symbolic of Judean political or administrative autonomy.
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and commercial installations: Tel Michal, Acco, Sidon, Ein Gedi. Military sites were

those along the frontiers: Lachish, Beth Zur, Ramat Rachel and Shechem.1°7 In

short, "the numismatic evidence suggests that Judea proper had not yet come face

to face with its conquerors on any large-scale economic, social, or cultural level.’’1°8

Archaeological excavations at Tel Dor have provided further information

relevant to the understanding of hellenization in the Late Ptolemaic period. Dor

was occupied early in the hellenistic period and subsequently fortified extensively

in the reign of Ptolemy I1. Two finds are of particular relevance. The first is the city

wall, built in the mid-third century BCE in the Greek style, while the second was

of an important group of jar handles. The implications of these finds is that

hellenization began to establish itself on the coast by the mid-third century BCE,

but did not reach the inner Judean highlands until the mid-second century BCE.

Two other individual groups of finds in Palestine are relevant. The first is a

bilingual ostracon found at Khirbet eI-Q6m.1°9 The ostracon, discovered in 1971

CE, records a loan between an Idumean commercial figure and a Greek business

partner in the year 277 BCE (the sixth year of the reign of Ptolemy II). It suggests

that some socio-economic components of the ethnic groups in Palestine were

capable of financial dealings with the Greek world. The second group of findings

was of mid-third century BCE stamped jar handles from Judea.1~° One group of

these stamped handles bears the paleo-Hebrew inscription YHD and are inscribed

with official government symbols. Most of these were found in Jerusalem (from

Ibid.

tos Ibid.

109 Ibid., 105.

Ibid.
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Ophel and from the Tyropoean Valley). The second group bears a circular seal

with a five-pointed star (perhaps the symbol of the High Priest) and the letters

YRSLM. Forty-four examples of this type are known. The YHD-handles may

represent government ownership of taxes and the YRSLM-handles may indicate

taxes for the High Priest. In any case they attest to the existence of very traditional

Jewish linguistic patterns in mid-third century BCE Judea.

Archaeological evidence suggests that Palestine was the province with the

highest density of hellenistic cities outside Greece,111 implying an intense

urbanization which was planned and premeditated. Cities were built on sites

offering shelter and a commercial infrastructure,112 or on important trade routes.1~3

There is clear evidence of the use of Greek grid patterns in some cities,TM in

others the pattern is found for the Roman period,115 while a number of cities show

no evidence whatsoever of Greek grid patterns.~16 Other important archaeological

finds include hellenistic city walls,~ 17 city gates,~18 round towers,119 square towers,~2°

Ill Palestine had one city per 1200 kmz, surpassed only by southern Thrace which had one

city per 1000 km2. Arav, Hellenistic Palestine, 119. For a detailed discussion on city planning and
architecture in hellenistic Palestine, see ibid., 142-168.

112 Samaria, Scythopolis, Philoteria and Tell Anafa.

113 Philadelphia, Gerasa and Gadara were located on the King’s Highway, while Pella, Hippos

and Gamla were located on the transverse routes connecting the King’s Highway to the Via Marls.

114 Samaria, Philoteria, Marisa, Dor, Shiqmona and Ashdod.

11~ Ptolemais, Ashkelon, Gaza, Jerusalem, Gerasa, Abila and Strato’s Tower. The discovery

of the Greek pattern dating from the Roman period may be due to limited knowledge about the
hellenistic levels in these cities. It is possible that the grid features carry on from the hellenistic
period.

H6 Shechem, Gezer, Beth-Zur, Iraq el Emir, Tell Hesi and Tell Jemmeh.

u~ Ptolemais and Strato’s Tower.
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and bastions,nl Arav notes:

According to the most recent data, more than two hundred HeL enistic sites
in Palestine have been surveyed to date. Even so, this does not represent
the f’mal number of the Hellenistic sites in this area of the Near East. The
lack of complete information on such a pivotal era and region in the
history of the Near East necessitates a comprehensive study of the
settlement pattern in Palestine. We can, however, refer to the areas for
which surveys have been completed and published, and consider these as
models from which it is possible to draw conclusions.122

The relevant survey of hellenistic sites in Judea and Samaria reveals that they

represent less than 7% of the total hellenistic sites discovered in Palestine and that

consequently the finds do not reflect the full dimensions of hellenization. The

import of the numismatic and archaeological evidence to date is that there is little

support for the theory that Judea was extensively hellenized before the mid-second

century BCE. Mid-third century Judea was surrounded on all sides by the first

wave of hellenistic settlements and its population was familiar with hellenism in the

areas of government and economics. These Judeans were hellenists in the very

limited sense of interacting with the Greeks in official and economic matters. While

an entire century would have to pass before Judea would be culturally engulfed

by hellenism, there were astute observers of the new cultural wind that was

blowing, as evidenced in the books of Qoheleth and of Ben Sira. In short, one can

conclude that

iis(...continued)
Dor, Samaria and Iraq el-Emir.

119 Samaria.

120 Dor and Philoteria.

Marisa, Samaria and Gezer.

Arav, Hellenistic Palestine, 117.
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Hellemsm’s advance was not a uniform tidal wave that swept the whole of
the Orient before it in a clearly-def’med progression from west to east.
Rather, Hellenistic influence~; swirled in pools and collected in eddies that
flowed around much of the territory whose only substantial link with the
real Greek world was the economic relationship between indigenous
leaders, merchants, and peasants and their foreign overlords. The
archaeological record depicts third century BCE Judea as relatively dry
ground; its inundation lay almost a century in the future.123

This conclusion is consistent both with the economic and military profile of

hellenization found in the Zenon and Rainer papyri and with the portrait of the High

Priest’s financial autonomy offered by Josephus.

(b) The Early Seleucid Period

Seleucid124 concerns regarding the sovereignty of Palestine reasserted

themselves in 219 BCE when Antiochus III Megas raised the issue of Ptolemaic

control of Syria-Palestine. An attempt by Antiochus to invade Palestine in 221 BCE

ended in defeat. In 219 BCE he began a second offensive and by 218 BCE had

control of northern Galilee. In response to Antiochus’ attack Ptolemy IV Philopator

(221-204 BCE) also invaded Palestine. The ensuing battle at Raphia (217 BCE)

ended with Antiochus’ defeat. In the flush of victory Ptolemy IV travelled through

Palestine with his wife Arsino~, spending three weeks there, being greeted with

warm enthusiasm from the local population. In 204 BCE Ptolemy IV died and was

succeeded by the five-year-old Ptolemy V Epiphanes (204-180 BCE). However,

123 Harrison, "Hellenization in Syria-Palestine," 107.

~24 On Seleucid rule in Palestine for the period under discussion in this study see J. K.

Davies, "Cultural, Social and Economic Features of the Hellenistic World: VII. The Polis

Transformed and Revitalized," in The Hellenistic World, CAH Series 7, Part 1, 2nd ed.
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1984), 304-315; D. Musfi, "Syria and the East," in The

Hellenistic World, 175-220; Grabbe, Judaism, 269-270; Tcherikover, Hellenistic Civilization, 73-
89.
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power passed to the king’s guardians who, due to their ineptitude, caused popular

resentment among the Egyptian people. Antiochus availed of these circumstances

to invade and conquer the entire Coele-Syrian region in 201 BCE, only to lose

Palestine in 201/200 BCE to the Ptolemaic general Scopas. However, following the

battle of Panium (200 BCE), Antiochus gained definitive control of Coele-Syria.

Antiochus III eventually overstepped himself and lost power by challenging the

might of the Rome. The consequences of this were grave. Rome declared war

(192 BCE), defeated Antiochus at Magnesia (190 BCE) and forced him to pay

considerable indemnity.12s Antiochus was assassinated in 187 BCE while trying to

rob the temple of Elam in an effort to raise money to pay the Romans and was

succeeded by his son Seleucus IV Philopator (187-175 BCE). Under Seleucus the

empire declined. Starved of capital, Seleucus attempted to rob the private funds

of the Temple in Jerusalem.12e After a brief and quiet reign Seleucus was

murdered by his minister Heliodorus. While Seleucus had heirs, the throne was

seized by Antiochus IV Epiphanes (175-164 BCE) who presided over such an

intense hellenization of Palestine that it provoked the greatest crisis for Judaism

since 587 BCE.

The essential nature of Seleucid rule was established by Seleucus I Nicator

(305-281 BCE) and continued essentially unchanged throughout the period of the

empire (312-63 BCE). The 13C(,OL~,E~)(~ was the supreme ruler of a dynastic

monarchy. He was assisted by other significant royal officials.127 In general terms

lz~ Arav, Hellenistic Palestine, 137-138.

~26 2 Mace 3,4-40. A consequence of Seleucus’ efforts to pay tribute to the Romans was an

upsurge of pro-Ptolemaic support in Judea.

~z7 These were: dpl~,Ot or king’s friends who formed the royal council which was established

(continued...)
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the rule of the Seleucid monarch can be described thus:

Balancing, and sometimes contrasted with, all these features stands the
policy of the sovereign, resting specifically on the ideology of a personal
and multiracial monarchy, a privileged relationship for the cities (poleis),
a much-trumpeted respect for freedom and democracy (eleuthena kai
demokratia), and, all in all, a claim to principles inspired by the policies
of Alexander the Great ...12s

Due to the huge size of the empire it was subdivided into large territorial divisions

by the creation of viceroyalties which were usually administered by members of the

royal dynasty.129 The essentially hellenistic distinction maintained between "~6~,EL~,

F:0vTI and 66WOZ~L obtained.13° Smaller districts were administered by a corps

of bureaucratic officials similar to those in the Ptolemaic empire.TM The object of

royal rule was the territories (X~p~t) of the empire and their subject population.

All land was in the possession of the king. Such royal land (~OLZLK~I Z~pc~) was

worked by royal peasants ~C~OL~.LKO’L ~,0:O(,). Private estates (6~p~o~(,) existed

t27(...continued)

by the king with absolute autonomy and given absolute power; 861)Oq.tEL~ or armed forces which
characterized Seleucid rule as a typical hellenistic monarchy.

~2s Musti, "Syria," 180.

n9 Ibid., 184-189 on Seleucid administration.

~3o Bickerman, Jews in Greek Age, 122-129; idem, The God of the Maccabees: Studies on

the Meaning and Origin of the Maccabean Revolt (Leiden: Brill, 1979), 35. The Seleucids

recognized different categories of self-governing communities in their empire. These were: the

Tl’6~,l,q or Greek city-state, the ~01)Oq which was a political sub-unit ruled by local leaders, and

finally the ~)Uv~OT, rI or vassal principality.

m These consisted of: financial administrator (~LOLK1]qSTlq), district administrator

(O~,K:OV6l.tOq). military general (ozpc~zrly6q). accountant (~K;LoyLoz~E), secretary

(~ZTtOZO~,OypC~dp6g) and the keeper of the register of debts (Xpe~6X=~).
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also, but these were created by the king who suspended his rights over such land

in favour of his proteges. Temple lands were not confiscated; rather the Seleucid

rulers in general

... increasingly appear as the great conservers of the ancient temple
structures (and perhaps also of the tribal structures), granting space for
more or less developed forms of city life (and, consequently, for urban
forms of property) ... [and] pursued a policy of intervention in temple
f’mances and an anti-temple policy in general, only with regard to some
eastern sanctuaries and only from the reign of Antiochus lII onwards.132

Royal land was also transferred to the ~Td~.~LC; (TrO~.[ZLK~L Z~p~L) and to areas

in order to create colonies (KC~I:OLK~L). The effect of this led to an intensification

of the urbanization of the empire. The Seleucid economy133 was essentially

agricultural. Tribute from the ~OLZLK~I Z(~p~ formed the basis of Seleucid

finance. The major agricultural produce (particularly of Coele-Syria) was corn,

grapes and vegetables. Crafts and trades, such as the production of glass objects,

purple dye and textile manufacture, flourished in the cities.TM The colonization

policy of the Seleucids was very different to that of the Ptolemies. Syria was the

heart of the Seleucid Empire and so it was colonized extensively with the

foundation of new cities. Seleucus Nicator founded such cities as: Antioch,

Apamea, Seleucia, Laodicea and Nicopolis. Each of these cities contained a

nucleus of Greek settlers. During the reign of Antiochus III the satrapal system was

introduced into Phoenicia, Coele-Syria, Idumea and Palestine. As with the

Ptolemaic empire, the Seleucids operated a comprehensive and extensive system

of taxation. The main taxes were: personal or poll tax, sale tax, slave tax, salt tax,

132 Musti. "Syria," 197.

133 [bid., 193-204 for a detailed analysis. See also Arav, Hellenistic Palestine, 137-139.

Jones, Eastern Roman Provinces, 241-247.
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crown tax which was in the form of an offering to the king, as well as taxes on the

use of harbours and on imports and exports. In Judea agricultura! produce was

subject to a tithe, but this seems to have been a substitute for poll tax.13s

Under the Seleucids Judea was only a small part of Coele-Syria. The term

Jew applied only to those living around the temple in Jerusalem,138 which was the

only Jewish city as such in Judea. The Seleucid government of Judea continued

more or less along the lines established by the Ptolemies: "Since the government

of both the Ptolemies and the Seleucids rested on the same political principles, we

may view as an entity the period of Ptolemaic and Seleucid domination over

Jerusalem ... that is ... between 301 and 175 B.C.E.’’137 Judea formed a self-

governing unit within the empire although royal troops were garrisoned in the city.

One significant change under Seleucid rule had to do with personal taxation.

Ptolemaic rule depended on a massive system of tax-collection. Under Antiochus

III the upper classes, ~(~pouo~, Temple officials and the priestly caste were

exempted from personal taxation; the royal edict under which this exemption was

granted will be considered below. The intermediary between the Seleucid central

government and the Jews continued, as under Ptolemaic rule, in the person of the

High Priest, who continued to have political and fiscal roles. The ~,Epouo~0~

continued as a council to the High Priest.138

With the defeat of Ptolemaic rule in Judea, most Jews probably welcomed

the new ruler, although the attitude of the Jerusalem community towards Antiochus

t3~ Mush, "Syria," 201n.44.

13~Polybius, XVI, 39,5.

13"7Bickerman. "Post-Biblical Judaism," 54-55.

13g
Ibid., 57.
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is very difficult to determine. A vague reference in Jerome’s commentary on the

Book of Daniel suggests that Jerusalem was diwded in its loyalty to the Ptolemies

and the Seleucids. However, its value as a reliable historical source is disputed.139

Flavius Josephus recounts two letters and a decree issued by Antiochus in favour

of Jews: while not permitting a complete picture of the relationship between

Jerusalem and the new Seleucid power, they offer some insight into how

Antiochus viewed that relationship. According to Josephus, the king rewarded the

Jews by extending them certain privileges.14° Scholars however, disagree as to the

genuineness and accuracy of Josephus’ text.TM Marcus142 has weighed carefully

the arguments of these scholars and concludes concerning the Letter of Antiochus

III to Ptolemf "1 believe that the weight of evidence supports those scholars who

accept Antiochus’ letter to Ptolemy as an actual decree issued by the king soon

139 Tcherikover, Hellenistic Civilization, 77-79 correctly rejects attempts to determine

Jerusalem’s loyalty based on Dan 11,14. He rejects the view that the insurgents referred to in Dan
11,14 could be either pro-Seleucid hellenizers or a messianic group endeavouring to cast off
foreign oppression. He is correct in this as both theories are constructed on the interpretation of
a single biblical verse in the absence of corroborating evidence. However Hengel, Judaism and
Hellenism, I, 7.9 seems to accept the text at face value.

140 The edicts of Antiochus are contained in Ant., 12 §§138-153. The edicts are found in the
Letter of Antiochus 11I to Ptolemy (§ § 13 8-144), the Decree of A ntiochus 111 Concerning the
Temple (§§145-146) and the Letter of A ntiochus 111 to Zeuxis (§§147-153).

141 The most influential scholars opposed to the authenticity of the texts are J. G. Willrich
and Adolf Biichler. Those favouring the texts’ accuracy are V. A. Tcherikover and Elias

Bickerman. Very often Josephus cannot be taken at face value due to his biases, the poor quality
of his authorities and the lack of corroborating evidence for his claims. These problems are
particularly acute when dealing with A ntiquities as the work is clearly apologetic and the very
scant material dealing with the Ptolemaic and early Seleucid periods is often filled out with
material that is both legendary and dubious. Consequently the authority of each citation of
Josephus will have to be assessed in the light of critical scholarship.

~42 R. Manzus, "Appendix D: Antiochus III and the Jews (Ant. xii. 129-153)," in Josephus,

vol. 7 (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, London: Heinemann, 1986), 743-766.
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after his conquest of Coele-Syria.’’143 Following Tcherikover, Marcus further argues

that the Decree of Antiochus III Concerning the Temple is authentic. Equally so,

Marcus argues for the authenticity of the Letter of Antiochus III to Zeuxis: "It seems

to me, then, that there is no convincing evidence against the genuineness of

Antiochus IIl’s letter to Zeuxis.’’144

The Letter of Antiochus III to Ptolemy is a very important text as it is the

only document concerning Seleucid rule in Judea in the pre-Maccabean era.

Josephus presents Antiochus III as the author of the letter, which is probably

historically correct,~45 and can be taken as an authentic expression of Antiochus’

policy whereby Jewish autonomy was to be protected by the military and

administrative apparatus of the Seleucid state. Addressed to the king’s governor

of Syria-Palestine, Ptolemy (210-195 BCE), the letter outlines Antiochus’ precise

reasons for rewarding the Jews: their demonstration of freedom, their welcome

offered to him, their procurement of provisions for his soldiers and elephants, and

finally, their joining forces with him against the Ptolemaic garrison.~46 The

uncommon provision of military aid and foodstuffs by the Jerusalem population for

Antiochus’ soldiers and elephants clearly suggests the presence of a pro-Seleucid

party in the city. Since the Jewish encounter with Antiochus is led by the

143 Ibid., 761.

144 Ibid., 766.

145 Elias Bickerman, "La Charte S61eucide de J6rusalem," in Studies in Jewish cmd Chnsticm

History, part 2 (Leiden: Brill, 1980), 44-85 for a detailed analysis of the letter.

146 Ant., 12 §§138-139.
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yepot~o~,14r it can be assumed that its leader, the High Priest Simon II (219-196

BCE) was pro-Seleucid; a fact apparently confirmed by Ben Sira.148 The absence

of any mention of the High Priest in the letter is interesting and has been put

forward as evidence of the document’s inauthenticity.149 However,

The high priest is not mentioned in the Persian decrees or in the Seleucid

documents quoted in 1 and 2 Maccabees before the time of Jonathan,

whereas the gerousia continues to be mentioned beside the high priests in

documents from the later Hasmonaean period ... in the time of Antiochus

IT[ the high priest shared authority over the temple with the gerousia,is°

Antiochus’ action was both to restore Jerusalem and offer assistance to its

citizens,ls~ According to Josephus, Antiochus was motivated because of Jewish

piety (SLb. z~qv dJo~3~LtZV - §140). What he actually offered was z~qv ~’L~ ~.&~

Ot~O~t~E 06VZC~LV (§140). ~t3V’~tX~L~ was something given by sovereigns to

subjects. Thus Antiochus did not furnish the actual material for sacrifice, but the

money to obtain it. He ordered also that the Temple be repaired (KC~’L Zb Trep’L Zb

t47 Ant., 12 §138. This was probably the chief legislative and juridical body of the Jews,
operating under the presidency of the H_ig, h Priest. Marcus, "Appendix D," 71. However, see also
Bickerman, "Charte Seleucide," 48-49 who notes: "Ajoutons que l’orgartization et les attributions
de la grrousia de Jerusalem nous restent totalment inconnues."

145 Antiochus’ letter makes reference to the king’s desire to rebuild Jerusalem and the Temple

(Ant., 12 §§139-141) which according to Sir 50,1-3 occurred during the period of office of the
High Priest Simon 17. Simon must therefore have carried out or facilitated Antiochus’ plans,
suggesting that he was pro-Seleucid. J. l¥Iiddeaderp, Die Stellung Jesus Ben Siras Zwischen
Judentum und Hellenismus (Leiden: Brill, 1973), 168 also agrees with linking Antiochus’ letter
with the building pro~’amme under Simon. Tcherikover, Hellenistic Civilization, 81 argues that
Simon was inclined to the Seleucids prior to the arrival of Antiochus.

149 Marcus, "Appendix D," 754-755.

x~0 Ibid., 761.

l~t Ant., 12 §139.
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L~pbv ~rr~pzLaOflV(~L ~pyov - §141). §142 is a key text, outlining the

privileged group which was to be exempted from the poll, crown, and salt taxes.

The group consisted of ~ y~pouc(~ K~’L o;. L~p~"L¢ K:cd. oL yp~t~c~:~q 1:o0

L~.po8 K0~’L O~, ~,~po~r~.Z~L. The ordering of the elements of this privileged

group is important and at first glance, surprising:

La situation privilegi6e de pr&res indig#aes ne surprend pas dans un
document s61eucide. L’aristocratie laique des indig~aes ayant 6t6
d6poss6d6e par les conquerants, le clerg6 apparut comme l’elite et le porte-
parole des populations orientales. Ce qui est remarquable, c’est de voir
J6rusalem, une ville samte, le clerg6 c6dant le pas au Senat de la nation,ls2

For Tcherikover153 the most important element in §142 is the reference to the

decision to allow the Jews to live Ko~, zo~; ~T~I:p{,ouc; V6~OV~:

It is not to be supposed that Antiochus or any other Hellenistic king, knew
what the Mosaic Law was, or what was written in it and what was not, and
he was certainly not familiar with the difference between the written and
oral codes. Not he, but the Jews themselves imbued the dry juridical
formula "the ancestral laws" with a living practical content. ,And by "the
Jews," we mean the authorized representatives of the Jewish people and,
in the case under discussion, the heads of the theocracy of Jerusalem, and
the class of scribes who were recognized as the official interpreters of the
Torah ...154

The final part of the letter (§§143-144) deals with Antiochus’ measures to

repopulate the city by fiscal and tax exemptions and by granting freedom to slaves

and their children with the restoration of their property.

Josephus wrote this text in 93/94 CE in the wake of the destruction of the

second Temple. His purpose was both apologetic and tendentious in that he

t~z Bickerman, "Charte S61eucide," 59.

~3 Tcherikover, Hellenistic Civilization,

1~4 ]’bid., 84.

82.
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wanted to establish the respect a previous pagan ruler of Judea had for the Jews,

their Temple and cult. It is most strange tl" at Antiochus IIl’s letter was addressed

to Ptolemy and not to the Jews. This is probably because Josephus was working

from a copy of the letter sent to Ptolemy. There is nothing unique in the letter’s

contents in that it conformed to the standard Seleucid procedure of establishing

the rights of newly conquered cities. This Antiochus did for the Jews living in the

F=evoc; of Judea. In re-establishing the statutes of the city, the king placed the Jews

under their ancestral laws: "La locution ’les lois des anc~tres’ indiquait pour les

Juifs et pour les autorit~s pafennes, Iorsqu’elles parlaient des choses juives, le

code de Moi’se.’’lss The effect of Antiochus’ decree was twofold. First, it guaranteed

the inviolability of the prescripts of Torah. Second, it placed the Temple and its cult

under royal control. In short, "la teneur de I’ordonnance reflete la structure politique

speciale de Jerusalem, ville sainte autour du Temple, o~ le clerge est privilegie et

o~ la Torah remplace racte constitutionnel.’’1s8

The second document offered by Josephus is The Decree of Antiochus///

Concerning the Temple.ls7 According to Josephus this decree was a Trp6?p(xl~(x

or public notice.158 The first article of the notice (§145) dealt with the prohibition of

entering the Temple, except for those Jews entitled to enter, once purified Kc~;&

zbv Trdl;pLOV V61~OV. While the restriction of foreigners’ entry to a holy place

~ Bickerman, "Charte S61eucide," 71.

1~6 [bid., 85.

~,T Elias Bickerman, "Une Proclamation S61eucide Relative au Temple de J6rusalem," in

Studies in Jewish and Christian History, part 2 (Leiden: Brill, 1980), 86-104 offers a detailed
analysis of the decree.

l~s Ant.,12 §145.
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would have been alien to the Greeks,ls9 the rationale behind Antiochus’ decree

was Jewish ancestral law.16° The second article (§146)listed animals whose flesh

and skin could not have been brought ¢~.q ~:~v ~m6~.tV and which could not have

been bred there. This article is in keeping with similar interdictions of other holy

places in the hellenistic world. The third article (§146) ensured that animals for

sacrificial purposes were ritually pure. The punishment for violation was fixed at

3000 drachmas of silver payable to the priests. Josephus understood the

Trp6ypEl~lZE as an imperial edict valid for the entire empire, when in effect it was

a mere entry notice.TM The third document, the Letter of Antiochus III to Zeuxis,

adds little to the present discussion and can safely be disregarded.

Clearly these orders of Antiochus made for a peaceful relationship between

the Jews and their new rulers. The import of the documents is twofold. First, in

recognizing Jewish ancestral law, Antiochus opted not to disturb the entire political

and religious foundation of Jewish tradition. Second, in recognizing the authority

of the yEpouo~c~, Antiochus acknowledged it as the supreme administrative

institution and, by implication, the High Priest as the supreme ruler of Judea which

now formed an ~0voq or sub-division of the satrapy of Seleucid Coele-Syria. In

short, Judea constituted an autonomous political unit within the empire, with its

own ancestral law validated as official law. This official recognition of Judea as an

autonomous political entity is in keeping with the complete lack of internal

.9 Bickerman, "Proclamation Sdeucide," 91.

16o However, it should be noted that Torah does not contain any such prohibition.

16~ Bickerman, "Proclamation Sdeucide," 102 understands it as a notice at the entrance to

Jerusalem, reading ~.q ~1) TI’6~.LV (§146) literally. However Tcherikover, Hellenistic
Civilization, 85-87 argues convincingly that the restrictions applied only to the Temple and its

immediate neighbourhood.
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organization within the Seleucid empire necessary for the maintenance of political

discipline.

The change of political rule eased the lot of the Jews as Antiochus did not

impose a foreign bureaucracy in the manner of the Ptolemies. However, under

Antiochus’ reign the hellenistic ideals of uniting East and West under Greek culture

continued to be promoted, and Greek thought proceeded unrestrainedly to

influence the Hebrew mind. Tcherikover’sle2 description of Jerusalem on the eve

of this hellenistic reform is useful for this study as it presents the important

political, and socio-religious realities of the period under consideration. Jerusalem

was not a Greek ~Tr~.L~, for,

... if we wish to see Jerusalem as a polis, we must require the existence of
a demos, a citizen body gathering at fixed times and places for fixed
purposes (the election of officials, etc.), and of a council, changing
frequendy, and of officials elected by the people. We must also require the
existence of a gymnasion and an ephebeion as municipal educational
institutions to tram young people to Greek citizen life. In the absence of
all these institutions, no city may be considered a polls,ls3

It was, however, a large and populous city within which the most important

grouping was the Aaronic, hereditary priestly class which presided over the Judean

theocracy. This group not only controlled the spiritual welfare of the people, but

162 Ibid., 117-151.

163 Victor A. Tcherikover, "Was Jerusalem a ’Polis’?," IEJ 14 (1964): 61-78, at 66.

Tcherikover’s concern is to establish that Jerusalem was not a ~(~,L~ in the Roman period. His

evidence cited for the period of Ben Sira is worth considering. The type of popular assembly

(~KK~,1qOLE) of the Ptolemaic period mentioned by Josephus in the story of Joseph the Tobiad
(Ant., 12 §164), as in the period of Ezra and Nehemiah, was a large congregation of people

assembled in an ad hoc manner, rarely to confirm government action and consequently did not

resemble the ~5~[.toq of the Greek XT();LLq. The yEpoI]o(,o: had nothing in common with the

Greek ~O19~.rl and evidence for the yU[.tv0~OLOl,’ must be dated to a later period. Thus Jerusalem

was not a Trr~Lq at the time of Ben Sira.
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it was the strongest and wealthiest class in Judea. The priests were divided into

kinship groups. Some of these priestly families controlled the Temple, city and

country, while others were poor and powerless. The OniadsTM were the wealthiest

and noblest group and controlled the office of High Priest:

It is therefore with some justification that the scholars are m the habit of
calling the social regime in Judaea a "theocracy," or a "hierocracy," for not
merely was the spiritual leadership in the hands of the priests, but their
class was the strongest and the wealthiest among the classes of Jerusalem
from the political and social viewpoints,les

The next most powerful group was the secular aristocracy whose wealth derived

from either agricultural holdings or high administrative office. A final grouping

worthy of special note was that of the scribes who functioned as interpreters of

Torah. At the beginning of the Second Temple period the priests provided official

legal interpretations. Tcherikover’s thesis is that as the priestly class evolved into

an exclusive and powerful class, identifying with wealthy landowners, they

neglected this task and consequently the urban population sought out scribes for

Torah-interpretation. Furthermore, Tcherikover contends, the scribes offered an

interpretation of Israel’s oral and written traditions, while the priests restricted their

interpretations to the written Torah only. The thesis is highly conjectural, a fact

recognized by Tcherikover himself who cautiously states:

164 Bickerman, Jews in Greek Age, 140-147. The term Oniad applies to the priestly dynasty

from Onias 1 (323-300 or 290 BCE) onwards. The official name of the family was the sons of

Zadok; Tcherikover, Hellenistic Civilization, 454n.8.

16~ Ibid., 120.
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At all events (we must eschew dogmatism, since lack of evidence permits
only conjecture), in the early Hellenistic period the class of scribes held a
respected place among the various classes of tt.e capital, and the nation’s
entire brains-its intelligentsia, to use a modem term, was concentrated
among the men of this class.16s

Tcherikover also argues that within the scribes there existed a special sect called

the Hasidim, who were first organized under Simon I the Just (dates uncertain),

and who best embody the ideology of the scribes.167 It can be stated with certainty

that Antiochus’ royal charter constituted the scribes as a special and privileged

body. Antiochus’ decrees required the help of Jewish jurists, and since all Jewish

law was based on Torah, the scribal role naturally included knowledge and

interpretation of Torah.

Two other writings are important sources of data for the development of the

Jewish community in this period: Josephus’ Legend of the Tobiads,16s and the

Wisdom of Jesus Ben Sira. While Josephus’ account is legendary and

untrustworthy in places, its basic historicity can be accepted, which can be

summarized as follows. The story is about a certain Joseph, who had a very high

reputation for justice and uprightness among the people of Jerusalem. The High

Priest Onias II (died 219 BCE), Joseph’s uncle, refused to pay tribute to the

Ptolemaic king, which provoked the threat of an Egyptian invasion of Judea.

Joseph, having called the people together, went to Egypt, calmed the king’s anger

and received from the king the right to farm taxes, a function he performed for

twenty-two years. Hyrcanus was born of a sexual liaison between Joseph and his

Ibid., 125.

Ibid., 456n.21. The thesis is interesting, but remains highly conjectural.

For the story of Joseph son of Tobiah see Ant., 12 §§154-185.224 and for the story of

Hyrcanus see A nt., 12 §§186-222.228-236.
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niece. On an occasion when Hyrcanus had gone to Egypt to present a gift to the

king, he overspent his fa!her’s wealth in providing the king with an excessively

lavish gift. This led to a bitter family quarrel, forcing Hyrcanus to flee across the

Jordan. There he built a fortress and fought the Arabs. With the advent of

Antiochus IV, Hyrcanus, fearing the king’s wrath for what he had done to the

Arabs, committed suicide and his property passed to the king.

Josephus relates events which take place prior to Seleucid rule in Palestine.

The Ptolemaic king is probably Ptolemy III Eurgetes (246-221 BCE) and the date

of Onias II’s clash with the king is 242 BCE.169 Josephus’ chronology is confused,

forcing one to opt for approximate dates for the birth of Joseph (270-260 BCE), his

appointment as tax-collector (230-220 BCE), Hyrcanus’ visit to Egypt (205-200

BCE) and Hyrcanus’ death (175-170 BCE).17° That Josephus records with such

narrative detail the life of Joseph, suggests that Joseph must have introduced

some new principles into the Jewish society of his time. Joseph is presented to

Ptolemy as zrpooz6.’~qc; of the people,lz~ At the beginning of the hellenistic period

the function of the zrpooz~o~o: was in the hands of the High Priest and had to do

with gathering taxes, an occupation which would have been very lucrative for the

High Priest. Indeed Joseph accused Onias II of retaining the zrpocz~o~c~ for

purposes of personal gain.1~ This financial and administrative function passed to

Joseph and "thus occurred the first breach in the edifice of the theocracy of

169 Tcherikover, Hellenistic Civili:ation, 129. In 242 BCE it seemed that Seleucus 17
Callinicus might overthrow Ptolemaic power in Syria-Palestine. His short-lived victory over

Ptolemy IT[ may have been the occasion for Onias IT’s refusal to pay tribute to the Egyptian king.

Ibid., 13 O.

Ant., 12 §167.

Ant., 12 §161.
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Jerusalem: the responsibility for the levying of taxes and their transmission to the

king was removed from the High Priest and handed to a professional financier.’’17=

Accordingly, Joseph had become the High Priest’s 6LOLKqZ~ with all the political

and financial power associated with that role. In fact, Joseph is the clear Jewish

counterpart of the entrepreneurial spirit found in Z.enon and Apollonius. It is

unlikely that Onias II ceded such power easily. Nonetheless, "the fact was, at any

rate, that there now arose, alongside the traditional theocratic authority, a new

power based on the personal financial skill and experience of a private individual

who was closely bound up with the broad international field.’’174 Joseph then

expanded his role and influence by persuading Ptolemy to grant him, first, the right

to collect taxes throughout Coele-Syria, Phoenicia, Judea and Samaria,17s and

second, the permission to institute tax reform in Coele-Syria,~76 which he did under

force of arms.177 It is clear from Josephus’ account that

A Jew of the type of Joseph the Tobiad had no altemative but to quit the
narrow framework of Jewish tradition or even to encounter it in head-on
collision, and although we hear nothing of such a clash, the fact that from
Joseph’s family originated the "sons of Tobiah," the politicians who under
Antiochus Epiphanes headed the Hellemstic movement in Jerusalem, itself
suffices to explain in which direction the sympathies of Joseph and the
members of his family inclined,lr8

173 Tcherikover, Hellenistic Civil&ation, 132.

174 Ibid., 133.

Ant., 12 §175.

Ant., 12 §§176-177.

Ant., 12 §§180-184.

Tcherikover, Hellenistic Civilization, 134.
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In his analysis of Josephus’ story of Hyrcanus, Tcherikover contends that

Hyrcanus’ motivation in all he did was to secure for himself his father’s tax-farmir g

rights. It was exactly this ploy that earned for him his father’s and brothers’

hatred.17g This hatred soon ceased to be merely a family feud, and quickly involved

Judean politics. Josephus’ account is clear:

The whole of the population divided over the matter, with the majority and Simon

the High Priest siding with the brothers against Hyrcanus. The conflict may be

dated to Antiochus IIl’s conquest of Jerusalem.TM In which case the quarrel is

transformed into a conflict between those of pro-Seleucid tendencies (Simon and

the brothers) against the pro-Ptolemaic Hyrcanus. Hyrcanus’ wars against the

Arabs and building programmes in Transjordan suggest that he ruled there as a

Ibid., 136.

Ant., 12 §§228-229.

Tcherikover, Hellenistic Civilization, 137.

2 Macc 3,11.
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Hyrcanus obviously enjoyed the confidence of the Temple authorities and of Onias

III himself, who was pro-Ptolemaic. However, Hyrcanus would never see the return

of the Egyptians and died in despair.

Josephus’ legend suggests that the Tobiad family, an important Judean

group of the period, had become wealthy through accumulation of land and tax-

collection. The family’s influence was primarily social, though it also exercised

political influence by means of its wealth. Like other Jews the Tobiads were

divided in their political allegiances with most members supporting the Seleucids,

while Hyrcanus alone was the pro-Ptolemaic exception. The Tobiads were close

to the High Priest Simon II and to the Temple which dominated the economy. The

Temple was a source of great wealth as the annual half-shekel levy and other

private monies were deposited there. In short, the Temple functioned as state

exchequer and accordingly became a source of private funds for wealthy Judean

families like the Tobiads, who had very significant influence during Simon’s term

of office. The most important insight which can be gained from Josephus’ account

of the Tobiads is that

Hellenism from its first appearance in Judaea, was internally bound up
with one particular social class - with the wealthy families of the Jerusalem
aristocracy. The crafty and resourceful tax-collector, the powerful and
unscrupulous businessman, was the spiritual father of the Jewish
Hellenizing movement, and throughout the entire brief period of the
flourishing of Hellenism in Jerusalem, lust for profit and pursuit of power
were among the most pronounced marks of the new movement,ls3

A second source of information for the period under consideration is the Wisdom

of Ben Sira. For Ben Sira, supreme intellectual achievement was only possible

through attaining wisdom. Yet he was the enemy of any concept of wisdom

divorced from the fear of YHWH and not expressed in Torah. Ben Sira’s outlook

~s3 Tcherikover, Hellenistic Civilization, 142.
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... witnesses to the widening of the intellectual horizon of the people of

Jerusalem ... [Beta Sira] cannot find satisfaction in the restricted conditions

of life in the tiny land of Judaea, and he feels a need to leave its borders,

to see other lands ... In this sense Ben Sira ... may be compared with

Joseph the Tobiad and his son Hyrcanus.ls4

However, Ben Sira never adopted a totally hellenized life-style, remaining a

conservative Jew. His theological views will be considered later. Of more

immediate interest is the information we can glean from his text about his own

world. He portrays the contrast between the rich and poor of his time185 which is

not born of class struggle, but of hatred,ls6 Ben Sira displays deep respect for

those in authority, but still recognizes the existence of corruption among those in

power in Jerusalem.187 For Ben Sira there were three sources of antagonism in the

Jerusalem community: the social conflict between rich and poor; the moral

antagonisms between sinners and righteous and finally, the religious strife between

unbelievers and pious. In particular, Ben Sira’s work points to the coming social

conflict between a wealthy, free-thinking class and a poor class which espoused

a more traditional form of Judaism.188

1~ Ibid., 143.

ls~ Sir 13,21-23.

186 Sir 13,15-20.

1sT Sir 7,6; 8,14; 9,13.

tss Tcherikover, Hellenistic Civilizcgion, 126-151.186-203. Tcherikovefs analysis of

Josephus’s biography and of Sirach suggests that the hellenizing movement in Jerusalem was to
be found exclusively among the wealthy aristocratic families and that resistance to the reform
came from the anti-hellenistic poor and was spearheaded by the Hasidim. The weakness in
Tcherikovefs thesis is the reconstruction of the Hasidim on the model of the rabbinic sage and

the assumption that hellenization was found exclusively among the upper classes. See also Hengel,
Judaism and Hellenism, I, 187-203 whose thesis is that the hellenistic reform was caused by the

(continued...)
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This brief analysis of Judea in the Early Seleucid Period points clearly to its

status as a small, highly theocratic ~evo~ within a giant and extremely

bureaucratic hellenistic empire. The massive expansion of bureaucracy, begun

under the Ptolemies and continued in large measure by the Seleucids, allowed the

role of the scribe to evolve to a point of central importance in the political,

economic, administrative and religious affairs of state. There is some evidence that

the Jerusalem theocracy may have undergone significant, but subtle change. The

removal of tax-farming rights from Onias II in favour of Joseph the Tobiad may

point to a certain decentralization of ruling authority away from the High Priest.

Antiochus IIl’s decree giving Jewish ancestral law the status of imperial law signals

a new stage in the hellenization of Judea, occurring in Jerusalem, whereby Jewish

intellectual and religious thought encountered the Greek world directly. Certainly

the decree gave renewed impetus to the religious role of the scribe as interpreter

of Torah, thus strengthening the significance of the scribe’s religious activity within

the Jewish theocracy. The fact that the priests are mentioned in second place

behind the y~povo~ in the list of the groups exempt from some Seleucid taxes

may point to a certain complexity in the priests’ status within the Jewish theocracy.

Finally, the intellectual background of hellenistic Judea, dominated as it was by the

Jewish concept of ,~9~, offered the possibilities of locating Israel’s traditions in

a much wider perspective. None of these factors is conclusive in itself, but their

lgg(...continued)
Tobiads who wished to replace traditional Judaism with an enlightened YHWHistic faith which
would no longer separate Jews from the rest of the world. A similar approach is adopted by J. A.

Goldstein, 1 Maccabees: A New Translation with Introduction and Commentary., AB Series 41
(Garden City, N-Y: Doubleday, 1976), 104-160 who argues that the hellenJzers were those who
attempted to introduce some form of heterodox Judaism. The most convincing counter-argument
is offered by Tcherikover, Hellenistic Civilization, 183-185 who argues that the hellenizers were
interested in power and not some form of syncretistic reformed Judaism.
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coincidence may suggest possible conditions for further evolutionary development

in the role and significance of the Jewish scribe. The accuracy of this assertion

can only be more fully assessed in the light of what is known from non-biblical

literary sources about scribal activity in the Ptolemaic and Seleucid empires in

general and within Judea in particular.

1.3 The Role of the Scribe in Pre-Maccabean HellenisUc Judea

(a) The Scribe as Bureaucratic Official

Bagnalrs thorough study189 of Ptolemaic administration has noted the few

references to the yp~l~l~l:E~c; in all relevant papyri and inscriptions of the era. The

Zenon papyri relate how Z.enon referred to the different officials he encountered

in Palestine, of which the yp~I~F~;E~ was clearly an important one. However, it

is impossible to derive any information other than the title from the papyri.1~°

Another group of officials, the KCOl~Op.LOeCO;~{., occupied in Syrian villages the

place reserved for scribes in Egyptian villages. Their function was bureaucratic,

acting as stewards for the king.19~ Under Ptolemaic rule the ~¢Ot~.LK~)C;

yp0c~l~0Cl:E~C; (’royal scribe’) was the assistant to the o~p~l:rlydc; and performed

statistical and financial functions. Likewise the 1;oTroyp¢~p.0~l;E6C~ (’district scribe’)

and the K(Op.oypCp.I~0CZE~C; (’village scribe’) carried out official functions such as

t89 Roger S. Bagnail, The Administration of the Ptolem~c Possessions Outside Egypt

(Leiden: Brill, 1976).

19o Tcherikover, "Zenon Papyri," 3. Unfortunately the sources only refer to ~/p~tlJ, C~I;EL~

outside Syria-Palestine: to one Demetrios who was a ~/p(Xp, IJ, E’I;EI~ from Cyprus and to a

yp~,~l.~ZEt~£~ in Crete.

~91 Bagnall, Ptolemcuc Possessions, 16; Rostovtzeff, Hellenistic World, I, 344.
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keeping records and drafting legal documents.192 In this way different categories

of government scribes performed the essentially bureau,:ratic functions required

for the financial and juridical administration of Judea. Many of these bureaucratic

scribal functions continued under Seleucid rule.193

The data for the rest of the Ptolemaic Empire is very scant. In the latter part

of the third century BCE one of the city officials of the Cypriot city of Kourion is

referred to as yp~p.l~e6c;.194 The figure of the yp~p.l~l:e6c; along with those of

~.pz~v, ozp~l:qy6c;, and ~.yop~v61~oc constituted one of the political institutions

of the city. There are a few references to yp~l~l~Z~6c; during the reign of Ptolemy

Vl Philometor (180-145 BCE), just after the period of composition of Sirach.

Eirenaios was yp(~l~l~:E6c; in Crete according to an inscription on the central

Aegean island of Thera.19s His function as yp~l~C~l:~6~ seems to have been

exercised in respect of an Egyptian garrison on Crete. He also functioned as the

OLKOV61~oE of Crete. In a similar manner the military bases at Itanos (Crete), and

on Thera and at Methana were all served by a yp~l~p.c~z~6C. The yp~l~C~l:~6C was

one of the characteristic Greek civic institutions found at Salamis. An inscription

(150/149 BCE) lists the officers of the city government among whom is the

19z John G. Gammie, "The Sage in Sirach," in The Sage in lsrael c~d the A ncient Near East,

366-368.

193 E. Bevan, The House of Ptolemy (Chicago: Argonaut, 1968), 143-144.

194 T.B. MJtfofd, The Inscriptions of Kourion (Philadelphia: American Philosophical Society,

1971), 46-48.

~9~ Bagnall, Ptolemaic Administration, 122.136.
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yp~p.p,~z~6c;.1~ Finally, in 105 BCE the city of Paphos erected a statue to a

famous citizen, Kalippos, whose career among other roles involved twice being

ypccFtt~CZZE6C~ of the J3ouA, r~ and once as yp~l.tl.tCC’cE6C; of the city.lgz While not

directly relevant to Judea, these texts suggest that the ypczt.tt.tcc’c~6c; had a

significant bureaucratic and administrative role under Ptolemaic rule and also was

an important civic institution.

For the Seleucid period two very important sources of information on Jewish

scribes which require brief comment are: Josephus’ Jewish Antiquities, which

refers to scribes in Seleucid Jerusalem, and the Letter of Aristeas to Philocrates,

which deals with scribal-type activity in the Diaspora. The text1~8 of Josephus’

Jewish Antiquities was considered above already in the context of Antiochus IIl’s

letter to his governor, Ptolemy. The relevant passage reads:

~TroA, u~aeco 6’ ~ y~pouat~z KccL oL LEpE’~¢ KCCL oL

yp~lst.m’c~’~; ’coo L~po~) Kcc’t, oL LEpoqJd, Z’co:t, ~v 6Tr~p ’CliO:
Kf.qb~)~flC:] zc.A.of)at, K~’t. "COO O’C~_~CCVZt.KO0 ~6pou KC& 1:O0 ~T~p’t

"CCov ?zkcbv.

The group designated o[. ypcct.tl.tC~’cE~C~ ’coo ~.EpO~) is difficult to identify, as

Josephus uses a similar expression (ypccl.tl.tCc’c~SaLV ’coo L~po0) in a comparable

context, where a king (Artaxerxes) revokes tax obligations from a list of

,9, Ibid., 59. The other officers were a college of ZpEO~lJ~.O~KEg, a Trpbg zflL fimZoTflL

of the records in the office of the Xpeodp6XC~Ke~.

,9~ T.B. 5{ifford, "The Hellenistic Inscriptions of Old Paphos," Annual of the British School

of Athens 56 (1961): 1-41. The other functions were: ~ifll, tOg, r~pxe~K6Zc~ zfi~ rr6Zeco~,
!

and ’CEXI) L’Cl]~.

19~ Ant., 12§142.
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functionaries.199 However, this text is dependent on Josephus’ account of

Antiochu,.¢ decree and adds little to our knowledge of temple-scribes. For

Bickerman, "’les scribes du sanctuaire’ formaient les cadres de I’administration des

affaires du Temple,’’2°° and point to the intensification of bureaucratic administration

under the influence of hellenization. However, Josephus uses the term

yp~p.p.=l:e6¢ of secular government officials, and does not state that the scribes

constituted a social group or had any particular role in regard to Torah-

interpretation. Josephus’ presentation of scribes is as mid-level government

officials.2°1 Certainly in describing the scribes as yp~t~l~l:e~c; zo~ LepoB,

Josephus leaves their precise function unclear, but emphasizes that the scribes

were dependent on Temple revenues and on the priests. Thus,

We may speculate that the scribes were concerned either with the financial

and organizational functions of the Temple or with the recording and

teaching of sacred traditions and laws, but we cannot know for certain.

That the scribes are dependent on Temple revenues and subordinate to the

priests who controlled the Temple is certain ...202

199 Ant., 11 §128. It seems that Josephus has borrowed from 1 Esdras 8,22 which uses the

term XTptXy[J, tZ’~LKOI~ 1:O~ Lepo~. 1 Esdras has in turn borrowed from canonical Ezra (7,24)

where the term ~,EL%OI~pyo(, O’LKOU OEOU (MT~ r~’~ ’rT.~) is found. The term

1Tp~y[,tE17LKOI~ means "’hommes d’affaires’ que ce soit au service de l’t~tat, ou d’une communaut6,
ou ~t leur propre compte." Bickerman, "Charte S61eucide," 59. What Josephus has done is that,

in writing Ant., 11 §128, he has used the language of Antiochus’ decree in relating Artaxerxes’

decree. Hence the substitution of the term ITptXy[.ttZ’CLKO(, with yptx[.t[,ttZZE~OLl,’.

2oo [bid., 60.

2o~ Saldarini, Palestinia~ Society, 262.

202 [bid., 250. Saldarini’s viewpoint is further supported by the inclusion of the

~,Epo~t~,lTtXL in Antiochus’ decree. According to Bickerman, Charte Sileucide, 63, these

temple-singers and musicians "forment un corps separ6 /l c6te de l’ordre sacerdotal. Ils sont
(continued...)
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However, Josephus’ usage of yp~l~p.ocl;~�; reflects an essentially Greco-Roman

perspective which saw the scribe merely as a bureaucratic official.2°3

The pseudonymous Jewish-Greek Letter of Aristeas to Phi/ocrates, dating

from late second century BCE Alexandria does not use the word yp0Cl~l~0Cz~c;.

However, the letter provides a description of the function of the translators of the

Septuagint.TM Many of the attributes assigned to the translators are associated

with scribes.2°5 The translators are of the finest character, the highest culture, the

most noble parentage and are proficient in Jewish literature. They can carry out

diplomatic functions, and embody the Aristotelian doctrine of the mean, while

having a facility in discussing matters of law. In short, the translators are portrayed

as embodying the wisdom ideal. The absence of the term 7p~p.p.oLz~(~ may reflect

the Diaspora reality where Jews were not citizens and consequently had no official

role for scribes, in contrast to Jerusalem.2°e

(b) The Scribe as Educator

The Jewish scribe must also be understood in the educational context of

pre-Maccabean hellenistic Judea: ’q’he Hellenistic epoch produced a new picture

2̄°2(...continued)
soumis au m6me contr61e g6nealogique que les pr6tres." The decree may therefore refer to the
ruling class in the Judean theocracy, priests and two groups of temple-officials who, although not
priests themselves, were subject to them.

zoa Saldarirti, Palestinia~ Society, 265.

zo4 Aristea~, §§120-127.

2o~ Saldarini, Pdestinian Society, 260.

2o6 Ibid.
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of man, and the key concept in it was paideia.’a°7 Isocrates (436-338 BE;E)

certainly linked this idea with the universal concept of culture and Eratosttenes of

Alexandria (276-192 BE;E) had upheld the possibility of the idea of making the

barbarians into Greeks through TrC~L(Se~. Consequently the Greek educational

system based on Tr~L~E~(X and the

conquered hellenistic territories.

While little direct information

gymnasium were established in all the

is available in the sources about Greek

education in the Seleucid period, there is more about the Ptolemaic period, but it

pertains only to Pto/ernaic Egypt and Alexandria. The key institutions were the

elementary school, a private institution, found in the major cities, and the

gymnasium, located throughout Egypt’s larger villages and cities. These two

institutions formed the basis of Greek culture in Egypt in general, and in Alexandria

in particular, with consequent profound influence on its Jewish population: ’q’he

remarkable and probably historically unique fusion of Jewish and Hellenistic culture

in Alexandria from the third century BE; is only understandable on the ground of

the unhindered access of Egyptian Jews to the treasures of Greek education.’’2°s

This education occurred in three stages. The first stage or elementary

school was for students from the age of seven to fifteen. There then followed the

ephebate for youths up to the age of seventeen. This was the real time of training

in the gymnasium with emphasis on physical exercise and military training. The

origins of the ephebate are disputed.2°9 The Athenian ephebate in the period 336-

207 Hengel, Judaism card Hellenism, I, 65. For a detailed discussion of Greek education and

its influence on Palestinian Judaism see ibid., I, 65-78.

2os 1bid., I, 66.

209 Robert Doran, "Jason’s Gymnasium," in Of Scribes and Scrolls: Studies on the Hebrew

(continued...)
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322 BCE involved compulsory military service for all young men who would be

citizens. It consisted of two years in military service. By the third century BCE the

ephebate was no longer obligatory and lasted only one year. The relationship

between the ephebate and citizenship also underwent development.21° By 1 19/8

BCE it was no longer required for citizenship and from 119/8 BCE foreigners were

admitted. "In the second century BCE, ephebic training was not necessarily a

prerequisite for citizenship. All those who were ephebes at Jerusalem may have

become citizens, but not all citizens had to undergo ephebic training. The

requirement for citizenship remained birth as a Jew.’’211 The third stage of Greek

education consisted of gymnasium education for young men up to the age of

twenty. This embraced physical exercise, military training, music and literature,

with particular emphasis on Homer. The gymnasium was directed by the

gymnasiarch, a local dignitary who funded the institution from his own means. The

approach of the Greek educational system was conservative. In fact,

... it acquired an expressly aristocratic character: and after hesitation at
some unusual manifestations, like the competition of naked youths in the
palaestra, had been overcome, it could also exercise a stronger attraction
over the youths of subject peoples than the educational ideal of the oriental
scribe, which was predominantly directed towards religious attitudes and
traditional "wisdom." Whereas Greek education was designed to produce
gentlemen amateurs, Eastern education was designed to perpetuate a guild
of professional scribes.212

2°9(...continued)
Bible, Intertestcunental Judaism and Christicm Origins, ed. Harold W. Attridge, John J. Collins,
Thomas H. Tobin (Lanham, MA: University Press of America, 1990), 99-109, at 100.

2~o O. W. Reinmuth, "The Ephebate and Citizenship in Attica," TAPA 79 (1948): 211-231.

211 Doran "Gymnasium," 103.

2~2 Hengel, Judcasm and Hellenism, I, 67.
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This gymnasium functioned in a way that often caused difficulties for the Jews of

Alexandria in that it kept alive Greek mythology, and had its guardian deities and

festivals and competitions which had an almost religious character. Since a very

strong connection existed between the gymnasium and the city’s "~O~.LZe~t~, quite

often the polytheistic dimension of gymnasium education was a source of

temptation to apostasy for Alexandrian Jews who sought political advantage.

Indeed upper-class Jews did compromise with the essentially polytheistic basis to

gymnasium education, as evidenced by the Jewish names on the lists of

ephebates in Greek cities. Such lists usually ended in formulae of dedication to

Hermes and Heracles.21s Since Alexandria functioned as the educational and

spiritual centre of the hellenistic world, it is not improbable that young Jewish

aristocrats from Jerusalem also studied there.

Greek education began its penetration of Palestine in the third century BCE.

In the earliest stages there is no evidence of a conflict between the preservation

of national tradition and a positive attitude towards Greek education.214 This

suggests the existence of Greek elementary schools in Jerusalem prior to 175

BCE. These offered the basic Greek education required for the social, economic

and administrative intercourse between the temple state leadership and its Greek

rulers. They may also have equipped the opponents of hellenism with its language

and concepts which could be used subsequently in an apologetic defence of

traditional Judaism. The earliest gymnasium in Jerusalem can be dated to 175

BCE, and was probably modelled by Jason on gymnasia already established in

213 1bid., l-I, 48n.84.

zz4 This is evident in the manner in which a conservative like Ben Sira could praise Simon

II (Sir 50,1-24) who was very predisposed to Hellenism.
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other Phoenician and Palestinian cities before this date21s and on those gymnasia

to which the Diaspora Jews had access. This is certainly consistent with the profile

of the hellenization established above from the Zenon and Rainer papyri,

numismatics and archaeology.

2 Macc 4,10-17, a text offering a devastating criticism of Jason, has been

shown by Doran21s to echo discussions by Herodotus, Diodorus Siculus,

Xenophon, Lucian and Plutarch on Greek educational ideals, and is concerned

with education not nudity or head-gear: ’q’o tamper with the education system was

to tamper with the po/iteia of a nation, its own feature and stamp, its X~p~K~:~p.

What the author of 2 Maccabees sees at stake, then, is not whether one exercised

or not, but what kind of nation was being formed.’’2~7 The author was quite

perceptive since Jason’s establishment of the gymnasium as part of his

educational reform in Jerusalem led to a decisive change of course in the

development of the temple state’s ~TOXL~ and transformed the Judean ~evo~

into a Greek rr6XL;. The effect of this was to break the influence of those

conservative Jews opposed to hellenization and to further cleave the social gulf

between the aristocratic rulers and the popular masses.

Finally, it should be noted that in the pre-Maccabean hellenistic period

scribal schools~8 may have developed along two distinct lines: a minority of

schools were liberal, hellenistic and assimilationist, while the majority were

conservative with a concern to preserve the old traditions, even at the cost of

Hengel, Judaism c~d Hellenism, I, 71-72.

Doran, "Gymnasium," 104-106.

Ibid., 107.

Hengel, Judaism c~d Hellenism, 1,78-83.
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adopting new forms and concepts.

While the non-biblical sources surveyed above offer a sketchy outline of the

bureaucratic, administrative and educational aspects of scribal activity, they shed

little light on scribal interpretation of Israel’s biblical and religious traditions.

Josephus acknowledges the presence in Early Seleucid Jerusalem of Temple

scribes, whom he regards as bureaucratic officials, yet he does not relate them to

any specific religious activity. Similarly, the Letter of Adsteas to Philocrates

describes scholars who engage in religious activity, but does not explicitly call

them scribes. In conclusion, it can be stated that the non-biblical sources point to

a dearth of information about scribal religious activity in the pre-Maccabean

hellenistic period.

1.4 Ben Sira and the Evolution of Jewish Scribalism: Conclusions

Jewish scribes in the post-exilic period "were not so much a new class or

new beginning in ancient Jewish history as the heirs of a long and multifaceted

Israelite scribal tradition, whose own roots in turn were struck in the soil of the

great ancient Near Eastern civilizations.’’219 In this regard Jewish scribalism must

be seen in evolutionary terms, incorporating the activities of ancient Near Eastern

scribes, but at the same time developing its own particular forms of the scribal

role, which in turn underwent further development. Certainly pre-exilic scribes

engaged in a wide range of activities, administrative, bureaucratic, pedagogic,

literary and sapiential which find parallels in ancient Near Eastern scribalism. The

novum represented by pre-exilic Israelite scribalism is its religious activity which

may have found expression in the maintenance of traditional values, wisdom ideals

and the investiture of religious teaching with a particular scribal understanding.

219 Fishbane, Bibfical Interpretation, 24.
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The immediate post-exilic period is dominated by Ezra, who functioned both

as priest and scribe. Yet it is in his capacity a,.’, scribe that he is depicted as skilled

in the knowledge and interpretation of written Jewish religious tradition. The radical

reorientation towards exegesis of a written text exemplified by Ezra, while an

intensification and renewal of earlier pre-exilic scribal activity, marks a significant

point in the evolution of Jewish scribalism in that it occurs in a

... movement from a culture based on direct divine revelations to one based
on their study and reinterpretation. The principal custodians of the former
were the sage scribes of ancient Israel; the purveyors of the latter, the sage
scholars of early Judaism. For their part, the sage-scribes inscribed divine
words and traditions as they came to hand. The sage scholars on the other
hand, variously extended these divine words and sacred traditions through
interpretation. To be sure these scholars inherited modes of study and
interpretation from their forbears; at the same time, they also initiated a
new centrality and significance for these modes that is nothing short of
decisive - and marks the closure of "ancient Israel" and the onset of
"ancient Judaism."22°

The period of Ptolemaic rule in Judea witnessed a huge increase in the extent of

government bureaucratic and administrative structures. Literary, numismatic and

archaeological sources indicate that the process of hellenization in this period was

limited to coastal and frontier cities and expressed itself in economic and

administrative terms. Consequently in this period it is the scribe’s administrative

role which became central for the smooth running of government. References to

ypa~p, Ez~(; in this period are all extra-biblical, sparse and denote essentially

financial and juridical roles. No useful evidence exists to permit an understanding

of the development of the religious role of the Jewish scribe in this period.

Seleucid rule in Judea required the same administrative and bureaucratic

structures needed under Ptolemaic dominion. Evidence of Greek educational

22o Fishbane, "Scribalism to Rabbinism," 440.
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ideals in Phoenician and Palestinian cities outside the highlands of Judea suggest

that, in the early rule ¢f the Seleucids, the process of hellenization already

encompassed cultural and intellectual life. While the full impact of this wave of

hellenization did not make itself felt in Jerusalem until 175 BCE, it had already

begun to break over Judea with the arrival of Antiochus II1. Thus, the Early

Seleucid Period may mark another significant moment in the evolution of Jewish

scribal activity. The Letter of Antiochus III to Ptolemy and the Decree Concerning

the Temple indicate how Antiochus III, first, validated Jewish law as official law

and, second, recognized the authority of the High Priest, the y~pou(]~c~ and of

other officials, including the ypEt.tl.t{~z~t3c; in the administration of the theocratic

~evo~ of Judea. Already a significant figure in the administration of Judea, with

Jewish religious law recognized as official law, it is possible that the role of the

Jewish scribe, as interpreter and teacher of Jewish religious traditions, underwent

further intensive renewal. However, very few texts are available to cast further light

on this possibility. Josephus’ references to ypcq.tt.tc~z~’L~ zo~ ~.~pof~ do not

connect the scribe with the interpretation of Israel’s traditions. The Letter of

Aristeas to Phiiocrates deals with a Diaspora Jewish community. While it describes

activity in relation to Israel’s traditions which might be termed scribal, it avoids the

used of the word yp~t.tl.tC~l:~6G

However, one other text remains to be examined which offers the most

famous portrait of the scribe to be found in Jewish literature, namely Ben Sira’s

poem on the ideal scribe (Sir 38,24-39,11). The importance of this text is

underscored by the fact that it, almost uniquely, permits an understanding of

further evolution in Jewish scribalism on the eve of the hellenistic reform. It may

be that Ben Sira’s "portrait of the s6p~r demonstrates how the position of the

teacher is breaking away from its association with the temple ... [and how] the
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so-pe’r seems to have relatively independent significance..."=1 Analysis of this text,

to be taken up in the next chapter, is now crucial to identify the nature of this

particular moment of evolution in Jewish scribalism.

z21 Hengel, Judaism and Hellenism, I, 79.
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CHAPTER TWO

2.0 BEN SIRA AND THE IDEAL SCRIBE

2.1 The Oriqinal Hebrew Text and Ancient Versions

The Hebrew text of Sirach was known to have existed for a long time prior

to its discovery, as evidenced by the many rabbinic and Talmudic citations of the

text.~ However, all references to $irach in Hebrew ceased about the tenth century

CE. In the period 1896-1900 CE about two-thirds of the Hebrew text of Sirach was

discovered in the Cairo Geniza. An initial leaf of Sirach was identified by S.

Schechter of Cambridge University,2 while the remaining fragments were identified

by other scholars. These Geniza fragments are designated in this study as MsA,

MsB, MsC, and MsD. A further fragment, designated MsE, was discovered in 1931

CE by J. Marcus) The text of Sirach in these manuscripts can be summarized as

follows:

MsA: Six leaves containing Sir 3,6b-16,26 and dating from the
eleventh century CE.

Msl~: Nineteen leaves containing Sir 30,11-33,3; 35,11-38,27b;
39,15c-51,30 and dating from the twelfth century CE.

1 S. Schechter, "The Quotations from Ecclesiasticus in Rabbinic Literature," JQR 3 (1890-

1891): 682-706.

2 S. Schechter, "A Fragment of the Original Text of Ecclesiasticus," Expositor 4 (1896):

1-15; idem, "Genizah Specimens: Ecclesiasticus [original text of 49:12-50:22]," JQR 10 (1897-
1898): 197-206; idem, "A Further Fragment of Ben Sira [MS C: parts of chaps. 4, 5, 25, and 26],"

JQR 12 (1899-1900): 456-465; idem, and C. Taylor, The Wisdom of Ben Sira." Portions of the
Book of Ecclesiasticus from Hebrew Mcmuscripts in the Cairo Geni:ah Collection Presented to
the Universi~ of C~rnbridge by the Editors (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1899).

3 J. Mart, us, The Newly Discovered Original Hebrew of Ben Sira (Ecclesiasticus xxxii,16-

xxxiv, 1): The Fifth Mc~uscript c~d a Prosidic Version of Ben Sira (Ecclesiasticus xxii,22-xxiii, 9)
(Philadelphia: Dropsie College, 1931).

4 Where marginal corrections to MsB are extant, these are indicated by MsB~, while the

main text is indicated by MsB~".
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MsC: Four leaves containing Sir 4,23b.30.31; 5,4-7c.9-13;
6,18b.19.28.35; 7,1.2.4.6.17.20.21.23-25; 18,31b-19,3b; 20,5-7;
37,19.22.24.26; 20,13; 25,8.13.17-24; 26,1-2a and dating from before
the eleventh century CE.

MsD: One leaf containing Sir 36,29-38,1 and dating from the eleventh
century CE.

MsE: One leaf containing Sir 32,16-34,1, undated.

J. Schirmann identified more leaves of MsB and MsC in 1958 and 1960 CE.s The

text of Sirach covered by these manuscripts is:

MsB: Two leaves containing Sir 10,9-20.22-24; 7,21a; 10,25-31;
11,1-10; 15,1-16,7.

MsC: Two leaves containing Sir 3,14-18.21.22; 41,16; 4,21; 20,22-

23; 26,2b-3.13.15-17; 36,27-31.

Scholars have disputed the authenticity of these Geniza manuscripts.6 However,

the general consensus today is that the Geniza manuscripts do indeed represent

the original Hebrew text, but in a corrupted form which may be traceable back as

far as the Qumran period. Indeed Qumran fragments of the Hebrew text of Sirach

have been found in Caves 2 and 11 respectively. The Cave 2 fragments,

designated 2Q 18, were discovered in 1956 C E and contain Sir 6,14.15.20-31.7 The

See P. W. Skehan, and Alexander A. DiI.ella, The Wisdom of Ben Sira, AB Series 39
(Garden City, N-Y: Doubleday, 1987), 54 for a summary of the scholarly dispute. See also G.
Bickell, "Der hebr~ische Sirachtext eine Rtickiibersetzung," WZKM 13 (1899): 251-256; I. l.~vi,
The Hebrew Text of the Book of Ecclesiasticus, SSS 3 (Leiden: Brill, 1904); D. S. Ma~g, olioult,

The Origin of the "Original Hebrew" of Ecclesiasticus (London: Parker, 1899).

7 M. Baillet, T. Milik, and R.. de Vaux, Les "Petites Grottes" de Qumrdn." Texte, DID 3

(Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1962).
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text dates to the second half of the first century BCE. In 1965 CE fragments from

Cave 11 containing Sir 51,13-20.30b were published) Designated as 11QPs=, the

text dates to the first half of the first century CE. The final collection of Hebrew

fragments are those discovered in 1964 CE at Masada by Yigael Yadin)

Designated MsM, the text contained is Sir 39,27-44,17 and dates to the early first

century CE. A final leaf, which this study recognizes as MsF, was published in

1982 CE.1° The text contained in this leaf is Sir 25,8.20-21; 31,24-32,7; 32,33-33,8.

The extant Hebrew text of Sirach is presented below in Table 01.11

Table 01
Extant Hebrew Text of Sirach

TEXT OF SIRACH MANUSCRIPTS

1,19.20 2Q18

2,18a A

3,6b-16,26a A, B, C, 2Q18

18,31b-19,2a.3b C

20,4.5.6.7.13.22.23 B, C

23,16b A

g J.A. Sanders, The Psalms Scroll of Qumrdn Cave 11 (11QPs°), DJ-D 4 (Oxford: Clarendon

Press, 1965).

9 Yigael Yadin, The Ben Sira Scroll from Masada (Jerusalem: Israel Exploration Society,

1965).

lo A. Scheiber, "A New Leaf of the Fourth [sic] Manuscript of the Ben Sira from the

Geniza," Magyar K6nvvszemle 98 (1982): 179-185.

11 This is a modification of the basic presentation offered by Milward Douglas Nelson, The

Syriac Version of the Wisdom of Ben Sira Compared to the Greek cuTd Hebrew Materials

(Atlanta, GA: Scholars Press, 1988), 4-5.
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Table 01 - Continued

TEXT OF SIRACH MANUSCRIPTS

25,8.13.17-24 C, F

26,1-3.13.15-17 C

27,5.6.16 A, B

30,11-34,1 B, E, F

35,9-38,27 B, C

36,29-38,1 D

39,15c-51,30 B, C, M, 11QPs=

Finally, it should be noted that the Hebrew text exists in two forms, unexpanded

(Hebl) and expanded (Hebll). Hebl is original to Ben Sira, but Hebll represents a

subsequent expansion of the text by others. Scholars disagree as to the identity

of those who produced Hebll.12

The Greek version of Sirach exists in two versions, unexpanded (GI) and

~2 Conleth Keams, "The Expanded Text of Ecclesiasticus: Its Teaching on the Future Life

as a Clue to its Origin" (Doctoral diss., Pontifical Biblical Commission, Rome, 1951); idem,
"Ecclesiasticus or the Wisdom of Jesus the Son of Sirach," in The New Catholic Commentary on

Holy Scripture, ed. Reginald C. Fuller, Leonard Johnstone and Conleth Kearns (London: Nelson,
1969), 543-546. Kearns’ thesis is that the community at Qumran was responsible for the expanded
text of Sirach. See also Hans Peter Rilger, Text und Textform im l-[ebrdischen Sirach:
Untemuchungen =ur Textgeschichte und Textkritik tier Hebrtiischen Sirachfragmente aus der
Kairoer Geniz~z BZAW Series 112 (Berlin: Walter de Crruyter, 1970) who argues that two forms

of the Hebrew text developed along different lines due to language interference. The changes in
the Hebrew of Ben Sira produced two forms of the text, the older (HebI) and the younger (Hebl-[).
Riiger’s conclusion is that HebI relates to HebII in the same manner that the MT relates to the
Targumim.
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expanded (GII).13 GI is the work of Ben Sira’s grandson, while GII is a later version

based on a different form of the Hebrew text.14 GI is not an exact translation of

Hebl, something indirectly indicated in the grandson’s Prologue:

In places the grandson may have even misread and misinterpreted the Hebrew

text, which probably was not an autograph of his grandfather.TM All the Greek

manuscripts invert the order of Sir 33-36, while the correct order is found in the

Hebrew manuscripts.17 The Syriac version is derived from a Hebrew original and

not from the Greek, though it represents a later form of the Hebrew expanded

13 Sapientialesu Filii Sirach, ed. J. Ziegler, SVTG Series 12.2 (GStfingen: Vandenhoeck und

Kuprecht, 1965), for detailed information on manuscripts (pp. 7-13), translations (pp. 13-37),
quotations (pp. 37-40) and printed editions (pp. 40-53) of the Greek version. GI is contained in
the uncials A, B, C, S and their dependent cursives, especially Codex 248. GII is contained in O

and L’ (where both main groups - Codices 248, 493,637 - and the subgroup - Codices 106, 130,
545, 705 - witness to the same reading), and has about 300 cola not found in GI. The peculiar
readings of Codex 248 and the other GH readings derive from one of the recensions of Hebl-l.

~4 For a detailed discussion of the confusing Greek witnesses to Sirach, see Skehan-DiLella,

Wisdom of Ben Sira, 55-56; Nelson, Syriac Version, 5-6.

u Prologue 15-26.

16 Kearns, Ecclesiasticus, 546-547.

~ The correct order, used throughout this study can be restored in Greek by making Sir

33,13b-36,16a precede Sir 30,25-33,13a.
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somewhat,is Syr probably derives from a Hebrew text different to Hebl, but also

guided by a version of GII. Syr does not invert Sir 33-36 nor does it contain the

grandson’s Prologue.1~

Modern scholarship offers three basic theories in an attempt to relate Heb,

G and Syr. DiLella2° argues that Heb (MsB, MsBmrg, MsM) are genuine, with some

retroversion from Syr. Middendorp21 argues that Heb (MsB, MsBmrg , MsM) and G

are genuine, but with differences due to oral transmission. ROger= holds that Heb

is genuine, existing in two forms Hebl and Hebll, where the latter is an inner

development of the former. The methodological consequences are thus clear. The

expanded text of Sirach will be ignored on the grounds that it represents not only

the work of Ben Sira but also of those who subsequently expanded the text.

Where possible Hebl will be followed; where it is lacking GI will be followed, with

careful reference to Syr. All text-critical variations will be justified on a case by

case basis.

lg Ziegler, ed., Sapientia Iesu Filii Sirach, 31: "Syr geht nicht auf G, sondem auf H zuruck;

deshalb wird Syr nur gelegentlich zitiert."

19 For a detailed account of the origin, transmission and nature of Syr see Nelson, Syriac

Version, 17-28.

20 Alexander A. Dil..eila, The Hebrew Text of Sirach: A Text-Critical cmd Historical Study,

SCL Series 1 (The Hague: Mouton, 1966).

21 Middendorp, Stellung.

22 Riiger, Text und Textform.
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2.2 The Poem on the Ideal Scribe (Sir 38,24-39,11)

The word "ypalZlZC~z~c; occurs twice in G and the root "~=:~ occurs nine times

in Heb.23 The only occurrence of ~,pcqzlzccz~c; / -~=~ (substantive) is that found in

Sir 38,24a in the poem about skilled workers and the scribe (Sir 38,24-39,11). In

establishing the critical text of this poem the text-critical opinions of a selected

number of scholars have been analysed and contrasted.24 Accordingly, the text of

23 1-’p0q.tp, O;l:Et3q occurs in G at Sir 10,5b and 38,24a. "~1~ occurs in Heb at: Sir 31,11b.24a;

42,7a.15b.17b; 43,24a; 44,4c.15b and 51,1c. However, the only Hebrew text in which the root

occurs as a substantive is Sir 38,24a. The first occurrence of ypo;l, tl, t0;1;E13q (Sir 10,5b) is to be
ignored as not original to Ben Sira, but rather a textual corruption arising from a misunderstanding

and bad translation of the Hebrew text. G reads: ~1) XELp’I. KupI~OU E~OSl~ff. ~v6p6~,
K~L "[TpOOG3"fl’~ ~{po;IJ.IJ, IZ’ITEG)~ EITL01]OEL (~6~(Z1) (ZI~q;OL)while H (MsA)reads: "l"Z

1"1~,’1 n’~’ ~rl~ ’~ "1"~; ~Z n~dt~r~ =’,’lb~t. The direct equivalence yp~p.l~Z~6; / pp~nr~ is

not attested to anywhere in the LXX. The verb ~[zl7 has a number of meanings: to cut, to inscribe,
and to prescribe laws with the derived meaning to rule or to commcozd. The translator of Heb has

p

confused the idea of inscribing with that of prescribing and translated ~p~lTr3 with ~’poqJ, p, Iz1;EU~.
This view is supported by arguments internal to the text. Sir 10,5b as part of a unit (Sir 9,17-
10,18) dealing with rulers (Sir 9,17-10,5), their arrogance (Sir 10,6-11) and their pride (Sir 10,12-
18), is clearly a text about government and rulers. See also Gian Luigi Prate, 1l Problema della

Teodicea in Ben Sira: Compcu’cgione dei Contrari e RichiaTno alle Origini, An.Bib Series 65
(Rome: Biblical Institute, 1975), 369-372. Sir 10,5 may even be a veiled rejection of the
hellenistic concept of the divinity of earthly rulers by stressing that a rulers glory comes from
God. Skehan-DiLella, Ben Sira, 224 argue for a reference to the Ptolemaic or Seleucid kings.
Clearly Sir 10,5 is not about scribes.

24 The representative scholars thus chosen are: Joseph Haspecker, Gottesfurcht bei Jesus

Sirach, An_Bib Series 30 (Rome: Biblical Press, 1967), 71-72; Johannes Marb~ck, "Das Bild des
Weisen in Sir 38,24-39,11," in Weisheit in Wandel (Bonn: Hastein, 1971), 118-120; Gian Luigi
Prato, "Classi Lavorative e ’Otium’ Sapienziale - I1 Significato Teologico di una Dicotomia Sociale
Secondo Ben Sira (32,24-39,11)," in Lavoro e Riposo nella Bibbia, ed. Giuseppe De Gennaro
(Napoli: Dehoniane, 1987), 149-175; Otto Rickenbacher, Weisheitsperikopen bei Ben Sira, OBO

Series 1 (Freibum=/Grttingen: Universit,;itverlag/Vandenhoek und Ruprecht, 1973), 179-186; H.
Stadelmann, Ben Sira als Schriftgelehrter: Eine Unstersuchung -urn Berufsbild des

Vormakkabd~schen Sorer unter Beriicksichtigung seines Verhciltnisses zu Priester- Propheten- und
(continued...)
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Sir 38,24-39,11 used by this study is as follows2S:

38,24a

V.24b

V.25a

V.25b

V.25c

V.25d

V.26a

V.26b

V.27a

V.27b
V.27c

V.27d

V.27e

V.27f
V.28a

V.28b
V.28c

V.28d
V.28e

V.28f
V.28g

V.28h
V.29a

V.29b
V.30a

¯ T

olh:o~� Tr&� ~:~KZCOV K(Z’~ d~pz~Z~K’~CoV,

6OZLC VGK~:~p C~� ~p,(~pa¢ 8LEyE~.
8 y~.G(hcov 7~,Gl.ty, aT(x o@pay~Scov,

K(ZL q EXTL~OV (ZUZOU (Z~,OLCOO’IZL TrOLKL~,tCCV.

’~’ ~ ’ ^ ;L(~ "K(ZL 1"] (z~’pt)TFV (Y, (Zt)’l~O1,) TE OIZL Ep’~ov.

o~TcoC X(z~.K(~� K(Z0"~IX~PO� ~-YYuC (Syr) kwr’
K(xL K(XT.a~tavOdvo)v ’~pya aLSfipou.

dZl.t’LC ~Tupbc ~:r~EL adpKac abzo~,

K(Y.’L EV OEp~tT] K(Z~(.VOI.) 6LU,~ZT]O’EI~(ZL.

(ho)v~ o(h6pqc; (Eth --~) exsurdabit T,~) O~� a~ZO0,

K~pS(.av at’coO 8C~O~L ~[C OUVZ~.~LaV ~pycov,

K¢’~ ~ EypuTrv(.a abzoO Koal~fla(z~ ~TTL ouvzE~.E(aC.

OUTCOC~ KEpCC~EUC~ KCCE)~EVOC (Syr) ’/ggl’
K(zL aua~p~chcov ~v ~ToaLv (~b~oO ~:pox6v.
~V ~pO:Xl~OVL ccZ)’~oD TUXTO)O’EL XT’I]~.()V

24(...continued)
Weisheitslehrertum, WUNT Series 2 (Tfibingen: Molar, 1980), 218-219.284-293. See also Box-
Oesterley, "Sirach," 452-456 and Smend, Weisheit, 347-356.

’~ For the detailed textual criticism of the poem, see Appendix One, pp. 326-333 below.
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V.30b

V.30c

V.30d

V.31a

V.31b

V.32a

V.32b

V.33a
V.33b
V.33c
V.33d
V.33e

V.33f

V.34a
V.34b

V.34c

V.34d

39,1a
V.lb

V.2a
V.2b

V.3a
V.3b

V.4a

V.4b
V.4c

V.4d

V.5a

V.5b

V.5c
V.5d
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V.6b aTVO3p,(Zl:L OUV~C(~COC ~l, tTrXrla0r~a(~ZC~L.

V.6c (zbzbC &VOI.tl3pT~OEL bT~l.tez(z oo(1)~,(zC (zb’~oO

V.6d K:~L eV ~Tpoaeu:X~ ’ ’E~O[LI, O,~.O~(qO’E~EL Kup L~.

V.7a ~bzbc (emendation ~) ]~’~" 13ou~,~iv ~bzob K~’L ~TLaZ~l~rlv

V.7b K(ZL EV "FO’[� (ZTroKpI~OLC (ZIJ~OU 6tccvoqO~aEzct.
V.8a ~.G’~bC ~K(1)(ZV(~t TrC~L6E~.~V 6Lf~OK~.I~C~� (ZGZo0

V.8b KE~, ~:V V61~@ (Syr) dby’ K~UX1]OETIT.L.

V.ga a Lv~aoua Lv ZTlv auvEa LV aUZOO ~TOMLO ~,
V.gb K(ZL EO~C zof) ObK ’ ’ELCOI)OC    E~IT.~LE L (1)E)qO’E’EE t.

V.9c OGK: ETrOOZ~OEZaL T,b p.vqlJ.6ouvov (zbT, oO,
V.gd K(Z’L "I;O 61)O1.I,1~ cG’EoD CI]($ETCL E[,C yEI)E~� ~’EPE~P.

V.10a z~Iv oo~h~av abzo0 6LqyT~OOVZ(ZL (Syr) knwf, t’,

V.10b K(Z’L T, OV ETI’~LVOV (~I.)’COU E{~T~’E~LEL EKK~,T~OLO~.

V.11a (Corrupt verse" Should he five long so will he be praised by
thousands,

V. 11 b and should he rest, so is his name enough).

There is no great scholarly dispute about the structure of the poem, rather a

general agreement that it is a diptych, divisible into two parts (Sir 38,24-34ab and

Sir 38,34cd-39,11) with each containing its own contrasting image. The further sub-

division into strophes followed by Alonso-Schrkel=s is followed unquestioningly by

Marb0ck, Rickenbacher, Stadelmann and Prato. This structure of the poem is

presented below in Table 02.

z~ L. Alonso-Schiikel, Proverbios y Eclesiastico, Los Libros Sagrados (Madrid: Ediciones

Cristiandad, 1968), 284-285 divides Part One into five strophes [Sir 38,24-26 (four bi-cola); 38,27

(three bi-cola); 38,28 (four bi-cola); 38,29-30 (four bi-cola - v.29cd is retained) and 38,31-34b (six
bi-cola)]. Part Two is divided into four strophes [Sir 38,34cd-39,3 (four bi-cola); 39,4-5 (four bi-
cola); 39,6-8 (four bi-cola); 39,9-11 (four bi-cola)]. The criterion for the division is essentially

thematic. See Appendix One, 328n. 10 below where 1Lickenbacher correctly opts for a shorter text
through the elimination of Sir 38,29cd.
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Table 02

Structure of the Poem on the Ideal Scribe (Sir 38,24-39,11)

PART ONE (SIR 38,24..34ab)

STROPHE TEXT BICOLA THEME

01 38,24-26 04 Farmer

02 38,27 03 Engraver

03 38,28 04 Smith

04 38,29-30 03 Potter

05 38,31-34b 06 Positive and Negative Aspects of
Manual Work

PART TWO (SIR 38,34c-39,11)

STROPHE TEXT B/COLA THEME

01 38,34c-39,3 04 The Ideal Scribe’s Interpretation of
Tradition

02 39,4-5 04 Social, Cultural and Religious
Dimensions of the Ideal Scribe

03 39,6-8 04 Divine Inspiration

04 39,9-11 04 The Ideal Scribe’s Universal
Recognition and Eternal Fame

For MarbSck,27 Sir 38,24-39,11 functions within the book as the introduction to a

27 Johannes Mad)Sck, "Sir 38,24-39,11: Der Schriftgelehrte Weise: Ein Beitrag zu Gesalt

und Werk Ben Siras," in La Sagesse de l’Ancien Testament, ed. M. Gilbert, BETL Series 51
(Gembloux/Louvain: Duculot/University, 1979), 293-316, at 294. Marb6ck does not identify this

greater unit, but it is presumably Sir 39,12-42,14. In this regard the poem can be compared to the
wisdom pericope Sir 14,20-15,10 which introduces Sir 15,11-18,14. Another close parallel to Sir
38,24-39,11, content-wise, is the introduction to the Laus Patrum (Sir 44-50) by Sir 44,1-15.
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new and greater teaching unit. For Prato,28 the poem is to be located both in its

immediate context and within the general context of Ben Sira’s overall work and

perception of creation as something essentially manifest in its contrasting aspects,

all of which come from one creator.

2.3 Recent Scholarship and Sir 38,24-39,11

(a) Josef Haspecker

Haspecker’s Gottesfurcht bei Jesus Sirach falls easily into two parts. The

first part simply lists the occurrences of the principal and cognate expressions of

Gottesfurcht and form-critically analyses the whole book. For Haspecker,

Gottesfurcht is the determinative theme of Ben Sira’s entire book. In fact, it is

argued that the term is the Stichwort of Ben Sira’s piety, not just because of the

number of times it occurs in his work, but also by the very structure of his book.

In the second part, Haspecker attempts to build a comprehensive thesis of Ben

Sira’s piety around the key texts studied in the first part. Haspecker concludes that

for Ben Sira Gottesfurcht stands for a loving personal relationship with God29 which

is characterized by humility3° and trust)1 The main contribution made by

Haspecker’s work is the phenomenological and theological description of

Gottesfurcht. The principal deficiencies are weak textual-criticism and a failure to

zs Prato, "Classi Lavorative," 157-164. Sir 36,18-39,11 is a body of text in which choices

are offered and the preferential choice indicated. The basic choice principle is outlined in Sir
36,23-25, followed by a series of texts where such choices are indicated: women (Sir 36,26-31),

friends (Sir 37,1-6), counsellors (Sir 36,7-15), true and false sages (Sir 37,16-26), health (Sir
37,27-31), doctors (Sir 38,1-15), death (Sir 38,16-23), and different professions (Sir 38,24-39,11).

29 Sir 1,28-2,6: 32,14-16.

30 Sir 3,7-20.

31 Sir 2,6-14; 34,13-17.
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establish Gottesfurcht as a concept structurally central to Ben Sira’s work. While

Gottesfurcht is indeed a central theme, Haspecker has not established it as the

principle of literary and thematic unity.

For Haspecker)2 the opening statement of the Poem on the Ideal Scribe in

Sir 38,24ab establishes Ben Sira’s thesis: manual professions do not acquire the

kind of wisdom available to the scribe through fear of God and practice of the Law.

Haspecker describes the first part of the poem (Sir 38,24-34ab) as negative and

the second (Sir 38,34cd-39,11) as positive. Part One of the poem is built

strophically, offering a number of vignettes of a single profession, the manual

worker, where each vignette has a typical three element structure. Each profession

is described in a short sentence (Sir 38,25ab.27a. 28a.29a). There then follows a

description of each activity which outlines its essential characteristics (Sir

38,25cd.27bd.28bf. 29b-30b). A concluding stereotypical formula establishes how

the manual workers have been sequestrated (Beschlagnahme) by their trades (Sir

38,26ab.27ef.28gf.30cd), leaving no more room for higher interests (hShere

Interessen). Part Two of the poem begins with Sir 38,34cd by which the poem

moves from the negative to the positive with the key concept, fear of God, at its

turning point. For Haspecker this is the central verse of the poem which

establishes the connection between fear of God and devotion to the Law, which

is necessary for the scribe’s cultivation of wisdom. Devotion to fear of God and the

Law is not to be understood as a single activity but that which embraces the

entirety of the scribe’s life and activity. Sir 39,1-4 outlines the concrete activity of

the scribe. Sir 39,5 is to be compared with the stereotypical formula used of the

manual workers in Part One, and emphasizes the centrality of that which has

sequestrated the scribe, namely fear of God and zeal for the Law.

32 See Haspecker, Gottesfurcht, 179-181 for his analysis of Sir 38,24-39,11.
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(b) Johannes Marb~ck

One of the most significant contributions to the study of this poem has been

that of Marb~ck, whose principal work on the text33 must be located against his

wider thesis put forward in Weisheit im Wandel. In this latter work Marb~ck

attempts to define the problem which dominated Ben Sira’s time as a conflict

between Judaism (a revealed religion based on election and remembered

redemptive history) and Hellenism (with its emphasis on human reason and divine

impartiality). Ben Sira’s solution to the problem, according to Marb6ck, was to

transform the concept of Torah, present it as Israel’s wisdom and to move from an

older revelatory view of reality to the more rational-secular hellenistic view with

Torah at its centre. MarbSck’s thesis is presented in a number of steps. First, he

deals with the spiritual and historical background to Ben Sira’s activity. Then he

examines Sir 1,1-10 and Sir 24, two texts (among others) in which the theme of

wisdom predominates. Finally, he considers Ben Sira’s creative theology and

relationship with the pre-Maccabean hellenistic world. Certainly Marb~ck argues

well that Weisheit gives the conceptual, structural and thematic priority to Ben

Sira’s book. In this he correctly rejects Haspecker’s emphasis on the centrality of

Gottesfurcht. According to Marb~ck wisdom for Ben Sira comes from God, and is

given to the Jewish people to create unity between Creator and Creation. Human

beings are invited to find wisdom, which is essentially and invitation to find God.

However, MarbSck fails to locate Ben Sira precisely within the wisdom tradition.

In particular he has failed to grasp and make fuller use of the socio-economic

situation of Ben Sira. Finally, he works mainly from G, exhibiting a certain

discomfort in the use of Heb, as in the case of Sir 38,24-27, the existence of which

he notes, but does not use.

33 Marb6ck, "Der Schriftgelehrte Weise," 293-316.
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For Marb6ck the first part of the poem (Sir 38,24-34b) has a certain parallel

with the Egyptian work entitled The Satire of the Trades wherein the skilled worker

does not have leisure to gather wisdom.34 The second part (Sir 38,34c-39,11) on

the other hand deals with the ideal wise scribe. Both parts are tightly connected

both philologically and with contrasting thematic links which facilitate an emphasis

on the unique role of the learned scribe in terms of activity, piety and renown.35

The main philological link is (~:rrL)6[5OV~L K~pS[c~V (Sir 38,26.27.28.30; 39,1.5)

which denotes attentiveness of heart. There are three contrasting thematic links:

first, ~.~,pU~TV[~ which characterizes manual labour (Sir 38,21b.27f.28h.30d) but

not the activity of the learned scribe; second, the significant distinction between the

role of the manual worker and of the learned scribe in the public domain is very

striking. The latter’s role is characterized by giving counsel (Sir 38,33a; 39,4.7),

having reputation in the assembly (Sir 38,33b; 39,10), teaching discipline and

knowledge (Sir 38,34a; 39,8a), exercising a judicial role (Sir 38,33cd) and

occupying the leading position (Sir 38,34b; 39,4). All are characteristics notably

absent in the manual labourer. Finally, the description of the manual worker follows

a stereotypical pattern. The work procedure is described in detail (Sir

38,25cd.27cd.28c-f.29c-f) and closes with the refrain KCpS[~V ~t3ZOf)

(k~rrL)5(~(JEL ... ~.~(purrv[c~. On the other hand the word :T~.r~V (Sir 38,34c)

breaks away from this pattern and facilitates the articulation of the activity of the

learned scribe (Sir 39,1-4), his personal relationship with God (Sir 39,5-8) and the

glory and renown of the scribe in the assembly (Sir 39,9-11).

34 James Pritehard, ed., "The Satire on the Trades," in A NET (Princeton, NJ: Princeton
University Press, 1955), 432-434. The satire was written about 1991 BCE and many copies were

made of it subsequently in the period 1552-1100 BCE and especially in 1350-1200 BCE.

3J Marb6ck, "Das Bild des Weisen," 119-120.
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In a subsequent and fuller article Marb~ck deals with the same matters,38

but goes on to examine more fully the r.,rofile of the scribe evidenced in the poem.

For Marb~ck the sage is essentially a n=~, a term which is polyvalent in the context

of Israel’s history.37 However, the occurrence of the term n=~ in Sir 38 is influenced

strongly by its usage in Ezra-Nehemiah.3s Marb6ck recognizes that this innovative

image of the scribe as learned in the law certainly preceded Ben Sira, who has

subsequently developed the concept further in Sir 38,24-39,11 by characterizing

it in terms of leisure, study of Torah, fear of God, prayer, inspiration, wisdom and

relationship to tradition. The presupposition for the scribe’s wisdom is the condition

of leisure or freedom from wearisome work or bother. The term used by Ben Sira

is oZo~.~ (Sir 38,24b13) which does not have any biblical Hebrew equivalent with

quite the same positive nuance as intended here. Ben Sira is in keeping with

traditional values in advocating the importance of work.3~ Even in the first part of

the poem Ben Sira emphasizes the importance of the work of craftsmen for society

(Sir 38,32). At the same time he relatives the significance of such labour (Sir

38,31.34). His concept of oXo~.~ which denotes the ideal of freedom from all kinds

of manual work in the interest of wisdom is not only unique to Sirach but to the

Hebrew Bible also. In this context MarbOck raises a fundamental issue of the

social class Ben Sira belonged to and influenced his world-view, an issue which

Marb6ck, "Der Schriftgelehrte Weise," 293-296.

Fold., 296-299.

In Ezra 7,6.10-11.21 the term is linked to searching, doing and teaching Torah, while in

Neh 8 it denotes reading Torah.

39 Sir 10,26-27, 11,20.
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is of central interest to this study.4° For Ben Sira aXo~.r~ is to be filled out by the

total commitment of the scribe. Two Greek expressions are used here. The phrase

(~TrL)~5~5OVC~L ~Z~V, the Greek equivalent of ~;m- 1r3-~., expresses a total

engagement in terms of strength, energy of possessions and indeed of oneself. On

the other hand, (~ZrL)~5~5OVC~L KeepSake, with its biblical Hebrew equivalent =,~

:2, emphasizes the intellectual and mental dimensions of this commitment. Sir

38,26 contains the equivalent ~5 n,~ / (~TrL)~5~5OV~L Kc~pS~V which is to be

assumed also in Sir 38,27.28.30. Finally, the term ~.7pu’rrv~ emphasizes

vigilance and care. The terms (EITL)6(,(5OV0;L K~I:)8I~C~I) and ~ypu~TV~a which by

way of refrain conclude the descriptions of the professions in Sir 38,24-34ab,

emphasize the temporal and physical dimensions of the work involved. Thus,

essential dimensions of wisdom activity are missing because the exhausting

resistance of material, and above all, objects absorb and determine the person and

his activity. The caesura marked with lr~,r~v introduces the reuse and the new

content given to (~:rrL)6~fOVC~L ~ruzr~v (Sir 38,34c) and 5~6OV~L K~p6(.~V (Sir

39,5a), which emphasize the essentially religious dimension of the "~=~. The phrase

(~TrL)6~6OVaL q;t~XT~V (Sir 38,34c) occurs in context with fear of God and Torah.

Following Haspecker, Marb6ck understands fear of God as the full devotion of the

human heart to God.4~ For Ben Sira it always precedes Torah and is basic to the

4o See Marb6ck, "Der Schriftgelehrte Weise," 300, who observes: "Man kann fragen, ob dies

blol3 als Zeichen der Herkunft Ben Siras aus der gutsituierten Jerusalemer Oberschicht zu

verstehen ist oder ob hier nicht doch angeregt vom griechischen Denken OXO~.l~ zum

notwendigen einer Weisheit geworden ist, die mit einem anderen Beruf nicht mehr vereinbar
scheint."

4t Haspecker, Gottesfurcht, 209-218.
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fulfilment of Torah. Thus for Ben Sira the characteristic of the scribe evidenced in

Sir 38,34cd is his total alignment and devotion to God.

The phrase (k~TrL)f~6OV(ZL K(xp6~c~V in Sir 39,5a is part of Ben Sira’s core

statement about the scribe whose energies are not absorbed by impersonal

objects and who is free for full spiritual engagement with God (6pep~a~L r, bv

rrot.’~d~v’co~ E~Jz6v). This seeking of an encounter with God is then immediately

concretized in the verses which follow. The phrase K~’L ~V~V’r.L b~(.or.ou

iS~rlOr~o~.Z(XL (Sir 39,5b) expresses the scribe’s basic attitude of petition before God

which is further underlined by K~’~ ~.VO~L O1:6t~ ~.6ZO0 ~V ~TpOO~UZ~ (Sir

39,5c). Only after this petition does the scribe mention his concern - K~’L TrEp’L

1;631,, ~:~0;p’CL(~V ~’~’;O~ 8(~1]01~OE~C~L (Sir 39,5d). Thus Sir 39,5 expresses most

clearly the movement in which the scribe is caught up: namely from the external

freedom from the commitment to laborious work to the inner freedom from sin. It

is this absolute free dedication of heart and spirit to God which the scribe petitions

God for as gift. The "~=o is not only characterized by a turning to God, but also by

God’s turning to him. This is clearly evident in Sir 39,6 where Ben Sira uniquely

uses TrV~Sp.~ of God. Inspiration by God’s spirit constitutes the inner reality of the

scribe which leads him to penetrate into God’s mysteries (~.~oKp6~b~ - Sir 39,7b)

and to glory in the law of YHVVH (Sir 39,8b). Marb6ck argues that Ben Sira clearly

understands the scribe’s role as prophetic whereby prophecy and wisdom merge

together in one activity.42

Another key element in Ben Sira’s profile of the scribe is his wisdom activity

in the traditional sense of having to do with experience, the mastering of life,

42 Marb6ck, "Der Schriftgelehrte Weise," 308-311.
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advice and education. This is most clearly reflected in Sir 39,4-7a.8a.9-11.

However, this wisdom activity is closed to the person who is absorbed by manual

labour and is possible only through leisure. The final element in the profile of the

scribe is his relationship to Israel’s traditions. The key verses here are Sir 39,1-3.

Marb6ck argues that a precise translation and definition of the individual terms that

are mentioned in these verses is not possible. The phrase ooc~(.otv "rrdv’r, cov

~pzc~[~v (Sir 39,1a) refers to the wisdom books in general and does not

characterize them anymore closely. The term Trpo~q~E[.CCLq (Sir 39,1 b) applies both

to the earlier and later prophetic writings. Sir 39,2-3 probably refers to extra-biblical

wisdom or to the study of oral traditions. Certainly Sir 39,1-3 suggests strongly that

the scribe is concerned with a very rich tradition available to him. In conclusion

Marb6ck’s analysis of Sir 38,24-39,11 suggests that the poem offers a profile of

the scribe unique in Jewish literature. The ideal scribe of Ben Sira searches the

Torah, links law and piety, includes the entire tradition, history and prophecy, and

above all the broad stream of wisdom, and in the pursuit of leisure has something

of the spirit of Greek education.

(c) Otto Rickenbacher

Rickenbacher’s Weisheitsperikopen bei Ben Sira attempts to determine

whether Ben Sira consistently holds to the theme that all wisdom comes from God

and also to analyse the book’s wisdom pericopes thematically, text- and form-

critically. The result is essentially a detailed examination of the passages in Ben

Sira in which the theme of wisdom dominates (including Sir 38,24-39,11).

Rickenbacher ends up providing a word study, with a new German translation and

a superabundance of text-critical notes. He argues strongly for the supremacy of

Heb over the versions and in general of G over Syr. His major conclusion is that
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the theme of God as Creator runs through Ben Sira’s book. Given the detailed

work involved in his study, this is not a hugely innovative insight.43 Given the

nature of Rickenbacher’s study in general, there is very little of comment or

interpretation specifically on Sir 38,24-39,11.44 However, a number of points are

well made. First, Rickenbacher offers a very thorough comparison of Ben Sira’s

poem and the Egyptian Satire of the Trades. His conclusion is undeniable: while

the Egyptian work is clearly a satire, there is nothing satirical in Ben Sira’s

treatment of manual work. Sir 39,5 is a key verse in that it relates prayer and the

scribe’s activity. In Part One of the poem, the manual workers are characterized

by a total engagement with their activity and a purpose for its completion. For the

scribe it is prayer which constitutes the scribe’s Grundhaltung. The reference to

~TV~(J~aZL OUV~G~CO~ in Sir 39,6b is also very important. The word ~mv~lat~ in Ben

Sira is usually used in reference to a person, and never to the spirit of God. In the

context of the ideal scribe it does indeed refer to a divine spirit of insight and once

again emphasizes Ben Sira’s basic tenet that all wisdom comes from God.

(d) Helge Stadelmann

In his Ben Sira als Schriftgelehrter Stadelmann wishes to examine the role

of the scribe in pre-Maccabean Jerusalem. He argues that Ben Sira was a member

of the priestly class, as evidenced by his obvious interest in Torah and the

attention he gives to cult and priesthood. These interests are consonant with post-

Maccabean and pharisaic periods when Torah-interpretation was essentially a

43 However, the best fruit of his work may indeed be the concordance published

subsequently: D. Barth~lemy, and O. Rickenbacher, Konkordtmz :um hrebrdischen Sirach." Mit
Synsch-Hebri~schem Index (G6ttingen: Vandenhoeck und Ruprecht, 1973).

44 Kickenbacher, Weisheitsperikopen, 186-195.
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priestly function. Stadelmann argues that in linking Torah and wisdom Ben Sira

become~ a new kind of scribe, namely a priestly scribe at the service of the pre-

Maccabean Jerusalem bureaucracy. Stadelmann establishes the link between Ben

Sira and the priesthood through a detailed study of Sir 31 (34),21-32(35),20. On the

basis of his analysis of the Laus Patrum (Sir 44-50), he argues that Ben Sira’s

scribal role was also prophetic. His conclusion is that in Ben Sira’s day there were

two types of scribe. First, the normal scribe, who was concerned with traditional

wisdom in a spirit of piety. Second, the inspired scribe who was filled with the spirit

of intelligence and who could produce such hymns as Sir 39,12-35.

Stadelmann45 regards Part One of the poem as a highly significant

preparation for what follows in Part Two. For him Ben Sira’s account of manual

labour is somewhat negative, characteristic of Ben Sira’s typical bourgeois attitude

and betrays hellenistic anti-manual labour opprobrium. While he draws on

Rickenbacher’s comparison of Sir 38,24-34b and the Egyptian Satire of the Trades,

and indeed offers his own contrast, he argues that Ben Sira is not about

denigrating the manual professions per se. Rather is he concerned to show that

these professions, good and useful as they are in themselves, remain closed to

the higher level of wisdom which remains available only to the Schriftgelehrter and

is the subject of Part Two of the poem. Since Stadelmann’s thesis is that Ben Sira

was a priestly scribe, he regards the professions outlined in Part One as lay

occupations. He suggests that Ben Sira was in fact a very conservative priestly

scribe, who did not wish to jolt the status quo, but yet was concerned to preserve

and defend priestly privilege.

45 See Stadelmann, Schriftgelehrter, 287-293 for his treatment of Sir 38,24-34b.
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In Part Two of the poem Stadelmann deals only with Sir 38,34c-39,8.4e

While following Rickenbacher’s structuring of the text, he confines his study to the

first three strophes (Sir 38,34c-39,3; 39,4-5; 39,6-8). His particular interest is in the

last of these strophes dealing with the Schriftgelehrter who has been divinely

inspired in a free act of grace. For Stadelmann the first two strophes (Sir 38,34c-

39,5) deal with the regular or traditional Schriftgelehrter whose role is doubly

characterized by the exploration of Torah and the devotional fear of YHWH. A

connection exists between both these dimensions,47 by which Torah-observance

is not so much founded on the fear of YHWH, but that the fear of YHWH is

experienced through Torah-observance. Accordingly, it is not just leisure for study

(Sir 38,24) which constitutes the ideal "~=~, but also the devotion of oneself to God,

which in turn facilitates insightful penetration through the/aw of ~ire. The double

role annunciated in Sir 38,34c is now further elucidated in 39,1-5. Three sources

of insight are offered: exploration of the biblical books (v. 1),48 the penetration of the

general wisdom tradition (w.2-3) and the travel experience of the "~=:~ (w.4cd). The

occasion for travel is probably facilitated by the requirements of political service

(w.4ab). The final component in the profile of the traditional "~-’,~ is that of prayer

as a petition for forgiveness of sin (v.5) which both locates the Schriftge/ehrter in

46 1-bid., 217-246.

47
Sir 15,13-15; 17,6-12; 21,11; 35,24-36,1.

4s Stadelmann, Schriftgelehrter, 228-229. Torah-interpretation by scribes began in earnest

with the destruction of the First Temple. In the pre-Maccabean hellenistic period this role was
further expanded as the scribes took up traditional wisdom-questions and wisdom-traditions into

their area of research. Accordingly the traditional scribe is essentially concerned with wisdom
from below namely the appropriately right behaviour for a successful life. Ben Sira may have

indeed understood Torah in terms of universal creation-wisdom. The step of the "~ from actual

Scripture-teaching to wisdom-teaching in response to the challenge posed by hellenism, has its
theological beginnings here.
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humble dependence before God and which also highlights that: "Der j~dische

Schriftgelehrter ist kein autonomer Intellektueller und auch kein theoretischer

Ethiker: Sein weisheitliches Forschen macht ihn sensibel fLir Sende - auch fur die

eigene! - und so fleht er um Vergebung ...,,49 For Stadelmann, Ben Sira’s profile

of the traditional Schriftgelehrter can now be summarized as a person of piety and

research, who investigates Torah and the other Scriptures and who has an interest

in general wisdom-traditions. Above all the Schriftgelehrter practices fear of God,

which finds its most personal expression in prayer.

The unique contribution Stadelmann makes to the study of this poem is his

thesis that at v.6 a particular type of Schriftgelehrter is now introduced, that of the

inspired "~=~. This category is created by God’s free act of grace by which ~TV~51~0~

OUV~aEC0~; is granted the scribe (v.6b).5° This profile of the inspired Schriftgelehrter

is located against Ben Sira’s general concepts of wisdom and creation. From

creation each human person is endowed, by virtue of the ability to think and

reason, with the capacity to recognize the wisdom which God has made

universally available. In this respect the human person exercises choice either by

opting for godlessness, the antithesis of wisdom or by achieving wisdom through

fear of God and Torah-observance. However, the inspired Schriftgelehrter of Sir

39,6ab is located on a very different level. Along with the means of achieving

49 ibid., 231.

5o ibid., 233. Stadelmann argues that this category of scribe is conditional on God’s freely

graced activity. He rejects any causal link between v.5 (a request for wisdom on the part of the
scribe) and v.6 (a presumed divine answer to that request) on content and textual grounds.
Content-wise v.5 is not a request for wisdom, but merely a prayer for forgiveness. Textually v.6

is introduced by the use of ~o~]) which indicates that divine inspiration is a conditionally free

act of divine favour and not a general characteristic of the profession of the Schriftgelehrter.
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wisdom available to humanity, divine inspiration is an additional gift of God.sl

The remaining section considered by Stadelmarn (Sir 39,6c-8) deals with

the activity of the inspired Schriftgelehrter. Themes similar to those found in Sir

39,1-5 have their parallel in Sir 39,6c-8: wisdom-sayings, prayer, knowledge and

law. Accordingly, the inspired Schriftge/ehrter stands much closer to the type of

wisdom-teacher found in earlier Israelite wisdom-tradition. In v.7b interest in

knowledge is specified, by which it is made clear that the activity of the inspired

Schriftgelehrter penetrates more deeply than that of his traditional counterpart. If

the traditional Schriftgelehrterwas concerned merely with wisdom from be/ow, then

the inspired counterpart is concerned with wisdom from above, namely speculative,

theological, revealed wisdom. This knowledge is not merely for the needs of the

Schriftge/ehrter, but forms part of his teaching role (v.Sa) and his own opening up

of the Scriptures. Accordingly, Stadelmann sums up the profile of the inspired

Schriftgelehrter as:

Der inspirierte Sofer braucht mit dem ihm zur Verffigung stehenden Schatz
an Heiligen Schriften, Weisheitstraditionen und semer Geist-Erleuchtung
(Inspiration) auch in einer bildungsorientierten hellenistischen Umwelt sein
Licht nicht unter den Scheffel zu stellen, sondem kann im Blick auf das 52
ihm Geschenkte mit freim~itigem R~thmen in die Offentlichkeit treten.

(e) Gian Lui,qi Prato

The final scholar whose study of Sir 38,24-39,11 is worth recording here is

Prato, whose concern is to examine Ben Sira’s affirmation about work. Since the

poem is a wisdom text, its affirmations are sparse, occasional and offered in

~1 Ibid., 235-238 for the detailed argument locating God’s free gift of inspiration against a

wider biblical background.

~z Ibid., 246.
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mosaic form. In studying Part One Prato, following Rickenbacher, argues for great

caution in relating the poem t,) the teaching of Cheti. Rather he sees Ben Sira’s

perception of reality as something composed of apparent distinctions as the key

to understanding the text.s3 Tile term ~(p(~l.tl~l;~u¢ / "~=~ used in Sir 38,24a is a

generic term denoting a social class. On the basis of the evidence in Sirach he

argues that it is not possible to allocate the terms to a particular religious

environment, cultic or priestly. He concludes that Ben Sira does not reject the

manual professions. Rather they are appreciated for their technical ability and

contribution to society (w.31 b-32ab). Yet they are not the professions appropriate

for public office (w.32c-33).

Sir 38,34c-39,3 describes the scribe who examines ancient traditions. The

description of these traditions is largely generic. Sir 39,34d-39,1 b certainly refer to

Law and Prophets, while Sir 39,2-3 could refer to a primitive third section of the

Hebrew Bible or to oral wisdom traditions. Where sacred texts are concerned the

scribe’s role is to comment ((~L11’YT10"L~ - v.2a) and to bring obscurities (~,IT6Kpt)~E

- v.3a) to light,s4 Sir 39,4-5 offers a profile of the social and religio-cultural profile

of the scribe. Scribal activity thus described has two consequences. First, there is

the divine response in the form of inspiration. This allows the scribe to spread

doctrine further, to praise God (v.6), to exercise genuine didactic activity through

the penetration of that which is hidden and through glorying in the Law (w.7-8).

53 The key text here is Sir 33(36),7-15. Sir 38,24-39,11 must be viewed against this

background of differentiated reality. Furthermore Ben Sira operates the preferential principle by

which one part of reality is more excellent than the other and attempts to explain it. The non-
excellent part is not negative but "esso costituisce solo il ga’ado inferiore di una scala dove
funziona in relazione a ci6 che + superiore e che anzi contribuisce a valonzzarlo." Prato, "Classi

Lavorative," 164.

~4 It should be noted however, that 6L1]T1](IL~ (v.2a) does not describe scribal activity, but

the object of that activity.
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Second, the scribe gains human official and universal recognition (Sir 39,10-11)

which is concretized in a fame which endures beyond the grave. Finally, for Prato,

the profession of the scribe is about the exegesis of scripture in a wisdom context.

The contrast with the manual professions is not a comparison of what is actually

done, but of their significance in a wisdom context. This contrast, based on the

fundamental concept of oZo~.q (G Sir 38,24a), is in keeping with Ben Sira’s

concept of reality as highly differentiated.

This brief survey of recent scholarship suggests that scholars have tended

to regard Sir 38,24-39,11 as a poem about the acquisition of wisdom. In this

Haspecker is correct in saying that the first part of the poem (Sir 38,24-34ab) is

negative and the second part (Sir 38,34cd-39,11) positive. However, in stating that

the section on the manual professions is negative is not to suggest that Ben Sira’s

treatment of manual work is satirical or derogatory. Indeed as Rickenbacher has

shown, Ben Sira’s approach lacks the ridicule of the Egyptian Satire of the Trades.

Stadelmann’s view that Ben Sira betrays a typically negative bourgeois and

hellenistic attitude against manual work is to be rejected as speculative and

unsubstantiated. Indeed not only does Ben Sira not reject these professions, but

appreciates them for their skill and contribution to society. However, Stadelmann’s

more nuanced view that the manual professions are not denigrated in themselves,

but are presented as closed to the higher wisdom available only to the scribe

represents an accurate reading of the text.

The most radical theory about the "~=~ put forward by any scholar is

Stadelmann’s, who claims that Sir 38,34c-39,5 deals with the regular or traditional

Schriftge/ehrter and Sir 39,6-11 deals with the inspired scribe. The former is

characterized by piety, research of Scripture and the wisdom traditions and the

practice of prayer and the devotional fear of YHWH. The inspired Schriftge/ehrter
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on the other hand is the recipient of God’s freely given gift of inspiration. Sir 39,5-6

are key verses in determining this thesis which, however, cannot be maintained

since Stadelmann is wrong in seeing in Sir 39,5 merely a request for forgiveness

of sin. The request is rather for the gift of total personal dedication to God.ss

Stadelmann argues that since v.6 is introduced by k~6.v, it deals with divine

inspiration as a conditionally free act of divine favour and not a general

characteristic of the profession of the Schdftgelehrter. Ben Sira’s use of rrv~61.t~l:L

at)V~_CECoC; is uniquely in reference to God, who turns to the scribe and freely offers

the gift of divine inspiration. While Sir 39,6 certainly affirms God’s freedom to act

in this way, it does not profess the existence of a new category of scribe. Rather

Sir 39,6 deals with one of the fundamental elements of scribal activity, divine

inspiration, which in turn advances the scribe’s teaching role (w.7-8). In short, Ben

Sira’s profile of the scribe mentions certain scribal elements (life-experience,

advice and education), while at the same time places significant emphasis on other

ones (scriptural exegesis in a wisdom context, the linkage of Torah with piety,

prayer, and the role of divine inspiration).

Stadelmann’s thesis that the ideal scribe (namely Ben Sira) is priestly,

conservative and protective of the status quo, while the manual professions are

essentially lay is not established. First, the identification of the ideal scribe with an

allegedly priestly Ben Sira has not been established. Second, Stadelmann’s

conclusion that the manual professions are primarily lay is based on an

interpretation of Trp6.~EL (G Sir 38,24b) as essentially secular work. However, this

’~ The phrase (~I,)51~/5OVCZL K~pSI~CZV used to indicate the total dedication of the

manual labourers to their trade (Sir 38,26a.27e.28g.30c) is used also to indicate the scribe’s total
dedication to God. Freedom from sin (v.5d) thus constitutes part and not the totality of the scribe’s
request. Stadelmann’s opinion that v.5 functions as a mere prayer for fo~veness is not upheld.
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is not the sense of p~; (Heb Sir 38,24b) which means heavy work. Finally, there

is nothing in the poem itself to suggest that the portrait of the ideal scribe is that

of a priestly scribe. In fact, the absence of cultic concerns might suggest that the

scribe envisaged by Ben Sira may be from among non-cu/tic circles, suggesting

that the profile of the ideal scribe offered by Ben Sira points to a further

development and re-orientation of the scribal activity typified by Ezra.s6

While the scholarship surveyed above offers a variety of views on Ben

Sira’s profile of the ideal scribe, it has largely ignored a number of important

issues: it has failed to analyse the process and result of the scribe’s interpretation

of Israel’s traditions, leaving undefined the terminology used to characterize that

interpretation; it has been merely content to focus on the canonical issue as to

what constituted Ben Sira’s bible; and finally it has assumed, but has not

established, that the poem on the ideal scribe is autobiographical. However, the

potential usefulness of the Poem on the/deal Scribe lies elsewhere. It offers both

a description of the ideal scribe’s interaction with Israel’s traditions, and a window

onto the social world of the Jewish scribe. Any understanding of how Jewish

scribalism functioned in Late Ptolemaic and Early $eleucid Judea will require a

thorough investigation of these two issues. If the poem can indeed be shown to

be clearly autobiographical, then it becomes possible to examine how Ben Sira the

scribe interpreted Israel’s traditions and functioned in the social world of pre-

Maccabean hellenistic Judea. Consequently, the study must now proceed to

examine whether the poem is actually autobiographical.

~ This question will be returned to in Chapter Four, "Ben Sira and the Social World of Pre-

Maccabean Hellenistic Judea," pp. 275-282 below.
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2.4 Sir 38,24-39,11 in Comparison with Autobioqraphical Texts in Sirach

Seven texts in Sirachs7 have been identified by scholars as clearly

autobiographical and can now be compared fruitfully with Sir 38,24-39,11. The first

autobiographical text (Sir 24,30-33) forms the last stanza of a seven stanza poem

which in most Greek manuscripts is entitled ~O~IA~ A]~E~I~.ss In the stanza

(Sir 24,23-29) immediately preceding the autobiographical text, oo~[c~ is identified

with Torah using a cleverly developed water imagery. In w.25-26 Torah is brimful

with wisdom (6 TrL~T~,(~V (~; (t)LOC0V OO~{.aV - v.25a) and runs over with

understanding (6 ~.w’rr~.rlp(3v dE ’Eu(~pdl;rlE ot;VEOLV- v.26a). In fact,.

wisdom is so much deeper than the sea (v.29) that no human can fathom it (v.28).

Vv.30-33 can be understood against this background. Ben Sira’s activity is derived

from wisdom in the way a rivulet originates from a river (K~.y~ c~c; 8L03pu~

~.Tr~) TrO1;Cq~O6 - v.30a). The first beneficiary of this activity is Ben Sira himself

(v.31ab). Only after some radical and very unanticipated (K~’L

I~OL - V.31C) expansion of his role as mediator of wisdom can

communicate this wisdom to his contemporaries (vv.32a-33a)

generations (V.33b). The manner in which this will occur (~

~-K:X,E(3 - v.33a) implies some form of divine inspiration.

Thematically similar ideas are found in Sir 39,1-11. The ideal scribe’s study

of the scripture and traditions of Israel is essentially derivative and an engagement

~ These are: Ben Sira the Wisdom Teacher (Sir 24,30-33); The Last to Keep Vigil (Sir
33,16-18); Ben Sira’s Frequent Travels (Sir 34,12-13); Shining Like the Moon (Sir 39,12); Ben
Sira’s Postscript (Sir 50,27); A n Autobiographical Wisdom Poem (51,13-30); and A Basic Prayer

Pattern (Sir 51,10-12).

~8 Skehan-DiLella, Ben Sira, 330. V.34 is to be read as a harmonizing expansion of the

copyist and must be i~=nored here as the proper place for the verse is Sir 33,18.
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with wisdom (w.1-3). The immediate consequences are for the scribe proper: his

role in respect of rulers (v.4ab), foreign travel (v.4cd) and his relationship with

YHWH (v.5). Only on reception of the divine free gift of inspiration (rrv~t31~CZZL

auv~.oEcoE kq.tzr~.rlaer~ac_zczL - v.6b) is it possible to mediate his wisdom to others

~TrLaz~I~.TlV - v.7a; txb’r, bc ~Kd~av~’~ ~aLS~av 8LSaaKcz~.~cz~ o:bzof~ - v.8a),

both to contemporaries (a’~v~aouaLv "oily a6v~atv abl:oO ~o~.~.o(. - v.ga) and

to future generations (KaL ~coc: 1:o~ a~.cbvoc: obK ~a~.~LqbO~O~ZaL. 06K

dTroaT.~lO~ZaL "~b ~V~l~6Ouvov ab~:oO - v.gbc). Accordingly, the two texts

share a common structure, presented below in Table 03.

Table 03
Common Structure of Sir 24,30-33 and 39,1-11

�::~,: :~:~ ":~ ~"~ ~~ : , SIR 24 SIR 39

Activity Derived from Wisdom w.30ab w.la-3b

Benefits to Ben Sira / Ideal Scribe w.31ab w.4a-5d

Sudden Transformation w.31cd w.6ab

Benefits to Contemporaries w.32a-33a w.7a-Sb

Benefits to Future Generations w.33b w.9cd

Significant philological links exist between Sir 24,32-33 and Sir 39,6.8-9

emphasizing the manner in which both Ben Sira and the ideal scribe mediate

wisdom to their contemporaries, and underscoring the thematic and structural links.

The phrase ~rc~L6E~c~v dE 5pepov ~o~:~ (Sir 24,32a - with its synonym

~:K~(ZV(.~)) corresponds almost exactly with o:b’~b; EK(~(7.VE’L Tra~5~av (Sir

39,8a). The noun 6L60~aKC~.~ occurs in Sir 24,33a and 39,8a. These philological
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correspondences emphasize the benefit of Ben Sira’s and the ideal scribe’s activity

for others. The verbs k~KZ~.(b (Sir 24,33a) and ~.VOt.t[3pr~O~L (Sir 39,6c), while

not exact synonyms, do correspond very closely in meaning. Finally, the phrase

E~.c; ?EvEf.E occurs in both Sir 24,33b and 39,9d, highlighting the benefit of Ben

Sira’s and the ideal scribe’s activity for future generations. The import of these

philological links is that the sudden transformation within Ben Sira’s own

engagement with wisdom, by which it is not just for himself but is mediated both

to his contemporaries and to future generations, corresponds exactly to the activity

of the ideal scribe in the wake of divine inspiration.

The second autobiographical text (Sir 33,16-18)59 is a short note in which

Ben Sira attempts to legitimate his right to teach. He presents himself as standing

in a long line of wisdom teachers (~n’~p~ ~,’~r~ - v.16a) who have gleaned much

from Israel’s traditions (=’~:n "~r~ 55~ ~r:m - v.16b). Ben Sira’s progress in this role

surpasses that of all other wisdom teachers (,nr~’~p ,~ - v.17a) which is due to

God’s blessing (b~ n:’~:’~ - v.17a). Accordingly, Ben Sira was able to fill his wine-

press (,:p’ ,r~br: - v.17b). His study of Israel’s traditions coupled with God’s

blessing led him to an increase of wisdom which was not for himself alone (~5 ,:

,nt~ ,’~:5 - v. 18a) but for others (~r~ ,up:r: 5~b - v. 18b). Similar ideas are found

in the poem on the ideal scribe (Sir 38,34-39,11) who derives wisdom from Israel’s

moment of transformation in the life of the ideal scribe is when he is filled with the

~9 In G this text along; with other material is transposed to chapter 30. See ibid., 380.396 on

such transposed materials in G.
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spirit of God’s inspiration

allows him to pour forth

structural pattern is detectable in both texts, presented below in Table 04.

Table 04

Common Structure of Sir 33,16-18 and 39,1-11

SIR 33 SIR 39

Gleaning Israel’s Heritage v.16ab w. 1 a-3b

Divine Intervention v.17a v.6a

Sapiential Fullness v.17b v.6b

Mediation of Wisdom to Others w.18ab w.7-9

Philologically there are a number of minor links between Sir 33,17-18 and Sir 39,1-

11. The form ~l~Tr~.~pcooc~ (,r~Sr: - Sir 33,17b) corresponds to ~I~Tr~.qOOT~O~:~L

(Sir 39,6b), highlighting the sapiential fullness enjoyed both by Ben Sira and the

ideal scribe. Those who pursue wisdom are described in Sir 33,18a as ~rl;OSOLV

Tr~L6E(.C~V, an activity in which the ideal scribe is intimately involved as expressed

between both texts are: Tra=.6E[a (Sir 33,18b/39,8a), and K~pLoc (Sir 33,18b/Sir

39,8a), linking Ben Sira’s mediation of wisdom with that of the ideal scribe. The

implication of these thematic, structural and philological links is that Ben Sira’s self-

portrait in Sir 33,17-18 as the last in a line of wisdom teachers, who engages with

Israel’s traditions and due to God’s blessing can make wisdom available to others,

is a mirror image of the vignette of the ideal scribe offered in Sir 39,1-11.
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The third autobiographical text (Sir 34,11-13) occurs within a poem (w.9-20)

dealing with the implications and benefits of true wisdom and fidelity to Torah.

Vv.10-11 deals with the issue of travel and how it tests people and enables them

to put knowledge into practice. Vv.12-13 is a clear autobiographical note on the

part of Ben Sira, which offers little detailed information. There are no obvious

philological links between this text and the Poem on the/dea/Scribe. Nonetheless

there are significant ideas in common between the two texts. Ben Sira is clearly

one who has travelled much (~.v 1:~ d~TrO~T~.C~VT~OEL I~OU - v.12a[3) as does the

ideal scribe (~v y~ dO.~.ol:p~cov ~OvCov 8L~-.Z~_t~OEZC~L - Sir 39,4c). On his

travels Ben Sira has witnessed much (TroA.~.~. ~(~p~.K~. - v.12ac0 while the ideal

scribe has used the insights gained on his travels to test good and evil (~yae~.

y~p KE’L KC(,K~ El) (~vep(~TrOL~ ~I"rEI~pEo’Ev- Sir 39,4d))° Furthermore, Ben

Sira suggests an inner fullness of understanding which has not been adequately

articulated in his words (K~’L ~T~.~OVC~ zCov ~6ycov ~ot~ o~v~o[~ ~ou - v.12b).

This idea is replicated in the description of the ideal scribe (zmEt~tzazL OUV~.OECO~

~.p.~.T1OOT~OEZaL - Sir 39,6b). Thus in Sir 34,11-13 Ben Sira describes himself

as one who is widely travelled, has seen much and has a level of understanding

which has not yet been fully articulated. This self-description is almost identical

with the profile of the ideal scribe as one who has travelled in foreign lands, has

tested good and evil in people and who has been filled with the spirit of

understanding.

6o Stadelmann, Schriftgelehrter, 230-231 argues that the form ~E[po~oEV (v.4d) reflects

an autobiographical reminiscence, indicated by the surprising relapse into the past form. However,
a more meaning, fi.tl line of inquiry is a comparison with Sir 34,12-13. Ben Sira has understood

himself completely as one of these wide travelled ~"~=~ and wanted to depict himself as such.
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The fourth autobiographical text (Sir 39,12) forms the opening line of the

first stanza (w.12-15) of a ’ong poem (w.12-35)in praise of God the creator:

V.12a ~L ~iLO;VOTIOE’L~ ~K6Llq~(I~aOIJ.~L

V. 12b K0~’L (~c; ~ LZOt.L~V ~O: ~_Tr~.TIp~O’qv.el

Thematically Sir 39,12 and the Poem on the/deal Scribe are closely linked. Ben

Sira describes himself as full (~_Tr~.qpC~eTW - v.12b), a term used also to describe

the ideal scribe (~I~Tr~.qO0~O~Z=L - Sir 39,6b). In both cases there is a strong

suggestion that both Ben Sira and the ideal scribe allow a flow of words to

proceed from

EK6 L1T~I]O’O~I,=L

this fullness. Ben Sira has more to express (~ZL 6L0cvorlO~’LC;

- v.12a) as does the ideal scribe (m3z~)c; ~,VOl.tl3pr~OEL

I~r~l.tO~Z0~ OOqb~C~ C~t3ZOU - Sir 39,6c). Thus an autobiographical text of Ben Sira

is closely linked to part of the description of the profile of the ideal scribe.

The fifth autobiographical text (Sir 50,27) introduces the postscript to the

work (w.27-29). The key verse is v.27, which is to be regarded as

autobiographical.~ Philologically the text has links with the poem on the ideal

scribe, especially in such key words as ~T~L5~ (Sir 39,8a/50,27a), m3V~OL~ (Sir

39,6b.9a/50,27a), ~TrLO~I~TI~ (Sir 39,7a/50,27a) and oo~o~ (Sir

39,1a.10a/50,27d).e3 Close thematic links exist between Sir 39,6c and 50,27d:

6~ This introductory verse is best translated as follows: "I have more on my mind to express;
I am full like the full moon," which is a superior translation and more in keeping with G than the

paraphrase given in Skehan-DiLella, Ben Sira, 454.

62 Ibid., 559.

63 Stadelmann, Schriftgelehrter, 245-246. The autobiographical note in Sir 50,27a, which

defines the content of the whole book of Sirach as TrO;L~ELO;V O13VE(IE~ KC~’I, ~1TLOZllI~1q~

shows that Ben Sira links that which is used of the ~=~ in Sir 39,7-8a with the description of his

own work.
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50,27d ~c; ~.v~I~[~pTIO~V oOC~av
3g,6c c~b~ d~vol~p~c~L I~r~l.to:zo: aod~ c~b~ob

The ~c; of Sir 50,27d clearly refers back to v.27c and Ben Sira himself. The

a61:6c; of Sir 39,6c clearly refers to the ideal scribe. The activity of both Ben Sira

and the ideal scribe is summed up by the same verb (~.vola~p~’Lv) in respect of

the same object (oo~a). Once again Ben Sira’s self-description in Sir 50,27d as

one who pours forth wisdom is identical with the profile of the ideal scribe offered

in Sir 39,6c.

The sixth autobiographical text (Sir 51,1 3-20) is Ben Sira’s Autobiographical

Poem on Wisdom.64 The first unit (w.13-17) focuses on Ben Sira’s initial pursuit

of wisdom. The language of w.13-15 in particular underscores the manner in

64 Sanders, Psalms Scroll, 70-85; Skehan-DiLella, Ben Sira, 576. The two Hebrew recensions
of the poem are found in MsB and llQPs’. The Qumran text of Sir 51,13-20.30b, an authentic
first century CE copy of the original composition and not a reconstruction from the versions, is
of greater textual value. The poem attested to in 11QPs" is a twenty-three line alphabetic acrostic.
MsB does not recognize the acrostic structure, first identified by Bickell in 1882 CE. Normally

acrostics have only twenty-two lines. A twenty-three line acrostic begins with an n-line, has a b-

line in the middle and ends on a ~-line, thus forming the word 9bR, the first letter of the Hebrew
alphabet and which as a Piel verb means to teach. The extant Hebrew poem is not a full acrostic
as it has been retroverted into Hebrew from the Syriac. The relationship between Heb and G is

a major text-critical issue as the former t~xt is longer by two hemistichs and there is no clear
manner of relating the Hebrew hemistichs to their Greek counterparts. Sanders does not regard
the poem as original to Ben Sira, a conclusion drawn from the fact that the poem was found in
a Psalms scroll. Others (DiLella, Muraoka and Skehan) correctly reject Sander’s conclusion as
based on very flimsy grounds and consequently not established. The poem is divided into ten
short stanzas which are grouped into the three main divisions of the poem: vv.13-17 (3 stanzas),

vv.18-22 (3 stanzas) and w.23-30 (4 stanzas). See also T. Muraoka, "Sir 51:13-20: An Erotic
Hymn to Wisdom?," JSJ 10 (1979): 166-178; I. Rabinowitz, "The Qumran Hebrew Original of
Ben Sira’s Concluding Acrostic on Wisdom," HUCA 42 (1971): 173-184; P. W. Skehan, "The

Acrostic Poem in Sirach 51:13-30," HTR 64 (1971): 387-400; Stadelmann, Schriftgelehrter, 30-33.
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which Ben Sira followed after wisdom.6s Vv. 16b-17a highlight the personal gain to

Ben Sira from this initial interaction with wisdom (rro~.~.~v ~pov ~l~Ul:~

Tr~LS~(.~v - v.16b; ’b ~n’~ ~br~ - v.17a).66 V.17b indicates how Ben Sira’s

engagement with wisdom leads him to piety and praise of YHWH (ln~ ,-~r~br~b

~mn).67 Similar ideas are found in the poem on the ideal scribe (Sir 39,1-11). The

scribe is engaged with wisdom (Sir 39,1-3) which leads him to pious interaction

with YHWH (v.5) The second larger unit of the autobiographical poem (Sir 51,18-

22) suggests a subsequent and far more intensive engagement with, and pursuit

of wisdom. This is particularly underscored by very emphatic language.68 Some

6~ This is reflected in such key expressions as: to look for [wisdom] (,’I"r1,~’~ - v.13a); to

seek [wisdom] out (,’1:~2"1~’1~ - v.14b) and to be fcunilia~ with [wisdom] (~’~I~’1’ - v.15b). In all

instances the imperfect form of the verb and the suffix in -,’t clearly denoting ,"t;3,_,rl, suggests that

Ben Sira sought wisdom continually in his early life.

6k For the expression H~r~ this study reads advantage, profit with Skehan-DiLella, Ben Sira,

574-575 who vocalize the word as ,’1~I~ on the basis of Aramaic influences on late Hebrew.

This is also supported by G (’frpoKoITll). J. A. Sanders, The Dead SeaPsalms Scroll (Ithaca, NY:

Cornell University, 1967), 114 reads the word as ,’lb~ which does not agree with G, nor fit
r r :

the context adequately.

ks For this verse MsB reads ,’1~’t~,’1 and 11QPs" ""l~,"t. G is of no help in resolving the issue

directly. Both MsB and G understand the text to refer to Y-HWH. The context suggests that the
praise offered must therefore be of Y-HWH and not to anyone else. The unusual form of the suffix

in MsB, while not attested to in Biblical Hebrew, does have many close parallels. See Gesenius’
Hebrew Grwnmar, ed. E. Kautzsch, 2nd ed., trans. A. E. Cowley (Oxford: Oxford University

Press, 1910), 542. While it is not possible to decide between hispraise or mypraise, the recipient
of the praise is Y-HWH.

ks Note such very strong expressions as: to resolve and to wear[wisdom]down [by treading]

(,’l~rl~R~ "l’l"tr~r - v.18a); to not turn back (~-~2~ ~ - v.18b); to burn with desire (’i~"~rl - v.19a);

to refuse to relent (’r~=’72,’1 ~ ,:t~ _ v.19b); to pursue [wisdom] (’~’~ - v.19c); to open

[wisdom’s gale] (’~17t11~ - v.19e); see Alexander A. Dil.ella, review of The Psalms Scroll of
(continued...)
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scholars like DiLella read this unit’s language in an innocuous, almost puritan

manner, refusing to see anything distasteful or obscene in the text, suggesting that

the key elements for Ben Sira in the pursuit of wisdom are prayer, pure hands and

cleanliness! A far more suggestive and erotic reading of the poem is offered by

others such as Sanders and Muraoka.69 While this debate remains in stalemate,

it underscores the highly emphatic language of this unit by which Ben Sira’s all

consuming intensity in the quest of wisdom is emphasized. The particular intensity

of the language mirrors well the transformation of the ideal scribe’s engagement

with wisdom in the wake of divine inspiration (Sir 39,6).

6*(...continued)
Qumrdn Cave 11 (llQPsa), by J. A. Sanders, in CBQ 28 (1966): 92-95 and Skehan-DiLella, Ben

Sira, 575 for a different reading based on G = 1;&~ ~E~p0~ ~OU ~El1"~170~O0; lTp~

{3~O~); to be attentive to [wisdom’s] unseen parts (~]~Zl~ ,’l~r~’~2r~ - v.19f); to purify hands

(’n~-1,~,-r v.20a); to never forsake [wisdom] (Ol~ l,t~ ~yKC~’I:0~.ELqb0~ - v.20d), which is

based on G as Heb is retroverted from Syr; to seek [wisdom] (’~Of9 EK~ql;~OO;L O;l~’C1~V -
/

v.21a) and to possess [wisdom] (,’l’r~’~p = EKZqO0q.tTI1) - v.21b).

49 For an erotic reading of the hymn see Sanders, Psalms Scroll, 79-85; idem, Dead Sea
Psalms 112-117. Sanders’ thesis is that the poem is deliberately full of mots f double entente

where the sage’s pursuit of wisdom is related in highly erotic tones. See DiLella, "Review of
Psalms Scroll," 94, who rejects the sexual interpretation which Sanders has ~ven phrases such

as ’~’1 (v.15c) and "1~ (v.19e): "The context, however, in both places seems to demand that the

parts of the body referred to are located at the end of the arms and leg, respectively, and not

elsewhere." However, he does not deal with the other expressions (17~b - v.16b; ,’1%~ - v.17a; "r~17

v.17b; ,’1"117 - v.19a; ,’l"r~-1.vr~ - v.19f) used by Sanders in establishing his thesis. DiLella’s

conclusion is nothing more than an assertion that the context is not erotic because it’s not! See
also T. Muraoka, "Erotic Hymn," 166-178. Muraoka’s criticism of Sanders is more closely argued.

He rejects the ease with which Sanders finds sexual meaning in such phrases as: ’%-1 (v.15c), ,’lbl~

(v. 17a), "rh’l (v. 17b) and ~,t~-1,vr~ (v. 19f). However Muraoka sees sexual imagery where Sanders

has not. He reads v.19d as "in the moment of her ... orgasm, I will not let up, put the break" and
v.20c as "I have found her a virgin." Muraoka concludes that the sexual imagery used in the poem
is not foreign to Jewish Wisdom Literature and accordingly it is possible to read Ben Sira’s desire
for wisdom in such erotic terms. DiLella obviously regards Muraoka’s thesis as unbalanced, but

offers no reasons for this view. See also Skehan-DiLella, Ben Sira, 579.
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The final unit (Sir 51,23-30) of the autobiographical poem takes up the idea

of Ben Sira’s mediation of wisdom to others, especially the unlearned. Ben Sira’s

role is emphasized by the appeal to approach him (~??~ao:z~ zrp6c~ l.t~ - v.23a)

who, by the synonymous parallelism of the verse, is likened to a school of learning

(~v O’~KC9, ZrC~L6E~ - v.23b). Ben Sira’s role is further highlighted by the

description of his action in mediating wisdom (~VOL~C~ zb az6t.t~ t.tou KC~’L

~6.Zrla~ - v.25a). It is clear also that the recipients of Ben Sira’s mediation of

wisdom are contemporaries (~.zrc~.6~u’coL - v.23a). Ben Sira’s sense of

possessing a fullness of wisdom which exceeds his

(6Z~?ov ~Ko’rr(.~oo: K~’L ~pov ~l.tau’~ ~roZZhv

own engagement with it

~.Vd’rT~.UaLV - v.27at3-

27b) is also a significant idea in this unit. As already seen in the poem on the ideal

scribe, one of the consequences of the divine inspiration of the scribe is mediation

of wisdom to contemporaries (Sir 39,7a-8b). It can now be stated that both Sir

39,1-11 and Sir 51,13-30 have structural and thematic elements in common,

presented below in Table 05.

Table 05
Common Structure of Sir 51,13-20 and 39,1-11

SIR 51 SIR 39

First Engagement with Wisdom vv.13-15 w.la-3b

Benefits to Ben Sira / Ideal Scribe vv.16b-17a w.4a-5e

Devotional Response to YHVVH v.17b w.5de

Transformed Engagement with Wisdom w. 18-22 vv.6ab

Benefits to Contemporaries w.23-30 w.7a-8b
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The structural and thematic links between the texts are further strengthened

by some si:jnificant philological links. The link between both Ben Sira’s and the

ideal scribe’s first engagement with wisdom is highlighted by the use of words such

as: ooqb~a (Sir 38,24a; 39,1a.10a/51,13b.17b), ~_ K~’q’~ v (Sir

39,1a.3a151,14b.21a). The transformation of Ben Sira and the ideal scribe are

linked by K~pLOC; (Sir 39,5b.6a.8b/51,22a). Benefits to contemporaries of both Ben

Sira’s and the ideal scribe’s mediation of wisdom is linked by the common use of

~T0~L6E~0: (Sir 38,33d; 39,8a/51,16b.23b.26b). Other philological links are: K~pS{.0:

Sir 38,26a. 27e.28g.30c; 39,5a/51,15b.20c), ~uZ~’ (Sir

38,34c/51,19a.20a.24b.26b.29a), TrOL~’~V (Sir 39,5b/51,18a), ~’Lv~iv (Sir

39,9a/51,22b), ~.vo~yco (Sir 39,5d/51,25a). The implication of this analysis is that

there is an almost identical correspondence between Ben Sira and the ideal scribe

in their respective engagements with wisdom. Both were involved in an initial

engagement with wisdom, which because of some transformational experience,

becomes an all consuming engagement, which ultimately leads to mediation of

wisdom to others.

Rickenbacher and also Prato7° have identified a basic prayer pattern in Sir

39,5-6 composed of three basic elements: petition, divine intervention,

transformation of petition into prayer of praise. Sir 39,5b-e clearly is a prayer of

petition with its emphasis on seeking YHWH, petitioning the Most High, opening

lips in prayer and seeking pardon of sin. Sir 39,6a with its conditional clause

introduced by ~dv presents divine intervention as YHWH’s free initiative, which

consists in inspiration (v.6b). The consequence of this is to lead the "~=~ to praise

YHWH (v.6d). A similar pattern is to be found in Sir 51,10-12, the final

,o See Rickenbacher, Weisheitsperikopen, 195; Prato, "Classi Lavorative," 173-175.
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autobiographical text to be considered and which forms the final verses of Ben

Sira’s Prayer (Sir 51,1-12). The poem has been regarded as unauthentic since it

follows the postscript of Sir 50,25-29. However, the argument does not convince

since the poem’s language, form and content suggest authenticity.71 Furthermore,

the poem is also attested to in the Greek, Syriac and Latin versions,r2 while both

the Greek title to the poem, IIPOEEYXH IH~OY YIOY ~IPAX, and the Latin,

ORATiO HIESU FILII SIRACH, ascribe the poem to Ben Sira. The prayer of

petition is clearly identifiable in the use of b~ introducing a negative command

(v.10c). The intervention of YHVVH is underscored by expressions such as: :~r~

,5~p (v. 11 c), ~’~’~ (v. 11 d), ,~’~=,~ (v. 12a), ,~t~bt=,~ (v. 12b) where each action described

is YHWH’s in respect of Ben Sira. Finally, the element of praise is found in v.12cd

and indicated by the phrase ,~._.’~:~ ~bb~m ,t~,’~ which describes Ben Sira’s

response to YHWH’s action.

This same pattern can be found in each of the units which comprise the

Autobiographical Poem on Wisdom (Sir 51,13-30). In unit one (vv.13-17) the

pattern is identifiable as follows: petition or seeking after wisdom (v.13),

intervention of wisdom (vv.14-16) and praise of YHWH (v.17). In unit two (w.18-

22) the same pattern is found: seeking after wisdom (w.18-20b), intervention of

wisdom (vv.20c-21) and praise of YHWH (v.22). The pattern is less detectable in

unit three (w.23-30) but may perhaps be identified as follows: seeking after

wisdom (w.23-26b), intervention of wisdom (w.26c-28), praise of YHWH (v.29).

While wisdom is the goal of the seeking in Sir 51,13-30, the assertion that the

7~ R. Smend, Die Weisheit des Jesus Sirach erkldrt (Berlin: Reimer, 1949), 495; Skehan-

DiLella, Ben Sira, 563.

72 See Alexander A. DiLella, "Sir 51:1-12: Poetic Structure and Analysis of Ben Sira’s

Psalm," CBQ 48 (1986): 395-407, at 396.
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basic prayer pattern is to be found here can be sustained because of Ben Sira’s

clear statement of the divine origins of wisdom and his identification of wisdom as

an attribute of YHWH.73 This brief analysis of the basic prayer pattern is sufficient

to show that a fundamental link exists between the prayer of the ideal scribe and

that which Ben Sira himself engages in as evidenced by Sir 51,10-12 and perhaps

by Sir 51,13-30.

Sirach contains a number of clearly autobiographical texts in which Ben Sira

describes certain aspects of his own search for and engagement with wisdom,

along with a depiction of the transformative effects of his efforts. A comparison of

these texts with the Poem on the Idea/Scribe in Sir 39,1-11 reveals that all the

autobiographical texts share common thematic links with Sir 39,1-11, while three

of them (Sir 24,30-33; 33,16-18; 51,13-30) share a common structure with that

text, and three others (Sir 24,32-33; 50,27; 51,13-30) exhibit significant philological

links. Finally, a basic prayer pattern detectable in Sir 39,5-6 is also clearly

identifiable in Sir 51,10-12 where Ben Sira reveals his own pattern of prayer. A

similar prayer pattern may be also present in one other autobiographical text (Sir

51,1 3-30). This analysis leads to the conclusion that the profile of the ideal scribe

offered in Sir 39,1-11 corresponds to Ben Sira’s own autobiographical self-

description and that the profile of the ideal scribe must be deemed to be an

autobiographical self-portrait by Ben Sira.

73 The entire book is introduced with a poetic unit dealing with the Origin of Wisdom (Sir

1,1-10). See Box-Oesterley, "Sirach," 317-318; Skehan-DiLella, Ben Sira, 136-139. All wisdom
originates in God who is the seat of wisdom eternally (Sir 1,1), an idea which both encapsulates
the theme of the whole book and is treated subsequently in the book (Sir 24,3-5.9b). However

wisdom remains a mere creature (’~K~’LO’~0~L - Sir 1,4a), pre-existing all others, but whose source

remains an unfathomable mystery to all but Y’HWH (Sir 1,6.8). Ben Sira never identifies wisdom

with YHWH and this fact weakens somewhat the claim for the assertion of the basic prayer
pattern in Sir 51,13-30.
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2.5 Ben Sira the Scribe and the Interpretation of Israel’s Tradition-q

Given that the Poem on the Ideal Scribe may be confidently regarded as

autobiographical, it is now possible to study the key expressions used in the poem

in respect of Ben Sira’s relationship to Israel’s traditions74 In the first of these

expressions, Ka’L 6LC~VOOUlJ,~.VOU ~:V V61X(9, (Syr ~) ~’co~l~ (Sir 38,34d), the verb

used occurs in G fifteen times.7s Of the cases where the context is clearly

Scripture-focused, the Hebrew equivalent of the Greek term is based on the root

1,,~ in four such cases.TM On the basis of an analysis of the Greek-Hebrew

equivalents, this study proposes the Hebrew phrase ~-,5 =,;n for 8LaVOOUlX~:VOt~ in

Sir 38,34d and 1":" for 6L~VO1]el~OEZ~L in Sir 39,7b.77 ~:5 =,V~ is probably a synonym

" Sir 3,22a.29a; 6,37a; 14,21a; 16,20a.23a.23b; 17,6b; 21,17b; 27,12b; 31,15b; 38,33c.34d;
39,7b.12a.

" This conclusion is arrived at on the basis that where Greek-Hebrew equivalents are

available the pattern is as follows. Present tense forms of ~it.o:VOEZ(10C~l. are used to translate

I-Iitpolel forms of ’rl, while future tense forms of the Greek verb are used to translate I-Iiphil
forms of the Hebrew verb. The parallel between the forms of the Greek verb in Sir 14,21a and

38,34d suggest that ~:~ =’~,’1 may have been the Hebrew original, suiting very well the

synonymous parallelism of v.34cd. The parallel between the forms of (SLC~VOELO0O:L in Sir 3,29a

and 39,7a suggest that the Hebrew original may have been ]’"’.
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for a Hitpolel form of ~,=.78 In the MT the Hitpolel form of T= can often denote a

diligent consiceration of something or a close careful examination.7~ In Sir 38,34d

the object of this action is clearly the law of life. The equivalence of v61xoq with

~’~n is sufficiently attested to in Sirach to suggest that it stands for the books of

Moses.s° Accordingly, Sir 38,34cd must be seen as a crucial verse which

establishes a link between the fear of God and Ben Sira’s close, careful,

considered examination of Torah. In short, it is this Torah-interpretation, linked to

the fear of God, which is the central and dynamically-motivating force behind all

Ben Sira does.

The next important expression is oo~(,av ar(zvzcov ~pxc~(,cov ~K~qzr~o~L

(Sir 39,1a). The verb ~K~rll:~’~v occurs seven times in Sirach, for which there are

five Hebrew equivalents.81 However, the equivalents in Sir 47,25a, 44,5a, 51,14b

78 Sir 14,21b.

79 Helmer Ringgren, "I".~ " in TDOT, vol. 2, ed. G. Johannes Botterweck and Helmer
| ¯ ,

Ringgren, trans. John T. Willis (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1975), 102-103. While the precise

Greek-Hebrew equivalent of the terms in Sir 38,34d is not found in the Hebrew Bible, some

I-Iit’polel forms of ]’~ are translated by a form of VOE~I) (Jer 9,17; 23,20; Job 37,14; 38,18) or

by the cognate KglTC~VOELV (1 Kgs 3,21; Job 30,20).

g0 The equivalence of 1)()lJ, O~ with ~’I"~FI is found in Sir 15,1b; 32,15a; 32,24a; 33,2a; 41,8b;

42,2a; 45,5d; 49,4c. In all cases except Sir 45,5d, the terms are used to indicate the books of

Moses. In Sir 45,5d the terms are used to qualify the Decalogue.
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and Sir 51,21a can safely be ignored.82 The only remaining reliable equivalent is

in Sir 33,18a.a3 Analysis of the occurrence of the root ~vp.= in Heb reveals that it is

not used with any specific interpretative implication, but is simply a common term

which may be used in respect of many matters, reflecting its usage in Biblical

Hebrew.84 The adjective ~.pzc(~oq is used in G four times, with two Hebrew

Sir 47,25a contains the form ~E~l]’Cqoo~v which is a supposed translation of "1~r2/3~.

However, since G has completely botched the translation of Heb, this particular case is of little

value; see ibid., 531. Sir 44,5a reads ~K~rlI:OOVI:Eq t,t~Xrl I.tOUOLK:~V which is a translation

of the Hebrew 3p b!: "13r~tr2 ,-I[z3rl. Yadin and Skehan differ on the solutions to the text-critical

problems of Sir 44,5. Specifically in v.5a Yadin reads 3p b; while Skehan reads p’lrl b;, arguing

that it better denotes a sense of rhythm and measured lyric while preserving assonance with

elements in v.5a and v.6a. On ~p b; see Yadin, Malaria, 36. Yadin reads with MsBm~ and MsM

and translates the phrase as according to rule. On [z3rl b:J see P. W. Skehan, "Staves, and Nails,
and Scribal Slips (Ben Sira 44:2-5)," BA SOR 200 (1970): 66-71, at 69, who reads with MsB=’,

and argues for assonance with "1317 in v.5a and r1~ in v.6a. For the translation of this phrase as

melodious see Skehan-DiLella, Ben Sira, 499. However, neither phrase occurs in Biblical Hebrew.

The phrases Ip %1 and p3rl b:~ are both a hapccc legomenon in Heb. Since, in the Hebrew Bible

the word ~p has a musical connotation not easily associated with p~rl, this study follows MsM and
MsBm’s as the superior reading best suited to the context. In any case the context is that of
composition of music and not a seeking after wisdom or biblical interpretation. The equivalence
in Sir 51,14b is unreliable as it is impossible to know whether the text of MsB or 11QPs" is the

basis for G. For Sir 51,21a MsB and Syr agree against G. The Hebrew phrase ~- ~"~,’lb to look

upon is more appropriate to the erotic context of the poem (cf. Sir 9,8b) than the Greek

EI<~1"II:flOIZL to seek. Nowhere else in Sirach is the root ~’~2 translated by use of the verb

~K:~’rI1;EgV. In fact, in all cases in Sirach the Hebrew root means to look, to seek, to be

manifest and never to seek.

83 1bid., 330. G Sir 24,34a (~K~q’t:ObOLV) = Heb Sir 33,18a (’¢2p’,.r~).

In Heb ~p" is used of wisdom (Sir 4,12b; 6,27a; 51,13b.26c) and of God (Sir 7,4a;
40,26d). It is also used however, of God’s authority (Sir 7,4a), ambition (Sir 7,6a), wealth (Sir
11,1 Of), enemies (Sir 12,12d), joy (Sir 14,16b) and Ben Sira’s life (Sir 51,3c). In the Hebrew Bible

the activity of ;;’p" "has in view the finding of an object which really exists or which is thought
to exist, which is not close at hand to the subject at the time of seeking, but is desired most

(continued...)
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equivalents, l=" and =.~p.ss These occurrences suggest that l=’ denotes o/d,

synonym of aged and the opposite of new, while =’~p denotes ofo/d.~ Tl’,e context

of Sir 39,1a suggests that ood#(.=v ~T6.Vr.~v &pz~O)v refers to a wisdom which

is of all those who lived in former times and accordingly are considered ancient.

Thus Sir 39,1a is used generically to indicate the goal of seeking after the wisdom

of those of old, and the effort which accompanies that goal, but without any

specific interpretative import. The significant expression in Sir 39,1b is K~’L ~v

(Syr) qdmy" ~Tpo~qz~{~LC ~OXO~,TIO~O~Z~L. The form ~.OZoZqO~o~zEL (Sir

39,1b) is a hapax/egomenon in both G and LXX.87 Unfortunately the translation

and significance of ~.oXo~.rl@r~o~Z(ZL must remain unclear. Perhaps Ben Sira is

suggesting that scribal wisdom is not achieved by heavy toil (Sir 38,24b), but only

~(...continued)

earnestly and initiates the seeking." Siegfried Wagner, "~=," in TDOT, II, 229-241 at 229. The
function and meaning of the root is determined by its object and context. Of the more than 220
occurrences of the root only a few are used in the figurative or religious sense of seeking wisdom

or the word of YHWH (Prov 2,4; 14,6; 15,14; 18,15, Amos 8,12, Mal 2,7).

These are: Sir 2,10a; 9,10a (~px0~LOV / l~’); 16,7a (~px0~I~601) / =’Tp); 39,1a.

" This can only be inferred from the context, unfortunately. Sir 9,10 is a maxim on

friendship with a chiastic pattern a:b:b:a. Thus ~p~0~’~ov / ~2’ is in parallel with 1T~}L~L~O~

/ ~d’. However, ~p~0;LOV / lV2" is the opposite to arp6ad~zo~ / =’~n and 1)EO~ / 72"1r1.

Clearly old is implied. In Sir 16,7 "Ben Sira alludes not only to the giants of Gen 6,1-4 ... but
also to such ’princes of old’ as the king of Babylon ... and Nebuchadnezzar." Skehan-DiLella, Ben
Sira, 273-274. Sir 16,6-14 is a clear reference to notorious sinners in biblical history, who were

of old. This equivalence of ~pZo;LO~ with =’lp is also well attested to in the LXX (Isa 37,26;

Pss 143,5; Lain 1,7; 2,17).

87 The closest semantic equivalent to (~OXO~,Tle~(IE17EL is ~OXO~.I~C~ which translates

the Hebrew root p~:~, which is not attested to in the Hebrew Bible. However, in Sirach it can
denote concern or anxiety (3,22b; 7,25a; 40,1) or heavy physical labour (38,24b).
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by being busily occupied ~:v Trpo(~IT~EI~ff, L~, a phrase which remains enigmatic.

The word ~TpO~TII:E’L~L occurs seven times in G, cf which three have a Hebrew

equivalent)8 The term occurring in the Prologue is that used by Ben Sira’s

grandson and clearly refers to the second part of the Hebrew Canon. However, the

term used by Ben Sira himself refers to prophecy in general and cannot be clearly

identified with the prophetic corpus within the Hebrew Bible)9

Sir 39,2a reads (SL1]y1q(JLI,’ ~vfpCov 6VOl~ozCov O1JVzTIpl]OEL. The verb

ouvl:TIp(~v occurs in G twelve times for which there are five Hebrew equivalents)°

Analysis of the occurrence of "~r~ in Heb reveals an interesting pattern. The root

occurs eighteen times and has a wide range of meanings.91 However, the root is

translated by ot~VZrlp~.’~v or a synonym (~pqoLE) where the direct object of the

s9 The use of the word in Sir 24,33a and 36,20b merely suggests prophetic activity without

any identification with the biblical prophets. This is supported by the use of the word to describe
the activity of biblical heroes who are not to be identified with classical prophecy: Moses and

Joshua (Sir 46,1b), and Samuel (Sir 46,20d). The occurrences of 1TpOqbTI1;EI~O; / ,’1RI=: in the

Hebrew Bible (’Neh 6,12; 2 Chron 15,8) suggest that the term merely indicates prophetic action
in a highly general fashion.

9o These are: Sir 2,15b; 4,20a (oU1)’cTIpl]ool,’ / "Ir~), 6,25b; 13,13a (o131)17rlpl]oov /

"lr~V2,’l), Sir 15,15a (OI3U’;Tlpr~oEL~ / "lr~dr~), 17,22b; 27,12a; 28,3a; 35,1a; 37,12b

((I1.)v’lTrlpof~vl;o; / "Ir~); 39,2a; 41,14a (OUI,’I;TIpr~(IO;1;E / ~l~r~). Sir 13,12a is to be ignored as

it is expanded text. Skehan-DiLella, Ben Sira, 250.

91 These are: to watch time (Sir 4,20a), to be alert (Sir 6,13b; 13,8a.13a; 32,22a.22c; 37,8a),
to keep la~v-commcuzdments (Sir 15,15a; 32,22b.22d.23a; 37,12b; 44,20a), to ignore time (Sir

20,7b), to be deterred (Sir 35,18b), wages (Sir 37,11h), to prolong life (Sir 37,31b), to be
preserved (Sir 42,23b).
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verb is a word denoting religious traditions (commandment or law).92 In the Hebrew

Bible the only instance where the root "~r~v2 is translated by a form of ouvl:rlEp~’~v

is in Ezek 19,19 where the object of the verb is also a religious tradition (YHWH’s

statutes). The likelihood is then that the root "~r~ underlies (~UVZrlpr~OEL in Sir

39,2a. The import of this is that Sir 39,2a refers to the retention of some religious

tradition referred to as (SL11yTIOL1) (~P~p(~P 151)Op,0:O’17031). The word 8L~yrlot~

occurs seven times in G 93 all of which mean some kind of conversation or

discourse. The adjective ~vo~Eol:6E occurs twice with one Hebrew equivalent

and means famous.94 Thus Ben Sira’s role is to retain the spoken discourses of the

famous which form part of Israel’s religious heritage. The retention of this tradition

is to be seen more in terms of preservation than observation. Again the language

used here is neither technical nor exegetical and can only refer to Ben Sira’s work

with these traditions in a very broad manner. Sir 39,2b contains the phrase b.v

ol;pod~c(~ zrc~pc~[3o~.(3v OU1)ELOE~E13OEI~L. The form OU1)ELOE~.E15OEqTO;L (Sir 39,2b)

is a hapax/egomenon in G.95 The information thus available, while facilitating the

translation to penetrate or to enter into, is nonetheless so scanty that it is

92 The exception to this is Sir 4,20a which may be idiomatic.

These are: Sir 6,35a; 9,15b; 22,6a; 27,11a.13a; 38,25d; 39,2a.

Sir 39,2a; 44,3b (O.],’6pE~ Ot,’OIJ, CZOZOL / ~V2 ’Vd~). The identical Greek-Hebrew

equivalence is found in Num 16,2 while a variant (l’13rava ’v2~R) is found in 1 Chron 5,24, both of

which can be translated asfcunous men.

9~ The only other forms ofO1Ol)ELOEOXOI.taL occuring in the LXX are: OIOPELO~XOT1 btE’l:’

(Exod 21,3), OlOPELOEXEISOEqTO~’I.... EL~ (Job 22,4), OU1)ELOEIDZEOeO~L ... (~qTO (Est 2,13)

and (IIO1)ELOEX(~6VT.O:~ bI, EqT’ (1Macc 12,48). The Greek verb translates the Hebrew roots ~:a (Job

22,4; Est 2,13) or ~r" (Exod 21,3).
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impossible to identify clearly what the penetration of czpo~’~c; ~rc~p~13o~.~v might

actually mean. The word rr~p~13o~.r~ occurs in G six times with an attested Hebrew

equivalent occurring twice,g8 The word denotes a pithy saying which contains a

deeper level of meaning hidden within it. This can only be arrived at by entering

into the proverb.

Sir 39,3a is also concerned with sayings of hidden meaning (~.Tr6Kpt~(~C~

11"ff.pOLl.I.L~1) EK~’q’F1](IEL). AS seen above in the case of Sir 39,1a, the form

~K~ql:~(J~ simply denotes a seeking after something in a general way without

indication of any particular interpretative procedure. The adjective 6.~TOKpUdp6C:

occurs nine times in Sir, although three instances can be safely ignored. Hebrew

equivalents are attested to in two cases.97 The term denotes a hidden dimension

to reality: human activity (Sir 23,19e), God (Sir 39,7b; 42,19b; 43,32a) and

prophecy (Sir 48,25b). The noun zrc~poLt.t~C~ occurs only five times and with two

possible Hebrew equivalents)8 The meaning of the Greek and Hebrew is best

96 These are: Sir 1,25a; 3,29a (l"ro:p(~o~.lll,, / ’~dra) ; 20,20a; 39,3b; 47,15b; 47,17a

(Tr~p~o~.o:~ / ~[~ra]). For Sir 13,26b, Heb is to be preferred over G on the basis of context

and parallelism. Likewise in Sir 47,15b G is to be preferred over the highly damaged MsB. The
reading of G in Sir 38,33e must be regarded as an error. P. W. Skehan, "They Shall Not Be

Found in Parables (Sir 38,33)," CBQ 23 (1961): 40.

97 These are: Sir 14,21b; 16,21b; 23,19e; 39,3a.7b; 42,9a.19b; 43,32a; 48,25b. For Sir 14,21b
MsA is to be preferred to G on the gxounds of parallelism. The text of Sir 16,21b in G is
meaningless and does not fit the context, hence MsA is to be retained. The best attested text for

Sir 42,9a is that of MsM restored from G, which does not include the term under investigation.

Hebrew equivalents are to be found in Sir 42,19b (~l"roKplS~CO1) / tl~’lrl~) and Sir 48,25b

(~l"r(SKplodpo: / ~?~:). The Hebrew root "11"1~ is translated variously in G, but always denotes

that which is hidden (Sir 3,22b; 16,17a; 39,19b; 42,19b; 48,12a.25b).
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summed up in the word maxim. These maxims are clearly oral (Sir 6,35b; 8,8b),

convey wisdom (Sir 18,29b) and are to be associated with Solomon, Israel’s

paradigmatic sage (Sir 47,17a). Sir 39,3a thus identifies one of Ben Sira’s activities

as seeking after the hidden dimensions of such maxims. The text does not suggest

how this is to be achieved, nor does it relate such maxims to Israel’s heritage,

except in a most vague and generalized way. Finally, Sir 39,3b reads ~_v

a.[.VI~yIJ.EOLV ITO:p(zl]O~.03V dCV(X.o’Epcc(:I:)~OE’~O:L. The term ~rapal3o~.~ has already

been studied above and seen to mean a pithy saying containing deep meaning.

In Sir 39,3b such sayings are characterized further by the use of the noun

(z[.v(.~,laa which occurs only twice in G.99 The term means hidden meaning. The

verb form used to relate the sayings of hidden meaning to Ben Sira is

dw~.o~:pc~qb~oc=z~L. The verb &vaozp~c~v occurs eight times in G.1°° However,

of these only two occurences (Sir 8,8b; 50,28a) share a similar context with Sir

39,3a. In Sir 8,8b the form ~.vaol:p~qbou means to be busy and has for its object,

wisdom sayings (~TapOLlZ~aL). Similarly the form 6.vaol:p~qb~o~ZC~L in Sir 50,28a

has for its object, wisdom sayings (Tr(ZL6~aV). Sir 39,3a also uses the form

~V(ZOzp~c~]O~Z~L and has for its object, wisdom sayings (~v ~’LV~?~aOLV

"rrapal3o~L(3v). Accordingly, there is a very close correspondence between Sir 39,3b

and Sir 50,28a. The Hebrew root (ran) behind the Greek expression means to

99 These are Sir 39,3b and Sir 47,15b. No Hebrew equivalent is available for Sir 39,3b and

MsB is severely damaged at Sir 47,15b.
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reflect on. This is probably what is also meant in Sir 39,3b. Again this is merely a

generic description of Ben Sira’s activity in respect of the hidden meaning of pithy

sayings.

DiLella overstates the case in concluding that "Ben Sira alludes to the

threefold division of the OT in a manner similar to that of his grandson’s Prologue:

’the Law of the Most High’ (38:34d), ’the wisdom of the ancients’ (39:1a), and ’the

prophecies’ (39:1 b).’’1°1 There is no evidence whatsoever to support what must be

considered an over-enthusiastic assertion. In arriving at such an incautious

conclusion, DiLella greatly exceeds the position of previous scholars. Haspecker

does not deal with the issue as such, but is content however, only to state that

Torah is the object of Ben Sira’s study.1°2 Marb5ck argues that a precise definition

of the terms used in Sir 39,1-3 is not possible, and then attempts to do so by

assertion arguing that v. la refers to general wisdom traditions, v.lb to prophetic

writings and w.2-3 to extra-biblical or oral sources.1°3 Stadelmann is content to see

in Sir 39,1 an allusion to biblical books and in w.2-3 general wisdom traditions.1°4

Prato arrives at the most sensible conclusion, it seems to this study. Sir 38,34d

clearly refers to Torah. Sir 39,1 may refer to prophecies and w.2-3 to oral

traditions.1°5 In short, Sir 38,34d-39,3 offers a highly generalized description of the

ancient traditions and Ben Sira’s interaction with them. However, since the Poem

on the Idea/ Scribe is autobiographical, it is now possible to correlate the

Skehan-DiLella, Ben Sira, 452.

1o2 Haspecker, Gottesfurcht, 180.

to3 Marb6ck, "Der Schriftgelehrte Weise," 312.

Stadelmarm, Schriftgelehrter, 223.

Prato, "Classi Lavorative," 172.
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generalized description of Ben Sira’s interaction with Israel’s traditions with his

reworking of these traditions as evidenced elsewhere in his work.

2.6 Ben Sira and the Ideal Scribe: Conclusions

Ben Sira’s autobiographical Poem on the Idea/Scribe points to something

radically new in the evolution of Jewish scribalism. First, it firmly locates Ben Sira

within the context of the concept of ~9:..~. While skilled workers are associated

with lower wisdom, Ben Sira, the Jewish scribe, is associated with wisdom in its

highest forms. Second, his fundamental role as scribe is established in terms of

engaging with the traditions of Israel in a sapiential context and bringing forth from

them new teaching, both for his contemporaries and for future generations.

However, the content of these traditions and the manner of scribal engagement

with them remain unclear. Third, Ben Sira’s relationship with YHWH is crucial.

Accordingly, piety, prayer, fear of God and divine inspiration are determining

elements in his functioning as scribe. Finally, while any argument ex si/entio

requires a somewhat guarded consideration, it is accurate to state that there is no

evidence of cultic concerns in the poem. The group of temple scribes mentioned

in Antiochus IIl’s decree, after the priests but alongside the temple-singers and

musicians, may suggest that in early Seleucid Judea there had emerged a group

of exegetes, identified with the Temple and subordinate to the priests, but not

engaged in their cultic activities. Ben Sira’s scribal self-portrait is not inconsistent

with this hypothesis.

Ben Sira’s silence on Ezra may now, perhaps, be understood. Scribal

interpretation had so evolved from the Persian period, with its new-found emphasis

on ~9:.~, prophet-like pneumatic inspiration, the interior disposition of the scribal

exegete, and the possible separation of the interpretative role from the priestly
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class, that it could no longer be identified with the earlier model associated with

Ezra. However, fundamental questions remain. What were the traditions of Israel

which so interested Ben Sira? How did he interpret and actualize them for his

contemporaries? Above all, why was it necessary for Ben Sira to engage in such

interpretation? These are questions which must now be further investigated,

beginning with his interpretation by which he may have actualized Israel’s biblical

traditions.
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CHAPTER THREE

3.0 BEN SIRA AND BIBLICAL INTERPRETATION

3.1 Inb’oduction

Ben Sira not only alluded to Israel’s biblical traditions but interpreted them

as well.1 While recognizing this fact, scholarship has refrained both from

systematically testing Ben Sira’s biblical allusions in Heb and from analysing and

classifying his interpretative techniques, due probably to the methodological

difficulties involved in such a study. Snaith2 has identified four major difficulties

when evaluating Ben Sira’s allusions to the Hebrew Bible. First, as there is wide

divergence between the textual witnesses to Sirach, it is imperative to work where

the Hebrew text is undisputed. Second, there is a need to distinguish the author’s

original quotations from the glosses of editors and copyists. These glosses can be

expected where there are no equivalents in Greek for certain Hebrewwords. Third,

there is a need to distinguish deliberate allusion to biblical traditions from phrases

of common literary and popular usage. This aspect is further complicated by the

fact that Ben $ira may have alluded to Hebrew literature which is not extant today,

and the degree to which he has done so cannot be estimated accurately. Fourth,

Ben Sira may have quoted from material that has not made its way into the

Hebrew Canon, a matter which also cannot be estimated with any degree of

accuracy. A final methodological consideration may be added to Snaith’s list, which

arises from the nature of the biblical textual traditions available to Ben Sira and the

J. L. Koole, "Die Bible des Ben Sira," OTS 14 (1965): 374-396; 3. G. Snaith, "Biblical
Quotations in the Hebrew of Ecclesiasticus," ffS 18 (1967): 1-12; Schechter-Taylor, Wisdom of
Ben Sira, 13-25. For a more contemporary study see Renzo Petraglio, 11 Libro che Contcunina le
Mani: Ben Sirac Rilegge il Libro e la Storia d’lsraele, Teologia 4 (Palermo: Augustinus, 1993).

Petraglio’s study focuses on the Laus Patrum and Ben Sira’s rereading the history of the heroes
of Israel in order to make them out as giants of faith and concludes that Israel’s Scripture was a
subject of profound deliberation and rewriting.

z Snaith, "Biblical Quotations," 1-12
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access of modern readers to them. In the history of the development of the biblical

text, Ben Sira’s period corresponds to the third stage of a four-stage evolutionary

process of textual transmission.3 This third stage is characterized by the complete

replacement of oral tradition by the written transmission of the text. The discovery

of the Qumran scrolls4 has facilitated a greater understanding of this stage of

development of the text. In short, the situation which obtained in Ben Sira’s day

was one of considerable diversity in textual tradition,s It is of methodological

importance that the available material

... witnesses to a wide variety of textual traditions which seemingly mirror

fairly exactly the state of affairs which obtained in the pre-manuseript state

of transmission. In other words, the extant evidence imposes on us the

conclusion that from the very first stage of its manuscript tradition, the Old

Testament text was known in a variety of traditions which differed from

each other to a greater or lesser degree,e

3 Shemaryahu T~lmon, "The Old Testament Text," in Qumrc~ c~d the History of the
Biblical Text, ed. Frank Moore Cross and Shemaryahu Talmon (Cambridge, MAfLondon: Harvard
University Press, 1975), 1-41. The first stage of this process was oral and is difficult to document

as it precedes written texts. The second phase (sixth - fifth centuries BCE) corresponds to a shift
from oral to written traditions. The third stage (early third century BCE) corresponds to complete
written transmission, while the fourth stage (100 BCE - 200 CE) represents the period of the

st~dardi:ation of the text and the emergence of a textus receptus. Ibid., 6-12.

4 Frank M. Cross, "The Oldest Manuscripts from Qumran," JBL 74 (1955): 147-172; idem,

"The History of the Biblical Text in the Light of Discoveries in the Judean Desert," HTR 57
(1964): 281-299; idem, "The Contribution of the Qumran Discoveries to the Study of the Biblical

Text," 1EJ 16 (1966): 81-95; Patrick W. Skehan, "The Qumran Manuscripts and Textual

Criticism," VTS 4 (1957): 148-160; idem, "The Biblical Scrolls from Qumran and the Text of the
Old Testament," BA 28 (1965): 87-100; Shemaryahu Talrnon, "Aspects of the Textual
Transmission of the Bible in the Light of Qumran Manuscripts," Textus 4 (1964): 95-132.

Talmon, "Old Testament Text," 33: "The marked diversity of textual traditions which can
be observed in these scrolls presumably derives from the temporal and/or geographical
heterogeneity of the Vorlagen from which the Qumffm manuscripts, or some of them, were

copied."

6 Ibid., 40.
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The study of Ben Sira’s biblical allusions is of its nature limited to those

biblical traditions accessible by means of a text-critical study of the MT.

Consequently, any conclusions must be tentative, because of both Sirach’s textual

history and the diversity of biblical textual traditions in Ben Sira’s day. Nonetheless,

a significant study is possible and will proceed in this chapter, beginning with the

careful selection of a suitable text in Heb, followed by the identification within that

text of a representative sampling of Ben Sira’s biblical allusions, and concluding

with an analysis of Ben Sira’s interpretative techniques.

3.2 Choosing a Suitable Text

The first stage in the study of Ben Sira’s biblical allusions is to choose a

suitable text in Sirach, which meets the methodological requirements outlined

above. Such a text must be determined by a number of criteria. First, the text must

be chosen from Hebl as Ben Sira wrote originally in Hebrew. While GI is the most

reliable form of the entire book of Sirach, and of great value text-critically, it is not

suitable as a text within which biblical allusions can be identified. This is due

essentially to the grandson’s mistranslation of, and failure to understand, the

underlying Hebrew and the lack of any evidence to suggest that he was conscious

of his grandfather’s biblical allusions. Second, recalling the need to work where

Heb is undisputed, the chosen text should have the maximum number possible of

Hebrew witnesses, and third, since MsM is the oldest and most reliable Hebrew

witness to the text of Ben Sira, it should also be attested to by the Masada Scroll.

Accordingly, the suitable text can be narrowed to Sir 42,15-44,16 which is attested

to by both MsB and MsM. Fourth, the text should not be fragmentary but constitute

a literary unit within which context Ben Sira’s biblical interpretation may be

examined. Sir 42,15-44,15 contains two such units: the poem on the Works of God

in Creation (Sir 42,15-43,33) and the poem in Praise of/srae/’s Ancestors (Sir
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44,1-15).7 Finally, the chosen text should contain as many putative allusions as

possible from which a representative sampling may be determined for subsequent

study. On the basis of previous scholarship,8 the putative allusions for Sir 42,15-

43,33 and Sir 44,1-15 are presented below in Table 06 and Table 07 respectively.

Table 06

Putative Allusions in Sir 42,15-43,33

THE WORKS OF GOD IN CREATION (SIR 42,15-43,33)

SIR PUTATIVE SIR PUTATIVE SIR PUTATIVE
ALLUSION ALLUSION ALLUSION

42,15 Ps 77,12 42,21 Deut 6,4 43,6 Gen 1,14

42,15 Job 15,17 42,21 Isa 40,14 43,6 Gen 1,16

42,16 Ps 104,31 43,1 Exod 24,10 43,6 Isa 55,13

42,16 Ps 145,9 43,2 Exod 34,10 43,8 Num 28,14

42,17 Ps 40,6 43,2 Ps 19,7 43,8 Isa 66,23

42,17 Job 15,15 43,2 Ps 66,3 43,8 Job 38,37

42,18 Job 38,16 43,5 Ps 95,3 43,10 Ps 33,6

42,2O Isa 40,26 43,5 Ps 95,5 43,11 Ezek 1,28

7 Sir 44,16 should not be considered part of the poem, because of serious doubts concerning

the originality of the verse. On Sir 44,16 Yadin, Mamda, 38 states: "We may now assume that
at an early period an attempt had been made to artificially expunge a portion of Ben Sira’s
observations on Enoch in the concluding verses, and to insert them in their chronological order,

i.e. before Noah. Thus we may assume that a part of verse 16 was originally in chapter 49."
Yadin’s view is that Sir 44,16a is not original and that v.16bc belongs with Sir 49,14.
Middendorp, Stellung, 53-54.109.112.134 also argues against the originality of v.16.

8 The more important scholars who have tabulated putative allusions are: G. H. Box and

W. O. E. Oesterley, I. L6vi, T. Middendorp, J. A. Sanders, S. Schechter and C. Taylor, Patrick
W. Skehan and Alexander A. DiLella, and finally, Yigael Yadin.
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Table 06 - Continued

SIR PUTATIVE SIR PUTATIVE SIR PUTATIVE
ALLUSION ALLUSION ALLUSION

43,14 Prov 16,4 43,20 Isa 59,17 43,25 Gen 7,14

43,17 Isa 29,6b 43,20 Ps 147,16 43,25 Ps 104,25

43,17 Isa 29,6c 43,20 Ps 147,17 43,25 Ps 107,24

43,17 Ps 29,3 43,21 Job 40,20 43,27 Qoh 12,13

43,17 Ps 29,8 43,24 Ps 18,45 43,28 Ps 145,3

43,17 Ps 29,9 43,24 Ps 107,23 43,28 Job 5,9

43,17 Job 37,5 43,24 Job 42,5 43,30 Isa 40,31

43,19 Num 17,23 43,25 Gen 1,21

43,19 Ps 147,16 43,25 Gen 1,24

Table 07
Putative Allusions in Sir 44,1-15

THE PRAISE OF ISRAEL’S ANCESTORS (SIR 44,1-15)

SIR PUTATIVE SIR PUTATIVE SIR PUTATIVE
ALLUSION ALLUSION ALLUSION

44,1 Isa 57,1 44,5 Isa 38,9 44,11 Deut 28,1-14

44,2 Deut 32,7-9 44,5 Ps 119,54 44,11 Ps 103,17

44,2 Ps 125,3 44,5 2 Chron 7,6 44,11 Prov 13,22a

44,3 Gen 6,4 44,6 Gen 47,6 44,13 Ps 112,6

44,3 Num 21,18 44,9 Obad 1,16 44,13 Ps 112,9

44,3 Prov 8,15 44,9 Job 10,19 ¯¯ S:¯~

44,3 Qoh 12,11 44,11 Lev 23,3-13 i!/~ii!i~:¸ ~
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Sir 42,15-43,33 contains forty-nine putative biblical allusions, of which ten

are to the Torah, nine to the Prophetic books and thirty to "other ancestral books.’’9

Sir 44,1-15 contains nineteen putative allusions of which six are to the Torah, three

to the prophetic books and ten to "other ancestral books." While these lists of

putative biblical allusions may not be exhaustive, it is clear that the poem with the

greatest number and distribution of putative allusions is Sir 42,15-43,33, and it

accordingly is chosen as the text from which a representative sampling of Ben

Sira’s biblical allusions will be identified for analysis. The text1° of Sir 42,15-43,33

used by this study is as follows:

42,15ab

V.15cd

V.16ab

V.17ab

V. 17cd

V.18ab

V. 18cd

V.19ab

V.2Oab

V.21ab

V.21 cd

V.22ab

V.23ab

V.24ab

V.25ab

See Prologue 10, for this designation of books outside the Law and the Prophets.

~0 For the detailed textual criticism of this poem, see Appendix Two, pp. 334-352 below.
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43,1ab

V.2ab

V.3ab

V.4ab

V.4cd

V.5ab

V.6ab

V.7ab

V.8ab

V.8cd

V.9ab

V.lOab

V.1 lab

V.12ab

V. 13ab

V.14ab

V.15ab

V.17a.16a

V.16b.17b

V. 17cd

V.18ab

V.19ab

V.2Oab

V.2Ocd

V.21ab

V.22ab

V.23ab

V.24ab
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V.25ab

V.26ab

V.27ab

V.28ab

V.29ab

V.30ab

V.30cd

V.31ab

V.32ab

V.33ab

The poem’s genre is similar to the Egyptian onomasticon.11 There is no scholarly

dispute about the structure of the poem, the most accurate and comprehensive

outline of which is offered by Prato,12 presented below in Table 08.

" The onomasticon was "a type of literature devised as an aid to the scribes. It contained
a list of names of places, occupations, titles, flora and fauna, natural phenomena, and the like."

Skehan-DiLella, Ben Sira, 491. See also J. L. Crenshaw, "Wisdom in the Ancient Near East," in
1DBSup (Nashville: Abingdon, 1976), 950.

~z Prato, Teodicea, 141-145. A more simplified version of Prato’s division is found in

Skehan-DiLella, Ben Sira, 491.
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Table 08

Structure of the Works of God in Creation (Sir 42,15-43.33)

PART ONE: INTRODUCTION (SIR 42,15-25)

STANZA TEXT BICOLA THEME

01 42,15-16 O3 The Works of God

42,17-2O O6 Inability to Recount Creation’s
Wonders

42,21-25 06 The Positive Relationship
Between Creator and Creation

PART TWO: PRINCIPAL SECTION (SIR 43,1-26)

STANZA TEXT B/COLA THEME

O2 43,1-5 06 The Firmament and Sun

43,6-8 O4 The Moon

43,9-12 O4 The Stars and Rainbow

O3 43,13- O4 Lightning, Clouds, Hail and
15.17a.16a Thunder

43,16b.17b 04 Wind, Storm, Snow and Frost
-19

43,2O-22 04 Wind, Frost, Heat and Dew

43,23-26 04 Sea and Messenger
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Table 08 - Continued

PART THREE: CONCLUSION (SIR 43,27-33)

STANZA TEXT BICOLA THEME

04 43,27 01 Significance of Creation

43,28-29 02 Exhortation (1 st plural) to
Praise

43,30 O2 Exhortation (2nd plural) to
Praise

43,31 01 Rhetorical Question

43,32 01 Hidden Things of God

43,33 01 Wisdom

3.3 IdenlJfyin.q a RepresentaUve Samplinq of Ben Sira’s Biblical Allusions

The first stage of this study’s investigation of Ben Sira’s biblical

interpretation has been completed with the choice of a suitable text. The second

stage consists in the identification within that text of a representative sampling of

Ben Sira’s biblical allusions. The approach to be adopted here will be decidedly

intertextual as intertextua/ity13 is a usefully important, contemporary, literary theory

about the manner in which texts are dependent on pre-texts. An intertextual

approach means that "the study of texts thus becomes no longer a search for the

sources and influences as traditionally perceived, but rather it seeks to recognize

~3 Philip Alexander, "Retelling the Old Testament," in lntertextuality in Biblical Writings

(Kampen: Uitgeversmaatschappij J. H. Kok, 1989), 99-121; Ellen Van Woelde, "Trendy

Intertextuality," in Intertextuality in Biblica2 Writings: Essays in Honour of Bas van lersel
(Kampen: Uitgeversmaatschappij J. H. Kok, 1989), 43-49; James W. Voelz, "Multiple Signs and
Double Texts: Elements of Intertextuality," in lntertextuality in Biblical Writings, 27-34; Willem
S. Voester, "l.ntertextuality and Redaktionsgeschichte," in lntertextuality in Biblical Writings, 15-
26.
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all the lost discursive practices that make it possible for later texts to have

meaning.’’14 Freyne, following Jonathan Culler, argues that the notion of

intertextuality needs to be focused by means of two presuppositions: the logical

and the pragmatic. By focusing on logical presuppositions, literary theory can

attempt to identify the participation of texts in previous discursive practices while

by means of pragmatic presuppositions it examines how texts are used in a

specific instance to achieve particular effects. Hays’ study of intertextual echoes

in the Pauline writings,is in terms of Culler’s logical and pragmatic presuppositions,

offers a useful approach to identifying biblical allusions in Ben Sira’s Works of God

in Creation. Hays observes that

The phenomenon of intertextuality - the imbedding of fragments of an
earlier text within a later one - has always played a major role m the
cultural traditions that are heir to Israel’s Scriptures: the voice of Scripture,
regarded as authontative in one way or another, continues to speak in and
through later texts that both depend on and transform the earlier.16

Hays’ approach, based in turn on the work of Hollander,17 is not concerned with

the problem of Paul’s actual or putative audience or his degree of self-awareness

in echoing earlier texts, but the effect on those who have the ears to hear the

Pauline echoing of Israel’s Scriptures which constituted Paul’s "cave of resonant

14 Se~n Fneyne "Reading Hebrews and Revelation I.ntertextually," in Intertextuality in

Biblical Writings, 83-93, at 83; Jonathan Culler, "Presuppositions and Intertextuality," in The
Pursuit of Signs: Semiotics, Literature, Deconstruction (London: Routledge and Kegan Paul,

1981), 100-118.

i~ Richard B. Bays, "Puzzle of Pauline Hermeneutics," in Echoes of Scripture in the Letters

of Saint Paul (New Haven/London: Yale University Press, 1989), 1-33.

16 [bid., 14.

~7 John Hollander, The Figure of Echo: A Mode of A llusion in Milton and A fter (Berkeley:
University of California Press, 1981).
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signification.’’18 A number of methodological issues need to be faced in studying

biblical allusions and their interpretatior,. First, what constitutes a genuine

intertextual echo? This question is most important, since

The volume of intertextual echo varies in accordance with the semantic
distance between the source and the reflecting surface. Quotation, allusion,
and echo may be seen as points along a spectrum of intertextual reference,
moving from the explicit to the subliminal. As we move farther away from
overt citation, the source recedes into the discursive distance, the
intertextual relations become less determinate, and the demand placed on
the reader’s listening powers grows great. As we near the vanishing point
of the echo, it inevitably becomes difficult to decide whether we are really
hearing an echo at all, or whether we are only conjuring things out of the
murmurmgs of our own investigations.19

Second, where is the locus of new intertextual meaning? For Hays there are five

possibilities: in the author’s mind; in the minds of the original readers of the work;

in the text itself; in the modern reader’s act of reading and finally, in the community

of interpretation. The first two options situate new intertextual meaning in the

historical act of communication between the author and readers in the past. The

third option is, for Hays, a heuristic fiction which factors out the complicated issues

of the history behind the text and the experience of modern readers encountering

the text. The final two options locate intertextual meaning in the encounter of

modern readers with a text not originally addressed to them. Rather than choose

between the loci of new intertextual meaning, Hays argues that they must all be

held together in a creative tension. Most usefully, Hays offers seven tests or

criteria for hearing intertextual echoes, presented below in Table 09.

18

19

/bid., 65.

Hays, "Puzzle of Pauline Hermeneutics," 23.
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Table 09

Criteria for Hearing Intertextual Echoes

CRITERION CHARA C TERIS TIC

AVAILABIUTY The degree to which a proposed precursor text was
available to the author

VOLUME The degree to which any explicit repetition of the
words, phrases or syntactical patterns of the proposed
precursor text is replicated in the putative allusion; the
degree of rhetorical stress given by the author to an
allusion or echo

RECURRENCE The frequency with which an author alludes to or
echoes elsewhere the same biblical passage

THEMATIC The degree to which a putative allusion or echo fits in
COHERENCE with the author’s line of argument

HISTORICAL The degree to which the author could have intended
PLAUSIBILITY the alleged meaning effect

HISTORY OF The degree to which other readers have heard the
INTER- same echo
PRETATION

SATISFACTION The degree to which a proposed reading makes sense
and illuminates the surrounding discourse

While Hays understands these criteria as "serviceable rules of thumb’’2° in guiding

the identification and interpretation of intertextual allusion and echo, he quite

correctly recognizes that they fail to account for all possibilities of intertextual

conjunction:

20 Ibid., 32.
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Despite all the careful hedges that we plant around texts, meaning has a
way of leaping over, like sparks. Texts are not inert; they bum and throw
fragments of flame on their rising heat. Often we succeed in containing the
energy, but sometimes the sparks escape and kincUe new blazes, reprises
of the original fire.21

Finally, Hays’ study is not limited merely to what Paul intended in his interpretation

of scriptural echoes, which Hays regards as historically speculative, but is

concerned also with intertextual acts of figuration veiled from Paul himself, since

Israel’s Scriptures generated such new figurations through Paul. Hays’ intertextual

model, with appropriate modifications, is applicable to the study of Ben Sira’s

biblical allusions. The autobiographical texts in Sirach and the Poem on the/deal

Scribe present Israel’s scriptural traditions as Ben Sira’s principal precursor text

and his "cave of resonant signification.’’~ Furthermore, Ben Sira was a conscious

reader of Israel’s Scriptures23 with a view to offering new signification of those

Scriptures both to his contemporaries24 and to future generations.25 Any study of

Ben Sira’s biblical allusions is, by definition, an intertextual exercise by the modern

reader who reads Sirach in the light of Israel’s Scriptures and of what is known of

Hellenism and Judaism in second century BCE Judea. Nonetheless, such an

approach can indeed contribute to a better understanding of how Ben Sira

functioned as an intertextual reader in his own day.

Ibid., 33.

z2 Sir 24,30; 33,16: 38,34c-39,3.

Sir 24,31; 39,1-3.

Sir 24,32-33a; 33,18; 39,7-8b; 51,23-30.

Sir 24,33b; 39,9cd.
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However, Hays’ criteria, which are applicable to Pauline stu,’:lies, require

some modifications when applied to the Works of God in Creation. l’wo criteria,

availability and history of interpretation, are fulfilled by definition. The prologue to

sections of the biblical tripartite canon had been formed. The third section, which

would eventually become the =’=.~n?, had not yet been clearly demarcated. This

study accepts the current state of scholarship regarding the history of the canon,27

according to which the ,n~lt~ was closed by circa 400 BCE and the ~:,~,:.: by

circa 200 BCE.28 The closure of the =,=~n~ is dated by the end of the Second

Century CE.29 This study also accepts the current opinion that there never existed

26 Prologue 1-2; Harry M. Odinsky, "Some Terms in the Prologue to Ben Sira and the

Hebrew Canon," JBL 110 (1991): 483-490, at 483: "The terms discussed here are K0~I, T631,,

~,~.(x)V qY~V KO;Z’ ~13"17Ob~ ~KO~.OUOTIK6qTf.OV in the first part of the Prologue, and 6

voIJ, Oq and o[ Trpo~’lYO~L throughout the Prologue. It will be argued that they should be
rendered, respectively, ’the other books’ (not simply ’the others,’ ’the later authors,’ or ’the writers
who followed in their steps,’ or the like) and ’the Law and the Prophets’ (capitalized - not ’the law
and the prophets’)."

2T Raymond E. Bn~wn and Raymond F. Collins, "Canonicity," in the NJBC, ed. Raymond

E. Brown, Joseph A. Fitzmeyer and Roland E. Murphy 0Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice Hall,

1990), 1034-1054.

z8 Ibid., 1037-1039; James A. Sanders, From Sacred Story to Sacred Text (Philadelphia:

Fortress, 1987), 11-13, who dates the closure of the second section of the Canon at 190 BCE;
Solomon Zeiflin, "A Historical Study of the Canonization of the Hebrew Scriptures," in The
Canon and Massorah of the Hebrew Bible: A n Introductory Reader, ed. Sid Leiman (New York:

Ktav, 1974), 164-199.

29 Brown and Collins, "Canonicity," 1039-1040. But see also R. T. Beckwith, The OM

Testconent Canon of the New Testament Church and its Background in Early Judaism (London:
SPCK, 1985), 154-166 for a radically different view. Beckwith argues that the tripartite canon was
closed by Judas Maccabeus in 162 BCE.
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any Alexandrian Canon as distinct from a Palestinian Canon)° It thus follows that

the criterion of availability is fulfilled for all putative allusions to the biblical books

in the first two sections of the Hebrew Canon. Where the r,,-_.~n~ are concerned,

the criterion is also fulfilled for all the books that eventually made their way into the

third section of the Hebrew Canon, with the exception of the Book of Daniel. This

is so because, while not yet formally canonized, all these books existed at the time

of Ben Sira with the notable exception of the Book of Daniel, written circa 165

BCE. On this basis all the putative precursor texts in the Works of Godin Creation

fulfil the first criterion of availability. Since the list of putative allusions being

examined has resulted from previous scholarship, the criterion of history of

interpretation has also been fulfilled. The criterion of recurrence refers to the

frequency with which Ben Sira alludes elsewhere to the same biblical passage.

However, since muliple putative allusions to the same biblical text are extremely

rare in Heb, this criterion has no great relevance and will not be used. In response

to the methodological concern to distinguish biblical allusion from phrases of

common literary and popular usage, the criterion of popular usage will be added.

To fulfil this criterion the putative allusion must be shown not to be a mere

example of common phraseology. Given the likely date for MsM, a comparison

with QL31 may prove useful in determining whether some of Sirach’s putative

30 Ibid., 385-386; Albert Sundberg, "The Protestant Old Testament Canon: Should It Be Re-

examined?" CBQ 28 (1966): 194-203 and idem, "The ’Old Testament’: A Christian Canon," CBQ
30 (1968): 143-155.

31 This is particularly appropriate in the light of the definite relationship between Sirach and

the QL. J. Carmignac, "Les Rapports entre l’Ecclesiasdque et QumrS.n," RevQ 3 (1961-1962): 209-

218 and Man.fred R. Lehnmnn, "Ben Sira and the Qumran Literature," RevQ 3 (1961): 103-116
Two concordances of the QL have been used: Karl Georg Kulm, Konkordanz zu den
Qumrcultexten (G6ttingen: Vanderthoeck und Ruprecht, 1960) and idem, "Nachtr~ige zur
’Konkordanz zu den Qumrantexten’." RevQ 4 (1963): 163-234. The former covers the following

(continued...)
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allusions are merely examples of common phrases or popular usage. The five

criteria to be used in the identification of biblical allusions in the Works of God in

Creation are presented below in Table 10.

Table 10
Criteria for Iden6fication of Biblical Allusions in the Works of God in Creation

CRITERION CHARACTERISTIC

VOLUME The degree to which any explicit repetition of the
words, phrases or syntactical patterns of the proposed
precursor text is replicated in the putative allusion

THEMATIC The degree to which a putative allusion or echo fits in
COHERENCE with the author’s line of argument

POPULAR The degree to which putative allusion does not exhibit
USAGE evidence of common phraseology or usage

HISTORICAL The degree to which the author could have intended
PLAUSIBILITY the alleged meaning effect

SATISFACTIO N The degree to which a proposed reading makes sense
and illuminates the surrounding discourse

31(...continued)
QL: 1QpHab, 1QS, 1QM, 1QH, 4QpIsa’, 4QpIsab, 4QpIsa°, 4QpIsad, 4QpHos’, 4QpHosb, 4QpNah,
4QpPs37, 4QPB, 4QF1, 4QT, 4QM’, 6QD, CD. The following fragments in D. Barth~lemy and

J. T. Milik, Qumrcu7 Cave 1, DJD 1 (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1955) are also covered: the Micah
Commentary (14), the Zephaniah Commentary (15), the Psalms Commentary (16), the Book of
Jubilees (17 and 18), the Book of Noah (19), the Sayings of Moses (22), an Apocryphal Prophecy
(25), an Apocryphal fragment (26), the Book of the Mysteries (27), the Liturgy of the Three
Tongues of Fire (29), Liturgical Texts (30 and 31), the War of the Sons of Light Against the Sons
of Darkness (33), the Collection of Liturgical Prayers (34), the Collections of Thanksgiving
Canticles (35), the Collection of Hymns (36), the Hymnic Compositions (37-40) and the some
unclassified fragments (41-62, 69). The latter concordance covers the following QL: 4QpNah,
4QpPs 37, 4QFI, 4QS140, 4QDibHam, 4QOrd. While the list of QL is not exhaustive, it does
cover sufficient material to test whether a particular phrase in Heb represents popular or common

usage rather than an allusion.
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Since Hays’ application of similar criteria to the Pauline letters can only offer

"shades of certainty,’’32 how more tentative are the conclusions regarding a work

from second century BCE Judea. To minimize uncertainty, it is necessary to work

in that part of the spectrum of intertextual reference closer to explicit allusion than

to subliminal echo. Accordingly, these criteria will be applied very conservatively

to the putative biblical allusions in order to guarantee that the sample finally

chosen is truly representative of Ben Sira’s biblical alluding. Methodologically this

means that only those allusions which satisfy all five criteda will be chosen. The

putative allusions which do not satisfy these criteria may well function as allusions

or intertextual echoes for Ben Sira, but given available data, their intertextual

relations remain too indeterminate.

(a) Volume

The first criterion to be applied to the putative biblical allusions is volume,

or the degree to which any explicit repetition of the words, phrases or syntactical

patterns of the proposed precursor text is replicated in the putative allusion. The

method used is to juxtapose the Hebrew text of the Works of God in Creation

alongside the MT, to identify the relevant philological links and to determine the

proximity of such links.

3z Hays, "Puzzle of Pauline Hermeneutics," 32.
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Sir 42,15ab

Ps 77,12ab
".’~’~" " T : : "." "r ". : - - : .. ....

Sir 42,15ab

Job 15,17ab
T .... : --

The root "~:r forms, with the divine name, the philological links between Sir 42,15a

(b~ ... ~’~:r~) and Ps 77,12 (~r.~ ... ~; ... "~zr~ -~,z~). However, since

this note is also heard in five other texts,~z volume is considered fair. On the other

hand, Job 15,17b is the only text in the Hebrew Bible in which the roots "~== and

mr~ occur together. The expression n~_ ’mr.U-,~r!, occurring uniquely

in Job 15,17b, is replicated exactly in Sir 42,15b; thus volume is at maximum.

Sir 42,16ab

Ps 104,31 ab
3" -: -- : x : -- " " T : T : : " "

As the philological link between ~,=~:= ... ,~’~ m:: in Sir 42,16b and ... m,~ m::

~’~;~= which occurs uniquely in the Hebrew Bible in Ps 104,31, volume for this

allusion is very good. While the forms ~,=;r: and ’~’~ link Sir 42,16b and Ps 145,9b,

~3 ,’l]~r..~ - Ps 42,5: 77,4; "l’~r~_ - Isa 63,7; Ps 71,16; 87,4.
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the same combination is also heard in two other texts.34 Volume can be considered

good.

Sir 42,17ab

Ps 40,6ab

Ps 40,6cd

Ps 40,6cd

*.* 1 ** " -    v: T : 1" -- "r ¯ T -

** ~ : T 3" .... : -- T ¯ --

Sir 42,17ab

Job 15,15ab
T * : "

T "" :

The suffixed word m~Sm and the root "~== link Sir 42,17b (~,r~5=~ ... "~=~b) andt, :-

Ps 40,6 (’~=~ ... ,3’n~b~.~). As this note is also heard in two other texts,~s

volume is good. The only link between Sir 42,17a and Job 15,15a is based on ,v2"~p

/ ~’~hp.=. However, as these philological links are shared with 162 other texts,

the note is so faint and lost in the clutter of other putative intertextual echoes that

it is highly improbable that any allusion to Job 15,15a is intended in Sir 42,17a.

3~ Ps 103,22; 145,17.

3~ Judg 6,13; 1 Chron 16,24
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Sir 42,18ab

Job 38,16ab
: -- : * 7’ ..... T T *:

Since Job 38,16 is the only text in the entire Hebrew Bible in which the word []~t~

and the root "~pn occur together, volume is very good.

Sir 42,20ab

Isa 40,26ab

Isa 40,26cd

Isa 40,26ef

%* *" TT : ...... 1" :

T " *." - ’ " : ""

While the phrase "~3.;!. ~5 of Isa 40,26f is replicated exactly in Sir 42,20a, the

same note is also sounded exactly in two other texts.~ Volume is thus considered

good.

3~ 2 Sam 17,22 and Zeph 3,5.
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Sir 42,21ab

Sir 42,21cd

Deut 6,4

Sir 42,21ab

Sir 42,21cd

Isa 40,14ab

Isa 40,14cd

: -    : -° . . .. .. . . - ..°

Sir 42,21b and Deut 6,4b are linked by the use of 7n~ to denote the oneness of

God. As this note is also sounded in one other text,37 volume is very good. Sir

42,21d and Isa 40,4a are linked by the root l’=. While the root occurs extremely

frequently in the Hebrew Bible, the form in Isa 40,14a (~n:’:7~.) is the only

instance where God is the object of the verb. The form in Sir 42,21d (l’:r~) has

God as its implied object; thus volume is very good.

Sir 43,1ab

Exod 24,10 ¯ * -.* -- : ¯ : ...... T : .... .*** ’ *--

-- T " -- T ..... :

As Exod 24,10 is the only text in the Hebrew Bible in which the particular phrase

7n=5 =7~_~,’3. ~; occurs and which is reproduced almost exactly in Sir 43,1b,

volume is very good.

~ Zech 14,9.
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Sir 43,2ab

Exod 34,10
: -- "*"*" " : T .... .* --

*," T T 1" : : : * ".* ** T : * *."".’1 *,*

-- T :

T -- *." *~. T T T 1" 3" :

"1" "1" :

Sir 43,2ab

Ps 19,7ab

Ps 19,7c
3" -- : *

Sir 43,2ab

Ps 66,3a

Ps 66,3b

Sir 43,2b contains a divine name, and the phrase n;:~r: ~’~:. Only two texts in the

Hebrew Bible similarly contain this combination of words and an alternative divine

name: Exod 34,10 (m,~) and Ps 66,3a (=,nS~); consequently volume is good

for these two putative allusions. Sir 43,2a is linked to Ps 19,7 by the root ~’~’ and

the noun ~=r~. Since this is the only biblical text with such philological links,r -

volume is very good.
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Sir 43,5ab

Ps 95,3ab

Ps 95,5ab

T    :           V

1" T TT "* ’* -- : "r T : 1" -- ’," °:

The only text in the Hebrew Bible in which the phrase m,~ 5~-q occurs with

the expression ~; is Ps 95,3-5. Accordingly, volume is very good.

Sir 43,6ab

Gen 1,14
..... : * : ¯ : *.’,* *.- --

: : : -- -- ,: -- :

" T : * T : "’* :

Sir 43,6ab

Gen 1,16

Sir 43,6ab

Isa 55,13

The only text in the Hebrew Bible in which the form t~5..~’~ occurs with the word

m~ is Gen 1,14-16; thus volume is very good. Isa 55,13d is the only text in the

Hebrew Bible in which the phrase c5~:~ nl~5 occurs, and which is almost exactly

replicated in Sir 43,6b. Accordingly, volume is also very good.
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Sir 43,8ab

Sir 43,8cd

Num 28,14
: -     ,. : ..... . ., : - :

: T : "." " "." "." - :

T T -- "* : T :

Sir 43,8ab

Sir 43,8cd

Isa 66,23a

Isa 66,23b

- - ¯ t .... : T : .. .... "r’r :

1" : -- 1"     --T .* *: -- : " : T T T T

Sir 43,8ab

Sir 43,8cd

Job 38,37ab

Since the form C3r~ occurs forty-two times in the Hebrew Bible, the note sounded

in Num 28,14 and Isa 66,23 is too faint to support an explicit allusion. The phrase

=;~_~ ,5:.~, found uniquely in the Hebrew Bible in Job 38,37b, is philologically

almost identical with m’~r~ ’5:~ of Sir 43,8c.~s Accordingly, volume is very good.
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The expression ,~’~ -~:-~: found in Sir 43,10a corresponds almost identically with

m~ "~;7= of Ps 33,6a. However, as the same philological link is possible

with eleven other texts,39 volume is poor.

Sir 43,1 lab

Ezek 1,28
¯ ,- .. .... ..      ..- * .... ... I-.¯ ~ .. . ~ *

1" : . : "" :- ¯ 1" ......

..... : ’. .... .- T     "." :’." T

As the only texts in the Hebrew Bible in which the combination of the roots ~’~,

n=p, and "~:.~ occur are Isa 66,19 and Ez.ek 1,28, volume is good.

Sir 43,14ab

Prov 16,4ab

In the absence of any philological links between Sir 43,14a and Prov 16,4a,

volume is zero and there is no evidence of an explicit allusion here.

39 1 Sam 3,21 1 Kgs 13,1.2.5.9.17.18.32; 20,35; J’er 8,9; 2 Chron 30,12.

This form is vocalized ~_~ and the suffix refers to ~ in v.12b.

4~ McKane, Proverbs, 497. The MT reads .1,’1..~. _~. However, the Vg reads "propter semet

ipsum" which suggests a Hebrew reading of .1,’1..~_~. The suffix refers to ~:~ and not to

m:..,.
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Sir 43,17a.16a

Sir 43,16b.17b

Isa 29,6ab

Isa 29,6c

Sir 43,17a.16a

T .... : T T : 1’

Sir 43,16b.17b

Ps 29,3ab

Ps 29,8ab

Ps 29,9ab

Ps 29,9c

Sir 43,17a.16a

¯ r    :

Sir 43,16b.17b

Job 37,5ab              D=1~
T’"

The word 51p and root =:~’~ link Sir 43,17a with Isa 29,6b, and Sir 43,17a with Ps

29,3, as well as Sir 43,17a with Job 37,5a. As these philological links are also

shared with seven other texts,42 volume is considered moderate. The only text in

the Hebrew Bible in which the phrase n?~.~ ~=~ occurs is Isa 29,6c. As the

phrase is replicated exactly in Sir 43,17b volume is at maximum for this putative

allusion. Since Ps 29,8a is the only text in the Hebrew Bible in which the phrase

5’~; ... 51p occurs, and which is replicated exactly in Sir 43,17a, volume is also

4z 1 Sam 7,10; 2 Sam 22,14; Ps 18,14; 77,19; 104,7; Job 37,4; 40,9.
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at maximum. As the philological link with Ps 29,9a based on m,~- ~p is shared

with ten other texts,43 volume is considered moderate.

Sir 43,19ab

Num 17,23
"" T "." "." "." T-- TT: T " * :--

Sir 43,19ab

Ps 147,16ab ¯ "." ’" T : °." 1" ........

Sir 43,19b and Num 17,23 are linked by the occurrence of the word T’.~. As this

note is sounded also in fourteen other texts,44 volume is considered too poor to

support an explicit allusion. The word n~=;, a hapax legomenon in the Hebrew

Bible occurring in Ps 147,16b, occurs in Sir 43,19a; thus volume is maximized.

43 Gen 3,8; Deut 5,25; 18,16; Isa 66,6; Mic 6,9; Ps 29,3.4.5.7.8.

44 Exod 28,36; 39,30; Lev 8,9; Num 17,23; 1 Kgs 6,18.29.32.35; Isa 28,1; 40,7.8; Jer 48,9;

Ps 103,15; Job 14,2.
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Sir 43,20ab

Sir 43,20cd

Isa 59,17ab

Isa 59,17cd

Sir43,20ab

Sir43,20cd

Ps 147,16ab

Ps 147,17ab

¯ ".* "" 1’ : ’." T " ....

The word ];~2. is a hapax legomenon in the Hebrew Bible occurring at Isa

59,17a, as one of the objects of ~:=5.,.~_. Both these forms are replicated in Sir

43,20d, thus volume is maximized. In the absence of any significant philological

links between Sir 43,20 and Ps 147,16-17, volume is zero and it must be

concluded that no explicit allusion is intended.4s

Sir 43,21ab

Job 40,20ab
-: - :     ",- ’T --     ---- ’r : " " * T "

4~ Middendorp, Stellung, 75, states: "Ps 147,16 und 17 gibt eine Beschreibung von Schnee,

Eis und Frost. ,~hnlich ist die Schilderung in Sir 43,20." While the portrayal may be somewhat
similar in both texts, there can be no question of any direct allusion in Sir 43,20 to Ps 147,16-17.
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Since the expression =,~.~ b.~:’ occurs uniquely in Job 40,20a48 and is replicated

in Sir 43,21a, volume is considered very good.

Sir 43,24ab

Ps 18,45ab
.... "r .... : : 3" *     ". .... :

Sir 43,24ab

Ps 107,23ab

Sir 43,24ab

Job 42,5ab

~ The MT reads b.’l"~-’~. The root b.~= occurs in Isa 44,19 (b.l:.b.) and Job 40,20 (b.~,), but
is not attested to in Biblical Hebrew as a common noun. Accordingly, in Isa 44,19 it is regarded

as either an abbreviation or scribal error for the noun b.l"~:, meaning produce or tribute. A

similar solution has also been adopted for Job 40,20. See Norman Babel, The Book of,lob, OTL
Series (London: SCM. 1985), 550.553 who has translated the text as "The mountains bring him
their tribute; all the beasts of the field revel there." However, Marvin H. Pope, Job: A New
Translation with Introduction and Commentary, AB Series 15, 3rd ed. (Garden City, NY:

Doubleday, 1973), 325-326 rejects this standard resolution. Pope’s solution is to read ~’3."7, b~=

(v.20a) in parallel with ,’1"1..~ l~’_U-t)~ (v.20b). His translation reads: "The beasts of the
steppe relax; all the creatures of the wild play there," on the basis of the Akkadian expression bdl

s~ri. However, this solution requires the tendentious emendation of v.20a by which -1*b V2...~ is

read for ~b--~R~,". Habel’s solution is the one adopted by this study as it is simple, does not rely

on comparative linguistics and requires no elaborate emendations.
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As the expression =’~ ,-~.~, occurs uniquely in the Hebrew Bible in Ps

107,23a,47 volume is very good. The expression l r~-:~r;_~b occurs only twice

in the Hebrew Bible: in Ps 18,45a and Job 42,5a. Thus volume is also good for

these putative allusions.

Sir 43,25ab

Gen 1,21
*** *** T .......... ." *.*** T : "

T ~

7’ "" * *.* * *     *     ** " - - : T ’." ": *.* ’** T

:---- .. _*

Sir 43,25ab

Gen 1,24
"1" : 3" - "." ". .... ::     "-"     -

~7 The phrase is also found in Isa 42,10b, but this is a corruption probably due to
haplogj’aphy. John MeKenzie, Second lsaiah." A New Translation with Introduction and
Commentary., AB Series 20 (Garden City, NY: Doubleday), 42. Parallels with Ps 96,11b; 98,7a

suggest =’~ ~’~’:.
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T     ."

Sir43,25ab

Ps 104,25a

Ps 104,25b

Ps 104,25c

"T T -- : T T~ ","

T

Sir 43,25ab

Ps 107,24ab
¯ r : " T : : ¯ :     v :     .. -: "I"     v --

Sir 43,25 is linked to both Gen 1,21 and 7,14 by 5~, ,r~ and l’r:. As the same links

are found in two other texts,4s volume is considered good. Sir 43,25 is linked to

Gen 1,24 by ,r~ and ],r:. However, as the same philological links are shared with

fifteen other texts,49 volume is too poor to sustain an explicit allusion. Sir 43,25 and

Ps 104,25 are linked by ~:~ and ,r~. However, as these philological links are shared

with eighty-eight other texts, volume is too faint to support any explicit allusion to

4s Gen 1,25: 6,20. A similar link is found in Dan 12,7 a text which does not fulfil the

criterion of availability.

49 Gen 1,24.25; 6,20; 7,14; 1 Sam 9,1; 1 Kgs 7,49; 2 Kgs 23,13; Jer 22,24; Ps 16,11; 74,11;

118,15.16; 138,7; Dan 12,7; 1 Chron 27,11. Note that Dan 12,7 is a text which does not fulfil
the criterion of availability
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Ps 104,25. Finally, Sir 43,25a and Ps 107,24 are linked by the noun n~ and

the root ~5~. As similar links are found in four other te~ts,s° volume is considered

fair.

Sir 43,27ab

Qoh 12,13

The only text in the Hebrew Bible in which the expression "~;3 =l~o occurs is Qoh

12,13. This expression is reproduced almost exactly in Sir 43,27b,s~ thus volume

is considered very good.

Sir 43,28ab

Ps 145,3ab

Sir 43,28ab

Job 5,9ab

~o Exod 34,10; 2 Kgs 16,10; Neh 8,7; Ps 139,14.

~ The words "(iv. and ~ are synonyms. Francis Brown, S. R. Driver, and Charles A.

lifiggs, A Hebrmv and English Lexicon of the Old Testcunent: With an Appendix Containing the

Biblical A rmnaic (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1951), 693.
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Sir 43,28 is linked to Ps 145,3 by the occurrence of the roots 5"~a and "~pr~. As

similar philological links are found =n two other texts,s2 volume is considered good.

The only text in the Hebrew Bible in which the roots n;;, 5"~a and "~pr~ occur

together is Job 5,9a (= 9,10a), thus volume is considered very good for this

putative allusion.

Sir 43,30ab

Sir 43,30cd

Isa 40,31ab

Isa 40,31cd

Isa 40,31 is the only text in the Hebrew Bible in which the root ,i~r~ occurs with the

nouns r~= and n’,,~,, thus volume is very good.

Putative allusions where volume is at zero, faint or too poor to support an

explicit allusion will be excluded from the representative sampling of Ben Sira’s

biblical allusions. While they may well contain intertextual echoes, their evidence

is too weak to support any significant conclusions about Ben Sira’s activity as

interpreter of Israel’s Scriptures. The ten putative allusions thus excluded are

presented below in Table 11.

~2 Judg 5.16: Job 5,9 (= 9,10).
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Table 11

Excluded Putative Allusions in Sir 42,15-43.33

SIR PUTATIVE VOLUME SIR PUTATIVE VOLUME
ALLUSION LEVEL ALLUSION LEVEL

42,17 Job 15,15 Faint 43,19 Num 17,23 Poor

43,8 Num 28,14 Faint 43,20 Ps 147,16 Zero

Isa 66,23 Faint Ps 147,17 Zero

43,10 Ps 33,6 Poor 43,25 Gen 1,24 Poor

43,14 Prov 16,4 Zero Ps 104,25 Faint

(b) Thematic Coherence

The second criterion of thematic coherence or the degree to which the

remaining thirty-nine putative allusions fit in with Ben Sira’s argument, will now be

considered. The criterion will be deemed fulfilled where the text of the Works of

God in Creation and the putative allusions share common themes. This

comparison is presented below in Table 12, where the column indicated by the

abbreviation "Cob" shows whether thematic coherence is achieved or not.
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Table 12

Application of Criterion of Themafc Coherence

SIRACH PUTATIVE THEME COH?
ALLUSION

42,15a Recalling God’s primordial works

Ps 77,12 Recalling God’s primordial works Yess3

42,15b Sapiential role of personal experience

Job 15,17b Sapiential role of personal experience Yes

42,16b Divine glory manifest in Creation

Ps 104,31 Divine glory manifest in Creation Yes

Ps 145,9b YHWH’s compassion over Creation No

42,17b Incapacity to number God’s wonders

Ps 40,6 Incapacity to number God’s wonders Yess4

42,18a Divine omnipotence

Job 38,16b Divine omnipotence Yes

42,20a God’s limitless understanding

Isa 40,26f Stars do not fail because of God No55

~a The five other texts which share similar philological links (Ps 42,5; 77,4; Isa 63,7; Ps
71,16, 87,4) do not have any theme in common with Sir 42,15a and consequently do not fulfil

the criterion of thematic coherence.

~ The two other texts which share similar philological links (Judg 6,13; 1 Chron 16,24) do
not fulfil the criterion of thematic coherence as they do not have any theme in common with Sir

42,17b.

~ The two other texts which share similar philological links (2 Sam 17,22; Zeph 3,5) do not
fulfil the criterion of thematic coherence as they do not have any theme in common with Sir

42,20a.
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Table 12 - Continued

SIRACH PUTATIVE THEME COH?
ALLUSION

42,21 b Divine oneness and immutability
Deut 6,4b

Divine oneness and immutability Yesss

42,21d Divine incomparability
~ ~ ’~...~,,,~t#, ¯ %

Isa 40,14a Divine incomparability Yes
~ ~ ::i~,~,~, ~:-,.:~ ~ = .....

43,1b Heaven’s reflection of its own glory

Exod 24,10 Vision of YHWH and sapphire pedestal No

43,2a The sun

Ps 19,7 The sun Yes

43,2b God’s awesome work is the sun .

Exod 34,10 God’s awesome work is the covenant No

Ps 66,3a YHWH’s awesomeness in creation No

43,5a Greatness of God manifest in the sun

Ps 95,3a Greatness of God manifest in created Yes
works

Ps 95,5a Greatness of God manifest in created Yes
works

~ The other text which shares similar philological links (Zech 14,9) also fulfils the criterion

of thematic coherence as it shares the theme of divine oneness and immutability with Sir 42,21b.

However, as this text itself alludes to Deut 6,4 it can be disregarded at this point.
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Table 12 - Continued

SIRACH PUTATIVE THEME COH?
ALLUSION

43,6b Moon regulates time and is an
everlasting sign

Gen 1,14 Stars regulate time and are signs No

Gen 1,16 Moon regulates time Yes

Isa 55,13 Created order functions as everlasting No
sign

43,8c Moon’s activity on the clouds

Job 38,37b YHWH’s activity on the clouds No

43,11 The rainbow

Ezek 1,28 The rainbow Yess7

43,17a Theophany: earthquake, noise, storms
,. ,,,,

Isa 29,6b Theophany:earthquake Yessa

Ps 29,3 YHWH’s thundering on water No

Ps 29,8a Theophany: earthquake, noise Yes

Ps 29,9a Effects of YHVVH’s voice on animals No

and forests

Job 37,5a YHWH’s thundering No

~ The other text which shares similar philological links (Isa 66,19) does not fulfils the

criterion of thematic coherence as it does not have any theme in common with Sir 43,11.

~s Of the seven other texts which share similar philological links, six (1 Sam 7,10; 2 Sam

22,14; Ps 18,14; 104,7; Job 37,4; 40,9) do not fulfil the criterion of coherence, lacking as they

do any thematic link to Sir 43,17a; however, one text (Ps 77,19) does so.
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Table 12 - Continued

SIRACH PUTATIVE THEME COH?
ALLUSION

43,17b Theophany: storms and tempest

Isa 29,6c Theophany: storms and tempest Yes

43,19a Divine strewing of hoar-frost

Ps 147,16b Divine strewing of hoar-frost Yes

43,20d Frozen pond likened to armour

@ Isa 59,17a YHWH as armoured warrior No

43,21d Divine scorching of mountain growth

Job 40,20a Mountain growth offered to Behemoth No

43,24a Sea-voyagers and the vast ocean

Ps 107,23a Sea-voyagers’ trade No

43,24b Marvelling at the vast ocean !!i~i!i~!~i!:¯~i~!

Ps 18,45a Listening to YHWH No

Job 42,5a Listening to YHWH No
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Table 12 - Continued

SIRACH

43,25

43,27b

43,28

~:’~" ~ :~,~ "

43,30ac

PUTATIVE
ALLUSION

Gen 1,21

Gen 7,14

Ps 107,24

THEME

God’s sea-creatures

God’s sea-creatures

God’s land- and air-creatures

COH?

Yess~

No

God’s sea-creatures Yes~°

Nothing more to be said i

Qoh 12,13a Nothing more to be said Yes

Divine incomparability ::.

Ps 145,3 Divine incomparability Yes~

Job 5,9a Divine incomparability Yes

Isa 40,31a

Renewal of strength and praise of
YHWH

Renewal of strength and praise of
YHWH

Yes

~ The two other texts which share similar philological links (Gen 1,25; 6,20) do not fulfil

the criterion of thematic coherence, lacking any theme in common with Sir 43,25.

~o The four other texts which share similar philological links (Exod 34,10; 2 Kgs 16,10; Neh

8,7: Ps 139,14) do not fulfil the criterion of coherence, lacking any theme in common with Sir

43,25.

~ Of the two other texts which share similar philological links, one (Judg 5,16) does not

fulfil the criterion of thematic coherence, while the other (Job 5,9 = 9,10) does.
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Putative allusions which do not fulfil the criterion of thematic coherence are

excluded at this point from the representative sampling of Ben Sira’s biblical

allusions, as it is most unlikely that they contain intertextual echoes. The

seventeen putative allusions thus excluded are presented below in Table 13.

Table 13
More Excluded Putative Allusions in Sir 42,15-43~33

SIRACH PUTATIVE ~RACH PUTATIVE
ALLUSION ALLUSION

42,16b Ps 145,9b 43,17a Ps 29,9a

42,20a Isa 40,26f Job 37,5a

43,1b Exod 24,10 43,20d Isa 59,17a

43,2b Exod 34,10 43,21d Job 40,20a

Ps 66,3a 43,24a Ps 107,23a

43,6b Gen 1,14 43,24b Ps 18,45a

Isa 55,13 Job 42,5a

43,8c Job 38,37b 43,25 Gen 7,14

43,17a Ps 29,3
-% :

The criteria of popular usage, historical plausibility and satisfaction will be applied

to the remaining twenty-two putative allusions in order to finalize the representative

sampling of Ben Sira’s biblical allusions in the Works of God in Creation.

(c) Popular Usage, Historical Plausibility and Satisfaction

The criterion of popular usage, or the degree to which putative allusion does

not exhibit evidence of common phraseology or usage, was applied to the
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remaining putative allusions by examining QL62 for th,=. occurrence of similar words

and roots shared by Heb and the twenty-two putative allusions; none were found.

While this is really only a rule of thumb, it is sufficient to indicate the high

probability that the putative biblical allusions in the Works of God in Creation are

not examples of common or popular phraseology and usage. The criterion of

historical satisfaction, or the degree to which Ben Sira could have intended the

alleged meaning effect, can only really be applied in the context of the analysis of

his interpretation of biblical allusions. There is, however, no prima facie evidence

of ideas in the poem which would be historically implausible in second century

BCE Judea. Similarly, the final criterion, satisfaction, or the degree to which a

proposed reading makes sense and illuminates the surrounding discourse, can

only be fully determined in the context of the analysis of Ben Sira’s interpretation

of the biblical allusions. However, there is prima facie evidence that five putative

biblical allusions do not satisfy this criterion. The putative allusions in Sir 43,5a are

to Ps 95,3a.5a. Ps 95 is an enthronement hymn which praises YHWH’s supremacy

over all other gods. V.3a likens YHWH to the Great El, while v.Sa relates how

YHWH created the sea. However, since Sir 43,5 is concerned with YHWH as

creator of the great sun, its argument is not advanced by any allusion to Ps 95.

Consequently the criterion of satisfaction is not fulfilled.

The putative allusions in Sir 43,25 are to Gen 1,21 and Ps 107,24. Gen 1,1-

62 In examining QL the following works were found to be useful: J. M. Allegro, "An

Unpublished Fragment of Essene Halakhah (4Q Ordinances)," JSS 6 (1961): 71-73; M. Baiilet,
"Un Recueil Litur~que de Qumrfm, Grotte 4: ’Les Paroles des Luminaires’," RB 68 (1961): 195-
250; Millar Burrows, The Dead Sea Scrolls of St. Mark’s Monastery (New Haven: The American
School of Oriental Research, 1950); Menahem Mansoor, The Thanksgiving Psalms: Translated
and Annotated with an Introduction, STDJ Series 3 (Leiden: Brill, 1961); J. Stmgaell, "The
Angelic Liturgy at QumrS.n, 4Q Serek ,~tr6t ’Olar Ha~,,~ab,~t," in VTS, vol. 7 (Leiden: Brill, 1960),
318-345; J. Van der Ploeg, Le Rouleau de la Guerre: Traduit et Annot~ Avec une Introduction,

STDJ Series 2 (Leiden: Brill, 1959).
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2,4a deals with the creation of the world. Specifically v.21 refers to the creation of

sea monsters, water creatures and winged birds. Ps 107 is a communal

thanksgiving hymn in which the experiences of storm-tossed, yet divinely saved,

sea-voyagers are related. In Ps 107,24 the voyagers witness YHWH’s wonders in

the sea. The majesty and splendour of the sea is the subject of Sir 43,23-26.63

Ben Sira’s listing of the elements of nature which do God’s will follows a logical

sequence: sky ~ atmosphere -~ land --~ sea. Thus the sky and sea form an inclusio

denoting the entirety of creation. Sir 43,23 with its theme of divine domination of

the seas is replete with ancient cosmological nuances.64 Sir 43,24 and Ps 107,23-

27 both emphasize the physical power of the sea. Ben Sira’s viewpoint in Sir 43,25

is that the variety of sea creatures is a characteristic of God’s creative work. What

Ben Sira has achieved is the integration of the creation theme of Ps 107,24 into

the sapiential framework of Sir 43,23-26. However, Sir 43,26 is crucial to this

process. The balance between -[~St~ (v.26a) and ~,’~’~’~-..~ (v.26b), in a context which

is clearly that of the Creator God (~=;=5 - v.26a), affirms the traditional doctrine of

the efficacy of the creative divine word. Furthermore, the phrase ~’~ 5;=~, (v.26b),

whereby created works are stated to fulfil the divine word, recalls the phrase 5;=~

~pn~ l~:~’~ (Sir 42,15d) whereby divine wisdom is expressed in created works.

Accordingly, for Ben Sira created works are not just the result of the divine word,

but are divine word in that they fulfil divinely attributed roles. Thus, Sir 43,26

underpins the sapiential direction of the entire poem. While the material in Gen

1,21 is similar to that of Ps 107,24, the putative allusion in Gen 1,21 shows no

~3 Prato, Teodicea, 193-197.

In particular the story of Tiamat in Enuma ElK and the Ugaritic legend of Ba’ al’s victory
over Yam.
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evidence of being as integrated into the text of Sir 43,23-26 as Ps 107,24 does.

In short, the putative allusion to Gen 1,21 does not advance the argument of Sir

43,25 in any way equal to that of Ps 107 and consequently the criterion of

satisfaction must be considered not fulfilled for Gen 1,21.

The putative allusion in Sir 43,27b is to Qoh 12,13a.8s Prate argues that it

is not possible to establish any conclusive links between Sir 43,27 and Qoh 12,13

for three basic reasons. First, Qoh 12,13a can be translated "as a conclusion of

the entire discourse which has been heard,’’e6 which is not exactly the same as Sir

43,27b. Second, Qoh 12,12-14 has been identified as an epilogue created by the

redactor of the book. Attempts to establish links between Sir 43,27 and Qoh 12,13

have tended to argue on the basis of a shared conservative, moralistic, pious

outlook shared by Ben Sira and the redactor of Qohelet. However, the material

found in the epilogue has some contact with the rest of the book of Qohelet67 and

must not be considered a conservative attempt to modify less orthodox views in

the rest of the book. Third, the sapiential themes enunciated in Sir 42,15-43,33 are

not easily reconcilable with the supposed conservative theology of Ben Sira. Prate

concludes: ’"l’utt’al pi~ il parallelo, nel case che si potesse sostenere, avrebbe un

valore lessicale.’’e8 Accordingly, the criterion of satisfaction is not fulfilled.

The putative allusion in Sir 43,30ac is to Isa 40,31a. Isa 40,12-31 is a text

in which the majesty of the divine Creator is proclaimed. Isa 40,29-31 relates how

6~ Prato, Teodicea, 199-200 for a detailed study of the relationship between Sir 43,27 and

Qoh 12,13.

Ibid., 199. Prato translates Qoh 12,13a as "come conclusione di tutto il discorso ascolta."

Qoh 3,14; 5,6; 8,12; 10,20; 11,9.

Prato, Teodicea, 200; F. J. Backhaus, "Qohelet und Sirach," BN 69 (1993): 32-55 who
argues against any literary dependence by Sirach on the book of Qohelet.
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the humble will be exalted and v.31 equates the faint with those who wait on

YHWH. Sir 43,30, on the other hand, is a call to those who praise YHWH not to

grow weary. There is no evidence that Isa 40,31a has been used to advance the

argument of Sir 43,30 and consequently the criterion of satisfaction is not fulfilled.

On the basis of the five criteria used above, the representative sampling of Ben

Sira’s biblical allusions consists of seventeen allusions, presented below in Table

14.

Table 14
Representative Sampling of Biblical Allusions in Sir 42,15-43,33

NO. SIRACH ALLUSION NO. SIRACH ALLUSION

01 42,15a Ps 77,12 10 43,11 Ezek 1,28

02 42,15b Job 15,17b 11 43,17a Isa 29,6b

O3 42,16b Ps 104,31 12 43,17a Ps 29,8a

O4 42,17b Ps 40,6 13 43,17b Isa 29,6c

O5 42,18a Job 38,16b 14 43,19a Ps 147,16b

O6 42,21b Deut 6,4b 15 43,25 Ps 107,24

O7 42,21d Isa 40,14a 16 43,28 Ps 145,3

O8 43,2a Ps 19,7 17 43,28 Job 5,9a

O9 43,6b Gen 1,16
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3.4 Ben Sira’s Biblical Interpretation in the Works of God in Creation

The second stage of the study of Ben Sira’s biblica’ interpretation has been

completed with the identification of a representative sampling of his biblical

allusions. The third and final stage of this chapter’s investigation will focus on the

manner by which Ben Sira generated new intertextual acts of figuration from these

biblical allusions in his Works of God in Creation. A very useful approach for this

third stage is the concept of inner-biblical exegesis proposed by Fishbane69 who

distinguishes the traditurn (content of tradition) from the traditio (process of

transmitting the tradition). Inner-biblical exegesis is that which begins with the

received scripture and then moves forward to interpretations based on it, thus

establishing the relationship between traditurn and traditio as that between

authoritative teaching and the concern to depict it as contemporary or relevant for

a new time or set of circumstances. Inner-biblical exegesis is certainly the

approach to adopt in cases where there are explicit scripture quotations. While it

is also feasible in the absence of explicit quotations, it is necessary to establish

the link between the traditum and the traditio on a case-by-case basis: "When a

nexus between a given traditum and its exegetical traditio can be analytically

recovered and demonstrated, then and only then are we confidently in the

presence of examples of inner-biblical exegesis.’’7°

69 Michael Fishbane, "Revelation and Tradition: Aspects of Inner-Biblical Exegesis," JBL

99 (1980): 343-61; idem, Biblical Interpretation. See also M. V. Fox, "The Identification of
Quotations in Biblical Literature," ZA W 93 (1981): 46-31; M. Gertner, "Terms of Scriptural
Interpretation: A Study in Hebrew Semantics," BSOA S 25 (1962): 1-27; J. A. Sanders, "Text and
Canon: Concepts and Method," JBL 98 (1979): 5-29.

~o Fishbane, Biblical Interpretation, 12.
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Inner-biblical exegesis exhibits a wide variety of forms: scribal,71 legal,7= and

mantological.73 A preliminary read:ng of the Works of God in Creation shows no

evidence of any of these exegetical forms. Another exegetical technique outlined

71 Ibid., 23-43. Scribal exegesis arises from the pivotal role of the scribe in the process of
transmitting the traditum. Scribes received texts, studied, copied and passed them on to subsequent
generations. However, they were not neutral before their texts, believing in and interpolating the
texts as they transmitted them. Scribal interpolation took the form of correcting errors and
clarifying words. Since many of the scribal marginalia have been incorporated into the text, a
careful study using internal textual criteria must be undertaken to identify and study the scribal

interpolations.

72 Ibid., 91-106. Legal exegesis arises from the fact that biblical law is a prototype of legal

and ethical norms. Here the traditio developed as a solution to gaps and obscurities in the legal
traditum, and was a response to difficulties which were discovered in the text ("in clm’is non fit
interpretatio").

73 Ibid., 443-446.506-524. Mtmtological exegesis is the interpretation of material which is

ominous or oracular in range and content. Mantological material falls into two basic categories:
visual phenomena (dreams, visions and omens) and auditory phenomena (oracles). Visual
phenomena are of the covert mantological type, in that what was seen had to be clarified and
interpreted. Clearly, in such cases the hermeneutical role of the interpreter was crucial. In this
form of exegesis there was no traditio as such, only the careful transmission of the phenomena
and their interpretation. Covert mantological exegesis arose out of a cog’nitive crisis, where the
crisis was on the level of content and plain sense of the visual manifestation. As the material was
given a coherent rational explanation by the interpreter, cognitive dissonance was eliminated.
Auditory phenomena are of the overt mantological type. As such they are presented by a divinely
inspired person. The issue here was not one of a traditum being interpreted, but of a traditum that

failed and was in need of revision. The cognitive crisis which gave rise to overt mantological
exegesis occurred when valued oracles failed to be realized, when their manifest meaning was cast
in doubt or when events seemed to refute them. Since this crisis was theological in nature, the
role of the interpreter was either to re-open and prolong confidence in the oracle’s content or to
establish its closure and realization. With this form of exegesis, the problem of meaning or of the
legitimacy of the interpretation did not arise initially. At the start, the phenomena was assumed
to be clear and intelligible in all cases and there was no initial cognitive dissonance. However,
with the passage of time, cognitive dissonance increased with the failure of the oracle to be

fulfilled. This allowed three possible hermeneutical strategies for the interpreter who argued that
the fulfilment had been temporarily delayed; or announced the failure of the oracle and offered
a revised prediction; or lastly argued that the oracle was destined for the contemporary period.
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by Fishbane is aggadic exegesisTM which is concerned with the whole spectrum of

ancient Israelite ideas, genres and texts, and attempts to use the received traditum

in order to arrive at new theological insights, attitudes and theories. Aggadic

exegesis proceeds from a fullness in the traditum, not attempting to fill out gaps,

but drawing forth hidden meaning, emphasizing the sensus plenior of the text.

Inner-biblical aggadic exegesis does not usually employ explicit initial formulae, but

in most cases uses implicit or virtual citations. Where the putative traditio is

dominated by key words and phrases also found in the putative traditum, but used

in new and transformed ways, the possibility of identifying aggadic exegesis is

hightened:

In other words, the identification of aggadic exegesis where external
objective criteria are lacking is proportionally increased to the extent that
multiple and sustained lexical linkages between two texts can be
recognized, and where the second text (the putative traditio) uses a
segment of the first (the putative traditum) in a lexically reorganized and

7stopically rethematized way.

However, great care must be taken to ensure that a putative case of aggadic

exegesis is not confused with a shared phraseology arising from a common

linguistic tradition. This brief overview of the inner-biblical exegetical approach is

sufficient to indicate its suitability for the purposes of this study because of its

capacity to identify the manner in which Ben Sira reworked the traditum of his day

into a traditio and legitimated that traditio. Accordingly, some elements of

Fishbane’s model of aggadic exegesis will be applied to the biblical allusions in the

Works of God in Creation, a poem concerned with the Jewish sapiential view of

cosmogony and the relationship of the cosmos to YHWH, the Creator God.
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(a) Sir 42,15alPs 77,12

The first of the representative sampling of biblical allusions is in Sir 42,15a

to Ps. 77,12. Ps 77 is a mixed type consisting of an individual lament (Ps 77,1-11)

and a hymn (Ps 77,12-21) recalling God’s primordial deeds. Specifically Ps 77,12

(.-[~ =]p~ n~z~-,z ~,-,b~z~ ~zT~ -~,z.T~)is a statement of the:... ,. : - - :,. ,

memory of ¥HWH’s primordial deeds in favour of Israel, activity in keeping with

Ben Sira’s portrait of the divinely inspired scribe.TM Sir 42,15-43,33 is a clear

example of the Sch6pfungshymne,~7 in which the opening colon (’V:~:= ~ ~’~zT~

~’~=~ ,n,vr~ ~ ~) functions as scribal self-exhortation to praise God. "Gia

rautoesortazione alia lode indica quindi che si vuol narrare enumerando, mail

senso o Io scopo di questa narrazione di lode risulta da 15b ..."78 The traditum (Ps

77,12) and the traditio (Sir 42,15a) are linked by the root "~zv. In the traditum the

root occurs in a statement of intention to recall ¥HWH’s actions made emphatic

by the use of the infinitive absolute (’~z~ "~,z!~), where the object of the verb

is ~,-,~:= which stands for ¥HWH’s deeds of salvation in relation to Israel.
T ,, : - -

In the traditio the root occurs in a first person, singular, cohortative (~’~zT~)

denoting the dedication of the will to the action of recalling by means of self-

encouragement or self-exhortation on the part of Ben Sira. The object of this

recollection is ~ ’=::=, a phrase denoting God’s action in creation. The traditio

represents a text which has transcended its original meaning and become the

basis of new meaning, indicating the presence of aggadic exegesis.

Sir 39,6d: ~v wpoo~u;~ ~O~O&Oy~O~ZC~L ~p[~.

Stadelmann, Schriftgelehrter, 242.

Prato, Teodicea, 158.
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In general, Ben Sira’s teaching arises out of the encounter of Judaism with

hellenistic liberalism.79 Hengel8° has noted the particularly close ,;ontact between

Stoic philosophy and Ben Sira’s thought on creation, which is the central theme

of Sir 42,15-43,33. Accordingly, this study will examine the degree to which Stoic

philosophical ideas form a significant point of departuresl for the aggadic exegesis

of the allusions identified in the Works of God in Creation and if Ben Sira, in

presenting Jewish thought, offers a critique of such Stoic concepts.

The Stoic theory of cosmogony82 did not allow for creation ex nihilo. Rather

Stoicism posited an eternally existing substance or o~o~ct out of which entire

universes were born by (5LC~KOat.tr~aL~ and into which they dissolved by means of

~K~T6pC0OL~. The generation of the universe occurred in the interaction of two

opposite, inseparable, corporeal principles (&.pxc~),83 one active (~OLOOV) and

one passive (~c~o;(ov), on the primal substance. The active principle, called e~6~,

was described as a mighty and continuous fire,84 or ~mf~p Z~’~VLK6V.~s The passive

79 Hengel, Judaism and Hellenism, 1, 131-153.

80 Ibid., 147-149. However, points of contact between hellenistic philosophy and Ben Sira’s

teaching in general are not limited merely to Stoicism.

81 Fishbane, Biblical Interpretation, 408-409. The point of departure for aggadic exegesis is

typically some form of discontinuity in the perception of the inherited traditum.

82 Michael Lapidge, "Stoic Cosmology," in The Stoics, ed. John M. R_ist (Berkeley/London:

University of Califorrua Press, 1978), 161-185; Shmuel Sambursky, Physics of the Stoics

(London: Hutchinson. 1971); F. H. Saadbaeh, The Stoics, 2nd ed. (Bristol: Bristol Press, 1975);

Robert B. Todd, "Monism and Immanence," in The Stoics, 137-160.

,3 Ibid., 139-140. Todd argues, on the basis of Hans yon Amint Stoicontm Vetenm7

Fragmenta, vol. 1 (Leipzig: Teubner, 1921), §98 and idem, Stoicontm I’etentm Fragrnenta, vol

2 (Leipzig: Teubner, 1921) §§310.999, for the incorporeality of the ~O~t~t~.

8~ SVF 2 §1045.
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principle consisted of ~,TrOLO~; 13~,rl, or inert matter which was qualified by O~d~.86

Following Hesiod,8~ Zeno (320-250 BCE) may have thought of ~3~,rl as consisting

of water. By analogy with his understanding of the biological process of human

and animal reproduction,88 Zeno understood that the first stage in the generation

of the universe occurred when the hot fiery e~d~-principle acted on the moist ~.rl-

principle.89 The Stoic theory of ~.p;(~{. functioned in two ways. First, it provided

the groundwork for a cosmological account of change in which the activity of the

active principle on itself is the creativity of the primary element in establishing the

cosmos. Second, it showed that the object of analysis was composed of two

separate aspects, active and passive, divine and material. The second stage in the

generation of the cosmos saw the creation of four basic mutable eiernents (earth,

air, fire and water) from which the universe was constituted. The process occurred

for 7eno by condensation and rarefaction,9° for Cleanthes (301-232 BCE) by a kind

of chain-reaction,91 and for Chrysippos (280-206 BCE) by a model which is

essentially a reworking of that proposed by Zeno.92 The elemental fire (TrOp

~,l;~Zvov) thus created was distinguished from the active Tr~p Z~XVLKdV which is

s~(...continued)
SVF 1 §171; 2 §§1133-1134.

SVF2 §§300-301.

SVF 1 §103.

SVF 1 §§126-129.

SVF 1 §102.

90 Ibid.

SVF 1 §497.

92 SVF 2 §579.
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O~6c;. The sublunar world consisted of various combinations of the four elements,

while the heavens consisted of pure creative fire or cz~.0~p.

The Stoic concept of ~TV~51~c~ originated in biological thought. Zeno equated

Aristotle’s concept of an inborn ,rv~Ol~C~ with that of ~UZT~.93 This lTv~5~cz was

corporeal, extended throughout the entire body and vitalized it. Bodily sensation

(d~oOTIoLC3 occurred with the movement of the ~TV~5tm from the soul’s command

centre (~y~l~OVLK6v) to other bodily regions.~4 The Stoic concept of the cosmic

~TV~51~CZ was simply an application of the notion of bodily TrV~5~ to the universe.

For Zeno, the principal cosmic agent was the TrOp Z~ZVLK6V. For Cleanthes, it

was creative fire located in the sun.9s Chrysippos, however, is probably the

originator of the idea of cosmic ~TV~51~CZ.96 The totally penetrating and pervasive

motion of the corporeal, cosmic ~lV¢Ol~CZ was by a process termed KpdOLC; 5L’

~.OV,97 and was responsible for the shapes and variety of created things.98 The

manner in which the cosmic ~TVEO~C~ imparted coherence to the universe was

derived from Stoic biology. Cosmic coherence, in Chrysippos’ view, was due to

93 SVF 1 §§135-138.

94 S VF 1 §151. For Chrysippos’ theory of the extensive application of Zrl,,E~l.tlX to account

for all bodily phenomena see SVF 2 §911.

SVF 1 §§499.530.

SVF 2 §§439-462.

SVF 2 §§463-481.

SVF 2 §310.
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z6vo~ or internal tension created by the cosmic rrv~l.t~.99 For Chrysippos, bodily

sensation occurred as a result of the transmission of impulses from the peripheral

sense organs by the TrVESI~c~ to the command centre.1°° The transmission was

maximized when the ~TVE~)I~ was taut throughout the body. The implications of

this biological theory for cosmic coherence were worked out by Chrysippos.1°~ The

cohesive force of tension in the cosmos arose out of two, equal, but opposed

motions. When the :rv~bl~ interpenetrated a physical object there was a motion

outward towards the surface and a motion inward towards the centre of the object.

Outward motion gave the object its size and shape, while inward motion gave it

integration. This theory of cosmic tension had three important consequences. First,

the tensional connection between all parts of the universe implied a tensional

connection between heavenly and terrestrial phenomena. Second, there could be

no void in the universe or cosmic tension would be broken.1°~ Finally, the cosmic

~TVESI~C~ had both spatial and temporal extension. This meant that all events were

linked together in the Stoic concept of a chain of fate.

The Stoic universe was considered spherical,1°3 corporeal,1°4 and finite in

99 SVF 2 §§447.546.

loo SVF 2 §826.

lol Zeno had no comparable theory and while Cleanthes did have a basic concept of cosmic

tension, it was not derived from the cosmic ITI)ED~C~ (SVF 1 §563).

102

103

I04

§331.

SVF 2 §543.

SVF 2 §547.

The only incorporeals within Stoic cosmology were regarded as ~,~Kq;o:. SVF 1 §95; 2
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extent. Within the universe the four elements were arranged in spherical tiers,l°s

For Zeno, the universe was held together as all the elements had a rectilinear

motion towards the centre of the universe. The fire of the sun, moon and stars was

:EZvtK6V,1°6 equivalent to 0E6c;, and which moved peripherally. 1-[~p ~r.EZvov,

on the other hand, moved rectilinearly. This theory was ultimately superseded by

Chrysippos’ theory of an all-pervading cosmic TrV~5l.t¢. For the Stoics the cosmic

process was an infinite series of finite phases of alternate stages of 8LaKOOI.tr~OLC;

and k._KTn3p~X~L~ in which the newly generated universes were identical in every

detail to preceding ones:

It would seem consistent with Stoic theory that ekpyr6sis would imply not
merely the dissolution of the created universe, but also the dissolution of
the four created elements back into primal substance (ousia) that, as we
saw, had two aspects: active/fiery and passive/watery. Thus, although no
Stoic source says as much, both fiery theos and watery hylg would have
been extant at ekpyr6sis.~°7

One possible explanation for k._KTr6pcooLc; is dVC~0Ul.t~O:O~l°s or the process of

evaporation of water from the seas to fuel the sun, moon and stars. When the

seas would be exhausted, the solar, lunar and stellar fire would consume the

cosmos. However, this notion created difficulty as it remained unclear how the fire

of the sun, moon and stars, which was Z~XVLKOV, could lead to the destruction of

the cosmos. Since God had determined the cosmos, God could be identified with

Nature, Fate and Providence. ~3oL~; or Nature, was synonymous with ~rSp

SVF 2 §555.

SVF 1 §120.

Lapidge, "Stoic Cosmology," 183.

SVF 2 §650.
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17EZ1)LKO1) and 0~6; which methodically executed the plan according to which the

cosmos grew and changed. Fate was the certainty of the process, while

Providence was God’s rationality. There was no attempt in Stoicism to suggest that

God’s purposes were unfathomable to humans, since God and human beings had

the same reason. Thus the fully intelligent human would approve of God’s ways.

For the Stoics, "Natural beauty or finality in Nature pointed to the existence

of a principle of thought in the universe, God, Who, in His Providence, had

arranged everything for the good of man.’’1°~ Since qb6aLq, Tr0p Z~ZvLKOv and

eE6E were synonymous for the divine rational principle which methodically

executed the plan according to which the cosmos grew and changed,

contemplation of qb6aL; led to the exaltation of e~6;. Ben Sira too was convinced

of the purposefulness of creation,11° a concept central to his rational theodicy:

God’s creation is perfect and harmonious in all respects and is that which sustains,

rewards and punishes humans.1~ Thus God is to be extolled. The particular point

of contact between Sir 42,15a and Stoic cosmogony is the relationship between

1o9 Frederick Copleston, A History of Philosophy." Volume 1 - Greece and Rome - Part 2

(Garden City, N-Y: Doubleday, 1962), 132.

m The ultimate expression of the relationship between God and creation is: b~,’l ~,’1 (Sir

43,27b). Stoic influence on Ben Sira can be seen in his openness to the possibility of a rational

understanding of the world, suggesting close contact with the Stoic conception of the
purposefulness of individual natural phenomena. In fact, prior to the discovery of Heb, Sir 43,27
was regarded as a Stoicizing gloss. Hengel, Judaism and Hellenism, I, 147-148: "It is also
significant that Ben Sira has a predilection for the abstract concept of the ’all’ (hakkSl), which
embraces all creation; but appears all the more frequently in literature which is approximately
contemporaneous with Ben Sira. Whereas God is at best called the Creator of all, Ben Sira goes
a step further and ventures to say: ’He is the all’. Cleanthes’ Hymn to Zeus could also have come

from the hand of Ben Sira, with some minor alterations."
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the deity and the cosmos. For Ben Sira, as with Stoic thought, the cosmos is to

be considered as a work of the deity (b~ ,~;~). However, Ben Sira goes further in

that Sir 42,15a aggadically reinterprets YHWH’s sa/vific deeds (~:-,5.~_~_ - Ps

77,12) as divine creational acts (~ ,~:~=). Thus, Ben Sira’s Creator God was the

God who had historically entered into relationship with a particular nation, Israel

and not merely @~6C, or the Stoic active rational principle of the cosmos. In this

manner, a significant point of departure for the aggadic exegesis arises from, and

critiques, the Stoic theory of cosmogony. Both the criteria of historical plausibility

and satisfaction are fulfilled accordingly.

The logical technique112 used is supplementation, or the placing of the new

traditio in conjunction with a revised version of the entire traditum. The form of

verb (’~,~r~) in the traditum and its object, YHWH’s salvific deeds in favour of

Israel, are completely revised and presented as the new traditio wherein Ben Sira

exhorts himself (~,-~=r~) to recite God’s actions in creation. Of particular interest is

the textual-narrative context,113 or the manner in which a specific segment of

exegesis functions within the specific argument of the aggadic traditio. As the

opening line of the poem, Sir 42,15a functions as Ben Sira’s conscious self-

n2 Fishbane, Biblical Interpretation, 419-425. One of the formal procedures of aggadic
exegesis is lo~cal technique of which there are four main sub-categories: lemmatic deduction or
inference by which a conclusion is deduced or inferred from a topos as a whole or from specific
terms contained therein; exegetical correlation by which exegetical meaning is established through

the correlation of similar things; interpolation and supplementation. By interpolation is meant the
insertion of the troditio into the traditum, while supplementation involves placing the new traditio
after the traditum or in conjunction with a revised version of the entire traditum; and finally,

l’~’lr~ which is a technique involving the juxtaposition of texts which are not meaningfully
related in the historical tradition and drawing new conclusions from them.

H3 Ibid., 434. This term refers to the literary setting of the ~aggadic exegesis in its new

context and is concerned to determine how a specific segment of exegesis functions within a

specific argument.
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exhortation to direct himself totally to praise God the Creator by enumerating the

divine acts of creation. It is no mere emphatic statement of intention, as with the

traditum, but a call for the total alignment of his entire being to the praise of God,

consistent with the religious commitment of the ideal scribe.TM In terms of mental

matrix,115 or the manner in which the Ben Sira as aggadic exegete perceived the

historical traditum, his perception of Ps 77,12 is radical in that the traditum is

extensively revised and extended beyond the particularity of the psalmist’s praise

of YHWH’s salvific deeds in favour of Israel to the universality of the scribal

exaltation of the Creator God. The exegetical forml~e used in this aggadic

interpretation is embedded, as the allusion to Ps 77,12 is a covert presentation of

the traditum in connection with its new application in Sir 42,15a. The aggadic

traditio exhibits no shift of voice.~1~ Both Ps 77,12 and Sir 42,15a express authority

u~ Fishbane, Biblical Interpretation, 434-435. The term mental matrix refers to the manner
in which the aggadic exegete perceives the historical traditum. This perception can be
revisionistic, visionary, or radical.

zx6 1bid., 429-433. The more important exegetical forms are of three types: the lemmaticform
is an overt presentation of a tradition followed by its application; the embedded form which

involves a covert presentation of a traditum in connection with its new application (traditio); the
taxemicform involves the creative (re)combination of elements from the tradition.

u7 1bid., 435-440. The authority of aggadic exegesis is evidenced in the continuities and

discontinuities which exist between the voice of the original traditum and the ongoing voice of
the traditio. The most important voice is the divine voice which initiates a traditio and reuses it
in an aggadic manner. A~gadic exegesis, given authority by means of the divine voice,
underscores the ongoing divine involvement of God in the life of Israel as new levels of meaning
are given to old revelation. A second important voice is the Moscac voice, by which the aggadic
traditio is stamped with Moses’ authority as guardian of tradition. A third important voice is the

uninspired prophetic voice, where there is human reportage of divine speech with aggadic
transformation. In using this voice, dimensions of Y-HWH’s old words and actions are newly

(continued...)
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by means of the narrative voice. In this way Ben Sira’s teaching in Sir 42,15a is

presented in continuity with that of the psalmist contained in Ps 77,12. However,

exegetical legitimation,118 or the manner in which the traditio seeks to authorize its

innovative exegesis, does not occur in a manner typical of Fishbane’s model.

Rather, Ben $ira appeals to himself (~= n’~=r~) as an authoritative interpreter,

whose prophetic-like authority arises from his status as a divinely inspired scribe.1~

(b) Sir 42,15blJob 15,17b

The second biblical allusion under consideration is in Sir 42,15b (,n,rr~ ~t~

~’~=~) to Job 15,17b (~_~ ,n,T~-~!). Job 15,1-35 contains Eliphaz’s

second speech which is made up of two units. The first (Job 15,1-16) is an

indignant personal rebuke on Job while the second (Job 15,17-35) is a portrayal

of the wicked. This begins with an introductory apology for Eliphaz’s claim to speak

wisdom (Job 15,17-19). Eliphaz emphasizes both personal experience and some

llT(...continued)
revealed. The final voice is the narrative voice. With the use of this voice the authority of the
traditio is indistinguishable from that of the traditum.

tls Ibid., 528-535. By exegetical legitimation is meant the manner in which the traditio seeks

to authorize its innovative exegesis. This legitimation falls into four broad categories: innovative
and continuous revelation occurs where formulae of revelation are used to introduce the new
exegetical material of the traditio; pseudonymous exegesis is that legitimated under the auspices
of an important personality from the past (divine, human) while pseudepigraphic exegesis is

legitimated by appeal to the anonymous voice of the omniscient narrator; attributive, pseudo-
attributive and non-attributive exegesis occurs when a new interpretation is attributed to an

authoritative historical source in a tendentious or spurious manner.

119 Sir 39,6bcd.
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kind of mysterious personal revelation (,n,t.n-,~t..!).12° In short, Eliphaz claims

both personal experience and direct communication with mysteriou.,; forces as the

basis for his teaching which is confirmed by ancestral wisdom (Job 15,18). Ben

Sira also claims personal experience and mysterious revelation.1=1 However, Ben

Sira does not seek confirmation of his claim to teach wisdom from ancestral

wisdom, but from a sapiential consideration of the created order. This is

highlighted in Sir 42,15cd by relating God’s creative wisdom and the created

order,1= as presented below in Table 15.

Table 15

Divine Wisdom and the Created Order

SIRACH DIVINE WISDOM CREATED ORDER

42,15c

42,15d

12o Eliphaz’s first speech (Job 4,1-5,27) emphasizes both personal experience (Job 4,7.8;

5,1.3.8.17.27) and mysterious revelation (Job 4,12-16). The latter is denoted by t’l~t.U~ (Job

4,13) which is a cognate noun of ,’ltU.

121 The root ~rt7 occurs four times in Heb (apart from Sir 42,15b). In God it denotes

omniscience (Sir 15,18b) and in people some kind of visionary expenence (Sir 44,3d; 46,15a;
48,24a). Personal experience and divine inspiration are central to the activity of the scribe (Sir

39,4.6).
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Since created works proceed from divine wisdom, the one who can recount

(’~.~) them is a sage (’~.=~). Both Eliphaz ,znd Ben Sire emphasize personal

and revelatory experience, but Ben Sire expands the visual to include the entirety

of the created order.123 The traditurn (Job 15,17b) and the traditio (Sir 42,15b) are

linked by the common phrase ~’~ ,mrr~ m~. In the traditum the expression

~7~_~_ ,n.,T.~-,~.~ refers to Eliphaz’s personal experience regarding the

fate of the wicked, while the expression ,~’~=~ ,n,rn m~ in the traditio refers to Ben

Sira’s experience of observing creation. While the phrase is identical in both texts,

the reuse of the phrase in the changed context of the traditio suggests aggadic

exegesis.

The point of contact between Sir 42,15b and Stoic thought is the manner

by which an observer of creation can proceed to contemplate the deity. An

important aspect of Stoic cosmogony was its philosophical confidence in achieving

a rational understanding of the 6E6c;-principle active in creation. However, for Ben

Sire, personal observation of the created order was not sufficient to lead to the

contemplation of God. By aggadically reworking Job 15,17b, with its emphasis on

mysterious personal revelation from God, Ben Sire argues that a merely rational

understanding of God is not possible. Rather, God has to complement human

observation by means of divine revelation. That which Ben Sire perceives and

recounts as a sage, is not simply what he has observed personally, but also what

has been revealed to him by God. As with Sir 42,15a aggadic exegesis proceeds

from Stoic cosmogony, but critiques it as inadequate. Accordingly, Ben Sira’s

argument fulfils both the criteria of historical plausibility and satisfaction.

123 Prato, Teodicea, 158-159.
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The logical technique used is one of supplementation, as the new traditio

(Ben Sira’s own experience of creation and nature) occurs as a revised version of

the entire traditum (Elipnaz’s personal experience of the fate of the wicked). While

an identical phrase is used in both texts, the meaning of the phrase in the traditurn

has been completely revised in the traditio. The textual-narrative context of the

aggadic traditio is closely related to that of Sir 42,15a. Ben Sira has already

exhorted himself to dedicate his entire being to the praise of God the Creator. The

basis for this is presented in Sir 42,15b; namely what Ben Sira has personally

observed in creation (,n,rn) he can recount (~’~=~) to his readers, functioning as

a wise divinely-inspired scribe.124 Ben Sira’s perception of Job 15,17b is radical.

While the traditum is not revised per se, its meaning has been extended far

beyond Eliphaz’s personal experience to encompass that of Ben Sira. The

exegetical form used in this aggadic interpretation is embedded, as the allusion to

Job 15,17b is a covert presentation of the traditum in connection with its new

application in Sir 42,15b. The aggadic traditio exhibits no shift of voice; both Job

15,17b and Sir 42,15b express authority by means of the narrative voice. In this

way Ben Sira’s teaching in Sir 42,15b is presented in continuity with that of Eliphaz

in Job 15,17b. This particular appeal to Eliphaz is centrally important in terms of

exegetical legitimation. In the book of Job, Eliphaz presents himself as a teacher

of traditional wisdom who grounds his teaching authority in both personal

experience of the created order and in divinely inspired revelatory experience.

Thus, as with Sir 42,15a, the traditio is legitimated by appeal to Ben Sira’s own

divinely-appointed prophetic scribal authority to interpret that which has been given
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him through personal and revelatory experience. In this way Sir 42,15, the opening

line of the poem, functions as a general statement of the prophetically-inspired

legitimation of all the biblical allusions which follow in the poem.

(c) Sir 42,16b/Ps 104131

The third allusion in

Creator God which has many resemblances to the Egyptian Hymn to the Aton.

Specifically Ps 104,31 states that YHWH’s glory is manifest in the magnificence

of the created world. Sir 42,16 also takes up the traditional biblical idea~=s that

God’s glory is spread throughout the world. However, in Sir 42,16 this is presented

in the very specific image of the sun’s splendour. Like the shining sun, "la gloria

di Dio 6 diffusa e percepibile quasi sensibilmente, percib Io studio o anche la

semplice constatazione di quanto 6 percepibile rende coscienti ¯ partecipi di

essa.’’~26 Two key concepts found in the traditum (Ps 104,31a), divine glory

(,mn~ -~l:;) and created works (~’~;~), occur also in the traditio (Sir 42,16b)

as ~,~1~ ~br~ ,~’~ m::~. The form of the verbs used in the traditum is jussive

tz~ Isa 6,3; Ps 104,31. However, it is most unlikely that Isa 6,3 is the traditum alluded to here

for a number of reasons. The philological links between Isa 6,3 and Sir 42,16b are based on the

occurrence of the Tetr~ammaton (,’1~,’1~) along with the roots R~tr2 and "1",,=. However, Sir 42,16b

shares these philological links with eleven other texts (Exod 40,34.35; Num 14,21; 1 Kgs 8,11;
2 Chron 5,14; 7,1.2; Ezek 10,4; 43,5; 44,4; Hab 2,14). Thus, volume is far too poor to support

a specific allusion to [sa 6,3. Furthermore, the context of Isa 6,3 is the liturgy of the Jerusalem

Temple in which YHWH’s -I~’~ or power over the nations was proclaimed. Ps 104,31 for which

volume is very good, occurs in the context of a creation hymn celebrating YHWH’s "1~’~ or
divine magnificence mc~ifest in creation. Finally, it should be noted that none of the scholars and
commentaries surveyed in this study suggest any allusion to Isa 6 in the Works of God in

Creation.

~26 Prato, Teodicea, 159.
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(r~; ... "~’..), thus making Ps 104,31a into a wish that YHWH’s glory be eternal

and that YHWH rejoice in the works of his creation. In the traditio the meanin :j has

been subtly changed. The verb ~br~, a Piel perfect, relates YHWH’s glory and his

created works. In short, the traditio is an affirmation that YHWH’s glory fills the

creation and the transformation of the traditum is clearly aggadic.

As seen above, the Stoic perception of the manner in which the cosmos is

permeated by the deity was derived from Zeno’s biological speculation about the

extension of TrV~5~C~ throughout the human body, whereby bodily sensation

(a’~OO~aLq) occurred with the movement of the ~TV~fJkta from the soul’s command

centre (~lYel~OVL~:6v) to other bodily regions. This model of bodily TrveO~a was

then applied to the cosmos. The Stoics differed on what constituted the cosmic

agent which interacted with the cosmos. For Zeno, it was "rrSp Ze;(VLKOV; for

Cleanthes it was creative fire located in the sun,127 which itself functioned as the

cosmic ~ye~OVLK6V, while for Chrysippos it was the cosmic zrveOl~tZ, whose

totally corporeal, penetrating and pervasive motion was responsible for the shapes

and variety of created things. The manner in which YHWH’s glory permeates

creation (Sir 42,16b) forms the point of contact with Stoic thought. The aggadic

reworking of Ps 104,31 suggests that Ben Sira, as with Stoic thought, understood

that the deity permeated the cosmos. However, for Ben Sira it is YHWH’s fiery128

,27 SVF 1 §500: KXed0rlq 6 Ezo3tKb 
I~yEkI.OVLKbV ZOU KOOkI, O0; "Cleanthes, qui quasi

auditor, solem dominari et return potiri putat."

maiorum est gentium Stoicus, Zenonis

128 Divine ~ory is only mentioned by Ben Sira four times in his work. In Sir 47,8b he refers

to the manner in which David proclaimed YHWH’s glory. In Sir 42,16b.17d divine glory and
creation are related. Sir 17,13 alludes to the manifestation of YHWH’s glory at Sinai which in the

MT is depicted as fiery 0Exod 19,18; 24,17). M. Weiafeld, "’~"" " -’-’r,, in TDOT, vol. 7, ed. G.
(continued...)
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glory which permeates creation. This glory cannot be equated with the sun, which

is only a simile of the manner in which YHWH’s glory fills creation (Sir 42,16a).

While the aggadic exegesis proceeds from the Stoic perception of the manner in

which the cosmos is permeated by the deity, Ben Sira’s thought is a complete

rejection of Zeno’s concept of cosmic permeation

Cleanthes’ solar ~lyep.OVLK6V. Accordingly, both

satisfaction are fulfilled.

by TrSp v, eXvtv;6v and of

historical plausibility and

The logical technique followed is supplementation as the traditum has been

completely revised in two movements. The concepts of YHWH’s glory and

creation, unrelated in the traditum, have been brought together in the traditio while

all the nuances of the jussive mood have been removed. Thus, Ben Sira has taken

the psalmist’s aspiration and transformed it into an affirmation coherent with Jewish

tradition. In terms of the textual-narrative context Ben Sira’s assertion is well

argued. The manner in which YHWH’s glory fills the creation is as obvious as the

brilliant sun (~t~%~ ~: b:~ nrT’l~t ~ - Sir 42,16a). In short, "One would have to be

physically and spiritually blind not to see God’s glory in creation.’’129 Ben Sira’s

mental matrix in relation to Ps 104,31 a is radical in that the traditum is extensively

revised and extended beyond the psalmist’s aspiration concerning YHWH’s glory

and rejoicing, in favour of an affirmation of the ubiquity of YHWH’s glory in

creation. The exegetical form is embedded, as the allusion to Ps 104,31a is a

covert presentation of the traditum in connection with its new application in Sir

42,16b. The aggadic traditio exhibits no shift of voice as both Ps 104,31a and Sir

12g(...continued)
Johannes Botterwick, Helmer Ringgren and Heinz-Josef Fabry, trans. David E. Green (Grand

Rapids: Eerdmans, 1995), 22-38.

t29 Skehan-DiLella, Ben Sira, 491.
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42,16b express authority by means of the narrative voice, thus presenting Ben

Sira’s teaching in Sir 42,16b in continuity with the psalmist’s in Ps 104,31a.

(d) Sir 42,17b/Ps 40,6

The fourth putative allusion in Sir 42,17b (~,r~5=~ 5: "~=~5) is to Ps 40,6,

which occurs in a thanksgiving hymn (Ps 40,2-11). Specifically Ps 40,6 states that

God has created so many wonders that the psalmist cannot number them. Sir

42,17 states that God’s holy ones cannot recount all his wonders and that he has

strengthened his hosts to withstand his glory. In traditional wisdom it was

considered that such beings could not be in the presence of God nor adequately

perform their duties.~3° Sir 42,17 deals with the universal presence of the creator

God. This is first expressed negatively (v.17ab) and then positively (v.17cd).TM In

short, Sir 42,17 states that God’s universal presence is manifested through

heavenly beings, even though they cannot number all God’s wonders.

The key concept linking the traditurn (Ps 40,6) and the traditio is the

recounting of YHWH’s wonders. In the traditum the psalmist expresses an

incapacity to recount YHWH’s wonders (,’[’.r9.~5=:) because they are too

numerous (’~-__-;=). However, the traditio asserts that the heavenly hosts are

incapable of recounting (’~=ob) God’s wonders (~,n~5=:), despite their ability to stand

before the divine glory (Sir 46,17bc). In the traditum the participle (m~5==~) has

t3o Job 4,18: 15,15. The duties consisted in praising God (Ps 103,21; 148,2). Similar ideas

are found at Qumran (1QM 12,1-8; 1QH 11,10-13).

~3~ A similar pattern is found in Sir 17,32-18,3.
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a second person singular suffix (,-[,) affixed, while in the traditio it is a third person

singular suffix (~). A direct prayer by the psalmist addressed to God has been

transformed into a statement of Ben Sira about God’s creation. The verb form in

the traditum (’~=_~r~) is a Piel infinitive construct with the preposition -r~

suggesting that the splendours of creation are too numerous, to achieve the aim

of recounting it. In the traditio the verb form is a Piel infinitive construct with the

preposition 5 indicating a purpose or aim which God’s holy ones are incapable of

achieving. The idea expressed by the psalmist who fails to recount the splendours

of creation because they are too numerous has been transformed into a statement

about the inability of the heavenly host to recount creation because it is so

resplendent. Ben Sira’s argument is that while YHWH’s glory permeates the

creation, creatures are limited when recounting it. If this is so even for angelic

beings who can stand before YHWH’s glory, how more so for human creatures.

The aggadic exegesis here, as with Sir 42,15b, responds to the Stoic idea

of the comprehension of the deity by observing the cosmos. For Ben Sira, the

contemplation of God’s presence in the wonders of creation (Sir 42,17b)lies even

beyond the capacity of the heavenly beings (Sir 42,17a). From this point of view,

the Stoic concept of a rational understanding of 0~6~ is once again presented as

deficient. Accordingly, both historical plausibility and satisfaction are fulfilled. The

logical technique used is supplementation, since as seen above, the traditum has

been completely revised. This extensive revision of the language of the traditum

and its transformation from a prayer directed to God into a theological statement

suggests once again that Ben Sira’s mental matrix is radical. The exegetical form

is embedded, while the aggadic traditio, exhibiting no shift of voice, is presented

in the narrative voice as teaching in continuity with the psalmist.
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(e) Sir 42,18alJob 38,16b

The fifth allusion is in Sir 42,18a (~pn :bl mnn) to Job 38,16b (’~n..:.~

~:2~n..n =~nr.,) YHWH’s first speech in the book of Job is in Job 38,4-39,30, in

which Job 38,16-18 deals specifically with the Netherwodd. The phrase ~:~n~

np.n.: in Job 38,16b refers to the primordial abyss which God brought under

control by means of creation and stands for God’s omnipotence and

omnipresence.132 The speech then is a challenge by the omnipotent God to Job’s

limited assertions which are based on human speculation. Sir 42,18-21 deals with

divine omniscience. In particular, as with Job 38,16b, Sir 42,18 deals with God’s

omnipotence in spatial terms, but also in human terms by the introduction of ",b.

Sir 42,19 (m~n:: ~?n ,~%m m’,~ m=~"bn mnr~) presents divine omnipotence in

temporal terms while Sir 42,20 (’~:’~ 2: ~=~2n ~b~ 2:v: b: ~r~r: -~-~::~ ab) expresses a

similar idea to that in v.18, only expressed negatively. Human words and thoughts

"restano controllate da Dio non perche esse siano la manifestatione di un pensiero

o di una parola divina, ma perche fanno parte del mondo creato, che nella sua

struttura rivela la presenza universale del creatore.’’133

The concept of searching the abyss (=~n~ n~n. ;~) found in the traditum (Job

38,16b) occurs also in the traditio (’~pn :b~ mnn - Sir 42,18a), but in a significantly

modified manner. In the traditum the root "~pn occurs as a noun (’~) in a

construct relationship with =~n~ denoting the recesses of the abyss. In the traditio

the root "~pn occurs as a verb, the object of which is both the abyss and the human

heart (:b~ =~n). YHWH’s question about walking in the recesses of the abyss has

~3z Isa 51,9-10; Ps 33,7; 36,7; 89,10-11; Job 9,13; 26,12-13; 38,16.

~33 Prato, Teodicea, 166.
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been transformed by Ben Sira into a statement about divine capacity to search

both the abyss and the human heart. Thus the exegetical reworking of Job 38,16b

in Sir 42,18a is aggadic.

The point of contact between Sir 42,18a and Stoic thought is the

comprehensibility of the human heart. For the Stoics, ~’~OeT1OL; or bodily sensation

occurs with the movement of the corporeal rrv~f~l.t~ from the ~Iy~tOVLK6V, or

body’s command centre or heart, to other bodily regions. Ben Sira, however,

maintains the essentially inscrutable nature of the human heart which is known

only to God (Sir 42,18ab). Thus, he establishes a relationship between the

personal Creator God and the human heart, which is in keeping with Jewish

biblical traditionTM and allows for no merely rationalistic explanations. For Ben Sira

the heart is the source of a person’s interiority13s and that dimension open to

wisdom.13e It is only by divine interaction with the human heart that one can attain

wisdom,ls7 Thus one of the goals of the ideal scribe is to direct the heart to seek

out the Creator.138 Ben Sira’s argument that the human heart, like creation, is only

134 On this tradition see Heinz-Josef Fabry, "’~.b, ~," in TDOT, VII, 399-437 on the

biblical understanding of the human heart. The heart denotes all aspects of personal identity: vital.
affective, noetic and voluntative. In the religious realm the heart is the locus of God’s influence.

YITWH both governs the heart and knows the heart of all. The phrase m’b~.~ n~.~b ~.rT.~.~
(Ps 7,10) is an epithet of YHWH in terms of divine capacity to know mortals. In Heb the noun

"~b occurs fifty-ei~=ht times, while "~b occurs ten times; in G the noun K0~p6l~0~ occurs forty-six

times.

13~ Sir 13,25a.26a; 14,3a; 22,19b; 36,25a; 37,14a.

136 Sir 4,17e: 6,20b.32b; 22,16c.

t37 Sir 6,37c.

~3s Sir 39,6c.
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comprehensible to the omniscient God, fulfils historical plausibility and satisfaction

and quite likely proc=~eds from the Stoic rationalistic explanation of ~’~OerlOtC.

The logical technique is one of supplementation by which the traditum has

been completely revised by establishing a new relationship between its basic

concepts (’~Fr~, mr~n) and by the introduction of the notion of the human heart (=2).

In terms of textual-narrative context Sir 42,18-21 deals with divine omniscience.

Ben Sira argues that the beauty and harmony of creation has its origins in God’s

wisdom. Accordingly, the Creator God is omniscient. Sir 42,18a introduces the idea

of divine omniscience by portraying God as one who has both knowledge and

control not only of the interiority of creation (the abyss) but also of the interiority

of the human person (the heart). Ben Sira’s mental matrix is once again radical as

a divine rhetorical question about Job’s inability to walk in the range of the deep

in the traditum has been transformed in the traditio into a theological statement

about the extent of divine omniscience. The exegetical form used in this aggadic

interpretation is embedded, as the allusion to Job 38,16b is a covert presentation

of the traditum in connection with its new application in Sir 42,18a. The aggadic

traditio exhibits a major shift of voice: from the divine voice of the traditum to Ben

Sira’s voice in the poem, presenting the new teaching as his own, but in continuity

with YHWH’s own revelation.

(f) Sir 42,21b/Deut 6,4 and Sir 42,21dllsa 40,14a

The sixth allusion, found in Sir 42,21b (=~:m ~n "~n~), is to Deut 6,4 (::m.~

-~r~ mm ~,r,~ m,~’ 5~m’) while the seventh allusion in Sir 42,21dI.... .r : -* :-. .r : ". : " ’

(l,=r~ b=2 "T’~:; ~~) is to Isa 40,14a (.ln~..,=’?. "(~ ,m-t~). Deut 6,4-9 is a basic,

but ambiguous, exhortation made up from many imperatives and may have even
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been used as a traditional summons of the assembly to worship.139 Its ambiguity

lies in that it may be an affirmation of exclusive devotion to YHWH or of Jewish

monotheism. While both meanings can be understood from the Hebrew text, it is

probably more an affirmation of exclusive devotion to YHWH than a statement of

monotheism. The study of Ben Sira’s allusion to Deut 6,4 must address the issue

of whether Ben Sira was monotheistic in outlook. Certainly "... at the beginning of

its history Israel’s religious practice was pluralistic, including the acknowledgement

of a number of gods ... in the post-exilic period her religious practice was

monolatrous and her theology monotheistic.’’14° Sir 36,1-5 is an important text

which allows some insight into Ben Sira’s attitude to theological monotheism. For

him, Israel’s God is the Universal God (~:n ,n~ - v.la) and the Only God (l,~ ’:

¯ "[nb~r =,nS~ - v.5b). While Deut 6,4 states that YHWH alone is Israel’s God (=,nS~),

Ben Sira affirms that Israel’s God (=,nS~) is the God of all peoples and the only God

apart from whom there is no other. In this Ben Sira is a firm theological monotheist

and, therefore, it is not improbable that he could re-interpret Deut 6,4 in

monotheistic terms.

Isa 40,12-31, a text in which the majesty of the divine Creator is proclaimed,

highlights the efficacy of divine wisdom in creation and argues that creation attests

to the superiority of Israel’s God. Since YHWH is incomprehensible and

immeasurable (Isa 40,12-13), no one can advise or suggest how YHWH should

act. Sir 42,21 affirms divine sapiential power by linking it to creation.TM This is

139 Gerhard yon Rad, Deuteronomy, OTL Series (London: SCM, 1966), 63.

140 Andrew D. H. Mayes, "Kuntillet ’ Ajrud," in Archaeology and Biblical lnterpretcaion, ed.

John R. Bartlett (London and New York: Routledge, 1997), 51-66, at 64.

~41 Prato, Teodicea, 167.
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achieved by the parallelism between the two bicola in v.21. God regulates the

mighty deeds of his wisdom in such a way that nothing is added or taken away

This is affirmed in the clear parallelism between v.21a (l=n ~n~.:r~ n~’~=~) and v.21c

(~:~ ~5~ ~o~ ~). The corresponding parallelism between v.21 b (r,5~ ~n "~n~) and

v.21d (],=r~ 5~5 T’~:~ ~5~) suggests that since God is from all eternity one, God is

in no need of any counsellor.

The key phrase "~n~ n~n~ in the traditum (Deut 6,4b) reappears as -~n~

~,~ in the traditio (Sir 42,21b), and is modified by the addition of the phrase ~:5~;r~.

This eternal aspect of divine oneness underscores the immutability of Israel’s God.

Thus, Israel’s exclusive devotion to YHWH in the traditum becomes, in the traditio,

the basis for asserting the absolute quality of divine wisdom in monotheistic terms.

This suggests an aggadic transformation of the traditum, which probably arises in

response to the hellenistic attitude of theocrasy (the tendency to regard different

religions as the manifestations of a single deity) and the consequent attempt by

Judaism to portray itself as the only authentic philosophical monotheism.142 The

hellenistic attitude towards foreign gods was to give them new names and

incorporate them into the Greek pantheon,143 and in some cases even to revere

them in their older non-Greek forms:

l,~ Hengel, Judaism and Hellenism, I, 261-267.

143[bid., ~ 172-173n.27.
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But where they [the Greeks] raised themselves through philosophically-
trained thought beyond the naive polytheistic nativ,~ religion of the simple
people and regarded the ’spiritual’ Jewish worship of God, devoid of
images, with goodwill, there was nevertheless no understanding of the way
in which this religion was anchored in the law in a way which excluded
all other forms of religious practice, and was inseparably bound up with
the Jewish people and its history.144

This hellenistic universal religious attitude may be termed theocrasy,14s a tendency

which dominated the doctrine of 0E6c; articulated by Zeno: ~.v    " ~E ~Lvc~t e~bv ~c~’t

VOBV K(Z’L E~go:plx~V’qV KC¢’I. Al~a TTOk/.atC ZE ~zEpaLC 8VOp,(ZO~(ZLC

TTpooovoIxECEO0(ZL .... 14s Later commentators on ,Stoic theocrasy would express

similar opinions.~47 The tendency to theocrasy in the Diaspora is attested to in

Jewish witnesses. Two inscriptions~48 from the Ptolemaic period were found at

Redesieh in Apollonopolis Magna, Upper Egypt: E)EoO EGZo7~c~ / eE(u)66ozoc

Ao0p(.covoc I ’lou6(zloc oco@~.[� ~K ~T~ 1%(/y)ouc, and ’EuZoyEt zbv @~bv I

IlzolE~atoc / ALovuo(.ou / ’Iou6cctoc. These were discovered in a temple

dedicated to Pan, and clearly identify Pan and the Jewish God.~49

144Ibid., I, 261.

145 Ibid.

14~SVF 1 §102.

i.~ Hengel, Judaism and Hellenism, I, 262; II, 174n.38. De Deor. Nat. 2 §§28.71 reads: "deus

pertinens per naturam cuiusque rei, per terras Ceres, per maria Neptunus, alii per alia, poterunt
intellegi qui qualesque sint"; A dA en. 4 §638 reads: "et sciendum Stoicos dicere unum esse deum,

cui nomina variantur pro actibus et officiis."

148 Hengel, Judaism coTd Hellenism, I, 264.

~49 Ben Sira, following the spirit of the time, could say: b~,’I ~3,’1 (Sir 43,27b).
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A similar thought is expressed by the author of the Letter of Aristeas to

Philocrates, who outlines the Jewish universalist concept of God: zbv ydp

’ ’ ’ 413K ’L O bv "OUI~O L 0 OVCff, L, 01)KZLOZqv                            K~’L ~r~VZ~,

h~eLC; 8~_, [3t~aL~.e~, Trpoaovo~d(ovze~ ~.z~-p¢oc Zfivt~ Kt~’L A~t~.~s° Aristobulus

and Josephus also portray the assimilation of the Jewish concept of God to Greek

ideas as a presentation of the Jewish faith in terms of philosophical monotheism,lsl

However, this assimilation did not represent the attitude of the majority of Diaspora

Jews. Rather a negative, separatist tendency predominated and was articulated

in the refusal to transfer non-Jewish divine names and concepts to the God of

Israel by means of theocrasy.

Inscriptions found at Ptolemais,ls2 Mount Carmel,ls3 and Danls4 suggest

strong evidence of theocrasy in hellenistic Palestine. At Ptolemais (Acco) a mid-

second century BCE inscription to the Syrian gods, Hadad and Atargatis, reads:

t~o A risteas § 15.

lsl Hengel, Judaism c~d Hellenism, I, 265-266.

1~2 M. Avi-Yonah, "Syrian Gods at Ptolemais - Acco," IF_,,/ 9 (1959): 1-12; Hengel, Judaism

and Hellenism, I, 261. l-I, 173n.28.

1~3 M. Avi-Yonah, "Carmel and the God of Baalbek," IEJ2 (1952): 118-124.

1,4 Yo61 Arbeitman, "Detecting the God Who Remained in Dan," Hen 16 (1994): 9-14;

Avraham Biran, "To the God Who is in Dan," in Temples czTd High Places in Biblical Times:
Proceedings of the Colloquium in Honor of the Centennial of Hebrew Union College - Jew ish
Institute of Relio~on (Jerusalem: Hebrew Union College - Jewish Institute of Religion: 1981), 142-

151; Vassilos Tzaferis, "The ’God Who is in Dan’ and the Cult of Pan at Banias in the Hellenistic
and Roman Periods," in Erlsr, vol. 23 (Jerusalem: Israel Exploration Society), 128-135.
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[A]AAAO.I KAI ATAPFATEI
OEOIE EIIHKOOIE

AIOAOTOX NEOIITOAEMOY

YIIEP AYTOY KAI ¢IAIETA2

THE FYNAIKOE KAI TON

TEKNOAI TON BOA{ON

KATEYXHN

To Hadad and Atargatis

The gods who listen to prayer

Diodotus (the son) of Neoptolemos

On behalf of himself and Philistia

His wife and the

Children (has dedicated) the altar
lSSIn fulfilment of a vow.

The names used imply that those who dedicated the altar were Greeks, while the

mention of the children suggests colonists settled at Ptolemais. The gods

addressed were clearly oriental, with no attempt made to disguise them. The use

of the epithet EHHKOOI~ suggests that the god in question was Hadad or Ba’al

,Sfim~m who was directly equated with Zeus.ls6 The inscription sheds light on the

nature of religious worship in Palestine in the early Hellenistic Period and "shows

that the oriental gods still commanded the allegiance of the newly-settled Greeks

and Macedonians, and afortiori that of the Semitic natives of these cities.’’1s7

A plinth was discovered at Mount Carmel which formed part of a large

statue and has the following inscription in front:

All KAIOIIOAEITH KAPMHAf~ To Heliopolitan Zeus (of) Carmel

G. IOYA-EYTYXAE. (by) Gaius Iulius Eutychas,

while on the side it is inscribed:

1~ Avi-Yonah, "Syrian Gods," 3.

1~6 Ibid., 5-7. Avi-Yonah’s conclusion is based on his analysis of the use of the epithet

EUHKOOIE which denotes healing and salvation and was used in Greece of Asklepius,
Telesphoros, Hy~eia, Artes, Apollo, Aphrodite and Herakles. While the term was rarely used in
Greece, it had more common usage in the Aegean islands where it was employed to describe
oriental gods. ha Syria it was used specifically of Zeus. See also Hengel, Judmsm c~d Hellenism,

I, 297-305 on the identification of Ba’al S~rn6m or Ba’al Semim (Aramaic) with Zeus.

i~7 Ibid., 12.
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KOA>KAIEAPEY~ colonist (of) Caesarea.

While the plinth dates from the late second or early third century CE, Avi-Yonah

argues that it implies, from hellenistic times onwards, the worship of the God of

Baalbek under the guise of lupiter Heliopolitanus who was equated with Hadad.

The god was thus a semitic deity who combined the functions of the solar god of

the "sun-city," Heliopolis and those of Ba’al, the god of rain and thunder. "We

conclude therefore that the Ba’al of the Carmel was identical with Hadad, the ’Lord

of Heaven’, the great god of the Syrians and the Phoenicians ...,,158 The

hellenization of Ba’al S~m~m and his identification with Zeus suggests an

interpretatio graeca of older semitic deities at Mount Carmel.

A bilingual inscription (Aramaic and Greek) discovered at Dan, and dated

to third or second century BCE, reads:

@E f~I

~]QI EN AANOIZ
[ZI0IA02 EYXHN.

=b,T

The Aramaic can be reconstructed from the Greek to read ~r,5~5 =b,r "~’~ ]-~’~ and

may be translated as "In Dan, Zilas made a vow to the god." The name of the

deity is not given, contrary to usual Greek custom. The use of the Greek plural

AANOIZ may suggest a reference to the locality. However,

... it is possible that the plural form refers to the people or tribe whose god
was so well known to them that it was unnecessary to name him. If so, the
term "Danois" would not refer to the locality but rather to the name of the
people who lived m the area. In our case, these would be the descendants
of the tribe of Dan whose name persisted m later generations,ls9

l~s Avi-Yonah, God of Baalbek, 12.

,9 Biran, "God Who is in Dan," 147.
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Furthermore, it is possible

... to support the assumption that the traditional deity wor:;hipped at Dan
was not subjected to any sort of equation or fusion with some other god
of Greek or Oriental essence. The god was accepted with its traditional
identity, or at least under its local name and most probably with many of
its original qualities. Only the form of the worship was readjusted, either
to respond to the demands of the new devotees or to follow the fashion of
the time.16°

The god of Dan was not a Greek deity, but a well-known god recognized by the

Danites, the mention of whom, and the fact that the inscription is bilingual,

suggests a remembrance of YHWHistic worship. The evidence from Ptolemais,

Carmel and Dan suggests that in hellenistic Palestine, theocrasy took a form

whereby older semitic deities were positively assimilated to Greek counterparts.

The point of contact between Sir 42,21b and hellenistic thought is the

oneness of the deity. However, Ben Sira in the aggadic reworking of Deut 6,4

proclaims that the unique and immutable character of Israel’s God has been so

from eternity (,-~,,:r:) and is thus beyond assimilation to Greek universalist divine

concepts. This view is underscored by the fact that Ben $ira was not an advocate

of theocrasy. Rather, he hoped that foreign nations would come to comprehend

Israel’s God as the only God, in the same manner by which /srael understood

God.161 His refusal to allow a transference of Greek conceptions of God to Israel’s

God puts him at odds with the writer of the Letter of Aristeas to Phi/ocrates. In his

affirmation of the oneness of Israel’s God by allusion to Deut 6,4 historical

plausibility and satisfaction are fulfilled.

The logical technique is by supplementation as the concept of exclusivity

in the traditum has been completely revised by asserting in the traditio that divine

16o Tzaferis, "Dan," 130.

161 Sir 36,5.
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oneness is an eternal attribute of God (mb~:~). This complete revision is further

underscored by removing the tradizum from its legal and cultic context and by

locating it as an aggadically reworked traditio in a sapiential context (Sir 42,21a).

In terms of the textual-narrative context the aggadic traditio provides a powerful

advocacy of Jewish monotheism. The active principle in creation is the limitless

wisdom of Israel’s God, the Creator God, who is eternally one and immutable. Ben

Sira’s mental matrix is radical as the traditum is revised and extended beyond the

particularity of Israel’s exclusive devotion to its God, to a monotheistic presentation

of that God in creational and sapiential concepts devoid of nationalistic and

historically conditioned limitations. The exegetical form is embedded. The shift in

voice is from the authoritative Mosaic voice presented in the traditum, to Ben Sira’s

narrative voice in the traditio, thus presenting the teaching in Sir 42,21b in

continuity with the tradition articulated by Moses (Deut 6,4b). However, while Ben

$ira is indebted to the earlier Mosaic voice, it is his voice which is the stronger.

Ben Sira’s allusion to, and reworking of, Deut 6,4 is made more emphatic

by a further allusion to a prophetic text from Isaiah. Here, the key root linking the

traditurn (Isa 40,14a) and the traditio (Sir 42,21d) is 1’=. In the traditum it occurs

in a question as a verb, the object of which is God (~m:.,=,~_ "(;~: ,=-n~). In the

traditio it occurs in a statement as a participle, the implied object of which is God

(l,’~m 5:b 7,’~’." sb~). The question in the traditurn is rhetorical, voiced by the prophet

and has the implied answer that nobody has instructed YHWH who is

incomparable and immeasurable. Thus,
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... divine incomparability and immeasurability consist m the fact that
nobody possesses the measures for pronouncing judgement on the divine
plaanmg and acting; as a result, nobody can give him advice, or say to him
that in this or in that he ought to have acted rather differently,le2

The traditio also affirms divine incomprehensibility, but grounds it in the immutable

oneness of God (Sir 42,21 a). Thus, the traditum is aggadically transformed and as

seen with Sir 42,21a above, responds to the challenge to Judaism presented by

hellenistic theocrasy. For the Stoics, the 0~6c;-principle could be comprehended

rationally and venerated under the name of any divinity. Ben Sira refuses to apply

such concepts to YHWH who, remaining fundamentally incomprehensible and

absolutely self-sufficient in his oneness, does not require a counsellor. Historical

plausibility and satisfaction can thus be regarded as fulfilled.

The logical technique is by supplementation as the traditum is completely

revised by a transformation of the traditum from rhetorical question to theological

statement, by changing the verb l,:= to the participle l,:r~ and by locating the

aggadically reworked traditum in the context of divine immutability. In terms of

textual-narrative context, Ben Sira argues that the Creator God, Israel’s God, is

incomparable and incomprehensible because of eternal oneness and immutability.

Thus divine beauty and wisdom can only be glimpsed in and through the creation.

The exegetical form used in this aggadic interpretation is embedded, as the

allusion to Isa 40,14a is a covert presentation of the traditum in connection with

its new application in Sir 42,21d. Ben Sira’s mental matrix is radical as the

meaning of the traditum is extended by its association with Jewish monotheism.

There is a shift of voice from the prophetic voice in Isa 40,14a to the Ben Sira’s

voice in Sir 42,21d. In this way Ben Sira’s teaching is presented in continuity with

that of Isaiah, thus presenting his own role as truly prophetic.

~62 Claus Westemmnn, Isaiah 40-66: A Commentary, OTL Series (London: SCM, 1969), 51.
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The combination of these two allusions, from both Law and Prophets, allows

Ben Sira to bring the entire weight of the Jewish biblical tradition to bear on

hellenistic theocrasy and to reject it. Its syncretistic tendency is rejected by a

strong appeal to the Jewish monotheistic ideal, while any possible assimilation of

YHWH to a divine Greek counterpart is repudiated by an emphatic assertion of the

incomparability and incomprehensibility of the Creator God, namely YHWH, Israel’s

One God.

(q) Sir 43,2a/Ps 19,7

The eighth allusion, found in Sir 43,2a (~rzr~ lt~’~: ::’m: =r:~), is to Ps 19,7

contains two hymns: a creation hymn (Ps 19,1-7) and a wisdom hymn (Ps 19,8-15)

thus underlining the connection between creation and wisdom theology. Sir 43,2-5,

a text which has a very complex cultural, historical and biblical background,~63

focuses primarily on the sun’s function to illuminate and heat the earth.~64 There

are three important links between Sir 43,2-5 and Ps 19. First, there is an emphasis

placed on God’s word (~’~=m Sir 43,5b; ,ram.. n’~t~ - Ps 19,8). Second, both

texts offer a description of the sun on its course (Sir 43,2; Ps 19,7). Finally, the

sun is regarded as a hero in both texts (’~’=~ - Sir 43,5b; "~r,~ - Ps 19,6b). By

means of the allusion to Ps 19 Ben Sira links the powerful hero-like sun with God’s

grandeur. As one of God’s created works the sun manifests the awesome power

of God’s word. Two terms from the traditum (Ps 19,7) ~r~ and ~r~r3_~. have

~63 Prato, Teodicea, 172-177.

z64 Similar ideas are found in other Ancient Near Eastern texts; see James Pritchard, ed., "The

Hymn to the Sun God," in A NET, 387-389.
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been combined in the traditio (Sir 43,2a) as ,~r~r~ ~t~’~:. In the traditum the sun is

presented as one of God’s works which reflects divine glory,165 and is specifically

referred to in terms of the sun’s rising and its heat. In the traditio these two solar

aspects are also mentioned of the sun which is presented as a divine creation

(]~,ba ,~r~ a’~: ,bz - Sir 43,2b). There is no evidence that the traditio represents

a text which has transcended its original meaning and become the basis for a new

meaning. There is no exegetical reworking of the traditum; its language and

imagery are borrowed by allusion simply for use in Sir 43,2a.

The point of contact between Sir 43,2a and Stoic thought is the significance

of the sun. In the hellenistic world solar theology, derived from a fascination with

astrology, was common-place, and was most evident in Stoic concepts of

cosmogony, particularly Cleanthes’ identification of the sun as zb ;qy~tovLKbv

zoo KOOl.tOO, and in the doctrine of k..KTr6pCOOLC~ whereby the stars melted into

the sun.le6 Posidonius (135-51 BCE) associated the sun with Zeus,16r whose

veneration under the title I3~LOZOC.; was widespread throughout the hellenistic

world, particularly in Palestine.168 From the Jewish perspective advocated by Ben

Sira, the sun is not of the creative order and identifiable with Zeus or Ba’al

S,Sm~m. On the contrary, the sun is of the created order and its shining merely

reflects the even greater glory of its Creator, YHWH, Israel’s God of whom the

epithet l~,b~ (Sir 43,2b) can be exclusively applied. Thus by means of the allusion

~6~ Ps 19,2: ~’p.’l~ .... -~’at~ ~’-~’,, ,~It~.l...~_ bR--~5"~.~..        : I~’"l~t~.:.: =~r~72,~.._,.

166 SVF 1 §§499.510.

Hengel, Judaism and Hellenism, 17, 159n.820.

Avi-Yonah, "Syrian Gods," 6; Hengel, Judaism and Hellenism, I, 298.
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in Sir 43,2a Ben Sira rejects Stoic concepts of cosmic permeation by "crOp

~ZVLK6V and of solar ~IYEI~OVLK6V. While there is no strong evidence of any

aggadic reworking of the traditum, the allusion to Ps 19,7 advances Ben Sira’s

assertion of the superiority of Jewish cosmology over its hellenistic counterpart.

(h) Sir 43,6blGen 1,16

The ninth allusion, found in Sir 43,6b (=b~; mm Tp nb==t~), is to Gen 1,16

¯ .: . . .. .: ;-. . ..

t- :- - ".- "," : "." : t. *     ... :

contains four bicola on the subject of the moon, the role of which is linked to its

calendarial function,~69 while Gen 1,1-2,4a deals with the creation of the world.

Specifically Gen 1,14-19 deal with the fourth day and the creation of various astral

bodies. Their function is to separate day and night, to rule, to be signs and to

illuminate the earth. In Gen 1,16 the moon’s function is to rule the night. For Ben

Sira the moon’s function is to be =5~; m~ (Sir 43,6bl3) and thus perpetually regulate

the calendar. This is a greater function than the measurement of time (yp nb~=r~

- Sir 42,6b~).~° Prato correlates Sir 43,6 and Gen 1,16 well together:

Abbiamo qumdi un dominio stabile esercitato sull’altemarsi di tempi
defimti: l’equivalenza con giomo e notte di Gen 1,16 non dice infatti che
qui si debba intendere chela luna divide e distingue solo questi pefiodi di
tempo, ma indica che alla luna va attributo l’altemarsi di ogni tempo
stabilito ... secondo un processo regolare e durevole.~Ta

t69 Prato,

170

171

Teodicea, 177-184.

178. The word ~ denotes a limited period of time.

179.
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For Ben Sira, the divinely appointed function of the moon is to regulate time,

a viewpoint which is consonant with Gen 1,16. The key word linking Gen 1,16

(traditum) and Sir 43,6b (traditio) is nb~. In both the traditum and traditio the

word determines the function of the moon. The traditum portrays the moon’s

function as simply chronological (,~5~:5~ n..5.~5), while in the traditio the

role is both chronological (T~ nb~r~) and calendarial (=b~:~ m~), a function further

elucidated in Sir 43,7a in terms of liturgical seasons and feasts. Certainly the

traditio represents a text which has transcended its original meaning and become

the basis of new meaning, indicating the presence of aggadic exegesis.

The aggadic exegesis in Sir 43,6b is probably related to the specific issue

of the Jewish sectarian, or hellenistic, manner of calculating time. Little information

is available about the calendar used by mainstream Judaism of the period, other

than it was lunisolar. However, by Ben Sira’s time a solar calendar had been

adopted by the sectarian Essenes.1~ The solar calendar which was probably

introduced from Ptolemaic Egypt and followed earlier hellenistic Egyptian models.

While the Essenes did not worship the sun,173 it did have a huge degree of

symbolism for them. In this context the Essene calendar would have been easily

understood outside mainstream Judaism.~74 Most importantly, the manner of

t72 Hengel, Judaism cuzd Hellenism, I, 235. This calendar allowed for a year of 364 days,

divisible into four quarters of thirteen weeks. Each quarter consisted of thirty or thirty-one days.
The year always began on a Wednesday and religious feasts never fell on a Saturday.

t73 This is alleged by Josephus in Bell. 2 §128.

t74 Hengel, Judaism c~d Hellenism, 17, 157-158n.813. The Essene solar calendar required

additional scriptural substantiation by means of revelatio specialissima. This led to the
enlargement of the collection of ’revelation books’ at Qumran, which in turn protected Essene
view of creation and salvation history from hellenistic ideas; idem, "Scriptures and their
Interpretation," 171 - 172.
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calculating time was in itself an indicator of traditional Judaism, since in hellenistic

Judea: "A life according to the Torah, corresponding to the laws of creation and

the course of history was possible only with the correct calculation of time revealed

by God.’’175 A crucial question in pre-Maccabean hellenistic Judea must certainly

have been around the issue of the divinely intended manner of calculating time.

Ben Sira’s aggadic reworking of Gen 1,16 by means of the shared key-word n~t~r~

emphasizes the continuity between the older traditurn and the contemporary

traditio, and by which the authority of the traditional mainstream Jewish lunisolar

calendar is grounded in God’s intention at the at the dawn of creation. Thus both

historical plausibility and satisfaction are fulfilled.

The logical technique used is supplementation. The traditum of Gen 1,16

is alluded to by means of reference to the moon and its function in terms of the

verb nS=r~r:, which has for its object ~5,.:5~, indicating a chronological function.

In the traditio this chronological function is maintained by retaining the exact verb

form with the object "r’?- However, in the traditio Ben Sira extends the chronological

function to a wider calendarial function by means of the phrase c5~ n~. In terms

of textual-narrative context, Stanza Two (Sir 43,1-12) of the Works of God in

Creation is concerned with specific creatures of God and their usefulness. While

the subject of the moon receives less text space in the poem (four bicola) than the

sun (five bicola), the former is of greater usefulness because of its function to

regulate times and seasons. This enlarged function is then explained in Sir 43,7a.

This aggadically inferred function is presented in the language of Gen 1,16

suggesting that the moon’s calendarial function was part of the divinely intended

order of creation. In short, Ben Sira indicates clearly that the divinely intended

~7~Hengel, Judcasm and Hellenism, I, 235.
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calendar was lunar, and so from the beginning.17e In terms of mental matrix Ben

Sira’s perception of Gen 1,16 is radical in that the traditum is revised and extended

by the introduction of the moon’s crucial calendarial function. The exegetical form

used in this aggadic interpretation is embedded. There is no shift of voice. Both

Gen 1,16 and Sir 43,6b, using the narrative voice, present the traditio as teaching

in continuity with Gen 1,16.

(i) Sir 43,1 l/Ezek 1,28

The tenth allusion is in Sir 43,1 1 (m::: ,777m 7~ ,: ,~,V:~: 77-~ n~p ,a~7) to
Ezek 1,28:

¯ r : : : -- :* - i. .... :-

¯ " -: * : ". .... .’,r    ".. :’.’’�

Ezek 1,1-28 deals with Ezekiel’s vision of God. Specifically v.28 portrays the

theophany in which YHWH calls Ezekiel to his mission as culminating in a glorious

rainbow, which functions as a symbolic circumlocution for YHWH.177 Sir 43,9-12

contains four bicola on the stars (w.9-10) and the rainbow (w.11-12).178 As with

the stars, the portrait of the rainbow emphasizes glory and beauty (m:: -

w.1 1b.12a; ~77,7: - v.1 lb; ~7~:~: - v.12b). However, the focus is not exclusively on

luminosity and splendour, but on theophany. This is introduced by the allusion to

~7s Appendix Two, page 342n.54 below. For MsM, MsB=~, G and Syr the moon is the

subject of the verse. For MsBD’’ it is both sun and moon. Yadin, Malaria, 30: "We may assume

that Btext here is perhaps influenced by the Ben Sira recension originating with the Dead Sea
Sect, where a deliberate attempt was made to introduce the sun as a factor in determining the

IIseasons ...

177 The only other biblical example in which YHWH’s majesty is so manifested is found in

Exod 33,18-23.

tTs Prato, Teodicea, 186-187.
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Ezek 1,28. In the Works of God in Creation Ben Sira uses various elements of

creation to portray divine theophany: firmament, ,’~un, moon, stars, rainbow, hail,

lightning, clouds, thunder, wind, storm, snow, frost, heat, dew, sea and messenger.

The mention of the rainbow, and the allusion to theophany from Ezek 1,28, marks

the transition point from celestial elements (dealing with the origins of creation) to

atmospheric elements linked to the human world). The two important concepts in

the traditum (Ezek 1,28)

and divine glory (,m,~?m=~

are the appearance of the rainbow (n~7 n~)

¯ .- 1::.). YHWH’s glory is what is observed by Ezekiel

who likens it to a splendid rainbow. These basic concepts are found in the traditio

(Sir 43,11) where Ben Sira urges a contemplation of the rainbow (n=p ~’~)

because of its glory (-~*_.=: ,~’~-~,~: -~= ,=), which leads to the blessing of its Maker.

The noun used in the traditum (n~’~.) has been changed to an imperative (,~’~)

in the traditio. In the traditum the noun (m:~) is used of YHWH, but in the traditio

it refers to the rainbow, suggesting the presence of aggadic exegesis.

Once again, the aggadic exegesis provides a response to Stoic cosmogony.

For Ben Sira, who as seen in Sir 42,16 above, rejects both Zeno’s concept of

cosmic permeation by Tr0p z~XvtK6v and Cleanthes’ solar ~?~p.OVLK6V, the

observation of the glory of the rainbow leads directly to the contemplation of

YHWH’s fiery glory. Thus, historicalplausibility and satisfaction are fulfilled. Logical

technique is by supplementation as the traditum is extensively revised. The

appearance of the rainbow in the traditum (t~ n~.~=.) has been

transformed in the traditio into a command to contemplate the rainbow (n=p ~’~).

In the traditum the rainbow is presented as a simile of YHWH’s glory. In the traditio

the rainbow’s glory is that which leads to contemplation of the implied glory of the

Creator God. In terms of textual-narrative context, Ben Sira argues that the
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contemplation of such a glorious object as the rainbow leads to a deeper

contemplation or blessing of its Maker. This movement from the contemplation of

a created object to that of its Maker runs through the entire poem.179 Ben Sira’s

mental matrix is once again radical as the traditum has undergone extensive

revision. No longer is the rainbow a simile for divine glory, but its own glory leads

the observer to contemplate the even greater glory of its Maker; the glory of the

rainbow leads directly to YHWH’s glory and not merely by analogy. The exegetical

form used in this aggadic interpretation is embedded, as the allusion to Ezek 1,28

is a covert presentation of the traditum in connection with its new application in Sir

43,11. There is no shift in voice, as both the traditum and the traditio use the

narrative voice, thus presenting Ben Sira’s teaching in Sir 43,11 in continuity with

that of Ezekiel.

(j) Sir 43,17a/Isa 29,6b and Ps 29,8a

The eleventh and twelfth allusions, in Sir 43,17a (’("~ ~’rr ~r:;’~ b~p), are to

Isa 29,6b (~-~; ~p~ ~_;~:.~ =~=) and Ps 29,8a (’~:Tr; 5’~; ,ram. 5~p).

Isa 29,1-8 is a woe oracle announcing a siege against Jerusalem. Vv.5-8 portray

YHWH’s salvation using the image of a rainstorm, in which the thunder and

earthquake are part of a "teofania di punizione’’18° which obediently manifests

YHWH’s presence. Ben Sira presents the same phenomena in Sir 43,17a as

something resulting from, and obedient to, YHWH’s voice (~P,;’~ ~p). Ps 29 is a

YHVVHistic adaptation of a Canaanite hymn to Ba’al in which YHWH’s supremacy

and universal rule are proclaimed. In particular, Ps 29,3-9a describes YHWH’s

179 Sir 42,16: 43,2.5a.27b.28-29.

1so Prato. Teodicea, 190.
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glory as that of a divine warrior whose power nothing can resist. The reference in

Sir 43,17a to the seismological effect of YHWH’s thunder is typical language of

theophany. What is important is that the thunder, as with all the other elements of

nature mentioned in the stanza, carry out God’s will. Key concepts in the tradita

(Isa 29,6b and Ps 29,8a) such as the nouns 5ip (Isa 29,6b and Ps 29,8a), z=~_~ (Isa

29,6b) and the verb form 5,r].; (Ps 29,8a) occur in Sir 43,17a (b,m ~r~:~’~ b~p). In

the Isaiah traditum 5~p and =_;~_ function as traditional theophanic elements

indicating the presence of YHWH. In the Psalm traditum =2~_ and 5’r7.; function

together to present a storm as a divine manifestation of power. In the traditio these

elements are combined together and given a new meaning in that the writhing of

the earth at the sound of YHWH’s thunderous voice is not presented as theophany

per se, but as another example of the creation doing the will of the Creator.

Once again the aggadic exegesis addresses the Stoic concept of divine

permeation by the deity. For the Stoics, @~6c; is rational cosmic force, which in its

inter-penetration of 13;Lrl constitutes the material cosmos. For Ben Sira, this is a

deficient viewpoint. ®~6~, for him, is Israel’s God, the Creator God, who creates

the material cosmos, but is distinct from it. This distinction is clearly manifest in the

dramatic way creation responds to divine theophany, particularly by thunder and

earthquake. In arguing thus, historical plausibility and satisfaction are fulfilled.

Two texts, one dealing with the theophanic aspect of YHWH’s noise and the

other with its seismic aspect, have been combined to portray creation responding

to its Maker. Since two texts not meaningfully related in the Hebrew Bible have

been combined and a new conclusion drawn from them, the logical technique used

here is l,~t:,~,.TM In terms of textual-narrative context Stanza Three (Sir 43,13-26)

m Fishbane. Biblical lnterpretcaion, 424-425.
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of the Works of God in Creation deals with various natural elements doing the will

of their Creator; Sir 43,17a specifically mentions thunder in this capacity. Ben

Sira’s mental matrix is radical. While the terminology of the original tradita is

preserved in the traditio, the meaning derived from them is radically new. For Ben

Sira the convulsing of the earth in the presence of divine thunder is not about

recognizing the sacred presence of God, but another example of the creation

acting in obedience to its Creator. The exegetical form used in the aggadic traditio

is embedded as the allusion to Isa 29,6b and Ps 29,8a is a covert presentation of

the tradita in connection with the new application in Sir 43,17a. In the Isaiah

traditum the voice is YHWH’s, which in the traditio becomes the voice of Ben Sira.

In the Psalm traditum the voice is that of the psalmist, which becomes the voice

of Ben Sira in the traditio. In this way, Ben Sira’s own teaching is presented in

continuity with the revelation and wisdom of Israel’s biblical traditions.

(k) Sir 43,17b/Isa 29,6c

The thirteenth allusion, found in Sir 43,17b (~’~:~m nm~ l~-:’-’), is to Isa 29,6c

(nb:.~ v:~ :~_5! 7~;~ n m~). All that has been said above in relation to

thunder and earthquake (Sir 43,17a/Isa 29,6b) is applicable here also. The

traditum (Isa 29,6c) uses the phrase ~.~ n=.~ which is identical to that found

in the traditio (Sir 43,17b). In the traditum ~7;~.~ ,~=~ are traditional elements

of theophany in the context of wrath and judgement.182 In the traditio they have

been divested of their traditional meaning and are presented as yet another

example of the creation responding obediently to its Maker. Most of what has been

considered regarding the aggadic exegesis of Sir 43,17a can be reiterated here

l~z Skehan-DiLella, Ben Sira, 494.
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in terms of textual-narrative context, mental matrix, exegetical form and

legitimation. The logical technique used is :;upplementation. While the phrase

n3~.~ ,~=.~ is not modified in itself, the change of context, from theophanic

wrath and judgement to a creational setting, leads to a complete revision of the

traditum. The shift in voice is from the divine voice of the traditum to Ben Sira’s

voice in the traditio. Thus, not only is Ben Sira’s teaching presented in continuity

with divine revelation manifest in Israel’s biblical traditions, but in a prophet-like

manner he annunciates a divine message for his contemporaries. In short, the

words are those of Ben Sira, but the voice is that of YHWH.

(I) Sir 43~19a/Ps 147,16b and Sir 43,25alPs 107~24

The fourteenth and fifteenth allusions are in Sir 43,19a (3=~" r~br~= "~=~; m:~)

to Ps 147,16b (’~..r.-=, "~-=.~ "~=;) and in Sir 43,25a (~nm::m ,~r:t~ m~b= m~V) to Ps

107,24 (nS~m= ~’n7~5~.! m,~’ "~m .l~ n~n). Ps 147 is a post-

exilic communal hymn. Specifically Ps 147,12-20 is an invitation to praise YHWH

whose creative word is visible in the natural world. Sir 43,19a takes up the

meteorological phenomenon of frost which is highlighted in terms of its brilliance,

thus diluting the somewhat negative tone of Ps 147,16b where frost is compared

to ashes, and is portrayed as complying with God’s will. Ps 107 is a communal

thanksgiving hymn in which the experiences of storm-tossed, yet divinely saved,

sea-voyagers are related. In Ps 107,24 the voyagers witness YHWH’s wonders in

the sea. The majesty and splendour of the sea is the subject of Sir 43,23-26. Ps

147,16b is alluded to in Sir 43,19a. The noun "~=~ occurs in both the traditum (Ps

147,16b) and traditio (Sir 43,19a). In the traditum "~=~ is the object of YHWH’s

scattering (,:,--.,’) and is just one example of YHWH’s creative word active in
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creation. In the traditio the noun "~=~ is the object of YHWH’s pouring ("[=~,) and

is presented as an element of creation doing the will of the Creator. There is no

aggadic transformation of meaning in the movement from traditum to traditio; Ben

Sira has simply borrowed an image from Ps 147,16b and used it in his poem.

Similarly Ps 107,24 is alluded to in Sir 43,25. In the traditum (Ps 107,24) divine

wonders (~,n~5-.=~) and deeds (re,a, ’~) in the seas are mentioned.

These also occur in the traditio (Sir 43,25) as ~n~:~r~ ... m~5=. Once again there is

no aggadic transformation of meaning in the movement from traditum to traditio.

Ben Sira has simply borrowed imagery from the Hebrew Bible for reuse in the

poem. The allusions already serve his purpose to present the entire cosmos in

obedience to the will of Israel’s God.

(m) Sir 43128/Ps 145,3 and Job 5,9a

The final two examples of the representative sampling of Ben Sira’s biblical

allusions are in Sir 43,28 (~,m:~r~ 5or: 5~’~: ~lm "~pn~ ~5 ’: "~:: ,~5"~:~) to both Ps

55nr~.l re,a, 5~’~) and to Job 5,9a1" .. : T :

an acrostic hymn in which w.1-10 praise

the greatness and might of YHWH. Ps 145,3 advocates praise of YHWH since his

greatness is without limit. Job 5,9a occurs in Eliphaz’s message of assurance to

Job (Job 5,3-16). Job 5,9-16 is a doxology praising the creator God of the wisdom

tradition, in which Job 5,9a focuses on God as a maker of marvels. In short, the

entire doxology presents God as "the wonder worker, champion of social justice,

rainmaker, and master mind controlling all wisdom and strategies on earth.’’~83 Sir

43,28-30 contains typical elements found in many creation hymns: an invitation to

t83 Habel, Job. 134.
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praise (Sir 42,28aa); the motives for praise which usually consist of divine

attributes (Sir 43,28al3-29); a conclusion ending on a note of praise (Sir 43,30). Sir

43,28 argues that since God, who is beyond human comprehension and greater

than his created works, is so awesome he is to be praised.

The key concepts found in the psalm traditum are that YHWH himself is

great (5in~) with a greatness which is unsearchable (’~n l’~ m~:..5.!).

The important concepts found in the Job traditum are that YHWH’s deeds are

great and unsearchable (’~n l’~! mbh=~ n~;). The traditio (Sir 43,28)

asserts that God is to be praised since he is unsearchable (’~pn: ~b ,=) and

greater than his creation 0,tm;m b:m b~’~: ram). The transformation of the two tradita,

by establishing a necessary connection between them in the traditio, is aggadic

and probably is offered in response to the Stoic concepts of cosmogony and of the

relationship between the @~Gc-principle and the cosmos. The link between the

greatness of the @~Gc-principle and the cosmos is emphasized in Cleanthes’

Hymn to Zeus:

blJ, VOOVZE¢ "r:~. a~, ~pyo¢ 8LrlVeK~¢,

~’rr~k o’~::~ [3pozot¢ y~.pa¢ ~.ZXo T.~ IX~.tCOV,
O~I:E OEO’CC, q KOLVOV CCE’I. VOIJ, OV ~V 6[Kq 6IJ, I.)ELI).184

Thus for a Stoic like Cleanthes, observation of the cosmos and the rationalistic

comprehension of the @EGc-principle underlying it, leads mortals to the hymnic

praise of the creator and thus KOI, VbV EE’I. VOlJ, OV ~:v 8[KB IJl.tVEtV. In place

of the Stoic rationalist model of comprehending God, Ben Sira asserts God’s

~4 SVF 1§537.
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fundamentally unfathomable dimension (mpn~ ~5 ,: - v.28a13). Furthermore, his

emphatic statement that Israel’s God is far greater than the entire created cosmos

(~,=:~m 5:m 5~-u ~lm - v.28b) is a resounding condemnation of the deficiency of the

Stoic understanding of @~6~ as a cosmic principle of created matter. In this way

Ben Sira presents his concept of the Creator God as superior to the Stoic view.

Accordingly, both historical plausibility and satisfaction are considered fulfilled.

Logical technique is by l,:~m~ as two texts not related in the biblical tradition

have been juxtaposed and a new conclusion drawn from them. In terms of textual-

narrative technique Stanza Four (Sir 43,27-33) of the Works of God in Creation

deals with the greatness of God who is the Maker of the wondrous creation. In Sir

43,27 (b:n ~n) Ben Sira states that God is revealed in the splendours of creation.

However, since the capacity of human beings to comprehend the creation is

limited (,’1~ ~5 nS~: m;), how much more is God beyond human comprehension

and so to be extolled. Ben Sira’s mental matrix is again radical as the tradita are

extensively revised by their juxtaposition. The necessary connection between the

unsearchable quality of YHWH and of his deeds, allows Ben Sira, in the face of

divine incomprehensibility, to bring to an end on a note of praise a poem, which

has enumerated the great creational acts of God. The exegetical form is

embedded as with all Ben Sira’s allusions. In the case of the psalm traditum there

is no shift of voice, as the voice of the psalmist in the traditum becomes Ben Sira’s

voice in the traditio. In the case of the Job traditum there is no shift of voice from

Eliphaz’s narrative voice to Ben Sira’s voice in Sir 43,28. Ben Sira’s teaching is

thus presented in continuity with Israel’s sapiential traditions.
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3.5 Ben Sira’s Biblical Interpretation: Conclusions

A number of important conclusions can be drawn on the basis of this study.

In the first place, the issue of identifying Ben Sira’s biblical allusions in Heb is

methodologically difficult. This is due to the fluidity of the Hebrew biblical textual

tradition in the second century BCE, the specific difficulties involved in studying

Heb, namely its divergence from G and Syr, its glosses and retroversions, and the

fact that there may well be other Israelite traditions alluded to in the text which can

no longer be identified. An intertextual approach operating within these

methodological constraints, while not permitting the identification of all Ben Sira’s

allusions and intertextual echoes, does allow for the possibility of identifying a

controlled, representative sampling of allusions, through the rigorous application

of intertextual criteria. The approach of previous scholarship, content to claim

biblical allusions on the basis of the criteria of availabi/ity and vo/ume alone, has

at times made for an over-exuberant and somewhat hasty identification of Ben

Sira’s biblical allusions. The claim by Schechter and Taylor, for instance, to offer

a complete list "containing the phrases, idioms, typical expressions, and even

whole verses about which there can be no reasonable doubt that they were either

suggested to him [Ben Sira] by or directly copied from the Scriptures" is typical of

this over-enthusiastic approach.185 The intertextual criteria applied to Ben Sira’s

putative biblical allusions are analogous to a photochromatic filter. When a

landscape is viewed through a filter of a particular colour, certain features are

prominent while other aspects remain faint or even invisible. Consequently precise

filters are chosen to view particular aspects of a landscape under investigation.

The application of the intertextual criteria chosen by this study reveals only Ben

Sira’s more obvious biblical allusions and cannot detect weaker allusions and

lg~ Schechter-Taylor, Wisdom of Ben Sira, 13.
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fainter intertextual echoes. While this is a limitation, it does offer one significant

advantage: the obvious biblical allusions thus identified, are in all probability

directly intended by Ben Sira and permit the study of his re-interpretation of biblical

texts.

The distribution of the representative sampling of allusions among the three

divisions of the Hebrew Bible, when compared with similar distributions for putative

allusions in the entire book of Sirach and in the Works of God in Creation, reveals

an interesting pattern, illustrated below in Figure 01.
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Figure O1
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The distribution of allusions in the representative sampling is broadly similar to that

for the distribution of putative allusions in the entire book. In both patterns,

allusions to the "other ancestral books," denoted Ketuvim in Figure 01,

predominate with a higher proportion in the representative sampling. This is to be

expected in a sapiential work such as Sirach in general, and in a creation poem

in particular. The pattern becomes more obvious when the distribution of allusions

in the representative sampling among specific biblical books is taken into account.

This is illustrated graphically in Figure 02, below.
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Figure 02

Representative Sampling of Allusions
Distribution In the Hebrew Bible

Ezekiel 1

Deuteronomy I J

Genuls 1

Psalms 8

Nearly 75% of the allusions are drawn from two of the "other ancestral books,"

Psalms and Job. Since the bulk of the allusions used by Ben Sira in the Works of

God in Creation has been drawn from the books outside what was probably the

canon of Ben Sira’s day, a pattern suggested by the distribution of putative

allusions throughout the entire book of Sirach, it is highly probable then that Ben

Sira’s scribal activity may well have played a significant role in the eventual

canonization of these books in Judaism. However, a study of Ben Sira’s aggadic

reinterpretation of the biblical tradition suggests that his choice of allusions may

have been determined more by the manner in which these lent themselves to the

development of his teachings, than by any consideration of which actual books of
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the biblical tradition they derived from. Accordingly, it is worth examining the

thematic distribution of allusions in the representative sampling, which is illustrated

graphically in Figure 03, below.

Figure 03

Representative Sampling of Allusions
Thematic Distribution

Concept of God

Creation or sapiential themes are found in over 80% of the allusions. Three

allusions are concerned with specifically Jewish concepts of God derived from

Israel’s unique experience of YHWH" exclusive worship,186 YHWH’s divine .~::,1s7
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and unsearchability.188 In choosing these particular allusions, Ben Sira may have

opted for texts which allowed him to dialogue with Hellenism about the relationship

between the Deity and the cosmos, while at the same time adhering to essential

Jewish belief.

These patterns of distribution suggest that Ben Sira was extremely familiar

with the biblical traditions of Israel and specifically identified and chose quite

calculatingly the texts he required for the development of his teaching because of

the ease with which he could integrate them into his contemporary intellectual

framework,ls9 This is further confirmed by the precise manner in which he

reworked the texts of the traditum into his traditio. This thorough knowledge of

Israel’s biblical traditions derived from close study of these traditions. Generic

terminology used in the Poem on the Ideal Scribe (Sir 38,24-39,11) may now be

better understood. Phrases such as 8LaVOOU~VOU ~V V6F~ (Sir 38,34d), and

ao~ow 1TdV’~v ~.pz~(.cov ~K~q’~O~L (Sir 39, la), ~v ... TrpoqbqZ~aLC

~oXo~.rl0r~o~.za L (Sir 39,1 b), and 8L~yrlOLV ~zv6pCov 6volaaozcav

auvzrlpr~o~- (Sir 39,2a) are not the language of precise biblical interpretation but

denote scribal activity in terms of close, careful, busily occupied study and

retention of the biblical traditions whether Torah, famous discourses, prophecies,

or wisdom. Clearly what Ben Sira claims the ideal scribe ought to do in respect of

the study of the biblical traditions, he actually does and very effectively. The

autobiographical texts in which Ben Sira deals specifically with his role as scribe

must also be seen in this light. His interpretative work is but a rivulet derived from

1s8 Ps 145,3.

189 Gerald T. Sheppard, Wisdom as a Hermeneutical Construct: A Study in the Sapientializing

of the Old Testament. BZAW Series 151 (Berlin and New York: Walter de Gruyter, 1980), 12-18.
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the vast river of Israel’s biblical traditions (K~y~ ~E 6L~pU~ ~.lTb Tro:¢p.o~) -

Sir 24,30a). By implication, this rivulet can only have been produced because Ben

Sira was able to fathom the depths of the river itself. Like previous teachers in

Israel he worked hard at gleaning from the biblical traditions (,nnp~ ~,nn~ ,:~ c::~

c:n’<~=,n nn~ 55~ ~r::~ - Sir 33,16) without which he could not have filled his wine-

press with the wine of his teaching (Sir 33,17). In fact, his study of Israel’s biblical

traditions began in his early life and was the passion of his youth (Sir 51,13-15):

The portrayal of the life of ideal scribe as one given over to the earnest study of

Israel’s biblical traditions, and which Ben Sira autobiographically ascribes to

himself, is clearly evidenced by his erudite, and carefully precise choice of biblical

allusions.

Not all Ben Sira’s biblical allusions are exegetically reworked.TM In such

allusions imagery is borrowed without any change of language or context to

convey similar meaning in the traditio. All the other allusions studied exhibit

aggadic exegesis. This may allow one to understand better the generic terminology

used in the Poem on the Ideal Scribe. The scribe’s task is one of arriving at a

deeper meaning which is to be derived from the text (KC~’L ~.V ... Trc~p(xl30;L(3V

Ot)V~LOr~]L~O~Z0:L - Sir 39,2b). This deeper meaning is hidden in the text and

requires to be drawn out (~.IT6KpU(I:)IX 1T~pOI.IJ, I,~3P E:K~’I]’E1]O’EI, - Sir 39,3a; ~v

~9o Sanders, Dead Sea Psalms Scroll, 114.

~gt Ps 19,7 in Sir 43,2a; Ps 147,16b in Sir 43,19a and Ps 107,24 in Sir 43,25.
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~.v~yp.aOLV Trc~pc~13o~.~v dvo:ozp~.~r~o~ze, L - Sir 39,3b). This type of aggadic

exegesis engaged in by Ben Sira is sufficient to locate him firmly on a ’:rajectory

from scribalism en route to rabbinism, but insufficient to determine whether he

marks a new departure in biblical interpretation. Some support for the thesis that

Ben Sira can be located at a key point en route from scribalism to rabbinism is

suggested by the strong influence Ben Sira’s work has exercised over Rabbinic

Literature, as evidenced in the frequency with which it is quoted therein1~2 and by

its attested use in the synagogue service.193 It is not impossible that rabbinic

exegetical techniques were in continuity with Ben Sira’s own aggadic-type

scriptural interpretation. His view of himself, =’~:�~:~ "~r~ 5%,v ~r::~ ’n’~p~ ~"~n~ ’~ =~

(Sir 33,16), suggests that Ben Sira may not necessarily have been the innovator

of a new form of biblical interpretation, but one who typified it.

Ben Sira’s reinterpretation of biblical allusions portrays him as one who was

well aware of hellenistic culture and whose thought had much in common with

Stoic ideas, particularly those of Zeno and Cleanthes. However, the concepts of

Stoicism were not adequate in themselves for Ben Sira’s theology, which remained

firmly grounded in Jewish biblical tradition. Thus, a significant point of departure

for Ben Sira’s aggadic reworking of biblical allusions was produced by Palestinian

~n S. Schechter, "The Quotations from Ecclesiasticus in Rabbinic Literature," JQR 3 (1890-
91): 682-706. For an extensive, but not exhaustive, list of quotations see ibid., 689-697; Box-
Oestedey, "Sirach," 297-298. It should be noted that the quotations do not always correspond with
the references given in Sirach; at times only one sentence of that which is quoted is actually
found in Sirach; while in other cases some of the sentences quoted are not actually found in
Sirach. Certainly the work exercised sigaaificant influence on Pirqe A bot and Derek Eres Rabba.

There are also interesting parallels with the Shemoneh "Esreh which occupied an important
position in the synagogue services. Finally, the description of the High Priest which occurs in the
synagogue liru~=y of the Day of Atonement has been influenced by Sir 50.

193 Cecil Roth, "Ecclesiasticus in the Synagogue Service," JBL 71 (1952): 171-178.
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Judaism encountering and engaging with hellenistic philosophy, particularly Stoic

concepts of creation and theocrasy.

For Ben Sira, wisdom and creation are inextricably linked.TM In the wisdom

tradition in general YHWH is the divine creator of all and

... the world is a showcase for divine activity. It is not contemplated in and
for itself, but in relation to the creator and to living things that occupy it.
It is not a cosmos that works mechanically, but a happening that occurs
over and over for all its inhabitants ... Hence the human experience of the
world is so important.~gs

The consequence of this is a fundamental link between wisdom and the praise of

the Creator God which is reflected in a reverential attitude to creation. It is also

through the sapiential understanding of creation that Israel can encounter YHWH,

its only God, experienced through historically mediated revelation:

The dialogue between the Israelite and the environment was also a
dialogue with the God who was worshipped in Israel as creator and
redeemer .... The world of the sage was hedged about, but not directed, by
the sacred traditions rehearsed in the cult (the liturgical experience). It was
from the experience of the world ... that the sages derived their lessons.19e

The hellenistic (Stoic) doctrine of creation, with its emphasis on monism and

rationalism, understood God as the active principle in a well-ordered purposeful

cosmos which permeated the creation and could be contemplated through

reflection on the beauty of nature. Ben Sira was quite prepared to accept elements

of the Stoic idea of creation, particularly those regarding creation’s purposefulness

and the ubiquity of God as the principle of the cosmos (Sir 43,27). However, he

never allowed his teaching evolve to monism, nor abandon its adherence to a

~94 This applies to all biblical sapiential literature. Roland E. M.rphy, The Tree of Life: A n

Exploration of Biblical Wisdom Literature, ABRL Series (New York: Doubleday, 1990), 118-121.

19~ [bid, 119.

19~ [bid., 124.
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theological understanding of Israel’s fundamental, historically conditioned

experience of YHWH.

Since the Works of God in Creation functions as a hymn in which Ben Sira

articulates Palestinian Judaism’s sapiential understanding of creation, it opens

quite naturally with its author’s reverential total self-alignment to the praise of the

Creator God (Sir 42,15a), derived from his own human experience of the world (Sir

42,15b) which leads to a deeper contemplation or blessing of the Creator (Sir

42,16; 43,2.5a.11.27b.28-29). Ben Sira argues that since God is revealed in the

splendours of creation (Sir 43,27b) and the human capacity to comprehend that

creation is limited, how much more is God beyond human comprehension and

deserving of praise. While Stoic concepts are to be found in the poem (Sir 42,16a;

43,17a.17b), Ben Sira is clear that the Creator God is Israel’s God. In keeping with

Israelite wisdom tradition, Ben Sira understands that the beauty of nature derives

from divine wisdom. Accordingly, God is omniscient having knowledge of the

interiority of both creation and the human person (Sir 42,18a). The relationship

between Israel’s sapiential and historical experience of God is also illustrated in

the advocacy of the solilunar calendar as intended by divine wisdom from the

beginning of creation (Sir 43,6b), to regulate Israel’s liturgical worship of its

historically revealed God.

In contradistinction to the Stoic philosophical monotheistic tendency to

theocrasy, Ben Sira powerfully advocates Jewish monotheism (Sir 42,21a) by

identifying the active principle of the cosmos, not with the Stoic rationalistic e~6~-

principle, but with the Creator God, the Only God, who is Israel’s God, nationally

and historically experienced and whose limitless wisdom197 is revealed in creation.

197 There is a close analogy between Ben Sira’s concept of wisdom and the Stoic ~6yo~ or

(continued...)
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Ben Sira further argues (Sir 42,21d) that this Creator God, Israel’s God, is

incomparable and incomprehensible, unlike the rationalistically comprehensible

Stoic 0~6~, because of the eternal oneness and immutability of the Deity.

In its attitude to the hellenistic philosophy of his time, Ben Sira’s exegetical

strategy was fundamentally conservative. While he used hellenistic language and

concepts to present his views, he chose an essentially sapiential reading of Israel’s

biblical traditions to consolidate and advance the tenets of Palestinian Judaism. In

general, it can be stated that hellenistic philosophical influences on Ben Sira

probably indicate his need to adapt to the learned arguments of the time so as to

be understood by pupils and opponents alike. However, Ben Sira never abandoned

his adherence to fundamental Jewish views. Ben Sira’s aggadic reworking of

biblical allusions suggests that his school was far from liberal and assimilationist,

but traditional, yet open to using new forms and concepts. In short, Ben Sira in his

role as biblical exegete demonstrates evidence of being a hellenized Jew, a

concept which needs to be broken down further.

19,(_ .continued)
universal law which pervades creation. Once again Ben Sira is aware of Stoic doctrine which in
itself is inadequate for his purposes and which must be modified accordingly. In a way similar
to the Stoics, but decisively developed "... Ben Sira identified wisdom as the ’primal image’ and
’the principle of order’ of the world created by God, which was ’poured out on all God’s works’
(Sir. 1.9), with the firmly delineated moral norm of pious Jews, the Torah communicated

exclusively to Israel on Sinai." Hengel, Judatsm and Hellenism, I, 159. The particular contribution
made by Ben Sira in relating the sapiential and historically conditioned experiences of God, is his
emphatic affirmation that Israel’s Torah is to be identified with Wisdom. Skehan-DiLella, Ben

Sira, 77.336. This affirmation is best expressed by Ben Sira in Sir 24,23: "tT o: {)’l: 0: "fi"dv17o:

13113~.o~ 6LC~er~Kq~ e~of~ 6~[O1:Ot~ V6~tOV ’6V ~V~Z~[~.~o ~l~ttV M~uofi~
K~.rlpOVOt.t(-~v OUvc~TC~TaZ~ IaKcol3. A related idea is found in Deut 4,6 where observance

of the deuteronomic law is Israel’s wisdom and discernment (~]’.’,~ ?"~-~U). In this, Deut
4,6 marks an important step on the way to Ben Sira’s identification of Israel’s Torah with Wisdom.

However, the Torah-Wisdom-/~()~O~ relationship is not explicitly present in the representative

sampling of allusions studied here.
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One helpful approach is that of Barclay1~8 who suggests that the process of

hellenization may be broadly distinguished under three categories: assimilation,

acculturation and accommodation. By assimilation is meant the degree to which

individuals are "wholly integrated into the majority society ... [and] have abandoned

the peculiar customs and practices of their own minority community.’’19g In Ben

Sira’s context the majority society was the hellenized Ptolemaic or Seleucid

empires and the minority community that of the Judean theocracy. Thus,

assimilation can be measured in terms of the frequency and quality of social

contacts between Jews and Greeks on the scale2°° illustrated below in Figure 04.

t98 John M. G. Baitlay, "Paul Among Diaspora Jews: Anomaly or Apostate?," JSNT 60

(1995): 89-120, at 93.

199 [bid., 93.

zoo [bid., 95.
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Figure 04

Ben Sira and Assimilation

ABANDONMENT OF KEY JEWISH SOCIAL DISTINCTIVE$
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1
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1
l

Ben Sira ==,1 COMMERCIAL EMPLOYMENT WITH NON-dEWS ¯ ~ Ben Sira

/

1
1

SOCIAL LIFE CONFINED TO THE JEWISH COMMUNITY

Ben Sira’s self-description in the Poem on the Ideal Scribe as one who engaged

in foreign travel2°1 suggests that he had assimilated only to the level of secondary

zo~ Sir 39,4c; also Sir 9,13 where Ben Sira’s familiarity with court intrigues may be due to

some level of contact with non-Jews: t~ "lrt=~ "1~=~rl ~ [~]~’1,’1~ ~[’~2] ~2’~,~ [~r~-l.
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relationship based on commercial contacts with

remainder

assimilationist. Ben

trodden only by

Hellenism.2°2 Certainly in the

of the book his outlook is anti-

Sira understood the way of assimilation as a double path

sinners (~.~e:pl:w~,~ (~T]" L~ I~l)Ol)l~ L ~TI’~L (~60 "cp I~OU£~)203

against which he strictly warned his young students.2°4 Those Jews who ignored

the warning and assimilated he regarded as foolish (b=:),2°5 of reprobate line (~t~

D)2°e and as witless offspring (b,~ .~=~).=or In religious terms, assimilation was seen

by Ben Sira as a dangerous compromise which risked alienation from Jewish

heritage.2°8 Consequently, his teaching was meant to equip the young against

assimilation.2°9 Accordingly, Ben Sira must be scored quite low on this particular

scale.

Barclay’s second category of hellenization is accu/turation by which is meant

in this context the degree to which Ben Sira acquired the linguistic and literary

zo2 Sir 27,1: XO~pLV 8LC~dp6pou zro~,~.O’L ~c~p%ow K0~’t. b Crl’cc~v q’l’~q0~3V~L

&zroozp~EL ~d~0C&~t6v. Ben Sira does not condemn the commercial contacts per se, but

the unethical practices which can arise from them.

zo3 Sir 2,12b; so Skehan-DiLella, Ben Sira, 151-152.

zo4 Sir 4,20-24; so ibid., 175-176.

Sir 4,27a; so ibid., 177.

Sir 41,5a; so ibid., 474.

2o7 Sir 41,5b; so ibid., 468.

Sir 11,34: EI)OLKLOOI)

zo9 Sir 50,28-29; so ibid., 559.

OE El)
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heritage of the hellenistic culture.21° Superficially this could be measured in terms

of his ability to speak Greek. More significant acculturation would be evident in the

extent of his knowledge of hellenistic philosophical traditions. The ultimate degree

of acculturation would be evident in any expertise Ben Sira might have had in the

critical tradition of hellenistic scholarship. Ben Sira’s location on the scale of

acculturation211 is illustrated below in Figure 05.

Figure 05

Ben Sira and Accultura6on

SCHOLARLY EXPERTISE

I
I
I

Ben SLTa ~ll .FAMILIARI.~__~ WITH G.._.R_EEK _PH.IL.__OSO___..PHY ¯ ~ Ben Sira

1

1
1

ACQUAINTANCE WITH C2MMON MORAL VALUES
/

1
1

NO FACILITY IN GREEK

The analysis of the poem on the Works of God in Creation has shown the extent

of Ben Sira’s knowledge and familiarity with Stoic ideas of cosmogony and

21o Barclay, "Diaspora Jews," 95-96.

zll Ibid., 96.
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theocrasy, particularly expressed in the ideas of Zeno and Cleanthes. His

familiarity with non-Jewish literature in general has been well documented.212

However, knowledge of philosophical ideas does not imply scholarly expertise in

hellenistic literature. In fact, Ben Sira discouraged his students from acquiring such

expertise, deriding the futility of Greek learning,21s and encouraged them to acquire

Jewish wisdom.2~4 Ben Sira must therefore be scored reasonably high on the scale

of acculturation, but not at its maximum.

The final category of hellenization is accommodation which in Ben Sira’s

context has to do with the manner by which Ben Sira used his familiarity with

Greek culture to express the essence of his Judaism.2~s Ben Sira’s position on the

scale of accommodation is illustrated below in Figure 06.

Skehan-DiLella, Ben Sira, 46-50.

Sir 3,21-24.

Sir 6,18-37.

Barclay, "Diaspora Jews," 97-98.
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Figure 06

Ben Sira and Accommodafon

1) Integrative

1) Oppositional
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i
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1
1

ANTAGONISM TO HELLENISM

There is no doubt that Ben Sira’s accommodation of Judaism to Hellenism is

oppositional. The reinterpretation of biblical allusions in the Works of God in

Creation testifies to a desire on his part to uphold both the uniqueness of Israel’s

biblical tradition and its superiority over hellenistic thought. Yet his rejection of

hellenistic thought is free from overt polemic. This pattern of accommodation is

found elsewhere in the book of Sirach.216 Accordingly, Ben Sira can be located on

the oppositional end of the accommodation scale, maintaining the uniqueness of

the Jewish tradition but devoid of radical antagonism towards Hellenism. As a

hellenized scribe Ben Sira was very definitely anti-assimilationist and combined his

thorough knowledge of Israel’s biblical tradition along with his considerable

z16 On his opposition to Hellenism see Sir 33,7-15; 36,1-22. On the superiority of Israel’s

traditions see Sir 19,20; 24,8-12.
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familiarity with Greek thought to achieve an oppositional accommodation of

Judaism to Hellenism, demonstrating the uniqueness and superiority of the former

over the latter.

Finally, Ben Sira presents the aggadic interpretation in the Works of God

in Creation, as his own teaching. This is achieved by articulating in his own

narrative voice authoritative texts (Sir 43,2a), divine revelation (Sir 42,18a;

43,17a.17b), and the teaching of important biblical personages such as the

psalmist (Sir 42,15a.16b.17b; 43,17a.28), Eliphaz (Sir 42,15b; 43,28), Moses (Sir

42,21b), Isaiah (Sir 42,21d) and Ezekiel (Sir 43,11). These may well be some of

the grape-pickers after whom Ben Sira understood himself to be gleaning in

Israel’s vineyard.21~ However, Ben Sira’s authority as teacher and interpreter of

biblical tradition is grounded in prophet-like pneumatic inspiration which, while only

hinted at in the Works of God in Creation (Sir 42,15), is explicitly stated elsewhere

in his work. In the Poem on the/deal Scribe the scribe is portrayed as an inspired

teacher21a who brings forth instruction and sets him apart from the manual workers

(Sir 38,33e). In the autobiographical texts Ben Sira understands his teaching role

as an inspired teacher219 of instruction as central. Similar ideas are to be found

later at Qumran and in Pharisaic circles.=° As stated in the Poem on the/deal

Scribe, his whole work is his contribution to both contemporaries and to future

generations,=1 which functioned to guarantee that his name would be honoured

Sir 33,16.

Sir 39,6.

Sir 24,31cd: 39,12a; 50,27d.

Hengel, "Scriptures and their Interpretation," 169-174.

On Ben Sira’s contribution to his contemporaries see Sir 39,7a-8b; also Sir 24,32a-33a;
33,18ab; 51,23-30. On the contribution to future generations see Sir 39,9cd; also Sir 24,33b.
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after his death (Sir 39,9a-lib). In a society which had no concept of life after

death, the honouring of "fis good name,222 through his teaching, would attain for

Ben Sire vicarious immortality.

The fundamental questions raised at the end of Chapter Two have been

addressed and answered. The biblical traditions which Ben Sire used have been

identified and his manner of reinterpreting them classified. The interaction of

hellenistic thought with Palestinian Judaism has been recognized as the point of

departure for his aggadic reinterpretation of biblical tradition. The portrait of Ben

Sire that emerges, at this point, is one of inspired biblical interpreter who is both

knowledgeable of Israel’s traditions and of contemporary Greek philosophical

thought, and who attempts to uphold and defend the superiority of Judaism in the

face of the rising tide of Hellenism, through the use of language and concepts

current in the hellenistic world, while at the same time earning for himself an

immortal name. However, the results from this study, based on the analysis of one

poem only, are by their nature limited and tentative. The further investigation of all

biblical allusions in Heb which needs to be undertaken lies beyond the scope of

this work. Nonetheless, within the context of this study, it is possible to bring into

greater relief, other dimensions of Ben Sira’s profile as biblical interpreter. Since

intertextuality can be described as the participation of texts in the discursive

practices of a culture,2~3 Ben Sira’s intertextual reading of Israel’s biblical traditions

alongside hellenistic philosophical thought must be investigated in the context of

the social world of pre-Maccabean Judea, in order to achieve the fullest profile of

Ben Sire as inspired exegete. It is to this task that the final chapter now turns.

z22 Sir 37,26; 40,19; 41,11-13; 44,10-15.

223 Freyne, "Reading hltertextually," 83.
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CHAPTER FOUR

4.0 BEN SIRA AND THE SOCIAL WORLD OF PRE-MACCABEAN
HELLENISTIC JUDEA

4.1 Introduction

Some previous attempts to locate Ben Sira within the social world of second

century BCE Judea, and to analyse the manner in which he functioned in that

society, have used significantly different perspectives. R. Gordis1 has argued that

the world of biblical wisdom literature in general is aristocratic Jerusalemite of the

fifth to second centuries BCE, and that Ben Sira as a wisdom writer must therefore

be located within that particular social stratum. Helge Stadelmann2 has attempted

to identify the world of Ben Sira and of his audience implied in the text of Sirach,

arguing that both Ben Sira, the prosperous priest-scribe, and the Judean youth he

educated, were members of what Stadelmann terms the upper-middle class [sic].

Harold Van Broekhoven3 has used a social-scientific methodology based on Mary

Douglas’ cultural anthropological variables of group and grid,’ in an effort attempt

to determine Ben Sira’s social world. While his various conclusions have been

1

118.

R. Gonlis, "The Social Background of Wisdom Literature," HUCA 18 (1943-1944): 77-

2 Stadelm ann. Schriftgelehrter, 1-39.

3 Harold Van Bmekhoven, "Wisdom and the World: The Function of Wisdom Imagery in

Siraeh, Pseudo-Solomon and Colossians" (Ph.D. diss., University of Boston, 1988); idem, "A
New Model for Discerning Wisdom: The Case of Sirach and Pseudo-Solomon," in New
Perspectives on A ncient Judaism." Society cmd Literature in A nalysis, vol. 5, ed. Paul V. M.

Flesher (Lanham, MY): UPA, 1990), 3-46.

4 Mary Douglas, NaturalSymbols: Explorations in Cosmology (New York: Pantheon Books,

1982), 54-64. For an excellent summary of Douglas’ model see Jerome H. Neyn~y, A n Ideology
of Revolt: John’s Christology in Social-Science Perspective (Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1988),

117-121.
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somewhat discrepant,s Van Broekhoven has revealed the possibility of new

insights which can be derived from a socially contextualized reading of Sirach.

The theory of reading which underpins this particular study derives from

Bruce Malina6 who understands the socio-linguistic purpose of language as

conveying meaning which "resides in the social system of individuals that is held

together by a shared culture, shared values, and shared meanings along with

social institutions and social roles to realize those values and meanings."7 In short,

what Ben Sira has written about himself as Jewish scribe conveyed and imparted

a meaning which is rooted in the social system of second century BCE Judea and

can only be fully interpreted when located and understood within that specific

social context. Accordingly, the appropriate model of reading comprehension is

what Malina terms the scenario model,8 whereby "the reader uses the text to

identify an appropriate domain or frame of reference and then rearranges that

Initially Van Broekhoven, using Mary Douglas’ model, agreed with Gordis and classified
Ben Sira as exhibiting a weak group - high grid profile; Van Broekhoven, "Wisdom and the
World," 62: "Sirach’s description of his own role confirms the analysis of Gordis or, in the model
from Mary Douglas, a high-grid, low group profile." However in his subsequent study, Van
Broekhoven altered his view, arguing for a strong group - high grid profile in Ben Sira’s case;
Van Broekhoven, "New Model," 3-46. See also page 292n.205 below.

6 Bruce Malina, "Reading Theory Perspective: Reading Luke-Acts," in The Social World
of Luke-A cts: Models for lnterpretcttion, ed. Jerome H. Neyrey (Peabody, MA: Hendrickson,

1991), 3-23.

7 Ibid., 6.

8 Ibid., 13-17. The scenario model focuses on meaning and regards the text as a succession

of explicit and implicit mental representations (scenes, schemes or models) which in turn evoke
corresponding ones in the mind of the readers. The task of reading is first, to call to mind the

appropriate scene, scheme or model and second, to use it as the wider fi’amework within which
to locate the meanings proposed in the text. Opposed to the scenario model, the propositional
model regards the text as a sequence of propositions, made up of sentences and words. The task

of reading is to identify and connect propositions. The propositional reading of the text fails to
elucidate meaning which is mediated by the social system in which the text was produced.
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domain according to the arrangements suggested in the text.’’9 Biblical authors,

Ben Sira included, coming from decidedly high context socie~.ies,1° do not facilitate

the scenario model of reading by attempting to explain their ancient world in terms

the contemporary reader can understand. It is necessary, therefore, to derive

suitable models to facilitate the interpretation of the text: "All interpretation, it would

seem, requires and ultimately rests on such models.’’11

Following Carney,12 models offer an interpretative stage which allows for

both cognitive filtering (seeing what is in a text) and cognitive mapping (perceiving

what is meant by the text). In fact, "we do not have the choice of whether we will

use models or not. Our choice, rather, lies in deciding whether to use them

consciously or unconsciously. If we use them unconsciously they control us, we

do not control them.’’13 By model is meant an outline framework which

9 Ibid., 15.

~o Ibid., 19-20. A high context society is one which produces sketchy impressionistic texts

where much is left to the reader’s imagination and few details are spelled out. This is so because

people in such societies were socialized into shared ways of seeing and perceiving. In this regard,
the Mediterranean biblical world was a typical high context society. A low context society is one

in which everything is detailed as much as possible, leaving nothing to the reader’s imagination.

n Ibid., 17.

12 T.F. Carney, The Shape of the Past: Models and Antiquity (Laurence, KS: Coronado

Press, 1975), 1-43.

13 Ibid., 5.
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... sets out the major components involved and indicates their priority of
importance. It provides guidelines on how these components relate to one
another. It states the range within which each component or relationship
may vary. A model is something less than a theory and something more
than an analogy. Used in the sense being considered here, a model is not
a mere replica of a specific thing or process. Its differences from analogies
and replicas and suchlike are informative ...14

While models function as a link between theory and observation, they can only

approximate to reality and do suffer from the limitation of presenting a generalized

picture. Consequently their use requires much caution and self-criticism.

Nonetheless, models cannot be true or false, only appropriate or inappropriate

depending on the results they achieve: ’q’hus the ’best’ model is not necessarily

the most elegant one, or the one from the most fashionable designer. The best

one is whichever gets the best results for a particular set of data for a particular

problem. Models are only as good as their results.’’is Carney’s postulational model

is of particular interest as it is one which

... enables us to match reality against a master pattern and so to perform
very complicated comparisons. We can use it to check a hunch - to verify
an intuitive impression of an elaborately complicated nature - even when
the data available are themselves very chaotic. The model can also be used
to test a formally structured hypothesis .... The postulational model thus
provides us with a set of criteria which are eminently disprovable, so that,
by using them, we can arrive at a body of proven facts,is

Both Gordis and Stadelmann have not used models explicitly in their attempts to

understand the social world of Ben Sira. However, the implied model is

postulational in both cases. Gordis’ implicit master pattern, against which the world

[bid., 7.

[bid., 37.

[bid., 23.
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implied in the text of Sirach is compared, is the aristocratic Jerusalemite

background to wisdom literature from the fifth to second centuries BCE, while

Stadelmann’s is the socio-economically polarized Jerusalem of the second century

BCE. On the other hand, Van Broekhoven has opted explicitly for a master pattern

based on the cultural anthropological variables of group and grid.

The results achieved by these scholars constitute a useful framework

against which to test and evaluate the conclusions of this particular study.

However, in an effort to achieve even greater precision, the appropriate

postulational model to be used explicitly by this study must be firmly based on Ben

Sira’s actual social world. Since his social world may have been centred on second

century BCE Jerusalem, the model which suggests itself for further investigation

is that of the ancient city.

4.2 A Postulational Model: The Ancient City

(a) Urbanization and Urban Terminoloqy in Sirach

Greek urbanization which penetrated the Near East and Palestine in the late

third and early second centuries BCE, constituted a fundamental, dynamic and

innovative force which had profound economic, political and cultural effects on

Judaism. As already alluded to in

concepts of colonization were

urbanization.17 In fact,

Chapter One, both Ptolemaic and Seleucid

wedded closely to the phenomenon of

17 See pp. 32-35.40-42.45-46 above.
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The city not only remained the one accepted method of spreading the
Greek way of life and maintaining Greek supremacy m the newly formed
[hellenistic] kingdoms which grew out of Alexander’s empire, it also
became an important means of propaganda. At the same time Greek cities
were influenced by the traditions of native life which were encountered
throughout the conquered territories.18

In the hellenistic period, including Ben Sira’s, the city could be defined as a large,

permanently settled, organized community of people bound together by religious,

political and economic interests, complementary and interdependent through a

division of labour and stratification of society and headed by a priest, governor,

prince or king, with a temple compound as a religious centre and a palace or

citadel as a political centre.19

Since the city so dominated society in the hellenistic period it is worth

considering the very useful study of urban terminology in the Hebrew Bible

undertaken by Frick, who has analysed the Hebrew word "~,;, its synonyms,

homonyms and cognates.2° The predominant sense of "?:: is that of a fortified

structure for defence purposes. Other meanings include: a walled, permanent

settlement; a quarter of such a settlement; and finally, the more comprehensive

politico-economic sense of city. Additional urban terminology identified by Frick is

outlined in Tables 16, 17 and 18 below.

18 E.J. Owens, "Town Planning in the Hellenistic World," in The City in the Greek and

Roman World (London/New York: Routledge, 1992), 74-93, at 74.

t9 Paul l.zmapl. Cities and Planning in the Ancient Near East (London: Studio Vista, 1968),

6.

2o Frank S. Frick, The City in Ancient lsrael, SBLDS 36 (Missoula: Scholars Press, 1977),

25-75.
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Table 16

Important Synonyms of "1~

Designates a city in terms of its city walls

Often used as a synecdoche for city and usually refers to
the military aspect of the city defences

Designates a city as the place of human abode

’3,1 Can be the basis for mythological references to cities as
t

well as the more pragmatic aspect of defence

Table 17

Terminology Specifically Relafng to a City’s Fortifications

Tower or bastion erected in the city walls
V : "

Castle or palace
I" "

Stronghold

Citadel

Figurative use of term for forest

Fortified installation on a hill

Citadel-like structure
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Table 18
Terminology for Secondary Settlements

"1:~rl Village
°° T

Villages of a city
1"

,"1.1rl Tent village
T~

Nomadic abode
¯ ." 1"

Unwalled village
1" Ir

Frick has concluded that the word "~,~ occurs over 1090 times, with the greatest

occurrence of the word suggesting that

The city as a walled place of refuge is thus a very early and very
predominant way of understanding the city in the OT. The wails of a city
were not intended to be the demarcation of the city limits; they rather
signified the cooperative attempt of a social unit to find complete security
for the place of its abode.21

The results of a similar analysis on the text of Sirach, undertaken by this study, are

summarized in Table 19 below.
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Table 19

Urban Terminology in Sirach

HEB G SIRACH

9,18a; 10,3a=; 10,3b; 16,4a; 36,29b23;
36,31 b(x2); 40,19a; 41,5a24; 42,1 lc; 46,2b;
48,17a; 50,4b; Sir 51,12(viia)2s

36,18a; 49,6a

"1 v2 7,7a; 31,24a; 42,11d2e; 51,9b27; 51,19c

22 Sir 10,3a may be ignored on text-critical grounds as the reading in G (~ov ~ov

0~1~170~) is supported by Syr against MsA.

23 Sir 36,29b may be ignored on text-critical grounds as MsB~" reads "l’~t~3 "lt~, while

MsB~’~, MsC and MsD read "13~r~ "1"~. The ori~nal reading was probably ~t~:;~ "lt~; once "ltI~

was corrupted into "~’~, the development of "13=r~ from ~:3~2~ was inevitable; Skehan-DiLella,

Ben Sira, 427.

24 Sir 41,5a may be ignored on text-critical grounds. While C*’~’,.: is found in MsB~’~, the

reading of MsM (c"J’~) is supported by G (~o;p’~,~3v).

2~ This reading is to be ignored on the grounds that the entire poem 51,12(i-xvi) is not

original to Ben Sira; Skehan-DiLella, Ben Sira, 569.

26 For Sir 42,1 ld MsB~’’ reads "~ ~7~= "]~=~23~, MsB~’s reads "~r.’ r~";~= "]1~72=3~ while

G reads ~v g)tr]OEt ~’o~.~.~v. Box-Oesterley, "Sirach," 470 suggest the reading gl3~.~v,

while Ziegler, ed.. Sapientia Iesu Filii Sirach, 323 notes a variant reading, t"ro)~sco~.

27 -l~d does not have any urban connotation in Sir 51,9b where the reference is to Sheol.
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Table 19 - Continued

HEEl    G SIRACH

~’,~ ’rr6~.L~ 9,1368; 23,21a; 26,5c; 24,11a; 28,14c; 38,32a

.~=,;.~ "n13~.q 9,13d

None of the other urban terminology used in the Hebrew Bible for the city, its

fortifications or secondary settlements is attested to in Sirach. This analysis

suggests that, for Ben Sira, the most basic concept of the city was that of a unit

protected by walls29 and so typically fortified that it could only be taken by military

conquest.3° The fortification of Jerusalem was regarded as so important as to be

mentioned among the deeds of some of the great heroes of Israel.31 Ben Sira’s

more developed understanding of the city was that of a permanent settlement32

which grew and expanded according to the intelligence and piety of its leaders,33

but which was also dependent on the skill of the manual labourers who maintained

it.34 In fact, it was precisely this concept of the city’s permanence which also

2s This reading may be ignored. While Sir 9,13f (G) contains the phrase ~lr’l,

~lq’~,~E(x)V Tr()~,E~, MsB reads "]b~t’l~ t’1~2"I b!~. MsB is to be preferred since it upholds the
parallelism between v.13e and v.13f. This is not the case with G.

Sir 28,14c (~T6~,~L~ (~X13pd~).

30 Sir 46,2b.

Sir 48,17a (Hezekiah); 49,13d (Nehemiah); Simeon l-I (50,4b).

Sir 36,31b.

33 Sir 10,3b (b,3t~ - O131,’EOL~); Sir 16,4a (" R’l’).

3, Sir 38,32a.
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allowed it to convey vicarious immortality on its founder through the perpetuation

of that founder’s name)s

However, Ben Sira’s most developed concept of the city was that of a legal

or socio-religious centre. For Ben Sira the legal and administrative system was

centred on the city)8 At the social level, the city almost became for Ben Sira a

metaphor for public opinion or the public legitimation or disapproval of behaviour.

It is clear from the advice Ben Sira offers that he valued public approval very

highly. Accordingly, attributes and actions which led to public disapproval were to

be avoided)7 At the religious level the most important of all cities was Jerusalem

which was the ~d~.tq ~yc~Trl~v~ or city beloved of YHWH and the place of

Wisdom’s dwelling and from which she exercised her ~ot:o~c~.38 Ben Sira also

described Jerusalem as the holy city of God and the place of dwelling of God’s

throne.3~ Finally, it should be noted that Ben Sira’s grandson described his

grandfather as a Jerusalemite,4° strongly identifying him with Jerusalem. In

3~ Sir 40,19a.

37 These are: the railing speech of the 13~b ~’~ (Sir 9,18a), adultery (Sir 23,21a), false

charges (StC~o~.~ gO~.E~q) in public (Sir 26,5c), stinginess with food (Sir 31,24a), and
recalcitrance in a daughter (Sir 42,1 lcd).

3g
Sir 24,11.

39 On the holy city see Sir 36,18a ("[7d’Tp 1~"~); Sir 49,6a (~=? ~"I[~); on the place of

dwelling of God’s throne see Sir 36,18.
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conclusion, the close links between hellenization and urbanization, Ben Sira’s keen

interest in the city, particularly Jerusalem, and the extent to which his thought is

urban-focused, suggest the city as the place of his social location. Therefore, in

an effort to clarify his role in Jewish society, it is necessary to use the model of

urban reality in a pre-industrial society.

(b) Lenski’s Model of the Pre-lndustrial Agrarian Society

The relevance of such a model emerges when it is located within the

context of early European urban theory,41 which developed in the late nineteenth

and early twentieth centuries CE, and can be characterized by two basic features:

first, it assumes that the characteristics of any unit of social life are determined by

institutions and second, it assumes that human society is an evolutionary or

historical product. One resulting approach has been an attempt to explain social

events in the discovery of origins.42 A second approach has been to emphasize the

rural-urban dichotomy,43 while a third approach has studied the pre-industrial city.

,o(...continued)

that "G weist kier zus/itzlich zu Ben Siras Eigennamen die Bezeichnung o’ I(poaoJkul.t~zqq
auf, was Zusatzinformation ftir 5gyptische Leser sein diJrfte"; Stadelmann, Schriftgelehrter,4n.2.

The title 6~ Iepooo~.ut.t~zrlq, while unique in the LXX, does indicate that Ben Sira’s grandson

considered it important to associate his grandfather with the city of Jerusalem.

41 Frick, Ci~ in Ancient lsrael, 1-24.

42 This institutional theory of the city attempted to explain the city in terms of its order and

historical primacy. Don Marlindale, "Preparatory Remarks: The Theory of the City," in The City
by Max Weber trans, and ed. Don Martindale and Gertrude Neuwirth (New York: Free Press,
1966), 9-62, is typical of the approach.

43 This approach has been developed into the modem sociolo~cal theory where the rural-

urban divide has been expressed in categories such as sacred versus secular, Gemeinschaft versus
Gesellschaft, folk versus urban, static versus dynamic, agricultural versus non-agricultural, pre-

(continued...)
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Various scholars have attempted to articulate the distinctive traits of the pre-

industrial city ~ased on demographic and economic criteria.44 Such criteria are of

little help when applied to the cities of the Hebrew Bible, since "the city in the Old

Testament is not so much a place of residence as a fortified place of refuge. Thus

the population of a city could fluctuate as a function of the presence or absence

of threats to its populace.’’4s The demographic and economic approach to

understanding the city has been critiqued by scholars who stress social and

cultural values as key criteria in the analysis of urban social structure.4e

Since there is need for a model of the ancient city free from anachronistic

and contemporary western ethnocentric limitations, whereby the patterns and

43(...continued)

literate versus literate, primitive versus civilized. Such concepts however, are limited by the fact

that they are ideal-type constructs produced by Western writers. For this particular approach see
Emile Durkheim, The Division of Labour in Society (New York: Free Press, 1947).

Louis Wirth, "Urbanism as a Way of Life," in Reader in Urban Sociology, ed. P. K. Hart
and A. J. Reiss (Glencoe: Free Press, 1951 ), 32-49 argues that these criteria are three-fold: number
of people, density of settlement, and degree of heterogenity of the urban population. V. Gordon
E?ailde, "The Urban Revolution," Town PlanningReview 21 (1950): 3-17 and idem, "Civilization,
Cities and Towns," Antiquity 31 (1957): 36-38, has identified eleven social and cultural traits.
These are: the presence of full-time specialists who exchange services for food, produced by
farmers; larger, denser populations; art, produced by specialists; the presence of writing and
numerical notation; the presence of exact sciences such as arithmetic, geometry and astronomy;
taxes paid by farmers to the religious and secular administrations; society based on kinship rather
than on residence; public holidays; foreign trade; a class-structured society due to unequal
distribution of plentiful property; city walls and fortifications.

4~ Frick, City in A ncient lsrael, 11.

4~ M. Weber, "Die Stadt," A rchivfi~r Sozialwissenschaft und So:ialpolitik 47 (1921): 621-

772. For Weber a full urban community had to display the following features: fortifications; a
market; a court and at least a partially autonomous legal system; forms of association; partial
autonomy and autocephaly. Other proponents of the socio-cultural approach are: Gerhard Lenski,
Power and Privilege: A Theory of Social Stra~ificaZion (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1966); Gideon
Sjoberg, The Preindustrial City: Past and Present (New York: Free Press, 1960)
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dynamics of modern cities are projected back onto those of antiquity,47 the

sociological approach to the ancient city offers the best possibility of

methodological accuracy. Central to this approach is the concept that cities were

not commercial centres, loci of public agencies offering services to residents or

market places for the surrounding countryside" ’The cities of antiquity did not look,

smell, or sound like cities of today. People were not in them for the same reason

we are, nor did life in them match what urban life has come to be today.’’48 Rather,

the sociological method is concerned with the manner in which the ancient city

functioned in the regional system around it; the distinction between urban elite and

non-elite; the patterns of social interaction between the various groups that

inhabited cities and the means by which that interaction was shaped.4~ In this

regard, Gerhard Lenski’s study typifies the sociological method,s°

However, the sociological approach is not free ipso facto from

methodological difficulties and limitations,sl as its philosophical basis can often be

both modern and western. A methodologically uncritical use of the social sciences

47 Richard L. Rohrbaugh, "The City in the Second Testament," BTB 21 (1991): 67-75, at

68: "In the same way that our understanding of what a city is can cause confusion, so also can
projection of the patterns and dynamics of modem cities back onto those of antiquity"; idem, "The
Pre-industrial City in Luke-Acts: Urban Social Relations," in The Social World of Luke-Acts:
Modelsforlnterpretation, 125-149, at 127-129.

4g Rohrbaugh, "City," 73.

49 Carney, Models and A ntiqui~, 83-136 attempts to set out the characteristics of

preindustrial cities in terms of population structure; family/personality systems; social
stratification; economics; technology; education and communications; politics; religion. Carney
uses the ancient city of Rome as the basis for his model which he claims can be applied to other
ancient capital cities. However, the model may not be totally applicable as it is based on one
particular city.

~o Lenski, Power and Privilege, 189-296

~l Saldarini, Palestinian Society, 12-34.
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can lead to inappropriate questions being asked of an ancient society, based on

inaccurate presuppositions, resulting in misleading conclusions. Lenski’s social

scientific and cross-cultural study is, when located within the context of social

theory, highly functionalist in its approach.52 which in turn is limited in a number of

ways: it is biased in favour of the status quo; it does not explain the origins and

purposes of a society; since it is concerned with societal coherence it fails to

register a criticism of oppressive social relations and interactions; and finally, not

being holistic it ignores subjective motives, intentions and truth claims.

Consequently, the faith and beliefs of those who made up ancient society must

also be taken into account as well as social structures and forces.

In applying Lenski’s functionalist model to Sirach, it may be that the

available data in Ben Sira’s social world does not fit in every respect. However, its

value is that it can produce a useful template of all the elements of a pre-industrial

urban society against which to measure the degree to which Ben Sira’s social

world does or does not fit the model. The main elements in Lenski’s model are

concepts such as class, power, privilege, prestige, status and elite groups. Lenski

defines power as the probability of persons carrying out their will even when

opposed by others,s~ while privilege is the possession and control of a portion of

the surplus of society produced by power,s4 Prestige can be defined as one’s

standing with others and is dependent on power and privilege. Status groups were

based either on power or prestige, while the elite were the highest ranking

s2 Ibid., 17-20. Functionalism is the sociological theory which assumes that all human action

contributes to human living and society and seeks to understand the function of each human
action.

53

54

Lenski, Pew er and Privilege, 44.

Ibid., 45.
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segment of any social unit. The class system of antiquity was a hierarchy of

classes ranked according to some single criterion wherein class was determined

by the unequal distribution of the valued resources of wealth, power and prestige.

The resultant formation and ranking of homogeneous sub-populations form the

basis for Lenski’s method.

The major elements in Lenski’s model of a pre-industrial agrarian urban

society may now be summarized with a view to examining the degree of fit

between the model and the data available for Ben Sira’s social world. For Lenski,

such agrarian societiesss were characterized by: monarchical and theocratic forms

of government, militarism, warfare and conquest leading to the formation of multi-

ethnic states, urbanization, technological production, economic development with

the diversification of roles and vocations within the society. In such monarchical

agrarian states, religion functioned at the service of the state, and religious

leadership gained much from the alliance with the state: a share of the economic

surplus and the defence of theological interests by state power. The net result was

the strengthening of national faiths. Where religious conflict occurred, it was

usually due to tension between ethnic groups or between rural and urban

populations. The urban centre dominated the agrarian society politically,

economically, religiously and culturally,s6 Those engaged in the same fields of

social or economic activity - officials, priests, scholars, scribes, merchants,

servants, soldiers, craftsmen, and labourers - were organized into guilds which

were religious, fraternal, political and economic.

Since specialists had to exchange the products of their labours, there arose

55

56

Judea.

[bid., 192-210; Saldarini, Palestinian Society, 35-49.

Lenski, Power and Privilege, 199. Jerusalem functioned as such a centre in hellenistic
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a need for a merchant class and monetary systems. Writing, developed as a

response to increasing economic problems faced by the urban classes, became

an instrument of social control, and also widened the traditional gulf between the

ruling classes and the common people by introducing the cultural distinction

between the literate minority and the illiterate majority:

On the one hand there was ... the sacred literature of the dominant faith,
together with the great works of philosophy and literature, standards of
honour and etiquette, and all other elements which were part of the literate
minority. Contrasted this was ... [the] tradition of the common people,
riffled with practical matters of peasant technology, primitive superstition,
and characterized by a highly parochial view of the world,sT

Agrarian societies were marked by social inequalitys8 especially in power, privilege

and honour: "In these societies the institutions of government are the primary

source of social inequality.’’s9 Since the state was the supreme prize for all who

coveted power, privilege and prestige, the one who could control the state would

fight to preserve that control. Wars between agrarian states were undertaken by

their rulers and ruling classes for personal gain, glory or to protect established

interests. Internal struggles for power were seldom over principles, but between

factions of the privileged class seeking its own special advantage: ’q’he capture of

the machinery of government, either from without or from within, was a prize that

brought fabulous wealth and immense power to the victor.’"~° Agrarian society

operated on the basis of the proprietary theory of the state, whereby the state was

a piece of property which its owner, the ruler, could use for personal advantage

Ibid., 208.

Ibid., 210-219.

Ibid., 210.

6o Ibid., 212.
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and which could be transferred to one’s heirs. This theory applied to state, lands

and taxes. The exercise of proprietary rights was exercised through the collection

of taxes, tribute money, rents, and services.81

The most significant classes of the agrarian society were the upper c/asses

consisting of the ruler, the governing class, the retainer class, the merchant class,

and the priestly class along with the/ower c/asses consisting of the peasant farmer

class, the artisan class, the unclean or degraded class and the expendable class.

Pre-industrial cities were characterized by an anti-technological climate of

thought.62 The low productivity supported a relatively small ruling elite or governing

class,e3 circa 2% of the population, which included advisers of the ruler, civic

officials, military officials. The governing class possessed the right to share the

economic surplus of the state. Thus, the rulers would grant the governing class

landed estates and their income, along with political responsibilities. The other

sources of income for the governing class were: sale of justice; the sale of office;

exemption from payment of taxes.64 Educational opportunities were restricted to

the elite:

Sjoberg, Preindustrial City, 118-120.123-133; Carney, Models andAntiquity, 99-100.

62 Ibid., 106-111.

63 Lenski, Power and Privilege, 219-230.

Ibid., 229. "In general, landownership, when divorced from public office, was valued
chiefly as a means to obtain prestige cmd economic security, while public office was used

prim crily for political and economic advancement."
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The ruling class monopolized formal education and most skills. Only with

a scatter of elites each possessing specialist expertise is pluralism - the

maintenance of several sets of values within one community - feasible.

Thus education too contributed to the hierarchical, authoritarian cast of
society.6*

Politics took place in the primate city, whose residents were probably more

important and influential than others. Decision-making was the prerequisite of the

elite and one’s place in society was the crucial determinant. The political culture

was authoritarian, paternalistic and hierarchical: "Examples from the past, respect

for traditions in general and disdain of novelty were drummed into the young man

of the elite or subelite in these societies.’’66

The ruler and governing class employed officials, soldiers, servants and

personal retainers, who depended on the political elite.67 The basic function of the

retainer c/ass was to serve the political elite. Their payment was separation from,

and elevation above, the mass of common people along with a share in the

economic surplus. Boundaries between different groups in the retainer class were

fuzzy, as well as boundaries between the retainer class and the governing class.

Collectively the retainer class was important as it provided numerical support for

the ruler and the governing class, mediated relations between rulers, the governing

class and the ordinary people and deflected hostility and resentment away from

rulers: "In modern society the retainers’ roles are fulfilled by the middle class, but

in antiquity they were not a middle class because they lacked any independent

power. They were a residual group dependent on the governing class and

Carney, Models and Antiquity, 111.

Ibid., 118.

Lenski, Power and Privilege, 243-248.
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participating in its life to some extent.’’e8 In particular, priests and scholars

maintained public order to ensure the elite’s control. This control "was usually

legitimated by a religious and educational bureaucracy that became the keeper of

the so-called great tradition. This is the ’official’ version, usually written, of a

culture’s religion, values and social world. It articulates the values and mores of

the elite manifest.’’e9 Collectively

... the members of this class were terribly important to their superiors,
individually most of them were expendable. Except perhaps for clerks and
others whose work required literacy, their skills were usually ones which
could be mastered by others without too much difficulty.7°

The merchant class71 evolved from the ranks of the peasants and usually ranked

above farmers and artisans. Merchants stood in a market relationship to the

governing class, while the retainer class stood in an authorffy relationship. The

governing class could always dictate terms in an authority relationship, but less so

in regard to market relationships. While merchants shared in the economic surplus,

the governing class shared in the wealth generated by merchants through taxes.

In this way the merchants were given part of the responsibility of extracting

economic surplus from the common people who in turn could not place all their

blame on the political elite: "The ultimate objective of the merchant class was to

maximize the area in which market relations prevailed and minimize the area of

authority relations, while the aim of the political elite was the reverse.’’72 The

Saldarini, Palestinian Society, 38.

Rohrbaugh, "Pre-industrial City," 133-134.

Lensld, Power and Privilege, 246.

Ibid., 248-250.

Ibid., 254.
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merchant class was a privileged class and depended on the power of the

governing elite, who were their best customers. In itself, the merchant class had

low prestige and no direct power. The ultimate goal of the merchant class was to

be like the members of the governing class, to be accepted by them as equals and

to become one of them. The political elite needed the merchant class to defend

the principle of social inequality and to extract wealth from the common people.

The priestly class73 mediated relations between God and people by means

of sacrificial rites. Their status in society was dependent on leadership roles in the

religious system. Often the priestly class was the wealthiest in society, particularly

due to religious tithes. The political elite needed the blessing of the priestly class,

especially to legitimate the regime: "In societies where limited literacy was the rule,

the clergy were often called upon to perform those administrative tasks which

required a mastery of the art of writing.’’74

The peasant farmers75 were the substantial majority of the people and were

subject to government taxation. They had little but the bare necessities of life, and

were viewed by the political elite as different and lacking in the personality which

the elite prized and respected. Peasants, while recognizing the cultural chasm,

were always motivated to maximize their rewards, leading to struggles between the

peasants and political elite. These usually took on non-violent aspects such as the

evasion of taxes, rents, services. Violence erupted when the peasants were

pushed too far. The basic rule in an agrarian society was that the greater the

military importance of the peasant farmer, the better the farmer’s economic and

political situation tended to be.

[bid., 256-266.

",4 [bid, 260.

[bid., 266-278.
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The artisan class76 was never large (circa 3-7% of the population) and was

usually made up of employees of the merchant class. It is highly anachronistic to

view this class as a middle class as it had no independent power. Wages were

directly dependent on skill: "Preindustrial society, however, tended overwhelmingly

to produce a form of social organization in which each craftsman manufactured the

product which he sold. The craftsman individually produced the entire item, from

raw material to finished product - and sold it in competition with a streetful of

others such as himself.’’77

A significantly less important group of classes were the unc/ean or degraded

classes.78 These were offensive occupational groups which occupied a position in

society inferior to the masses of the common people. Typical of these were those

who had only their bodies or physical energy to sell and who accepted occupations

which destroyed them. The expendables,TM circa 5-10% of the population,

constituted the most irrelevant class of all and was formed from those for whom

society had no use: criminals, outlaws, beggars and the unemployed. Agrarian

societies gave the impression of gross injustice in the distributive system8° in that

a small number of individuals enjoyed immense luxury, while the majority of the

population were denied the basic necessities of life. Yet when the demographic

factor is introduced, the problem was not so simple: there was no alternative to the

existence of a class of expendables. While the governing classes exploited the

Ibid., 278-280.

Carney, Models and Antiquity, 104.

Lenski, Power and Privilege, 280-281.

Ibid., 281-284.

Ibid., 295-296.
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common people, they did maintain law and order, on which the economy

depended. In this context religion81 attempted to bring a sense of sacredness,

purpose and dignity to the lives of outgroups. In agrarian societies religious belief

fundamentally influenced thought patterns. The religion of the governing class

tended to be literary, philosophical and formal. For the lower orders, religion

offered an escape from life’s brutal realities. However, religion also acted to

maintain the control of the elite over society.

The different classes were not superimposed upon one another, but had a

tendency to overlap. Power and privilege were a continuum, not a series of distinct

strata. Vertical mobility82 occurred, but was very rare, while downward mobility was

more frequent. The surplus of physical labour in agrarian societies was driven

downward in the class system in the direction of the expendable class, which

performed the unavoidable function of redressing the demographic balance. The

influence of surplus population can be seen at every level in agrarian society. The

peasants divided their land and patrimony equally among sons, thus reducing

individual small holdings to the point where they were too small to support those

who occupied them. This practice of primogeniture led to the decline of the non-

inheriting sons: "The simple fact is that there is no way to avoid a net downward

movement in societies in which all but the lowest classes produce more offspring

than there are status vacancies.’’83 Where upward mobility occurred it was due to

expanding trade, the vacation of positions by those who left no heirs, and the

vacation of positions by those who lacked skill to hold them. Most of the upward

steps were movements of those within a class, though once in a lifetime steps

Carney, Models and Antiquity, 122-128.

Lenski, Power and Privilege, 289-295.

[bid, 291.
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between classes were possible. Dramatic advances were made by those with

whom wealth and power were associated, while farming and crafts promised

limited advance.

Finally, it should be noted that the internal social stratification of the agrarian

city was mirrored in its physical configuration. The central area was dominated by

the palace, temple, and the residences of the political and religious elite. Internal

walls also divided sections of the population to serve the elite. There was usually

a separation of ethnic or occupational groups. The non-elite usually fanned out

towards the periphery, with the outcast groups at the very edges. Gates in the

internal walls controlled the interaction between various groups and at night were

closed, cutting off any possibility of inter-group communication. In fact,

A member of the urban elite took significant steps to avoid contact with
other groups except to obtain needed goods and services. Such a person
would have experienced a serious loss of status if found to be socializing
with groups other than his own. Thus social and geographical distancing,
enforced and commumcated by interior walls, characterized both internal

84
city relations and those between city and country.

These elements of kenski’s generalized sociological model, summarized briefly

above, form the template which can now be used in Ben Sira’s case in an effort

to arrive at a more precise understanding of his social role as scribe in second

century BCE Judea. This will be done in two stages. First. the model will be

applied to the generalized historical, political and socio-religious situation of pre-

Maccabean Judea, surveyed in Chapter One above, to test whether that urban

society was indeed pre-industrial agrarian. Second, the model will then be applied

to Ben Sira himself, making use of the text of Sirach in general, and of the Poem

on the Ideal Scribe and the autobiographical texts in particular, to test the

hypothesis that he was a member of a scribal retainer class

g4 Rohrbaugh, "Pre-industrial City," 137.
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4.3 Ben Sira: The Profile of a Scribe in an Aqradan Urban Society

(a) Pre-Maccabean Hellenistic Judea as an Aqrarian Society

In comparing the political and socio-religious situation of Pre-Maccabean

Judea, considered in Chapter One above, with Lenski’s model, some key

characteristics of pre-industrial agrarian urban society are identifiable: namely,

Judea belonged to a multi-ethnic, highly militaristic empire, ruled by foreign

monarchical dynasties85 in which the proprietary theory of the state operated.86

Other aspects of pre-industrial agrarian society identifiable for Judea are:

urbanization,sT economic expansion with the inevitable development of merchant

and artisan classes,s8 the fiscal and legal privileges enjoyed by the Jewish religious

leadership89 and finally, the rampant social inequality witnessed to by Ben Sira

himself)° Since the leaders of the Judean theocracy, the High Priest and

yEpouo~,91 were in receipt of both income92 and political responsibility from the

hellenistic rulers, they can be regarded, within Lenski’s model, as a ruling elite.

See pp. 29.32-33.43-46 above.

See pp. 34.45.57 above. The proprietary theory of the state operated and was evident in
}~0~0[ and 6cop~o~[, and in the

$6

the concepts of oleos, ~O;OL~,LKI] X~pE, [~EOL~LLKO’L

exercise of royal proprietary rights through the ~pOOq:C~Ol~C~.

See pp. 32-33.35.40-43.45-46 above.

See pp. 34.46-47 above.

See pp. 47-53 above.

90 Sir 3,30-31; 4,2-6.8-10; 7,10b; 29,8-13; 35,3-4. On Ben Sira and social justice see Skehan-

DiLella, Ben Sira, 88-90.

91 See pp. 33-34.47-51.53 above.

9z See pp. 56-60 above.
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In terms of Lenski’s model, the consistent profile of the scribe in the Ancient

Near East and in pre-exilic Israel-Judah and post-exilic Judea is one of retainer,

whose multifaceted functions varied and developed in different historical contexts.

In most Ancient Near Eastern societies the retainer role was expressed in

bureaucratic, educational and sapiential terms)3 Pre-exJlic Israelite scribes

performed similar retainer functions, as well as literary and exegetical roles.~" In

the post-exilic restoration under the Persians, the Jewish scribe’s retainer role

continued in the bureaucratic and administrative realm, but found particular

expression in Ezra’s exegesis of written religious texts)s The Ptolemaic style of

government with its obsessive bureaucracy in general, and its control of Judea in

particular, required an extensive retainer class of different kinds of officials,96

among whom the yp~lZl~C~z~6~ was a significantly important member of the retainer

class. Seleucid rule also required a similar retainer class)~

The application of Lenski’s model to the generalized historical, political and

socio-religious situation of Ben Sira’s social world, indicates that Early Seleucid

Judea was a pre-industrial agrarian urban society. Furthermore, it was effectively

a theocracy which enjoyed a certain degree of independence from the Seleucid

93 See pp. 13-15 above.

94 See pp. 16-20 above.

95 See pp. 20-28 above.

P P9~ See pp. 30-32 above. These officials were the 6LOLK~’Cq~, o’cpo;17qyoc,

o[KOl,’6l.tO~, as well as the ypoq.tl.to:l~Et3C, whose role was further subdivided into those of

97 See page 45n.131 above. This class consisted of a wide range of officials: ~LOLKI~I]~,

O[KOV61.tO~, azpc~zqy6~, ~r<Zoytaz{l~, ~zr LazoZoypc~qb6~, Zp~coqbt3;Lc~ and

yp~l.tl.tCczet3c;.
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king. The y~pouo~.o~, mentioned in Antiochus IIl’s decree concerning exemption

from state taxes, probably consisted of leading priests and citizens, and was

presided over by the High Priest. The remaining groups mentioned in the decree

may be regarded as retainers, with the priests performing cultic retainer functions

and the Temple-singers other liturgical roles. In this context, the Temple-scribes

may well have been non-cultic retainers, engaged in the scholarly study and

interpretation of Israel’s sacred traditions with a view to legitimating the Judean

theocracy. However, to test this hypothesis further, it is necessary to apply Lenski’s

model specifically to Ben Sira, the Jewish scribe of the period, in order to

determine with greater precision how he functioned as scribal retainer at the

service of the Judean theocracy.

(b) Ben Sira as Scribal Retainer

Lenski’s model identifies the first social class of a pre-industrial agrarian

urban society as the ruler, which in the case of second century BCE Judea, was

the hellenistic king. While Ben Sira does not mention the ruler or hellenistic king

in the Poem on the Ideal Scribe, there are a number of references throughout the

book of Sirach which are presented below in Table 20.

Table 20

Ruder (Hellenistic King) Terminology in Sirach

HEB G SIRACH

7,4b.5b; 10,3a.10b; 38,2b

8,2d

The hellenistic king was the one who sustained retainers, particularly the
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physician.~s However, Ben Sira advised would-be-retainers to exercise caution.

While the king, functioning as an agrarian ruler, conferred political prestige, Ben

Sira encouraged his audience to avoid such honours,99 presumably because of

royal corruption derived from excessive wealth.1°° Equally, flaunting one’s wisdom

was to be avoided due to the risks involved in such an enterprise.TM A wanton king

(~’~=~ "[b=), in contrast to a wise governing class, was capable of the destruction

of the people.1°= However, the power of the hellenistic king was not absolute in that

it was ultimately limited by death.1°3 The king’s negative portrayal by Ben Sira is

underscored both by his desire for Judea to be freed from the rule of the hellenistic

kings, whom he saw as foreign enemies who oppressed and were hostile to the

Jews,~°4 and by the fact that for Ben Sira there was only One whom he could

address as King,l°s namely the God of Israel whose temple was in Jerusalem.1°6

Sir 38,2b.

99 Sir 7,4b.

loo Sir 8,2d.

Sir 7,5b.

Sir 10,3a.

Sir 10,10b. Skehan-DiLella, Ben Sira, 225: "Though the language is elusive to protect
himself from the pagan overlords, Ben Sira’s graphic description of human frailty, impermanence,

and corruptibility in w 9-11 was probably meant as a stinging and grim diatribe against the
Ptolemaic and Seleucid kings who claimed to be ’gods on earth’ and ’masters of the world’."

1o4 Sir 36,2-12 describes the hellemstic kings as foreigners (’~2~ ,":2 - v.3a), enemies (’~,e _

v.7b),foes ("’~R v.7b), oppressors (ol, K0~KOU’~E~ "~bV ~.C~6V - v.llb), and hostile rulers

(&OX6V~,~V ~Xep~V - v.12a).

1o~ Sir 51,1a.

to~ Sir 50,2b (’~r~ b~’~) and Sir 50,7a (-[br~,"t b~’~).
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Ben Sira’s implacable theological and political opposition to the hellenistic kings,

along with his non-mention of them ir, the Poem on the Ideal Scribe, is clear

evidence that he did not belong to the Judean governing class, which was the

class in Judea who would have had to deal directly with such kings.

Ben Sira’s relationship with this governing class or ruling elite must now be

examined. While he mentions the ruling elite explicitly, he does not dwell on them

(Sir 38,33f: 39,4):

They are not found among rulers (~’b~r~) .... In the midst of the mighty
(].teyLOZdVe~) he serves, and appears before leaders (~lyot~l.teVOL).

Unlike the other people mentioned in the poem, the scribe has direct dealings with

the ruling class and is in a relationship of service to them. While the ruling class

is not dwelt on here in much detail, there are many references to rulers throughout

the book of Sirach which are presented below in Table 21.

Table 21

Ruling Class Terminology in Sirach

HEB G SIRACH

8uv~ozq¢ 8,1a

Iz’ Fr 7~pwv 32,9a

10,5b1°7

8uvdozq~ 4,27b; 10,24a

bur:
~yO6gEVOC 9,17b

/

Kp L’CqC 7,6a

to~ G has mistranslated Heb. See page 82n.23 above.
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Table 21 - Continued

HEB G SIRACH

7,6c; 13,9a

  yLO dv 11,1b; 38,3b

41,17b

~yoG~voc
10,2b.20a

  y oT.dv 4,7b

KpLTfiC 8,14a; 10,1 a.2a.24a

~yLozdv 8,8d; 10,24a; 32,9b

6uvdozqC 10,3b; 41,17bl°s

TFpEo[3t~zEpoc 7,14a

~yoG~Evoc 17,17a; 39,4b

 EyLOZEV 20,27b.28b; 23,14b; 39,4a

Ben Sira’s attitude to the ruling class in these texts indicates that he considered

that class superior to his own. Rulers were to be served,1°9 deferred to,11° and

treated with respect.111 Within the ruling class there were different roles.1~2 Rulers

1o, Reading with MsM, MsB~ and G against MsB"’.

Sir 8,8d.

Sir 4,7b.27b; 7,14a; 8,1a; 20,27b.28b; 32,9.

Sir 23,14; 41,17b.

nz Sir 10,24a.
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possessed power1~3 and prestige,114 but not all did so in equal fashion,l~s While

Ben Sira regarded the ruling class more favourably than he did the king,~e

nonetheless he understood their authority as divinely appointed~7 and therefore

ultimately subject to God’s authority.

The third of Lenski’s nine groups identifiable in the Poem on the /deal

Scribe is the scribal retainer class, to which Ben Sira autobiographically ascribes

himself. At the outset, Ben Sira establishes the boundaries of this class: the upper

boundary is established in terms of service to the ruling class,118 while the lower

boundary separating the scribal retainer class from inferior classes is established

in terms of wisdom and the opportunity to pursue it.~ As a scribal retainer Ben

Sira had a number of functions: unlike the inferior classes12° he possessed the

113 Sir 8,1b.14a; 38,3b.

114Sir 10,20a.24a; ll,lb.

n~ Sir 7,6c; 13,9a.

n~ Sir 9,17b; 10,1-3. Ben Sira’s positive attitude to the ruling class finds its highest

expression in his eulogy of Simeon 17 in Sir 50,1-24.

117Sir 10,5b; 17,17a.

ns Sir 39,4ab.

119 Sir 38,24.

120 Sir 38,33. Skehan-DiLella, Ben Sira, 451: "But in counselling people they are not sought,

and in the assembly they are not prominent. They do not sit on the judge’s chair, and they do not
think over regulations and right decisions. Also they do not understand the learning of wisdom.
They are not found among rulers." These are functions in the public domain from which the
inferior classes are excluded by virtue of their lesser wisdom. However, the text does not affirm

these public functions as scribal activity, as the description of such activity only begins at Sir

38,34c. Against Marb6ck, "Der Schriftgelehrte Weise," 119-120 and also against Pamela A.
Foaikes, "’To Expound Discipline or Judgement’: The Portrait of the Scribe in Ben Sira," Pacifica

(continued...)
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wisdom to assist the governing class in the exercise of public office;121 he

exercised ambassadorial functions1=2 and engaged in the all-important task of

education.123 However, his most significant function was that he legitimated the

religious and political status quo in the face of hellenistic thought and culture by

engaging with Israel’s traditions, and particularly its biblical tradition. Thus Ben Sira

defined the primary task of the scribe as keeper of Israel’s tradition (Sir 39,1-3):

He seeks the wisdom of all the ancients, and is busy with the ancient

prophecies. He preserves the story of famous men, and penetrates

meaningful sayings. He seeks out the obscurities of proverbs, and is

engaged with the riddles of parables.124

As with the dudean ruling class, Ben Sira’s authority as scribe was grounded in his

relationship with God (Sir 39,5-8):

He sets his heart to seek his Creator (early in the morning), and implores

before the Most High. He opens his mouth in prayer, and implores because

of his sins. If God Most High wants it, he will be filled with the spirit of

understanding. He himself bubbles forth his words of wisdom, and praises

the Lord in prayer. He understands his advice and knowledge, and thinks

over His mysteries. He brings forth the instruction of his teaching, and

boasts about the law of life.

12o(...continued)
7 (1994): 75-84, at 76 who unwisely uses Sir 38,33cd to substantiate her thesis that Ben Sira was
not a teacher, but a member of the judiciary.

Sir 39,4ab.

Sir 39,4cd.

Sir 39,8.

124 See also the autobiographical description in Sir 33,16-17. Foulkes, "Portrait of the Scribe,"

79-84 argues that Israelite and international wisdom tradition formed the basis of scnbal activity

in preparation for a career in the judiciary. The argument does not persuade. The Poem on the
Ideal Scribe clearly portrays the scribe’s engagement with God and Torah as life-long (Sir
38,34cd; 39,5a). See pp. 91-93 above.
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As a status group, the scribal retainer class was not ultimately based on power but

on the prestige and honour due it from society ’Sir 39,1-11):

Many speak of his sagacity, and he is not blotted out forever. His memory
does not cease, and his name will live from generation to generation. The
community praises his wisdom, and the assembly announces his approval.
Should he live long so will he be praised by thousands, and should he rest,
so is his name enough.

The only other portrait of a member of the retainer class which Ben Sira offers in

his book is that of the physician,125 a role which has certain similarity with the

scribe’s. The scribe’s role is based on ~r:zr~, while the physician’s is based on

n:~-~.126 Like the scribe’s, the physician’s profession is established by God,127 is

grounded in piety,128 and functions at the service of the ruling class.129

Positing Ben Sira as a member of the scribal retainer class, it is possible

to evaluate Gordis’ theory that Ben Sira belonged to the aristocracy. Gordis’ thesis

is that all wisdom writers in Ancient Israel derived from a common social

background, namely the Jerusalemite aristocracy of the eighth to fifth centuries

BCE, which was associated with high-priestly and government circles and was very

conservative in outlook and not open to change.1~° Gordis argues that Ben Sira

was from this social background, since the book of Sirach portrays Ben Sira as

teaching sexually mature young men, the sons of the wealthy aristocracy, who

Sir 38,1-15.

Sir 38,3a.

Sir 38,1b.

Sir 38,14a. The verb 5L~elq])(Zt, is also used in Sir 39,5b of the scribe.

Sir 38,3b.

13o Gordis, Social Background, 77-118.
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alone could have afforded the time for leisurely pursuit of wisdom.TM Other factors

which, for Gordis, confirm his thesis are: Ben Sira’s utilitarian morality,ls2 his lack

of belief in an after-life,133 his attitude to evil,TM his religious ideas, his concept of

free-will,~3s his approach to the Temple,~3e and his attitude to women.13~ Ben Sira

must be seen therefore to reflect the political, social and moral attitudes of the

Judean aristocracy. Gordis concludes, given the absence of any mention of God’s

role in history, of passion for justice, of national loyalty, of freedom as a human

right and of dissatisfaction with the world as it is, that Ben Sira was proto-

Sadducean.138

t31 [bid., 83. A similar viewpoint is expressed by H. Duesberg, Les Scribes Inspires
(Maredsous, Belgium: t~ditions de Maredsous, 1966), 392: "Ben Sira en parle comme un patricien
trop haut plac6 pour 6tre dddaigneux; il est simplement protecteur et bienveillant." Ben Sira is

further described as a "grand bourgeois de Jrrusalem."

13z Sir 13,2-20; 20,9-10. This utilitarian morality is further reflected in condemnations of
bribery (Sir 7,6; 20,29); opposition to theft (Sir 5,8; 13,24; 20,25; 40,13); condemnation of

dishonesty in business (Sir 3,31; 12,1; 18,18; 22,23); and emphasis on physical enjoyment (Sir

14,15; 40,20).

133 Sir 7,17; 10,1; 17,27; 41,14.

,34 Sir 39,16. Ben Sira rejects any theory of evil based on Satan (Sir 21,27), which Gordis

regards as an essentially plebeian concept.

1, Sir 15,11.16.

136 Sir 49,15-50,24.

137 Sir 25,5-26; 26,1-18.

t3s Other scholars have argued that Ben Sira was proto-Pharisaic, m particular J. G. Snaith,

"Ben Sira’s Supposed Love of Liturgy," VT 25 (1975): 167-174. Such anachronistic arguments

and terminology have been rejected by Saul M. Olyan, "Ben Sira’s Relationship to the

Priesthood," HTR 80 (1987): 261-286, at 262n.6.
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However, Gordis’ thesis may be criticized on a number of issues. First, he

presents Israel’s wisdom tradition in a highly monolithic fashion in that he draws

on sapiential literature, but fails to allow the profile of the individual sapiential

books and their writers to emerge and makes no distinction between pre-exilic

court wisdom and that of pre-Maccabean hellenistic Judea. Second, the implied

model for interpreting Ben Sira’s social world (patrician versus plebeian) is not

adequate to the complexity of that world, and is never consciously applied to the

social dynamics of pre-Maccabean hellenistic Judea. Third, it is assumed, but

never established, that the social context for literary wisdom is exclusively that of

an aristocratic elite. Finally, it is also assumed that, since Ben Sira articulates

views which are allegedly aristocratic in tone, he is ipso facto to be considered an

aristocrat, without any significant analysis of the relationship between the Jewish

scribe and the aristocratic elite in hellenistic Judea of the early second century

BCE. In fact, there are indeed texts which clearly prevent Ben Sira from being

assigned to the aristocratic elite, but rather to one of the upper social classes.139

Ben Sira’s decidedly non-aristocratic attitudes are revealed in his warnings against

trusting in wealth,14° against the powerful exploitation by the rich,TM and in his

statements about the morally corrosive effects of wealth.142 He displayed a

sensitivity to the plight of the poor,143 particularly in statements which favoured the

139 Stadelmann, Schriftgelehrter, 5-12.

14oSir 5,1.8.

141Sir 9,13; 13,3-7.

Sir 8,2; 34,1-9; 40,13-14.

143 Sir 10,22-23.30; 13,18-23.
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poor over the rich.144 In this context it should be recognized:

Doch daft dieser Umstand nicht die bemerkenswerte Tatsache verdunkeln,
dab sich eme so positive Emstellung den Armen gegengber, wie wir sie bei
Sixach gefunden haben, sonst m der gesamten Literatur der Apokryphen
und Pseudepigraphen nirgends fmdet.~4s

While such sentiments are inconsistent with an aristocratic profile of Ben Sira, they

are most compatible with the profile of a learned and influential person located

between the poor peasantry and the aristocratic elite, namely among the retainer

class.

Lenski’s fourth social group is the merchant class. While Ben Sira does not

give any sustained account of how this class functioned, in a way analagous to his

description of his own class in the Poem on the Ideal Scribe, nevertheless there

are a number of references to merchants in the book of Sirach presented below

in Table 22.

Table 22

Merchant Class Terminology in Sirach

HEB G SIRACH

37,11c

~P 42,5b
E~,Tropo¢

26,29a
[!,::

[! 26,29b

Ben Sira’s silence on the merchant class is probably due to his dislike and mistrust

of merchants which seem to be based on their alleged lack of integrity. Certainly

144 Sir 21,5: 35,16.

14~ Stadelmarm, Schriftgelehrter,
,
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he regarded commerce as a morally dangerous activity (Sir 26,29-27,3):

A merchant (~la.Tropo~) can hardly remain without fault, or ~ shopkeeper
(KdTrrl~.o~) free from sin; for the sake of profit many sin, and the struggle
for wealth blinds the eyes. Like a peg driven between fitted stones,
between buying and selling sin is wedged in. Unless one holds fast to the
fear of the Lord (~:v [,t~ ~v qb6J3~ K19pl~o19), with sudden swiftness
one’s house will be thrown down.146

However, the criterion which distinguishes the merchant class from the scribal

retainer class is the former’s implied unwillingness to hold fast to the fear of God,

a concept which lies at the heart of the scribal role (Sir 38,34cd):

How different the one who gives his soul up to fear God (zoo

~TrLSL~6V~:O¢ I:~V I~X~qV CCI~I:O~ ~6~ 0EO~)) and to ponder the
law of life!

Lenski’s model may offer another possibility for understanding Ben Sira’s attitude

to merchants and his exclusion of them from the Poem on the Ideal Scribe. When

the social groups of an agrarian society are compared in terms of privilege, it is

clear that the only group which could have direct access to the governing class,

without any mediation by the retainer class, is the merchant class. This is so

because the merchant class enjoyed privilege on the basis of their market

relationship with the ruling class, while the scribal retainer class enjoyed privilege

on the basis of an authority relationship. It is quite possible that Ben Sira regarded

the merchant class as one in competition with his own retainer class for privilege

within the Judean theocracy, in which context his silence is understandable.

As with the merchant class, there is no sustained account in the Poem on

14e See Skehan-DiLella, Ben Sira, 353 for this translation. A similar moral warning is
sounded in Sir 37,11c. The lack of integrity on the part of merchants allowed Ben Sira to

advocate h ~aggling with them without shame (Sir 42,5b). See also Hengel, Judcasm cmdHellenism,
I, 137-138 who suggests that Ben Sira’s negative stance towards merchants may have been
because they were non-Jewish.
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the /deal Scribe of the priestly class, the fifth of Lenski’s social classes.

Nevertheless, Ben Sira’s few refer~.nces throughout his entire work to priests and

priesthood are presented below in Table 23.

Table 23
Priestly Class Terminology in Sirach

HEB G SIRACH

LEpE6c~ 7,29b.31a; 50,1a

50,16a

LEpE6~ 50,12a

L~pworvq 45,24d

L~po~’c~.cc 45,7b

In short, Ben Sira had very little to say explicitly about priests and priesthood,l"z

Certainly he had a very high regard for the levitical priesthood, founded in the

covenant with Aaron148 which he understood to have been legitimately passed to

Aaron’s grandson, Phinehas.149 Accordingly, he encouraged his readers/students

to revere the priests and give them their due portion.15° As there is no mention of

priests in any scribal context, nor in the autobiographical texts, there is nothing to

~47 For Ben Sira, the activity of priests was essentially cultic (Sir 45,15e; Heb 46,13d, 50,12a;

I-Ieb 50,16a) and in the case of Simon, architectural (Sir 50,1b). The only example of priestly
teaching is in the description of Aaron (Sir 45,17cd), a text derived from Lev 10,10.

~48 Sir 50,16a. Ben Sira calls the priests of his own day 1"1~ ’~".

¯ O rt~49 Sir 45,24. See John F. A. Sawyer, "Was Jeshua Ben Sira a Priest., in Proceedings of the

Eighth World Congress of Jewish Studies (Jerusalem: World Congress of Jewish Studies, 1982),

65-71, at 66 and also Skehan-DiLella, Ben Sira, 513 on Ben Sira’s attiude to Phinehas.

t~0 Sir 7,29-31.
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imply that Ben Sira is to be located where both the scribal retainer and priestly

classes overlapped. With this scarcity of comment from Ben Sira on priesthood in

general, and his total silence on whether he himself was a priest, scholars have

attempted to deduce from the text of Sirach and other texts whether Ben Sira was

in fact a priest. The most comprehensive analysis to date has been that of

Stadelmann,lsl who infers that Ben Sira was a priestly-scribe by reference to the

text of Sirach,152 the Hebrew Bible,153 Jewish Pseudepigraphic sources,154

in Stadelmann, Schriftgelehrter 12-26. Note that Stadelmann follows the Greek inverted order
of Sir 33-36 while this study presents all his citations of Sirach according to the correct order of

the Hebrew manuscripts.

1~2 In Sir 38,24b (G) Ben Sira states that a condition for scribal activity is freedom from work

(K0~’I, 6 ~.~,0~O’OO1J~EVOq Trp~EL 0~l~ZO0 OO~)LO01qOE1;0~L). Stadelmann understands

the Greek term ~Tp&~tq to mean secular work: ibid., 13. Ben Sira also makes reference to
contributions which must be made to priests (Sir 7,29-31; 45,20-22) and presents Aaron as the
founder of a privileged order of priests which was learned in the law and had a privileged income
(Sir 45,19-22). Josephus attests to contributions offered to maintain priestly groups in Jerusalem
(Ant., 20 §220; Vita §§1-7.422): ibid., 13-14. Stadelmann’s argument is that since the Ideal
Scribe is free from secular work and Ben Sira’s repeated concern with the contributions to be
made to the priests, he must have been a priest. Other scholars who support the thesis that Ben
Sira was a priest are Hengel, Judaism and Hellenism, I, 133; idem, "Scriptures and Their
Interpretation," 166; Joseph Blenkinsopp, Sage, Priest, Prophet: Relio~ous c~d Intellectual
Leademhip in Ancient Israel (Louisville, KY: Westminster John Knox Press, 1995), 15, who
argues on the same basis that Ben Sira was an inactive priest.

~3 In the Hebrew Bible the interpretation and teaching of Torah is always presented as a

priestly task (Lev 10,11; Deut 17,9-11) and the clearest example of a link between learnedness

in the law and scribal activity is Ezra who was also a priest (Ezra 7,1-5.11-12; Neh 8,2.9).

~4 According to A r~teas §§130-170 Eleazar the High-Priest gave instruction in the Torah.

In the Book of Jubilees 45,16 the priestly tribe of Levi is described as having been entrusted with
the tradition of the holy writings. In the Testament of Levi it was Levi’s seed which would
produce scribes along with High-Priests and Judges (8,17). In fact, Stadelmarm argues for a close
parallel between Sir 39,1-11 and the Testcunent of Levi §13: Stadelmann, Schriftgelehrter, 23n.1.
While he recognizes the fact that in the post-Maccabean period there arose a hasidic/pharisaic
Torah-teaching non-priestly movement, scripture teaching remained the characteristic role of the
priest.
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Oumranlss and other Jewish literature,lse Stadelmann can thus summarize Ben

Sira in his social world context: "Wit sehen ihn nicht als einen reichen, der

aristokratischen ’leisure class’ zugeh~rigen Patrizier ... sondern als einen in

Jerusalem in einem gewissen Wohlstand lebenden Priester, der von Abgaben lebt

und innerhalb der Hierokratie seinen Mann steht.’’1s7

However, his persuasive thesis that Ben Sira was a priest suffers from a

certain imprecision. Stadelmann’s thesis that Ben Sira was a priest-scribe cannot

be maintained on the inferences from the text of Sirach. His argument that the

scribe is involved in priestly, as opposed to lay, work does not persuade. As seen

already,ls8 the Greek term Trpc2~Lls9 is a translation of the Hebrew p~ which

means heavywork and not secular as opposed to lay work. Stadelmann is correct

in identifying Sir 7,29-31 as a text dealing with the economic privileges enjoyed by

priests. However, it is in a contextle° dealing with personal responsibilities towards

a series of people and towards livestock and does not exhibit evidence of any

t~5 With their separation from the Temple, the priests at Qumran emphasized their role as

scripture interpreters and teachers. The Temple Scroll (11QTemple 56,2-11) presents the task of
Torah instruction as that of the priests who retained authority in all questions of law (1QS 9,7;
1QSa 1,15-16.23; 11QTemple 56,9-10; 57,11-14; 61,7-9; 63,3-4). Stadelmann does recognize that
at Qumran there existed a group of non-priests given to the investigation of the law (CD 6,2-7);

however, priority was always priestly (1QS 6,8-9; CD 14,3-6). These non-priests also informed
less skilled priests about the exact meaning of the law (CD 13,5-6).

1~6 Philo (Quod Detenus §§62-68) and Josephus (Bell., 3 §352; Vita 8; c.Ap., 1 §29) affirm

that Torah learnedness was essentially priestly.

~7 Stadelmann, Schnftgelehrter, 26.

1~8 See pp. 102-103 above.

1~9Sir 38,24b.

16o Sir 7,18-36.
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heightened interest in the contributions to be made to the priests. Nor does the

reference to the contributions to be made to Aaron,TM derive(~ from Num 18,8 and

Lev 24,9, betray any heightened interest in priestly income.

The whole issue of Ben Sira’s approach to liturgy and cult has been

investigated inconclusively by various scholars. Some argue that he was very

concerned with matters cultic,162 while others argue that, while Ben Sira certainly

had an interest in ritual, it meant very little to him.le3 The position in favour of Ben

Sira’s interest in liturgy and cult has been recently argued again by Olyan164 based

on a somewhat uncritical acceptance of Stadelmann’s thesis that Ben Sira was a

priest. A very clear counter-argument had already been presented by Snaith~6s

whose approach is to examine the passages in Sirach which deal with religious

ceremonial and priesthood, showing convincingly that Ben Sira’s description of

Aaron’s liturgical vestments is inaccurate,168 and instead of demonstrating keen

cultic interest, betrays a complete and uncritical dependence on biblical sources.

In the description of Simon,le7 Ben Sira has combined two ceremonials: that of the

161Sir 45,19-22.

162 T. Maertens, L ’J~loge des Pbres (Eccl~siastique XLIV-L) (Bruges: Editions de l’Abbaye

de Saint Andre, 1956), 121.156; G. Maier, Mensch und Freier Wille: Nach den JiMischen
Religionsparteien Zwischen Ben Sira und Paulus, WUNT Series 12 (Ttibingen: Mohr-Siebeck,
1971), 52-54; L. Perdue, Wisdom and Cult: A Critical Analysis of the Views of Cult in the

Wisdom Literatures of lsrc~l and the Ancient Near East, SBLDS 30 (Missoula: Scholars Press,

1977), 188-211.

163 Smend, Weisheit erkltirt, 374-375.

Olyan, "Priesthood," 261-286.

Snaith, "Supposed Love of Liturgy," 167-174.

Sir 45,6-22.

167 Sir 50,1-21.
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Day of Atonement and that of the Daily VVhole-Offering.le8 Snaith’s conclusion is

that Ben Sira’s marked lack of interest in liturgy and cult is reflected particularly in

the way in which concerns for social justice and personal devotion predominate

over public cult.189 In fact, cultic references in Sirach do not necessarily mean that

Ben Sira was a priest since "parlare con entusiasmo di una realta non significa

necessariamente fame parte, e quindi, nel case concrete, I’eventuale esaltazione

del culto non dice di per s~ che Ben Sira appartenesse alia classe sacerdotale.’’lr°

Stadelmann’s appeal to biblical texts in support of his thesis does not yield

very clear results. Texts such as Lev 10,11 and Deut 17,11 do suggest that

authoritative instruction concerning obligations based on the law of Moses was

indeed entrusted to priests. It is, however, anachronistic to see such texts as the

basis for any alleged priestly teaching of scripture in pre-Maccabean hellenistic

Judea, since "t6r& in various periods never meant what we might properly call

16gTam 6,3-8,3.

t69 For a totally different reading of Sir 50,1-21 see Fearghas O Fearghail, "Sir 50,5-21:

Yore Kippur and The Daily Whole-Offering?" Bib 59 (1978): 301-316, at 316: "Sir 50,5-21 has
nothing to do with the Day of Atonement but portrays the High Priest Simon offering the Daily
Whole-Offering. Had the writer ’Yom Kippur in mind, he surely would have chosen some
elements proper to the ceremonies of that day instead of the Daily Whole-Offering." A similar
portrayal of a High Priest (Eleazar) is to be found in A risteas, §§ 92-95 which contains a very
elaborate description of the High Priest’s attire similar to that found in Sir 50,1-21. In short, Ben

Sira does not show evidence of keen liturgical interest, rather a desire to eulogize and idealize
Simon poetically. See also R. ltayward, "Sacrifice and World Order: Some Attitudes on Ben Sira’s
Attitude to the Temple Service," in Sacrifice cold Redemption: Durhcun Essays in Theology, ed.
S. W. Sykes (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1991), 22-34 who argues that Ben Sira

draws a parallel between Wisdom’s residence and the priestly service on Mount Zion.

170 Gian Luigi Prate, review of Ben Sira als Schriftgelehrter, by Helge Stadelmann, Greg 63

(1982): 560-565 at 561. Prate flatly rejects Stadelmann’s thesis that Ben Sira was a priestly scribe
on the basis of priestly and cultic references. For a similar critique of Stadelmann, see also
Pancratius C. Beentjes, "Recent Publications on the Wisdom of Jesus Ben Sira (Ecclesiasticus)."

BTFT 43 (1982): 188-198, at 193.
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instruction, and that a priest dealing with it could not properly be said to be

teaching.’’171 While the biblical texts about Ezra do indeed point to his particular

combination of scribal, priestly and exegetical roles, the text of Sirach does not

permit a similar claim in respect of Ben Sira.

The appeal to Jewish Pseudepigrapha yields very little. Stadelmann claims

that Aristeas §§128-171 deals with Eleazar’s instruction of the Mosaic law; it is

rather an apologetic vindication of the purpose and function of Jewish law.lr2

Stadelmann’s use of the Book of Jubilees and the Testament of Levi overlooks the

highly apologetic nature of these writings which express the messianic hope of

Israel in terms of Levi’s lineage, which is inappropriate in the light of Ben Sira’s

unbounded admiration for Aaronlr3 and the Aaronic high-priesthood traced through

Phinehas~r4 and his obvious exclusion of Eleazar from the Laus Patrum (Sir 44-

50). While Stadelmann emphasizes the significance of the priestly role of scripture-

teaching evidenced at Qumran, he overlooks the significance of the equally

evidenced non-priestly role attested to in the QL.175 Finally, while the evidence

from Philo and Josephus attests to priestly learnedness in legal matters, there is

no clear evidence of an exclusive priestly scripture-teaching role.

It is now possible to summarize the argument. The text of Sirach cannot

unambiguously answer the question as to whether Ben Sira was a priestly or non-

~71 Concerning Lev 10,10-11 see John J. Castelot, and Aelred Cody, "Religious Institutions,"

in NJBC, 1253-1283, at 1255b.

~72 Herbert T. Andrews, "The Letter of Aristeas," in The Apocrypha and Pseudepigrapha of

the OM Testament, ed. R. H. Charles, vol. 2 (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1913), 83-122, at 84-85.

Sir 45,6.20.25.

Sir 45,23.

CD 6,2-7; 13,5-6.
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priestly scribe. The Poem on the Ideal Scribe and the autobiographical texts show

no evidence of cultic concerns, while texts dealing with priests and the priesthood

are exclusively concerned with cultic matters and are devoid of any reference to

interpreting and teaching Israel’s biblical traditions. Thus the book of Sirach fails

to provide any evidence suggesting that the priestly and scribal retainer classes

in pre-Maccabean Judea overlapped in the person of Ben Sira who was silent on

Ezra,17e the only priest-scribe referred to in the Hebrew Bible. Equally so, inferred

argument from outside the book of Sirach does not persuade that Ben Sira was

a priest. In short, it is not possible to answer unambiguously the question as to

whether Ben Sira was a priestly or non-priestly scribe. Historically Ben Sira’s

period was one in which the social role of the scribe increased in significance

under the bureaucratic requirements of Ptolemaic and Seleucid rulers and

particularly with the proclamation by Antiochus III Megas of the Mosaic law as

Seleucid law in Jerusalem, and who in his list of state officials exempt from taxes,

had located the Temple-scribes separate from and subordinate to the priests.

Furthermore, there is evidence of a hasidic/pharisaic Torah-teaching non-priestly

movement, who in the post-Maccabean period constituted a group of teachers and

interpreters of Israel’s scripture. There is also evidence at Qumran of such

teachers operating under priestly management. While absolute certainty cannot be

attained, the most probable profile arising from the confluence of the available data

is that Ben Sira was a scribe who, although not involved in cultic matters,1~7

operated under the guidance of the Jerusalem priesthood.

t76 See pp. 25-28 above.

~77 Marb6ck, "Der Schriftgelehrte Weise," 306 argues that Ben Sira was

Unfortunately the evidence is far too tenuous to support this claim unambiguously.

a layman.
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Lenski’s sixth social group, the peasant farmer~78 is explicitly mentioned in

the Poem on the/dea/Scribe (Sir 38,25-26):

How can one become wise (r~tTn, ,’lr~) who handles the plough and glories
in the shaft of a goad? Who drives cattle and who turns the oxen about

and his talk is about bull-calves? He directs his heart (=b) towards it, to

harrow the furrows, and his care (~rl"l,p~) is about fodder.

While Ben Sira understood the work of the peasant farmer to be assigned by

God,179 the answer to his question (=:r~n, nt~) was that the peasant farmer class was

inferior to the scribal retainer class in terms of wisdom. Ben Sira portrays the

Judean peasant farmer, even equipped with the technologically advanced

plough,18° as incapable of wisdom since his heart (=b) was devoted to tillage and

his care (w~’~’?c) to animal husbandry.

Lenski’s seventh social group, the artisan class, is referred to in Sirach only

in the Poem on the Ideal Scribe (Sir 38,27):

So too is the carver (I:~KI:fl)V) and the artisan (~pXL’CEK’~6OV) who

passes night and day. The engraver (y),13dp~v) engraves the signet-rings,

and his steadfastness is to change coloured patterns (d)~)~OL~OCZL

rrOLKL),£CCV). He directs his heart towards it, to imitate the life model
(61.tOL~OC~L ~coypaqb(.av), and his care is to complete the work

Skilled artisans individually produced their items from raw material to finished

product and sold them in a competitive market. Ben Sira’s portrait, which focuses

~Ts There are two references to hired peasant workers (’1’:7d - p,l~O0t, oc) in the rest of the

book: Sir 7,20b (reading with MsC against MsA) and 37,11h (reading with MsB=’~ and MsD
against MsB~).

179 Sir 7,15.

ts0 See page 35n.93 above.
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on the skill of the artisan by the use of key words which emphasize the intricate

nature of the work: y/.13~ELV, &,~.OL~OC~L ITOLKL~.I~(7.1), 6~OI,(.~L ~6oyp~dp(.o~v,

and zO.~oo~L ~9-(ov, is confirmed by archaeological finds for the period.TM

The eighth of Lenski’s social classes, the unclean or degraded class, which

occurs in the book of Sirach is presented below in Table 24.

Table 24

Degraded Class Terminology in Sirach

HEB G SIRACH

4,30b; 7,20a.21a; 10,25a;
33,25b.28a.31 a.31c; 42,5c182

6,11b; 37,11i

Xc&K~6¢ 38,28a

38,29a

The degraded class, identified in the Poem on the/deal Scribe with the smith and

the potter, seems to have occupied one of the lowest positions in the agrarian

urban society as its members had only their physical energy to sell in debilitating

occupations. The portrait of the smith is almost exclusively given over to a

description of how his occupation is destructive of both his flesh and ears (Sir

38,28):

181 Glassware discovered at Tel Anafa in Galilee attests to the intricacy of hellenistic artistic

carving and the variety of colours used (green, brown, yellow, aquamarine, blue and purple) in
producing luxur?" artifacts for the wealthy. On the finds at Tel Anafa see S. S. Weinberg, "Tel

Anafa," 1EJ 19 (1969): 250-252 and idem, "Tel Anafa: The Hellenistic Town," 1E J21 (1971): 86-
109.

,s: Reading ~ith MsM and G against MsB.
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So too is the smith who sits by the furnace and examines iron equipment
closely. The breath of the fire melts his flesh, and m the ’aeat of the oven
he is baked. The noise of the hammer deafens his ear, anC his eyes are on
the pattern of vessels. He directs his heart towards it, to the completion of
the works, and his care is to arrange (them) in completion.

The portrait of the potter, on the other hand, emphasizes the bodily energy

required of arms and feet for his occupation, but which is ultimately destructive of

bodily health (Sir 38,29-30):

So too is the potter who sits near the wheel, and rotates the wheel with his
feet. With his arm he moulds the clay, and before he dies he is bent and
curved. He directs his heart towards it, to complete the glaze, and his care
is to reheat the oven.

Ben Sira’s attitude to slaves, who are not mentioned in the Poem on the Ideal

Scribe, was somewhat positive,183 suggesting that they were of value and not to

be located among the lowest social stratum, the expendable class. However, he

was quite content to deal with servants in a harsh manner.184 Sir 33,25.27-30b

portrays the work of the slave as physically debilitating:

Fodder and whip and loads for an ass; food, discipline and work for a
slave ... Yoke and harness will bow the neck, and for a wicked slave,
punishment in the stocks. Put him to work, that he may not be idle, for
idleness teaches much evil. Set him to work, as is fitting for him, and if
he does not obey, make his fetters heavy.

While Lenski’s final social group, the expendable class, is not referred to in the

Poem on the Ideal Scribe, the reference to some members of this social stratum

in the rest of the book is presented below in Table 25.

183 Sir 4,30b: 7,20-21; 10,25; 33,30c-33.

184 Sir 23,10: 33,25.27-30b; 42,5c.
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Table 25
Expendable Class Terminology in Sirach

HEB G SIRACH

9,3a

¢~ZXo6oq 9,4a

~Spvq 19,2b

40,28a
p

40,30a

t KXo rfi 41,19a

Kk~zq¢ 20,25a

dvo~t[a 41,18b

6Kv~p6¢ 22,1a.2a

Ben Sira’s strong opposition to social contact with the expendable class is evident

in his terse advice to avoid contact with prostitutes,ass a life of begging,18s theft,187

and criminal activity.~ss His intense dislike for this class is clear in his description

of the consequences of contact with prostitutes, his graphic description of begging,

his use of comparison with regard to those who refuse to work, and the ruin he

associated with theft:

Sir 9,3-4; 19,2b

Sir 40,28a

Sir 41,19a.

Sir 41,18b.
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Wine and women lead intelligent men astray, and the man who consorts
with harlots is very reckless. Decay and worms will inherit him, and the
reckles’,’, soul will be snatched away (Sir 19,2-3).

My son, do not lead the life of a beggar; it is better to die than to beg.
When a man looks to the table of another, his existence cannot be
considered as life. He pollutes himself with another man’s food, but a man
who is inteUigent and well instructed guards against that. In the mouth of
the shameless begging is sweet, but m his stomach a fire is kindled (Sir
40,28-30).

The indolent may be compared to a filthy stone, and every one hisses at
his disgrace. The indolent may be compared to the filth of dunghills; any
one that picks it up will shake it off his hand (Sir 22,1-2).

A thief is preferable to a habitual liar, but the lot of both is ruin (Sir
20,25).

Thus one would expect Ben Sira to be silent on the expendable class in the Poem

on the Ideal Scribe, seeing in that class no possibility whatsoever of wisdom nor

of any contribution to the Judean theocracy.

The above analysis has shown that five of Lenski’s social classes are

mentioned in the Poem on the Ideal Scribe: the ruling class, the retainer class and

three lower classes ranked in an increasing order of inferior status. While the ruling

class is merely alluded to, the classes inferior to the retainer class are described

in detail. They are not portrayed with any sense of contempt, but as socially

distinct from the scribal retainer class. The evident social distinction drawn

between the scribal retainer class and the inferior classes is based primarily on the

type of wisdom possessed by each class. The scribal class was regarded by Ben

Sira as truly wise and possessing the prerequisite condition of freedom from heavy

toil to achieve wisdom.189 For Ben Sira it was impossible that the inferior classes

ls9 Sir 38,24.
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could achieve this wisdom.19° While this is asserted explicitly of the peasant farmer

class,19~ it is implied of the artisan and degraded classes by the repetition of

o~;~.~9~ Ultimately the inferior classes were incapable of wisdom as their

hearts19s and careTM were directed to matters of worldly work and trade.~gs Thus

Ben Sira articulated the distinction between the scribal retainer class and the rest

of Judean society in sapiential terms. Inequality of status based on power and

privilege also underlined the social distinction based on sapiential distinctions. The

roles from which the inferior classes were excluded are precisely those which

provided public status.196 The scribe, on the other hand, achieved status both in

his own life time and after his death.197 Social distinction led to diversification of

roles among the different social classes in Judean society. The classes inferior to

the scribal class were concerned with the lower wisdom associated with manual

labour, urban life, food and trade,198 while the scribe engaged in public life.199

19o Sir 38,25a.

Sir 38,25a.

Sir 38,27a.28a.29a.

193 Sir 38,26a.27e.28g.30c.

Sir 38,26b.27f.28h.30d.

Sir 38,34a.

Sir 38,33.

Sir 39,9-11.

Sir 38,31-32.34ab.

199 Sir 39,4.8-11.
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The fundamental role of religion in the functioning of the agrarian urban

society is underscored by Ben Sira’s emphasis on the religious dimension of the

Jewish scribe. This is highlighted in many ways: the dedication of the scribe to

both the fear of God and the Law of Life,2°° the seeking after the Most High

Creator God,2°1 the importance of prayer in the scribe’s life,2°= and the centrality of

divine pneumatic inspiration for all that the scribe does.2°3 In the essentially

theocratic agrarian urban society, the retainer class utilized religion for the service

of the state. For Ben Sira this is evident in the manner in which the religious

dimension of the scribe is presented as a sine qua non without which the scribe

could not function in the Judean theocracy.

For Lenski, the social classes of agrarian pre-industrial society are based

on the variables of power and privilege. This means that within each class there

were people of higher and lower status. Ben Sira was not just a mere bureaucrat,

or roving ambassador or wisdom teacher. As a Jewish scribe he maximized his

status by engaging with Israel’s ancient traditions in a movement which flowed

from his personal relationship with God. The study of Ben Sira’s interpretation of

biblical allusions in the Works of God in Creation, considered in Chapter Three

above, allows for greater insight into the manner of how Ben Sira, the scribal

retainer, functioned as a keeper of Israel’s tradition. He was thoroughly familiar

with that tradition and engaged in its close, careful study. His method of biblical

zoo Sir 38,34cd.

_,01Sir 39,5ab.

,_o2 Sir 39,5cd.6d. See also Ben Sira’s prayer in Sir 5l,llab.12cd. and his autobiographical

comments on prayer in Sir 51,22b.29b.

,.03 Sir 39,6abc. This concept of inspiration is found in the autobiographical texts also (Sir

24,33a; 39,12b).
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interpretation was aggadic, as he understood the tradition to posses a hidden,

deeper meaning, which only the inspired scribe could draw out.

As keeper of the tradition he could confidently engage it in dialogue with

contemporary hellenistic ideas, which allowed for a number of important

consequences: it legitimated the Judean theocracy, allowing it to find a balance

between the new hellenistic outlook of the imperial government and its traditional

Jewish roots; it allowed Ben Sira to actualize Israelite tradition, as he allowed it to

speak with a new voice in the new language of hellenistic thought within a cultural

and political context radically different to that of its origins; it also permitted him to

articulate the religious ideas important in pre-Maccabean Judaism. Some of these

religious ideas, the Jewish concept of monotheism, the permeation of the cosmos

by YHWH’s divine -~_-z, and the mysterious unknowable dimension of Israel’s

God, he asserted as fundamentally Jewish, and completely at odds with hellenistic

thought, having no point of contact with it. The other Jewish religious ideas he

presented were those which could dialogue with hellenistic concepts of creation

and theocrasy, but always from a position of religious superiority. Among these

ideas were: the concept of the Creator God as YHWH, the only God, Israel’s Deity

encountered sapientially and historically as opposed to any monistic rationalistic

principle in the cosmos; human limitations in the knowledge and contemplation of

God, and divine omniscience.

Lenski’s model has been useful in understanding Ben Sira as scribal

retainer. Because of its inherent functionalism, it portrays him simply as a religious

functionary serving an aristocratic ruling class and cannot register any subjective

claims about his role. Thus, the model’s perspective must be sharpened by Ben

Sira’s emphatic insistence on divine inspiration, by which he established his scribal

authority as exegete and, which allowed him some independence from the ruling

elite to engage in a prophet-like critique of the social conditions obtaining in Judea.
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4.4 Ben Sira and Social Relationships in Pre-Maccabean Hellenistic Judea

The profile of Ben Sira which emerges from this analysis is that of an upper-

class retainer scribe at the service of the ruling elite in the Judean theocracy, who

although not a priest was probably under priestly management, and whose primary

function, assigned him by God, was the pneumatically-inspired study, interpretation

and actualization of Israel’s biblical traditions. However, the concepts of c/ass,

group, power, and wea/th, as used by Lenski, may not be sufficiently dynamic to

allow for a more sensitive reading of the many and complex social relationships

obtaining in the Judea of Ben Sira’s time. Lenski’s model is useful in examining the

vertical dimension of relationships in an agrarian society. However, such societies

also had a strong horizontal dimension based on relationships, within and across

class boundaries. Therefore, Lenski’s model needs to be nuanced by an

examination of social relationships as a system of networks which gave rise to

various groups in Judea and determined how they may have operated.

Accordingly, any clearer understanding of Ben Sira as Jewish scribe, will require

a discussion of how he functioned in the context of such social relationships. While

a comprehensive analysis of the totality of Ben Sira’s social relationships lies well

beyond the scope of this study, an analysis of them in the context of his role as

Jewish scribe is realistically achievable.

(a) Van Broekhoven’s Thesis

One attempt to locate Ben Sira within the context of his social relationships

has been that of Van Broekhoven, whose revised thesis2°4 is that Ben Sira exhibits

zo~ Van Broekhoven, "New Model," 3-46.
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a strong group-high grid profile.2°s Ben Sira’s concepts of

personal morality, which reflected his own individual egotism, were modified by his

identity with the community.2°6 He reaffirmed traditional language, symbols, rituals

and history, particularly in the Laus Patrurn whereby Israel’s heroes were

presented as examples of those who transcended individual mortality through

identification with Israel’s history. Van Broekhoven is correct in citing the Laus

Patrum, which has been thoroughly studied form-critically by Mack2°z and

subsequently by Lee.2°8 The thrust of these studies is that while the Laus Patrum

205 The variables group and grid are those used by Mary Douglas for analysing social units;
Douglas, Natural Symbols, 54-64. For an excellent summary of Douglas’ model see Neyrey,
Ideology of Revolt, 117-121; ibid., 119: "Group refers to the degree of societal pressure at work
in a given social unit to conform to the society’s definitions, classifications, and evaluations. The
degree of pressure may be strong (hence, strong group) or weak (weak group) .... Grid refers to
the degree of socially constrained adherence normally given by members of a society to the
prevailing symbol system, its classifications, patterns of perception and evaluations, and so on,
through which the society enables its members to bring order and intelligibility to their

experience. Like the group variable, grid may be high, where there is a close fit between an
individual’s experience and the myths and norms of his or her society, or low, where the match
is tenuous or wobbly."

z06 Ben Sira’s concepts of personal morality were indeed indicative of individualistic concerns

(Sir 11,19-28; 14,11-19; 17,22; 37,23-26; 38,16; 40,1-11; 41,1), as one would expect of a wisdom
teacher, but nonetheless upheld values which exhibited a concern for society (Sir 37,23-26).

zo7 See Burton L. Mack, Wisdom and the Hebrew Epic." Ben Sira’s Hymn in Praise of the

Fathers (Chicago and London: University of Chicago Press, 1985), 120-137 who argues that Sir
44-50 has many hellenistic precursor texts, which he identifies as historiography, biography and
the encomium.

208 See Thomas P~. Lee, Studies in the Form of Sirach 44-50 (Atlanta, GA: Scholars Press,

1986) who identifies three approaches in previous studies of the form of Sir 44-50. The first
approach sees Sir 44-50 as a recitation of Israel’s history, similar to others found in the Hebrew

Bible (pp. 23-48). The second approach identifies the Laus Patntm as an example of pre-rabbinic
midrash (pp. 49-54); see also R. T. Siebeneck, "May Their Bones Return to Life! - Sirach’s Praise

of the Fathers," CBQ 21 (1959): 411-428, at 416n.14. The third approach understands the hymn
as an example of hellenistic peripatetic biographical writing; Lee, Form of Sirach, 54-79. Lee

(continued...)
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is concerned with individuals, it presents them as holders of public office who built

up and sustained Israel throughout its history.

For Van Broekhoven, Ben Sira’s strong group - high grid profile is also

reflected in his strong concern with Israelite cult, the place of the Torah in the

community and the rituals and symbols which facilitated the integration of the

community. While the scholarly debate about Ben Sira’s alleged high regard for

cultic matters is inconclusive,2°9 Van Broekhoven is correct in drawing attention to

Ben Sira’s frequent reference to Torah, which Ben Sira equated with wisdom and

described as gifted by YHWH as a heritage to the community of Israel.

The strong group - high grid profile is also evident, according to Van

Broekhoven, in Ben Sira’s use of traditional vocabulary and his concern to

preserve the identity and boundaries of the Jewish community. His use of

traditional language and vocabulary has been studied and analysed.21° His other

very obvious cosmopolitan traits, which Van Broekhoven has overlooked, must

also be taken into account. These include his foreign travels211 and his use of

2°s(...continued)
argues that none of these approaches are adequate for identifying the hymn’s form accurately. His
thesis is that Sir 44-50 is an example of the hellenistic encomium, whereby a great man is praised
against the back~ound of the great deeds of others.

209 See pp. 279-280 above.

2~0 Alexander A. Dil.~lla, "Conservative and Progressive Theology: Sirach and Wisdom,"

CBQ 38 (1966): 139-154; ibid., 139. DiLella’s thesis is that Ben Sira’s response to the "crisis of
hellenism" is essentially conservative, and is "characterized by a tendency to preserve or keep
unchanged the truths and answers of the past because only these are adequate as solutions for
present problems." DiLella’s thesis is argued on Ben Sira’s reaction to hellenism, his anthropology
and his attitudes to retribution. DiLella reads Sirach against the crisis provoked by Jason in 174-
171 BCE and speculates that Ben Sira foresaw the crisis and wrote his book in some form of
anticipated response.

2H Sir 34,10-11; 39,4c.
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hellenistic concepts, particularly those with which he equates wisdom" Tr(XLrE~C~ /

"l~’l~,212 O’rVEO’L(~ / ~]’l:t’l,213 6LI~VrqlJ.E214 and 130u~.21s As seen in Chapter Three

above, a most significant influence on him was hellenistic philosophical thought,

particularly Stoicism.216 Van Broekhoven is correct in asserting that Ben Sira

212 Georg Bertram, "I’[0~L~iE660," in TDNT, vol. 5, ed. Gerhard Kittel and Gerhard Friedrich,

trans. Geoffrey W. Bromiley (Grand Rapids, MI: Eerdmans, 1967), 596-625. H~LSEI~O; is an

essentially Greek concept denoting family education through discipline. For Israel growth and

discipline was regulated by ,"1~1~ and accordingly, the Hebrew Bible has many words for teaching,

direction, chastisement and correction. Yet only one Hebrew word, "~¢~, adequately approximates

TI’~L~E(,IZ. "~r~ denotes the whole range of meanings associated with ~L~iE[~, yet also

indicates a religious aspect to the concept, identifying discipline with practical morality and

linking it with God’s own demanding and educating power. In this way, 7r¢L~iEL0~ / "l~3r~ forms

a bridge between secular Greek culture and Hebrew revelation. Wisdom is equated with ~O:L~iEI~O:

in Sir 4,24.

213 Hans Coazeimann, "~t)l)l~rl[.l.L," in TDNT, vol. 7, ed. Gerhard Kittel and Gerhard

Friedrich, trans. Geoffrey W. Bromiley (Grand Rapids, NII: Eerdmans, 1971), 888-896. This
concept, common in the Wisdom Literature of the Hebrew Bible, denotes the Greek idea of

formal perception or understanding. As with ~L~iEl~a / "l~3t~, the Greek idea has been adopted

and adapted to Jewish religious thought. For the Greeks Orl,’EOL~, a secular concept, denoted a

faculty inherent to human beings. According to Jewish thought Orl,’EOt.~, or more commonly

,’I~’~, was regarded as a divine gift which had to be actively sought. Its absence in someone was

regarded as a moral fault liable to punishment (Sir 14,20).

2~4 Sir 25,5.

z, Gottolab Sch~nlL "Bor~.otac~t," in TDNT, vol. 1, ed. Gerhard Kittel, trans. Geoffrey

W. Bromiley (Grand Rapids, MI: Eerdmans, 1964), 629-637. Bou).~ denotes deliberation or
taking counsel. It can refer to inward deliberation or resolve or the very. process of deliberation

or counsel (Sir 25,5).

z~6 Hengel, Judcasm and Hellenism, I, 138-153. Greek philosophy has certainly been a

significant influence on the development and articulation of Ben Sira’s main theological and
anthropological concepts: free will, retribution, YHWH’s righteousness, the rationale behind

(continued...)
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attempted to preserve the identity and boundaries of the Judean community since,

as a hellenized Jewish scribe, he was anti-assimilationist, combining his

knowledge of Israel’s biblical tradition with Greek thought to demonstrate the

uniqueness and superiority of Judaism.217 While Van Broekhoven’s assertion that

Ben Sira integrated his society by means of his particular interpretation of scripture

is largely supported by this study’s analysis in Chapter Three above, the

fragmentation of Jewish society must not be seen in pro-Seleucid or pro-Ptolemaic

terms, as Van Broekhoven maintains, but in the disintegration caused by the rising

tide of hellenistic thought and culture.218 Finally, in alluding to Ben Sira’s

condemnation of social evil2~9 as something which threatened the life of the

community and his grounding of his own personal identity in the community by

courting and dwelling with Wisdom,22° Van Broekhoven has established the thesis

that Ben Sira was a strong group individual.

Dyadic or group-oriented personality is a characteristic of the strong group

individual.22~ By this is meant that such an individual is a person in relation to at

least one other social unit and needs others to define status, identity and social

"-16(...continued)

creation, theodicy. Greek influences are also found in Ben Sira’s dining customs and his positive
attitude towards medics.

217 See pp. 231-237 above.

"-" It is most unlikely that Ben Sira’s portrayal of the pro-Seleucid Simeon 1-[ in Sir 50,1-20
as the culmination of his praise of Israel’s heroes could have functioned to integrate a society

divided into pro-Seleucid and pro-Ptolemaic groups.

z19 Sir 5,1; 8,14; 12,6; 13,2-22; 17,23; 35,10.

z2o Sir 51,13-30.

z21 Bruce J. Malina and Jerome H. Ney~ey, "First-Century Personality: Dyadic, Not

Individual," in The Social World of L uke-A cts, 67-96.
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role. A dyadic person "perceives himself as always interrelated to other persons,

while occupying a distinct social position both horizontally (with others sharing the

same status, ranging from centre to periphery) and vertically (with others above

and below in social rank).’’~-~ The dyadic personality usually tests this

interrelatedness by focusing on the demands and expectations of others who can

grant or withhold honour.

In the Poem on the Ideal Scribe and the autobiographical texts, Ben Sira

exhibits a dyadic personality in both the horizontal and vertical dimensions of his

social relationships. The horizontal dimension of his dyadic interrelatedness is

made up of members of the scribal retainer classzz3 and previous wisdom

scholars.=4 The vertical dimension consists of those ranked below the scribe: the

untutored,=5 the peasant farmer,2=6 artisan227 and degraded classes.=8 The ruling

class clearly ranked above Ben Sira.229 There were two other figures to whom Ben

225

farmer,

226

1bid., 73.

Sir 38,24; 39,1-11.

Sir 33,16b.

Sir 33,18; 51,23-30. The untutored are ranked lower than the scribe, but higher than the
artisan and degraded classes who are incapable of learning wisdom (Sir 38,33e).

Sir 38,25-26.

Sir 38,27.

Sir 38,28.

229 Sir 38,33b.33c.33f; 39,4.
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Sira related intimately, personified oo~(.cc / ~n~n,23° and God,TM and who had even

greater ranking than the ruling class. The social ranking of theseof these dyadic

relationships is illustrated below in Figure 07.

Figure 07

Dyadic Social Ranking

I :
i

:

’

I : : :

r

SIdlTH / I=~ I-I1ER hIETI..%t.N F/iliUM ER U NITUTI3RED    SCRIBE RUUNG Ct.ASS SOPHIA ~OD

While coqb~cc / ~n~n and God are not historical personages of second century BCE

Judea, they were important ’others’ for Ben Sira who significantly influenced his

own perception of himself. The social unit within which Ben Sira embedded himself

was Judean society of the governing elite, which is described variously as knwgt’

23o Sir 38,34d; 39,8b; 51,13-20.

z31 Sir 38,34a; 39,5-7; 51,10-12.
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(Syr) and ~KK~.rlo~0~.232 Within this society the roles Ben Sira considered

important were those which involved dyadic interrelatedness (Sir 38,33; 39,4):

But in counselling people they are not sought, and in the assembly they are

not prominent. They do not sit on the judge’s chair, and they do not think

over regulations and right decisions. Also they do not understand the

learning of wisdom. They are not found among rulers .... In the midst of

the mighty he serves, and appears before leaders.

Ben Sira’s role, status and identity were communicated to him by a range of

’others’: God,233 "rro~.~.o~,TM and the community.23s These socially conditioned him

into the roles of scribal interpreter of tradition,236 bureaucrat,~7 ambassador238 and

teacher.239

232 Sir 39,10.

233Sir 33,17a; 39,6.

Sir 39,9a.

Sir 39,10b.lla.

Sir 39,1-3.

Sir 39,4ab.

Sir 39,4cd.

239 Sir 24,32a.33a; 33,18; 39,8a; 50,27a.
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(b) Honour

A second important indicator of Ben Sira’s social relationships as scribal

retainer is that of honour which "is based on relationships to others in the

community and is the highest temporal ideal of a society.’’24° Honour,TM or the

positive value of self in one’s own eyes along with positive appreciation from one’s

social group, is an indicator of rightful place and standing in society. It can be

ascribed and/or acquired. Ascribed honour, is that honour which is obtained

passively through kinship or endowment, and not because of any effort or

achievement. Ascribed honour is usually bestowed by a notable person of power

(God, the king, the ruling aristocracy) who can claim honour for others and can

force the acknowledgement of that honour because of their own power and rank.

Acquired honour is the socially recognized claim to worth that is obtained by

achievement. Honour, both ascribed and acquired, was regarded as a pivotal value

in pre-industrial agrarian agonistic cultures, and as such was something people

sought either to defend or to augment.

At its most basic, honour is the self-respect of a dyadic person who

depends constantly on others (family, kin, social unit) to affirm self-worth. Thus

honour is usually replicated by blood and name. Honour is always presumed to

exist within the family, and to be absent outside it, until proven otherwise. Since

honour is replicated by blood, the good name of a family indicates honour, as in

the convention by which males are known by the name of their fathers and their

kinship groups. Outside family and kinship groups, one’s good name or reputation

constitutes one’s greatest prize. Thus in an agonistic honour-oriented society, such

,.40 Saldarini, Palestinian Society, 55.

z41 Bruce J. Malina, and Jerome H. Neyrey, "Honor and Shame in Luke-Acts: Pivotal Values

of the Mediterranean World," in The Social World of Luke-Acts, 25-65.
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as Ben Sira’s, there is constant competition for honour and reputation. In such

contests, "publicity and witnesses are crucial for the acquisition and bestowal of

honour. Representatives of public opinion must be present, since honour is all

about the court of public opinion and the reputation which that court bestows.

Literally, public praise can give life and public ridicule can kill.’’242

Like individuals, social groups, natural and voluntary, possess a collective

honour in which the members participate. Natural groupings occur in a fashion

which lies beyond a person’s control. Dishonour done within the natural group, if

sufficiently serious, is considered sacrilegious, since the leaders of such groupings

are regarded as sacred. Voluntary groupings, on the other hand, result from choice

and the people involved have no sacred qualities. Thus the posts, offices or

functions in such groupings bear the qualities otherwise embodied by persons in

natural groups. When both the Poem on the Ideal Scribe and the autobiographical

texts are examined from the perspective of honour, a dominant semantic field

emerges, presented below in Table 26.

242 Ibid., 36.
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Table 26
Semantic Field: Honour

HEB G SIR G SIR

51,12d eLv~o~L 51,29b

~]’II,"lN 51,22b 51,29b
~[v~oco

risen. 51,11a.12c 6LqyfiOOV~:~l 39,10a

"]"l~tR 51,11b 39,6d

Op.OZOy~Cel:eL

~Tr~KaZ~ad~qv 51,10a 7!

EUG. LU01~ 39,10b

8~oco 66~c~v 51,17b K~UXfiO~L 39,8b

OOQ~LOOfiOE~ L 38,24b.25a ovo~.c~ 39,11a

F ~¢Oeoe 33,17a 38,31b

IJ.LOOdV 51,22a.30b SYR SIR

, .....
ntrymwn 38,33b

Clearly the concept of honour dominates these texts. The principal type of honour

is acquired honour. The lower classes acquire honour by their manual labour (Sir

38,31-32.34ab):

All these are entrusted to their hands, and each m his work becomes wise.
Without them no city is built, and where they live they are not hungry ....
But they understand worldly work, and their thinking is m the work of
trade.
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The honour thus acquired is inferior since the lower classes were incapable of the

achievements which permitted the acquisition o1" greater honour (Sir 38,33):

But m counselling people they are not sought, and in the assembly they are
not prominent. They do not sit on the judge’s chair, and they do not think
over regulations and right decisions. Also they do not understand the
learning of wisdom. They are not found among rulers.

On the other hand, Ben Sira as Jewish scribe acquired much greater honour by

engaging in activities which permitted its acquisition:

How different the one who gives his soul up to fear God, and to ponder
the law of Life! (Sir 38,34cd).

He seeks the wisdom of all the ancients, and is busy with the ancient
prophecies. He preserves the story of famous men, and penetrates
meaningful sayings. He seeks out the obscurities of proverbs, and is
engaged with the fiddles of parables. In the midst of the mighty he serves,
and appears before leaders. He passes through the land of different
peoples. For he has tested good and evil things in people (Sir 39,1-4)

He himself bubbles forth his words of wisdom, and praises the Lord in
prayer. He directs his advice and knowledge, and thinks over His
mystenes. He brings forth the instruction of his teaching, and boasts about
the law of life (Sir 39,6-8).

I went forth like a canal from a river and like a water channel into a
garden. I said, "I will water my orchard and drench my garden plot"; and
lo, my canal became a river, and my river became a sea. I will again make
instruction shine forth like the dawn, and I will make it shine afar; I will
again pour out teaching like prophecy, and leave it to all future generations

(Sir 24,30-33).

I was the last on watch; I was like one who gleans after the grape-
gatherers: by the blessmg of the Lord I excelled, and like a grape-gatherer
I filled my wine press. Consider that I have not laboured for myself alone,
but for all who seek instruction (Sir 33,16-18).

Instruction in understanding and knowledge I have wntten in this book ...
who out of his heart poured forth wisdom (Sir 50,27).
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Ben Sira’s Autobiographical Poem on Wisdom also offers a powerfully vivid

description of his engagement with wisdom on which his acquired honour is

established.243 The strong focus on honour acquired by achievement, suggests that

the social grouping of greatest importance to Ben Sira was the scribal voluntary

grouping. It is interesting that the only person Ben Sira portrays as being endowed

with ascribed honour is himself. This ascribed honour is of the highest order since

God is the One who bestows it:

If God Most High wants it, he will be filled with the spirit of
understanding (Sir 39,6).

By the blessing of the Lord I excelled (Sir 33,17a).

To my Teacher I will give grateful praise (Sir 51,17b).

The Lord has granted me my tongue as a reward, and with my lips I will
praise him (Sir 51,22).TM

The inferior nature of the honour acquired by the lower classes and the superior

nature of that acquired by Ben Sira for himself and ascribed him by God is evident

in his use of place references: the lower classes are located at places which do

not afford much honour: at the plough,24s by the furnace,24e and near the potter’s

wheel.247 Moreover, they are not to be found in places which could afford superior

243 Sir 51,13-30. See pp. 110-112 above, regarding Ben Sira’s use of highly erotic and

emphatic language to express his relationship with personified wisdom.

z44 Reading with G and Syr against MsB which has altered the verse; Skehan-DiLella, Ben

Sira, 575.

24~ Sir 38,25a.

z46 Sir 38,28a.

24~Sir 38,29a.
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honour: in the assembly,=48 on the judge’s chairY9 among rulers.2s° Ben Sira,

however, is located at precisely those places which offer the highest honour: in the

midst of the mighty, before leaders,=sl and before the Most High.2s2 For Ben Sira,

honour was replicated uniquely by name.2s3 As with a dyadic personality in an

agonistic cultural context, the public acclamation of his honour was, typically, of

greatest importance to Ben Sira (Sir 39,9a-1 lb):

Many speak of his sagacity, and he is not blotted out forever. His memory
does not cease, and his name will live from generation to generation. The
community praises his wisdom, and the assembly announces his approval.
Should he live long so will he be praised by thousands, and should he rest,
so is his name enough.

(c) Pa~onaqe

Social relations in ancient societies were linked to symbolic images that

differ from those operating in contemporary Western society. Access to resources

and position was mediated through special groups or individuals, in a system

dominated by the elite and its values. Thus, ancient social relationships between

individuals based on inequality and differences in power may be termed

patron-client relations.2s4 Therefore, patronage is a third important indicator of Ben

Sir 38,33b.

Sir 38,33c.

Sir 38,33f.

Sir 39,4.

Sir 39,5b.

Sir 39,9b-lib; 50,27c.

z~4Halvor Moxnes, "Patron-Client Relations and the New Community in Luke-Acts," in The

Social World of Luke-A cts, 241-268.
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Sira’s social relationships. In patron-client relations the patron monopolized

resources which the client needed, while the client offered the patron expressions

of loyalty and honour. Such patron-client relations had a number of basic

characteristics.2ss The relationship was based on the simultaneous exchange of

different types of resources: support and protection from the patron, with solidarity

and loyalty from the client. The relations were voluntary, linked to personal honour

and obligation, may have contained elements of spiritual attachment and were

ideally of life-long endurance. This primary form of patronage is that whereby the

patron gives to the client from personal resources.

A second form of patronage in antiquity was that of brokerage,2s6 in which

the broker-patron functioned as a mediator, giving the client access to the

resources of a more powerful patron. The same person may have acted

simultaneously as a broker between higher and lower ranking people, and as a

patron to clients who were ranked inferior. A third and predominant form of

patronage in ancient societies was that of benefactor-patronage usually expressed

through the erection of public buildings, the payment for public festivals and

sacrifices, or public distribution of food. Reward for these services was usually

expressed in terms of public honour.2s7 The model of patronage will now be

applied to the Poem on the Ideal Scribe and the autobiographical texts, paying

particular attention to the resources which were offered to Ben Sira, and which he

then passed on to others. Analysis of the texts reveals a semantic field (Table 27

255 S.N. Eisenstadt, and L. Roniger, Patrons, Cfients c~d Friends: Interpersonal Relations c~d

the Structure of Trust in Society (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1984), 48-49.

256 A. Blok. "Variations in Patronage," Sociologische Gids 16 (1969): 365-378.

zs~ Sir 50.1-20. Ben Sira lavishes praise on his great hero, Simon [I, who is presented as a

typical benefactor-patron of Jerusalem (Sir 50,1-4).
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below) which suggests that Ben Sira’s uniquely powerful patron was God.

Table 27

Semantic Held: God as Patron - Divine "~]tles

HEB G SIRACH

rrczr.~pcz 51,10a

61) Eb~.Oyl~ KUpLOU 33,17a

Kt3p LE 13~OLX~O 51,1b

eebv ~6v aoozflp& l~OU 51 ,la

KI3pLOC b IJ,(~y(x,C 39,6a

51.10b

K13pLE
51,8a

K13pLOV 51,10a

Kup {,OU 51,12d

Kt)p LOC 51,22a

51,11c

258 See Appendix One, page 330n.25 below.
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Table 27 - Continued

HEB G SIRACH

39,6d

6L6612"~L ~OL OOq~L@]) 51,17b

51 ,lc

!+ - :; ’.               I

Along with these divine titles Ben Sira portrayed God’s actions as typically those

of a patron (Table 28 below).

Table 28

Semantic Field: God as Palron - Divine Action

HEB G SIRACH

51,11c

~R rl.~’t=’.. ~v ~6Zoy~g Kup~ou 33,17a

51,8d

~y~vou 51,2f

coy EoXov 51,3d

~;fi¢ ~6~py~o~aC oou 51,8b

51,2a

51,8c
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Table 28 - Continued

HEB G SIRACH

51,2c

51,12b

’~6~K~V ... ~tLaO6v 51,22a

....... ~ , , :.

6 3o L ...  teoOdv 51,30b

~IWIU2 51,3a

 Zul:pc6oco 51,2a

51,12a

51,2d

"~o0 ~Z~ouc oou 51,8a

51,29a

~LOqKO6Oerl 51,11c

39,5a
17

39,6b

  t rZqoOr o zaL

Ben Sira’s most powerful patron was God who functioned in regard to him as

Creator,=s~ Inspirer,26° Benefactor,=~ Saviour-Redeemer,:6~ and Teacher.2~ The

z~9Sir 39,5a.

_,~oSir 39,6b.

-’~’ Sir33,17a; 51,30b.
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texts in which Ben Sira deals specifically with a resource being given to him by

God are of particular interest:

If God Most High wants it, he will be filled (~rve(o~aZL ouv~oeco¢

~.rlo0~oezaL) with the spirit of understanding (Sir 39,6).

Since m this way I have profited, to my Teacher (,’~r~br~b / z~ 6LSdVZL

~OL Ooqb[av) I will give grateful praise (Sir 51,17).

The Lord granted me my tongue as a reward (y)tcboodv ~tOL ~tLO06V

gOU), and with my lips I will praise him (Sir 51,22).

The ultimate resource granted Ben Sira by his Divine Patron is that which allowed

him to function as an inspired wisdom teacher and in exchange for which he

offered God praise,TM typifying the patron-broker relationship.

The texts under consideration also contain references to those who were

in a client-broker relationship with Ben Sira, indicated in the semantic field

presented below in Table 29.

262(...continued)
262 Sir 51,1-3.8-12b.29a.

263 Sir 51,17a.22a.

264 Sir 39,6; 51,1.10ab.llab.12cd.22b.29b.
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Table 29
Semanlic Field: Ben Sira’s Clients

HEB G SIRACH

~T&OLV ~:o~� (rlZO~OLV 33,18b

51,23a

a’L4 VCOV 24,33b

Ben Sira’s clients were those who stood in need of the wisdom-instruction which

he had received from God, engaged with thoroughly and which he then offered

them, as underscored by the following texts:

I will again make instruction shine forth like the dawn, and I will make it
shine afar; I will again pour out teaching like prophecy, and leave it to all
future generations (Sir 24,32-33).

Consider that I have not laboured for myself alone, but for all who seek
instruction (Sir 33,18).

I have more on my mind to express, I am full like the full moon (Sir
39,12).

Instruction in understanding and knowledge I have wntten in this book,
Jesus the son of Sirach, son of Eleazar, who out of his heart poured forth

wisdom (Sir 50,27).

Hear but a little instruction (Sir 51,28a).

The emerging profile is that of Ben Sira the inspired Jewish scribe, who received

wisdom from his Divine Patron, engaged with it and then communicated it to his

contemporaries and to future generations. But who exactly were Ben Sira’s clients
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whom he termed c~*r~LO~t~ZOL. Stadelmannz6s has attempted to identify the social

world of Ben Sira’s contemporary audience, and takes for its point of departure a

comparison between the Greek sophist and Jewish wisdom schools. Since the

former concentrated on moral education, rhetoric and philosophy, while the latter

was concerned chiefly with ethics and Torah-interpretation, it cannot be argued

that the Greek sophist school was the force behind the development of the Jewish

sapiential school nor that the system of fees demanded in the Greek school

applied also in the Jewish one.266 Certainly Ben Sira did not charge his students

any fees,267 thus invalidating any claim a priori that his pupils came from the

aristocracy, since they alone could have afforded such an education. Stadelmann

attempts to discover Ben Sira’s audience as inferred in the text. The frequently

recurring terms ,:: and 71: express the traditional forms of address used by

teachers of their pupils. It also allows one to infer that the people so addressed

were young.268 Socially, Ben Sira’s audience came from the upper-class,2e9 while

265 Stadelmann, Schriftgelehrter, 27-3 9.

266 Evidence for the rabbinic period indicates a refusal to establish fees (A v 1,13; m.Bekh

4,6; b.Nid 29a.62a). Rabbinic teachers earned their maintenance through professional work (b.Sc~
41a; b.Bes 29a), and were also supported by the voluntary charity of the people (b.Yom 35b).

267 On the question whether Ben Sira demanded fees from his pupils, Sir 51,25b (=2~ ~p

qo~ R~’~ ,’1~17) which is not an allusion to Isa 55,1 but a statement on the condition of entering

Ben Sira’s academy, answers the question in the negative.

268 Sir 33,20-24 may suggest the presence of older people who may have an inheritance.

However, the text is ambiguous in this respect. It could be equally valid to see it as an admonition

to young Jewish males about personal independence in the course of their future lives.

269 They clearly have superiors (Sir 4,7) before whose power they are to be on their guard

(Sir 8,1; 9,13) and by whom they could be exploited (Sir 8,12; 13,2-7). They have association
with the powerful (Sir 23,14), possess slaves (Sir 4,30; 6,11; 33,25-33; 42,5). Finally, they are
inculcated with fidelity to duty (Sir 11,20).
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religiously, they were faithful Jews.27° Accordingly, neither Ben Sira nor his young

students came from within the Judean aristocratic elite, but from the more socially

subordinate wealthy upper-class. In all likelihood, in brokering a relationship

between God and his own students by mediating wisdom to them and encouraging

them to make a living in a similar fashionF1 Ben Sira presided over a scribal

school concerned with maintaining traditional Jewish sapiential values.

This brief analysis of Ben Sira’s social relationships is sufficient to indicate

that he was a dyadic or group-oriented personality for whom God, oo~(z / ~n~n,

and the Jewish community of his day constituted the significant others who helped

to define his scribal identity, primarily as exegete and wisdom teacher. As such

honour, both acquired and ascribed, was a pivotal value for him. The former was

achieved through the exercise of his scribal role, while the latter was granted him

only by God. For Ben Sira, his honour was replicated in the recognition of his good

name by both his contemporaries and by future Jewish communities. At the heart

of his scribal activity was his role of brokering a relationship between the

&.Trc~8~IJ’~OL of Judean society and their God through prophet-like instruction of

the pneumatically-mediated wisdom which he received from God and equated with

Israel’s ~’~r~. His clients, the &.zrc~8~IJZOL, were foremost the young, upper-
.r

class, male, pious Jews of his academy, which functioned to preserve Jewish

tradition in the face of rising Hellenism and to perpetuate the scribal class as

typified by Ben Sira himself.

,~o They are "dI, O’l, ~OLOL (Sir 39,13) and it is to such God gives wisdom (Sir 43,33)

which is equated with Torah (Sir 24,23-29).

,_71Sir 51,28.
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Finally, there was within Ben Sira, the Jewish scribe, an obvious tension

between one who was shaped by engagement with Israel’s traditions, while at the

same time possessing a self-awareness with definite prophetic features. The

prophetic element is best summed up in the following texts:

I will again pour out teaching like prophecy, and leave it to all future
generations (Sir 24,33).

If God Most High wants it, he will be filled with the spirit of
understanding (Sir 39,6).

It is precisely this prophetic feature to Ben Sira’s role as scribe which allowed him

to be concerned as a scribe, not merely with bureaucratic matters, but with a

central role in the relationship between the Jewish community and YHWH by

means of an inspired interpretation of Israel’s traditions. However, the tension in

the scribal role between mere tradent of tradition and prophetic reinterpreter of it

is most clearly evident in Ben Sira’s attitude towards the poor.272 In this regard

Hengel’s description of Ben Sira is most apt: "Ben Sira thus forms a spiritual-

intellectual pivotal point. He is a wise man of synthesis who unites contrary

aspects ...273 Such a synthesis was possible only because Ben Sira understood his

scribal role to have been established and sustained by his Divine Patron to whom

he owed ultimate loyalty.

272 On Ben Sira’s social teaching see Hengel, Judaism and Hellenism, 1,136-138; idem,

"Scriptures and their Interpretation," 164-167; Skehan-DiLella, Ben Sira, 88-90. Ben Sira offers

a vivid description of the opposition between rich and poor in his society (Sir 13,2-5.15-22.23)
and of the rich aristocracy (Sir 8,2.12; 9,13; 13,9-13). However, he was not content merely to
describe the status quo. Linking wealth and sin (Sir 11,10; 31,5), some of his statements have a
prophetic ring to them (Sir 34,24-27). Nonetheless, unlike the biblical prophets, he did not call

for divine action to end the Judean status quo, but based social conduct on divine retribution (Sir
4,1.9-10; 21,5).

273 Hengel, "Scriptures and their Interpretation," 166.
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4.5 Ben Sira and the Social World of Pre-Maccabean Hellenistic Judea:
Conclusions

A number of conclusions can be drawn from the application of social

scientific concepts to pre-Maccabean hellenistic Judea, Ben Sira’s Poem on the

Ideal Scribe and his aggadic reinterpretation of biblical allusions in the Works of

God in Creation. It is clear that second century BCE Judea exhibits the principal

characteristics of an agrarian urban society particularly in terms of foreign dynastic

monarchical rule, militarism, the proprietary theory of the state, urbanization, the

protection of its religious ethos by the state and the class structure of society. This

profile of pre-Maccabean hellenistic Judea is confirmed by the Poem on the Ideal

Scribe and its identification of five major social classes: the ruling class, the

retainer class and three lower classes ranked in an increasing order of inferior

status. While not portrayed with any sense of contempt, the lower classes were

regarded by Ben Sira as socially distinct from the scribal retainer class.

The profile of Ben Sira in this context is one of scribal retainer. As such he

was at the service of the governing class, which in judea was composed of the

High Priest and the yEpouo~E. The boundary between his retainer class and the

inferior classes was established and maintained in terms of oo~ / ~=:r~ and

freedom from the laborious toil of the lower classes in order to pursue retainer

activities. The principal activity of Ben Sira as scribal retainer was engagement

with and protection of Israel’s traditions. The Works of God in Creation affirms Ben

Sira’s thorough knowledge of and familiarity with those traditions, as well as

considerable erudition in Greek philosophical ideas, particularly Stoic concepts of

cosmogony and theocrasy. His aggadic reinterpretation of biblical tradition in so

highly hellenized an environment legitimated the Judean theocracy, actualized the

ancient Israelite traditions and permitted a trenchant defence and advocacy of

Jewish beliefs. In this capacity Ben Sira was not merely a bureaucrat, but one
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imbued with prophetic awareness and a strong religious piety which he considered

integral to his function as biblical interp,eter. Accordingly, he attached great

significance to concepts such as fear of YHWH, Torah, prayer and divine

inspiration. Another great task of the scribal retainer which Ben Sira articulated

was that of educator of the young. It can reasonably be assumed that he was

highly concerned to imbue his students with love for Israel’s traditions, and to

instruct them in his interpretative techniques. Ben Sira, exhibiting the principal

traits of a dyadic personality, was also very concerned to maximize his honour and

establish his good name through the exercise of his scribal role. As a scribal

retainer, Ben Sira also functioned as broker, mediating Goqb(c~ / ,~rz:r~ from his

Divine Patron (God) to his clients (&.Trc~[~t)l;OL).

The opinion of previous scholarship about Ben Sira’s social world may be

more fully evaluated. This study’s classification of Ben Sira among the scribal

retainer class suggests that Gordis’ view of his social background among the

Judean aristocratic elite must be questioned and that Stadelmann’s thesis that he

belonged neither to the peasant nor aristocratic classes but to an upper-middle

class must be viewed as anachronistic. Furthermore, the weakness of Gordis’

assumption is that Ben Sira was an aristocrat simply because he allegedly

reflected the political, social and moral attitudes of the aristocratic elite. However,

the extent to which this occurred is consistent with a perception of Ben Sira as a

scribal retainer at the service of the governing class and articulating some of their

values. Unfortunately the scribal retainer model does not allow for the

unambiguous clarification of Stadelmann’s thesis that Ben Sira was a priestly

scribe, which in the view of this study, is an argument which does not stand on its

own merits. However, the model does suggest the view that Ben Sira was not a

priest, but a scribal retainer under priestly management.
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The definition of the boundaries operative in Judean society in terms of

~oqbi’.(z / ,~r~:r~ is consistent with Douglas’ concept of strong group. Ben Sira’s

strong group tendencies are also evident in dyadic personality concerns in the

Poem on the Ideal Scribe and the very high degree of divine involvement with the

cosmos articulated in the Works of God in Creation. High grid interests are

manifest in both poems in terms of Ben Sira’s willingness to fulfil all the demands

placed on him as scribal retainer. This study concurs with Van Broekhoven’s final

conclusion, that Ben Sira exhibits a strong group - high grid profile. However, Ben

Sira appears not so much as one who integrated a fragmented Judean society, but

one who both legitimated and prophetically criticized a Judean theocracy which

was characterized by a high degree of social diversification.

The profile of Ben Sira which emerges from this analysis is that of an upper-

class retainer scribe at the service of the ruling elite in the Judean theocracy.

While not a priest, he probably functioned under priestly management. His primary

scribal function, assigned him by God, was to broker a relationship between the

6.Trc~[6~J1;OL of Judean society and YHWH, through a prophet-like pneumatically-

inspired study, interpretation and actualization of Israel’s traditions.
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The approach of this study has been to attempt to sketch the profile of Ben Sira

as Jewish scribe and interpreter of biblical tradition in four stages: first, by locating

him against the background of the scribalism of the Ancient Near East, pre-exilic

Israel-Judah and post-exilic Persian Palestine in general, and of scribalism in pre-

Maccabean hellenistic Judea in particular; second, by examining Ben Sira’s own

attitude to scdbalism through an analysis of his Poem on the Ideal Scribe and a

selection of autobiographical texts; third, by investigating his interpretation of a

representative sampling of biblical allusions in the Works of God in Creation; and

finally, by endeavouring to understand his social world and the role he played in

it as scribe and biblical interpreter of Israel’s biblical traditions.

The origins of Ben Sira’s profession as Jewish scribe are to be found

among the scribes of the Ancient Near East, with whom Ben Sira shared many

characteristics. Ancient Near Eastern scribes functioned as educators. This is

particularly so of Egyptian scribes of the Old Kingdom who taught aristocratic

children and of the Sumerian uremia whose edubba functioned as a locale for

imbuing the young with ethical and practical values. These edubba-graduates were

upper class young males who were destined to become temple functionaries within

the Sumerian theocracy. Close parallels abound with Ben Sira whose =’~’~=~ m’~

in Jerusalem was for the education of young men,~ and who regarded his scribal

role in pedagogic terms.2 His students were not aristocrats, but upper class faithful

Jews who probably were in training to become scribes at the service of the Judean

theocracy. The Akkadian concept of wise was applicable to the scribe and to a

wide range of professions including those with expertise in specialist manual skills,

Sir 51,23-28.

z Sir 39,8.
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echoing very loudly Ben Sira’s own attitude in the Poem on the Ideal Scribe.3

Ancient Near Eastern scribes, particularly Egyptian and Akkadi~ n, also performed

the bureaucratic functions of adviser, diplomat and government official, all of which

Ben Sira ascribed to himself: Pre-exilic Israel also had scribes who functioned as

royal officials at the bureaucratic and administrative service of the monarchy.

Undoubtedly, the first element in the profile of Ben Sira as Jewish scribe is the

essentially educational and bureaucratic function characteristic of ancient Near

Eastern and pre-exilic Israelite scribes which was regarded by him as an important

component of his own scribal profession.

Scribalism in post-exilic Persian Palestine was equally attentive to

bureaucratic administration, while the task of the interpretation of religious tradition

probably remained in priestly circles. The radical reorientation towards exegesis

of a written text exemplified by Ezra, while an intensification and renewal of earlier

pre-exilic scribal activity, marks a significant point in the evolution of Jewish

scribalism in that a scribe, albeit a priestly scribe, was entrusted with a significant

exegetical role in respect of religious tradition. The second element in the profile

of Ben Sira as scribe is the vitally important role of interpreter of religious tradition:

Literary, numismatic and archaeological evidence indicates that the process

of hellenization in Ptolemaic Judea was largely limited to coastal and frontier cities

and expressed itself in economic and administrative terms with the ensuing

expansion of imperial government bureaucracy and the consequent development

of the centrality of the scribe’s administrative role for the smooth running of

Sir 38,31.

Sir 38,33; 39,4.

Sir 24,30; 33,16; 38,34c-39,3; 51,13-15.
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government. References to yp(~lZlZ(~z~ in this period are all extra-biblical, sparse

and denote essentially financial and juridical roles. Seleucid Judea also required

similar administrative and bureaucratic structures to those acquired under

Ptolemaic dominion. Evidence for the process of hellenization under Seleucid rule

suggests that it had already encompassed the cultural and intellectual life of

Judea. Indeed, the Early Seleucid Period may mark another significant moment in

the evolution of the Jewish scribe. Josephus’ account of Antiochus IIl’s decree

concerning tax-exemptions does not specifically point to a separation of priestly,

levitical and scribal roles in Pre-Maccabean Hellenistic Judea. However, it does

suggest that the Temple-scribes were a distinct group, apart from, but subject to

the priests. "In the 2d cent. BC priests were still characterized as men who offered

sacrifice and incense, who performed rites of expiation, who blessed the people

and made known to them t6r& in the form of statutes and legal

pronouncements...’’6 Thus, Josephus’ testimony of Antiochus IIl’s validation of

Jewish law as official law and his recognition of the authority of the High Priest and

yCpouo[c~ and of other officials, including the ypcqz~c~z~ in the administration of

the theocratic ~.evo~ of Judea suggests a further movement in the evolution of

Jewish scribalism wherein the scribe’s bureaucratic and exegetical activities may

have coincided, with the consequent effect that the role of interpreter of Israel’s

traditions may not have remained an exclusive function of the priesthood.7

However, the evidence is ambiguous. Josephus’ references to ypcqzl~C~z(L~ zoo

L~po5 fail to connect the scribe with the interpretation of Israel’s traditions, while

the Letter of Aristeas to Philocrates, dealing with a Diaspora Jewish community,

6 Castelot-Cody, Religious Institutions,

" [bid., 1259.

1258.
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describes scribal-type activity in relation to Israel’s traditions yet avoids the use of

the word ypc,g~c~l:~. The third element in the profile of Ben Sira as Jewish scribe

is that there is no clear direct convincing evidence to suggest that Ben Sira, who

functioned explicitly as an interpreter of tradition, was a priest engaged in cult.

Ben Sira’s autobiographical Poem on the Ideal Scribe confirms these

elements of his profile as Jewish scribe and points to a new intensification in the

evolution of Jewish scribalism. It locates Ben Sira within the sapiential context of

the concept of ~n~ by associating the Jewish scribe Ben Sira with wisdom in

its highest forms. It portrays the fundamental role of scribe in terms of engaging

with the traditions of Israel in a wisdom context and bringing forth from them new

teaching, both for Ben Sira’s contemporaries and for future generations. While any

argumentum ex silentio is doubtful, there is no evidence whatsoever of cultic

concerns in the poem. However, a new and fourth element in the profile of the

Jewish scribe is introduced, namely Ben Sira’s emphatic insistence on his personal

relationship with YHVVH and the role of piety, prayer, fear of YHWH and divine

inspiration as determining elements in his functioning as scribe. The poem

suggests that the interpretation of Israel’s traditions by scribes had so evolved from

the Persian period, with its emphasis on ,~n~, the interior spiritual disposition

of the scribal interpreter, and the possible separation of exegetical scribalism from

the priestly class, that it could no longer be identified with Ezra, about whom Ben

Sira is thunderously silent in the Laus Patrum. In fact, Ben Sira’s scribal self-

portrait is not inconsistent with the hypothesis that in early Seleucid Judea there

had emerged a group of exegetes, not associated with cultic matters, but

nonetheless identified with, and subordinate to, the Temple priests. Nevertheless,

while the poem emphasizes the centrality of the scribal role of interpreter of

tradition, it does not permit access to the manner by which Ben Sira reinterpreted
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biblical tradition in pre-Maccabean Judea.

The intertextual approach to this particular problem, operating within clear

methodological constraints, allows for the possibility of identifying a controlled,

representative sampling of biblical allusions, through the rigorous application of

intertextual criteria to a carefully selected target text, which for this study was the

poem entitled Works of God in Creation. Since the bulk of the allusions used by

Ben Sira in the Works of God in Creation has been drawn from the books outside

what was probably the canon of his day, a fifth element in the profile of Ben Sira

as Jewish scribe is the suggestion that his scribal activity may well have played

a significant role in the eventual canonization of these books in Judaism. Creation

or sapiential themes are found in over 80% of the allusions investigated,

suggesting that Ben Sira opted for texts which allowed him to dialogue with similar

hellenistic concepts while adhering to essential Jewish belief and that Ben Sira

specifically identified and chose quite calculatingly the texts he required for the

development of his teaching. The sixth element in the profile of the Jewish scribe

is his thorough knowledge of Israel’s biblical traditions derived from close study of

these biblical traditions.8

The seventh element in the profile of the Jewish scribe is evident in Ben

Sira’s aggadic reinterpretation of biblical allusions, but it cannot be clearly

determined whether he marked a new departure in biblical interpretation, as his

own view of himself suggests that he may not necessarily have been the innovator

of a new form of biblical interpretation, but one who typified it.9 The eighth element

in the profile of the Jewish scribe has to do with vicarious immortality. Ben Sira

presents his aggadic reinterpretation of biblical allusion in the Works of God in

s Sir 24,30a; 33,16-17; 38,34d; 39,1b.2a; 51,13-15.

9 Sir 33,16.
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Creation, as his own teaching, and as in the Poem on the Ideal Scribe, regarded

his whole work as his contribution to both contemporaries and to future

generations, guaranteeing that his name would be honoured after his death and

that through his teaching, he would attain vicarious immortality.

The ninth element in the profile of the Jewish scribe has to do with his

degree of hellenization. The study of his reinterpretation of biblical allusions in the

Works of God in Creation suggests that Ben Sira was indeed thoroughly hellenized

and familiar with Stoic ideas, particularly those of Zeno and Cleanthes. However,

in its attitude to the hellenistic philosophy of his time, Ben Sira’s exegetical

strategy was conservatively innovative in that he used hellenistic language and

concepts to present his views while maintaining an essentially sapiential reading

of Israel’s biblical traditions. However, the concept of Ben Sira as a hellenized

scribe and sage can be further nuanced under the categories of assimilation,

acculturation and accommodation. Ben Sira was most certainly anti-assimilationist,

but highly acculturated, using his scribal role in an accommodation of Judaism to

Hellenism which was oppositional.

The application of Lenski’s model to pre-Maccabean hellenistic Judea, Ben

Sira’s Poem on the Ideal Scribe and his aggadic reinterpretation of biblical

allusions in the Works of God in Creation yields important information about Ben

Sira’s social world and the manner by which he operated as a scribe in that world.

Second century BCE Judea exhibits the principal characteristics of an agrarian

urban society, a profile confirmed by the Poem on the Ideal Scribe. The final

element in the portrait of Ben Sira is one of scribal retainer at the service of the

governing class, which in Judea was composed of the High Priest and the

y~pouo~c~. He both established and maintained the boundary between himself and

the inferior classes in terms of oo~c~ / ~==r~ and freedom from the laborious toil
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of the lower classes in order to pursue retainer activities. As scribal retainer, Ben

Sira engaged with and protected Israel’s traditions. By means of his aggadic

reinterpretation of biblical tradition, he legitimated the Judean theocracy, actualized

ancient Israelite traditions and staunchly advocated the superiority of Jewish

beliefs. The final element in the profile of Ben Sira as scribe is one of a dyadic or

group-oriented personality, keenly concerned for his honour, who functioned as a

broker between YHWH and the Jerusalem community by means of his scriptural

interpretation and teaching.

However, there is a dimension to Ben Sira’s scribalism which Lenski’s

functionalist model does not adequately allow for. This is the implied conflict of

interest between Ben Sira’s role as retainer at the service of the priestly ruling

class and his independent, prophetic claim to brokerage of divine wisdom. His

silence on Ezra the priest-scribe, his emphatic insistence on divine inspiration as

the basis for his own scribal activity, and his willingness to be moderately critical

of the powerful and wealthy in Judean society, suggest that an old tension

between prophet and priest continued to be played out in the more intellectual

climate of the hellenistic period.

These elements can be combined to give a portrait of Ben Sira as Jewish

scribe in pre-Maccabean Judea. Ben Sira was not only an educator of the young

and a bureaucrat, but also a sage who, although not a priest, functioned under the

management of the Temple priesthood and understood his principal scribal role as

interpreter of Israel’s religious heritage, including its biblical tradition. To this end

he achieved an intimate and thorough knowledge of Israel’s biblical traditions

through an intensely close study of them. Central to the scribal role was his

personal relationship with YHVVH and the importance of personal piety, prayer, fear

of YHWH and divine inspiration. In fact, he legitimated his teaching on the basis

of his being inspired by the Spirit of YHVVH. His aggadic reinterpretation of biblical
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allusion has located him firmly on a trajectory from scribalism en route to

rabbinism, guaranteed him vicarious immortality in his own day, and probably

played a significant role in the process of canonization of the Hebrew Bible. As a

scribal retainer he served the governing class of the Judean theocracy, legitimating

their authority while protecting Jewish tradition, actualizing it and advocating its

superiority. More importantly, he helped to broker the relationship between YHWH

and the Jerusalem community through the actualization of Israel’s scripture. As a

conservative Jew he was opposed to any assimilation of Judaism to Hellenism and

used his considerable craft to defend and maintain his ancestral faith.

However, events in Seleucid Judea would eventually alter radically the

political and religious background against which Ben Sira achieved his delicate

balance between Judaism and hellenistic culture. The events of 175-164 BCE

would see the Judean theocracy take a staunchly pro-assimilationist stance and

accommodate Judaism to Hellenism in such a highly integrative way that the

submersion of Jewish cultural and religious uniqueness would provoke an

immense crisis for Judaism. The advent of Onias III (196-174 BCE) moved the

high priesthood in the direction of the Ptolemies and away from the Seleucids and

their Tobiad supporters. While Onias was absent from Jerusalem, forced by the

Tobiads to go to the new Seleucid king Antiochus IV Epiphanes (175-164) to

explain himself, Jason (174-171 BCE) was appointed High Priest. In short: "Jason

may be considered quite correctly as the founder of the Greek city of Antioch-at-

Jerusalem.’’1°

The date of the establishment of the Greek ~T6~.L; at Jerusalem may have

been 172 BCE (?) when Antiochus visited the city. Jason’s reform contained many

elements: the reform of the 6fll.to~; the establishment of a gymnasium and

~o Tcherikover, Hellenistic Civilization, 164.
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ephebeion; the loss of the Torah’s civil status gained under Antiochus III. While

Antiochus IV was a political hellenizer par excellence, there is no evidence that he

wished to abolish local cultures in his empire or enforce an imperial policy of

religious unification. Rather the religious and cultural crisis in Judea was the

consequence of the reform, not the reason for it. When Jerusalem became a

~r6~.L~, a conflict arose between the assimilationist aristocratic ruling elite and the

lower classes who were opponents of Jason’s reform. With the establishment of

the ~T6~,L~ the affairs of Jerusalem were firmly in the hands of the rich and

powerful. The despoliation of the Temple treasury by Jason’s successor Menelaus

(171-162 BCE) was the catalyst in the Jewish revolt.

Ben Sira’s bold experiment may not be described as a failure. Rather, in his

scribal activity as interpreter of biblical tradition he demonstrated that it was

possible to achieve the confident articulation of religious belief in the language and

concepts of an antagonistic and powerful culture. He stood at an important

juncture in Judaism, in a line of interpreters of Israel’s traditions who sought to

bequeath Jewish heritage to future generations (Sir 33,16-18).
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APPENDIX ONE

THE POEM ON THE IDEAL SCRIBE (SIR 38,24-39,11):
A CRITICAL TEXT

Rickenbacher, Weisheitsperikopen, 179 argues that Heb best transmits the verse, which

is also supported by Syr. The second occurrence of the second substantive ~r~:~ has been

rendered (IXO~.~I~ in G, a translation which would have been more suitable for the first occurring

substantive ~:17; Smend. Weisheit, 346. Marb6ck, "Das Bild," 118 avoids the issue by simply

not using Heb. G is supported by Stadelmann, Schriftgelehrter, 285n.2 who translates v.24a as
"Die Weisheit des Schriftgelehrten (griindet) in Gelegenheit zur MufSe." He thus argues on the

basis of the parallelism between OXO~,fl~ (G - v.24a[3) and (~.aoool~[.tEVO~ ~pd~EL (G -

v.24ba) and a highly speculative and unproven theory that Heb represents a text which had

subsequently been changed to suit Rabbinic anti-leisure sensibilities (A v 2,2; 4,10). Prato opts for
G, arguing that Heb is concerned to contrast the profession of the scribe with manual labour
professions, while G wishes to highlight the scribe’s otium. His decisive argument is "cio induce
a retenere the il ~reco, almeno parzialmente, inquadri la pericope in una concezione propria, tratta
forse dal suo ambiente culturale": Prato, "Classi Lavorative," 167. His argument, however, is to
be rejected. Since the poem is indeed about the contrast between the manual and scribal
professions, Heb Sir 38,24a functions coherently.

z Following Heb, which in terms of style and content seems more original; Rickenbacher,

Weisheitsperikopen, 180 and Stadelmann, Schriftgelehrter, 285n.3.

3 Following Heb and G. Heb has reversed v.26a with v.26b. The correct order is found in

G and Syr; Rickenbacher, Weisheitsperikopen, 180.
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V.27b
V.27cs

V.27d
V.27e

V.27f

V.28a
V.28b

V.28c

V.28d
V.28e

V.28f
V.28g

V.28h

The Poem on the Ideal Scribe (Sir 38,24-39,11) - A Critical Text

4 The final word in MsB=’ is lost, while MsB~’s contains :,"I;’ which agrees with G

((~LC~{EL); Stadelmann, Schriftgelehrter, 286n.1. This is preferable to Syr, which is incomplete

and does not convey the same order found in Heb and G; Rickenbacher, Weisheitsperikopen, 180

Ibid., 180-181. The text of Sir 38,27c-39,15c is missing in Heb, leading to a loss of
exactly thirty-six bi-cola. The same text in Syr contains thirty-six bi-cola, while that of G contains
thirty-seven.

6 G contains a plural (y~l~OV"CECj) which probably has arisen due to the double

description of a sin~e profession in v.27a; Stadelmann, Schriftgelehrter, 286n.2.

’ G reads ~.KIJ.OVOC (cu~vil) while Syr reads kwr’ (oven). Syr clearly agrees better with

the sense of v.28cd; Rickenbacher, Weisheitsperikopen, 181 and Stadelmann, Schriftgelehrter,
286n.4.

This study reads with the Ethiopic "exsurdabit," as G is obviously corrupt; Ziegler, ed.,
Sapientia, 304. Rickenbacher, Weisheitsperikopen, 181 and Stadelmann, Schriftgelehrter, 286n.4

argue that the original Greek may have read KCOqbEI~OEt, and that G has rendered it K(ZLI,’E~;

Smend, Weisheit, 350 argues that the ori~nal Greek read K,kLVEL, but offers no supporting

evidence.
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V.29a

V.29b

V.30a
V.30b
V.30c

V.30d

V.31a

V.31b

V.32a

V.32b

The Poem on the Ideal Scribe (Sir 38,24-39,11) - A Critical Text

9 Reading with Syr ’l ggl’ as G ~v ~py~ c~+zo0 makes little sense in the context;

Rickenbacher, Weisheitsperikopen, 182 and Stadelmann, Schriftgelehrter, 286.

~o V.29cd falls out. For a persuasive and convincing argument see Rickenbacher,

Weisheitsperikopen, 181-182. G has thirty-seven bi-cola in the section Sir 38,27c-39,15c, while
Syr has thirty-six and the missing Heb would also consist of thirty-six bi-cola. Rickenbacher
argues that the content of v.29cd is so meaningless that it must be the extra verse supplied by G
and thus falls out here. This argument is rejected as weak by Prato, "Classi Lavorative," 165n.16,
who offers no convincing counter-argument.

t~ Reading with Syr; Rickenbacher, Weisheitsperikopen, 183; Stadelmann, Schriftgelehrter,
286n.6: "G ergibt keinen rechten Sirra und ist auch stilistisch holprig, indem es schon zum zweiten
Mal in dieser Strophe die ’Fiil3e’ des T~Spfers e rw~mt."

~2 Syr uses the verb to buiM which is meaningless in the context. G reads K(Z0(zpL(IIZL

which does not fit the context as the great heat of the oven would burn off any slag; Smend,

Weisheit, 351, whose argument is that G read the Hebrew "1::’- ( Sir 27,5) and misunderstood it

to mean to clean rather than to reheat; also Rickenbacher, Weisheitsperikopen, 183.

~3 Ibid. G has read a HJphil of the verb lr~R in place of a Niphal.

x4 For v.32b Syr, from which Heb is reconstructed, is preferable over G. The Or) of G is

a misunderstanding of O~); Box-Oesterley, "Sirach," 454. Rickenbacher, Weisheitsperikopen, 183

argues further that the verb "ITEOLTFOC’CELP has been derived from TFELP(~V to be hungry; also
Stadelmann, Schriftgelehrter, 287n.1. In short, v.32b in G makes no sense at all.
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V.33ais

V.33b
V.33c
V.33d
V.33e

V.33f

V.34a

V.34b
V.34c

V.34d

The Poem on the Ideal Scribe (Sir 38,24-39,11) - A Critical Text

~ For this entire verse Syr is preferred over G as the word choice of the former seems to

be more typical of Sirach than that offered by G; RJckenbacher, Weisheitsperikopen, 183 and
Stadelmann, Schriftgelehrter, 287n.3.

~a G is reconstructed from Syr; Box-Oesterley, "Sirach," 454.

~7 Rickenbacher, Weisheitsperikopen, 177 translates v.33f as "und die Sprfiche der Weisen

verstehen sie nicht." However this study follows the convincing arguments put forward by Skehan,

"Not Found in Parables," 40, namely that Ben Sira wrote ~’~ ,~’_. which the grandson understood

as ~’~r~’~.,: . "in parables" instead of r~,~r~’~.,     : "among rulers"-, Stadelmann, Schriftgelehrter,
287: "und unter Herrschem werden sie nicht gefunden."

~ Reading with Syr. G has misread "~:~’~’ in the l/orlage for ~;’.~" and translated it with
/,

O1;qptoouotv to hold fast; Box-Oesterley, "Sirach," 455 and Stadelmann, Schriftgelehrter,
287n.6.

~9 Reading with Syr rnyhwn (thinking) as opposed to Greek 8ErlOI,q (prayer) which does

not fit the context; Smend, Weisheit, 353.

2o G is reconstructed from Syr; Box-Oesterley, Sirach, 455; Haspecker, Gottesfurcht, 71-72;

Rickenbacher, Weisheitsperikopen, 183-184 and Stadelmann, Schriftgelehrter, 218n. 1.

z~ G is reconstructed from Syr. The very complicated text-critical problems of this verse

have been dealt with thoroughly by Haspecker, Gottesfurcht, 71-72. He follows the text of Syr
for a number of well argued reasons. First, G is too short and empty content-wise. Second, since

Sirach does not tend to have two names for God in the same bi-colon, the reading of G (1,’~

(continued...)
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39,1a

V.lb

V.2a
V.2b

V.3a
V.3b

V.4a

V.4b
V.4c

V.4d
V.5a

V.5b
V.5c

V.5d

V.6a

V.6b

The Poem on the Ideal Scribe (Sir 38,24-39,11) - A Critical Text

zz(...continued)

6~(,Ol~O1J) must be changed in favour of v6~.(9, ~co~ which is attested to elsewhere in

Sirach (Sir 17,11 - G and Syr; 45,5 - Heb, G and Syr); also RJckenbacher, Weisheitsperikopen,
183-184 and Stadelmann, Schriftgelehrter, 218n.1.

= Rickenbacher, Weisheitsperikopen, 184: "Nicht so ldar ist, ob man sich fiir den zweiten
Stichos eher an G halten soll und dann also dem Substantivum abstracmm ’Weissagungen’ den
Vorrang geben muss, oder ob man das pers6nlichere ’Profeten der alten Zeit’ aus S vorziehen
daft’." Syr probably contains the best reading.

~3 Marb6ck, "Das Bild," 118 suggests reading "Tiefen der Sinnspniche" (deep things of

parables) with Syr; also Box-Oesterley, "Sirach," 455.

~4 The expression Trp6~ K~p LOV (v.5bcQ is a gloss which has made v.5ab into a m-colon.

However, in Syr it is a bi-colon. Furthermore, Ben Sira’s own tendency not to have two names

for God in a sin~e verse supports the view that the phrase in v.5bc~ is superfluous; Rickenbacher,
Weisheitsperikopen, 184-185 and Stadelmann, Schriftgelehr~er, 218n.4.

~ Heb is reconstructed from Syr; Box-Oesterley, "Sirach," 456.
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V.6C

V.6d

V.7a

V.Tb

V.Sa

V.Sb
V.9a

V.9b
V.9c

V.9d

V.10a

V.10b
V.11a

V.11b

The translation of the text is as follows:

38,24a
V.24b
V.25a
V.25b
V.25c
V.25d
V.26a
V.26b

The wisdom of the scribe increases wisdom,

and the one free from heavy toil becomes wise.

How can one become wise who handles the plough

and glories in the shaft of a goad?

Who drives cattle and who turns the oxen about

and his talk is about bull-calves?

He directs his heart towards it, to harrow the furrows,

and his care is about fodder.

26 G has KEeE1J(~U1)EL which represents a confusion of l’:’ for l"-’; Marb6ck, "Das Bild,"

118, Rickenbacher, Weisheitsperikopen, 185 and Stadelmann, Schriftgelehrter, 219n.3.

z7 Reading with Syr on the basis Sir 38,34d; Rickenbacher, Weisheitsperikopen, 185 and

Stadelm ann, Schriftgelehrter, 219n. 5.

z, G reads E0vq which gives to v. 10ab a synthetic parallelism and a thought alien to Ben

Sira. Syr reads knwgt’ (community) which Nves the verse its natural synonymous parallelism;

Rickenbacher, Weisheitsperikopen, 185-186.

29 Ibid., 178.186, for this translation as v.11 is totally corrupt in both G and Syr.
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V.27a
V.27b
V.27c
V.27d
V.27e
V.27f
V.28a
V.28b
V.28c
V.28d
V.28e
V.28f
V.28g
V.28h
V.29a
V.29b
V.30a
V.30b
V.30c
V.30d
V.31a
V.31b
V.32a
V.32b
V.33a
V.33b
V.33c
V.33d
V.33e
V.33f
V.34a
V.34b
V.34c
V.34d

So too is the carver and the artisan
who passes night and day.
The engraver engraves the signet-rings,
and his steadfastness is to change coloured patterns.
He directs his heart towards it, to imitate the life model,
and his care is to complete the work.
So too is the smith who sits by the furnace
and examines iron equipment closely.
The breath of the fire melts his flesh,
and in the heat of the oven he is baked.
The noise of the hammer deafens his ear,
and his eyes are on the pattern of vessels.
He directs his heart towards it, to the completion of the works,
and his care is to arrange (them) in completion.
So too is the potter who sits near the wheel,
and rotates the wheel with his feet.
With his arm he moulds the clay,
and before he dies he is bent and curved.
He directs his heart towards it, to complete the glaze,
and his care is to reheat the oven.
All these are entrusted to their hands,
and each in his work becomes wise.
Without them no city is built,
and where they live they are not hungry.
But in counselling people they are not sought,
and in the assembly they are not prominent.
They do not sit on the judge’s chair,
and they do not think over regulations and right decisions.
Also they do not understand the learning of wisdom.
They are not found among rulers.
But they understand worldly work,
and their thinking is in the work of trade.
How different the one who gives his soul up to fear God,
and to ponder the law of life!

39,1a
V.lb
V.2a
V.2b
V.3a

He seeks the wisdom of all the ancients,
and is busy with the ancient prophecies.
He preserves the story of famous men,
and penetrates meaningful sayings.
He seeks out the obscurities of proverbs,
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V.3b
V.4a
V.4b
V.4c
V.4d
V.5a
V.5b
V.5c
V.5d
V.6a
V.6b
V.6c
V.6d
V.7a
V.7b
V.8a
V.8b
V.9a
V.9b
V.9c
V.9d
V.lOa
V.lOb
V.11a
V.11b

The Poem on the Ideal Scribe (Sir 38,24-39,11) - A Critical Text

and is engaged with the riddles of parables.
In the midst of the mighty he serves,
and appears before leaders.
He passes through the land of different peoples.
For he has tested good and evil things in people.
He sets his heart to seek his Creator (early in the morning),
and implores before the Most High.
He opens his mouth in prayer,
and implores because of his sins.
If God Most High wants it,
he will be filled with the spirit of understanding.
He himself bubbles forth his words of wisdom,
and praises the Lord in prayer.
He directs his advice and knowledge,
and thinks over His mysteries.
He brings forth the instruction of his teaching,
and boasts about the law of life.
Many speak of his sagacity,
and he is not blotted out forever.
His memory does not cease,
and his name will live from generation to generation.
The community praises his wisdom,
and the assembly announces his approval.
Should he live long so will he be praised by thousands,
and should he rest, so is his name enough.
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THE WORKS OF GOD IN CREATION (SIR 42,15-43,33):
A CRITICAL TEXT

42,15ab

V.15cd

t The variant readings in the witnesses are: MsM and MsM=~ (rl;~M’0, MsB (,’1"1=~M1), G

(~K6LT]y1]OOI.I, CCL) and Syr (’nmtn). Yadin, Ma~ada, 26 argues in favour of MsM on the basis

of the occurrence of the root l~ in Deut 6,7 and that the Masada Scroll reflects the text "perhaps"
used by G and Syr. Similarly Skehan-DiLella, Ben Sira, 487, who see a direct equivalence
between MsM and Syr, while Prato, Teodicea, 122 claims that G and Syr are closer to MsB. The

occurrence of the expression ,"1]~_~ ’w~.~-,’l!.! in Job 15,17b suggests that the
reading of MsB is preferable.

z The variant readings are: MsM (R~ ~’~ZTR), MsB (R~ "~zrR), and G ([3,P’qO0~OO[J, aL 6~).

Both variant readings in Heb correspond to G; Box-Oesterley, "Sirach, 471" and Yadin, Masada,
26. This poem flows naturally into the lengthy poem in praise of Israel’s ancestors (Sir 44,1-

50,24), which begins with the cohortative M] ~L)L),"IR (Sir 44,1a - MsB). The parallel with the

opening to the hymn in praise of God’s works suggests a cohortafive also at 42,15a. Finally,

~"l~tM balances neatly with ~"l~W~ in v.15b.

3 This is a notoriously complicated verse textually. According to Skehan-DiLella, Ben Sira,

487, MsM and MsB~’’ can be pointed: 517~,~ ~l~’e-~ b~.5~ ("he accepts the one who does
his will") which is very close to Syr ("and all his creatures do his will"), while an alternative

pointing according to MsB~ is: 17~_~ ~We-1 b:~ ("and teaching is a work of his will").
Yadin, Malaria, 45, follows MsBtX’: "and his teaching is a work of his will". Prato, Teodicea, 122-

123, who identifies 317~b as the subject of the clause in parallel with ’~r~ (v.15c), offers two

possible translations: "e opera della sua benevolenza 6 il suo insegnamento" or "e dalla sua
benevolenza il suo insegnamento." The second translation is not supported by the consonantal text.

Taking ~)~’~ in parallel with "I~M= and "~ye"l in parallel with ’~-~R it is possible to point the colon:

’l~.t’? 5YI:~’l ~2~ ("and his teaching is the work of his will"). It is not clear how these

various translations for v.15d relate to the remainder of the verse without forcing the text. Another
possibility is suggested by the Greek witnesses. While the colon is missing in most Greek
manuscripts, it is present with variants in S (in a secondary hand), Mss 339 and 679 The

reconstructed Greek text reads: K(Z’L y~yovc~v ~v ~I~OKI~C_z ~13ZO~) Kp[p.~; so
(continued...)
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3(...continued)

Ziegler, ed., Sapientia, 324. Accordingly "lnpb should be emended to ~.R,~ giving "and the work
of his will is according to his decree" as the translation for v.15d which is broadly similar to that
offered by Box-Oesterley, Sirach, 471" "and what was wrought by His good pleasure according

to His decree." Since the nouns b~0~ and ,’I~_I2.~_ are often synonyms in late Hebrew poetry,

the semantic parallelism between ’3"IIt "11~1t~ and ’lprlb and between ~’~dl/~ and 1331"1 ~I/~ suggests

the probable accuracy of the emended text and its translation offered here.

4 The variant readings are: MsM, MsBme (~,~!;ra) = Syr, MsB~’’ (~3~’:"1), and G (’I::1~ ~pycz

0~OD). The reading to be followed is MsM = MsBme = G = Syr; Yadin, Malaria, 26, and

Skehan-DiLella, Ben Sira, 487.

The variant readings are: MsM (’2"IN), MsB (I=’,"lbR), and G (Kup [ou). The reading to be

followed is MsM = G; Yadin, Ma~ada, 26 and Skehan-DiLella, Ben Sira, 487.

The variant readings are: MsM (’l’~t~ RbrJ ’3-1~ "i3"_.23), MsB (3"~2~rl b~ hi,’) = Syr and

G (lr)~lgrlq 17b ~pyou Izl~l:ot)). Yadin, Malaria, 26 and Skehan-DiLella, Ben Sira, 487 opt
for MsM and G, while Prato, Teodicea, 123 opts for MsB and Syr. No convincing arguments are
offered for either option. This study follows MsM = G, based on the general superiority of the
former as a textual witness.

The variant readings are: MsM (*r’l~), MsB (*") and G (Kup~ou). On the basis of v.15c

the reading of MsM is followed.

’ The variant readings are: MsM (nnnr), MsB (n[ ]-it) = Syr, and G (dpc01;(,~COl,’). Yadin,

Malaria, 26 and Skehan-Dilella, Ben Sira, 487 choose MsM and G, while Prato, Teodicea, 123

opts for MsB and Syr. Given that in the Hebrew Bible the root rl’~r is used of ~ while "h’lr
is not, a pattern confirmed by Sir 26,16, this study is inclined to follow Prato’s opinion.

’ The variant readings are: MsM (~,n~bm bz -~e~b), MsB~’ ("" n3~br~3 "l~b), MsB~’s

(~’n~’n’,; n~l ->~ob), and G (~KgLri~/T~O0:OeC~L Trdvza z~ (gautJ.dOL~: c~bzo6). The

reading to be followed is MsM = G; ibid.; Skehan-DiLella, Ben Sira, 487; and Yadin, Malaria,

26.
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V.17cd

V.18ab

V. 18cd

1o(...continued)
~o The variant readings are: MsM (3~’~2,"r), MsB (3p’~), and G (O~K ~ETI’OI~IOEV).

The meaning of MsM and G (to be sufficient) seems to fit the context better, while the meaning
of MsB (to smite, clap) does not suit the context easily. The commentators mentioned above are
content simply to list the alternatives and make a choice without justification. Prato opts for the
reading of MsB, but offers a translation ("non bastano i sand di Dio") which is more in keeping

with MsM and G; Prato, Teodicea, 119.

tt The variant readings are: MsM = MsB~’’ (~trT~,’Tb) = G (ozqpt, xOqV0~L) and MsB~

(p’tlT~). This study reads with MsM, MsB=’, G against MsB~; ibid., 123-124 and Yadin,

Ma~ada, 26.

~2 The variant readings are: MsM (~,~,e ,~-~R), MsB (~,~=,e C’~S), but G has probably

misread ~3R’_.’-" ’1"7~ to create K13pLO~ O ~I~OKp~’~cAp; ibid. Prato, Teodicea, 123 argues

that G has misread ~R=-e ’,"lb~ although he does not attempt to reconcile ’TbR and K13pLO~.

MsM in all probability contains the superior reading.

~3 The variant readings are: MsM (~r~R), MsB~’’ (’~r~’R), MsB~’~ (’~r~R), and G

(~O~EpECOOEI,’). Yadin, Mmada, 26: "The defectiva spelling of the [Masada] Scroll precludes
any decision between Btext ... and ... Bmarg." The reading to be followed is MsB~’’ = G = Syr;

Prato, Teodicea, 123-124.

*" The variant readings are: MsM (=n,r~"l~r~:~), MsB (=,’7,r~’~v~ b2’~) and G (K0~’I, ~1,’

Tl’0~VOUpy~13g~Ol, l,’ 0;1~63V). Yadin, Malaria, 27 opts for the reading of MsM = G while
Prato, Teodicea, 124 opts for MsB = Syr, although he does recognize that Syr has been influenced
by Sir 17,19a. In the absence of conclusive argument, the reading to be followed is MsM = G.

~ The variant readings are: MsM (n’l’~), MsB (missing), and G (O~I[.tELOV). G has

misread ~’I’~ as 1~; Alexander A. DiLella, review of SapientiaFilii Sirach, ed. Joseph Ziegler,

CBQ 28 (1966): 538-540, at 540 and Skehan-DiLella, Ben Sira, 487.

" The variant readings are: MsM (~*=’[ ]), MsB (missing), G (Keel ~V~,6~V). Since

MsM = G the reading of MsM is to be restored to ~"-.’3 Yadin, Ma~ada, 27 against Prato,

Teodicea, 124.
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V.19ab

V.2Oab

V.21ab

V.21cd

tT(...continued)
17 The variant readings are: MsM ([ ]~’7), MsB (missing) and G (’~yl,’~ y&p

~ll/tO’lTo~ Tr~O~V E:l~irlOLl,’). This study opts for the restoration of the text to ~/’7 b~ on the

basis of G; ibid. against Yadin, Ma~ada, 27.

18 The variant readings are: MsM (missing), MsBt~’ (r3,~n~), MsB=~ (m’na~) = Syr, and G

(~; ~odl, tE~). The reading to be followed is that of MsB~’~ = G = Syr; ibid. and Prato,

Teodicea, 124.

19 The variant readings are: MsM (3[ ]:R), MsB~’’ (3~bn), MsB"~ (3;,~ fibn), and G (O6K

EKpl3~rl); ibid., 125 where Prato argues that MsB~’~ has been influenced by v.20a and that G

has confused the verbs in Heb. Skehan-DiLella, Ben Sira, 487 argue for ~’~"’,/ on the basis of a

parallelism in Isa 24,5, while Yadin, Ma~ada, 27 defends the originality of the Masada Scroll,

reading Y’l’~R. Ultimately the various arguments are inconclusive. Perhaps MsB~" is to be followed

on the basis of context.

20 The variant readings are: MsM (b:~), MsB (b:~7 b:), and G (g&v 6LC~VdIi[.t0:). The

reading to be followed is that of MsB = G = Syr; Prato, Teodicea, 125.

z~ MsM restored according to MsB.

22 The variant readings are: MsM (n’n:~), MsB~’’ ([    ]~), MsB~ (m’n~-~), G (~0~

[.t6~’~),ELg). On MsM, Yadin, Ma~ada, 27 correctly notes: "Since the spelling in the Scroll is

defectiva, it is not decisive in the matter, and perhaps it should be pointed: ~3~." On the

reading of G, Prato, Teodicea, 125 states: "6 meglio intendere al singolare." However, no reasons

are offered for this position. The best solution is that offered by Skehan-DiLella, Ben Sira, 487
in accepting the reading MsM = MsB~’~ = G.

23 MsM restored according to MsB.

z, The variant readings are: MsM (~o~ ~5), MsB (=][ ]5) and G (t-rpooez~Orl). Yadin,

Ma~ada, 27 wishes to restore MsB according to MsM and not according to G which he claims
(continued...)
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24(_ .continued)
has confused the Hebrew verbs r]~R and r]~,. Prato, Teodicea, 125 correctly rejects this, pointing

out that all other instances of the use of the Niphal of ~R in Heb have the nuance of dying, and

so retains the traditional restoration of MsB based on G (~3: ltb).

2, The variant readings are: MsM (n~nt~ mrm 7~:~,: "~), MsB (missing), and G (K~’L ~

O~’l,P(~fl[36~ ~O17L12 eE~p~O0;L). MsM is very close to G. The reading K0~I, ~ of G may

be a corruption of ~6d~; Yadin, Ma~ada, 27. Skehan-DiLella, Ben Sira, 488 correct MsM to:

YR"I~ mtm "(’~ ’~7~/. In this they follow J. Stmgaeil, "Notes and Queries on ’The Ben Sira Scroll
from Masada,’" in Erlsr, vol. 9 (Jerusalem Israel Exploration Society, 1969), 116-117, who
translates it as "delightful to gaze upon and a joy to behold." This, however, is correctly rejected

by Prato, Teodicea, 126 because "tuttavia "(3:~ non ha questo significato e anche il passaggio m-117-

mr7 resta inspiegato." The reading to be followed is MsM = G.

26 The variant readings are: MsM ([ ]"1~17:, MsB (missing), and G (EgLeU[.trl’cd). MsM

is restored to v’,’Tr~: according to G; ibid., 125; Skehan-DiLella, Ben Sira, 488 and Yadin,

Malaria, 27.

2~ In Sir 42,23-43,2 the order in MsB is confused (Sir 42,23a.25ab; 43,lab; 42,23b.24ab;
43,2).

2~ The variant readings are: MsM (nt~l), MsB~x’ (’2[ ]), MsB=~ (~r~l), and G

(~Tr0~KOt3EL). See Yadin, Ma~ada, 28 who, arguing that G represents an error whereby "lr~t~2 was

misheard as l/rlr2l, concludes that "the reading of the scroll is unquestioninNy preferable." Prato,

Teodicea, 126 agrees.

29 The variant readings are: MsM (b:[ ]), MsB~x’ (b:b3), MsB~ (b:b), and G (~1,’

lrdoo:t.g). The reading to be followed is MsM = MsBm~ = G; Yadin, Mc~ada, 28 against Prato,

Teodicea, 126.
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3t The variant readings are: MsM (missing), MsB (’~), G (ol~6~v ~),)~E~OV). MsM

is restored to RI~ according to Syr and MsB; Skehan-DiLella, Ben Sira, 488 and Yadin, Malaria,

28.

3z The variant readings are: MsM (m ~r~b [      ] =b:), MsB (yrrz ~t =’~1~ =b:), G

(’ffdVZ~ fiLO0~ EV K~T, EVlZV’~L ZOL) ~V6~), and Syr (wklhwn t~’n tryn hd lqwbl hat).

The best reading is probably MsM restored from G and Syr; Skehan-DiLella, Ben Sira, 488 and

Yadin, Malaria, 28 against Prato, Teodicea, 126-127.

3, The variant readings are: MsM (=:~), MsB~’’ (~:~a), MsBm~t-~""~ ’,,- ), and G (~& &yo;Od).

Skehan-DiLella, Ben Sira, 488 follow Yadin, Ma~ada, 28 who opts for ~"-.~ in v.25a to balance

with ~m,"l in v.25b. Prato, Teodicea, 127 correctly rejects this as the subject of v.25a (~t) is

singular and that of v.25b is plural (=b~ in v.24a). The best reading is probably ~’,,~ of MsB=t

which balances more grammatically with ~"tl~ in v.25b.

" The variant readings are: MsM 0n[ ]rl =’~ =:~;~), MsB~’’ (~’~’~ ~"1"~[ ]’r~ r~13),

MsB~ (,"1"1,"I~ ~’:r~ =’r~ ==;~), G (E[60~ ot~p0tvo0 ~V 6pd~ZCCqZL 6d rK). Some form

of restored MsM seems to offer the best reading, but scholarship disagrees on how this should be

done. Yadin, Ma~ada, 28 restores it: ~’1"~ ;’:~ ="r~72 =’�;. Skehan-DiLella, Ben Sira, 488 opt for:

~’1"~ ~’lr~ =’r~ =’-’~. Prato, Teodicea, 128 chooses: ~’~7~ ~’:t~ =,r~ =’~. The participle ~’:r~ occurs

elsewhere in Heb (Sir 15,18b; 37,4a; 42,110 where it means to see or to look. ;":~ occurs in Sir

43,2a with the meaning to shine. G’s reading ~v ~9d~to~’~L occurs in the LXX always with
the meaning of vision (Gen 15,1; 46,2; Num 12,6; Dan 1,17; 2,19; 7,.7.13.15; 8,2.27; 10,1) and
would seem to support Prato’s restoration of MsM according to MsBm~-
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V.2ab

V.3ab

V.4ab

3,(...continued)
36 The variant readings are: MsM ("I~ :0’p’l~ ~.l’lva "~1~), MsB~’’ (missing), MsB*~ (’IR~I’I

"h"l~ b:0 ~/~’1 =~’ira), G (yo~up(,o:la0~ i31l/oug O’lTEpE~[,tO: K~(3czpL6zrlZOg), and Syr (missing).

Yadin, Malaria, 28 merely asserts the correctness of MsM without offering compelling reasons

as do Skehan-DiLella, Ben Sira, 488. Prato, Teodicea, 127 opts correctly for MsM emended from
G.

3, The variant readings are: MsM (l~’b[ ] ’~ ~’~ ’;7.~), MsB ("’ ’~ R’1~3 ~r~), G

(OKE00~ O0~UlalZO~OV ~pyOV l[}~[O’~OU). Yadin, Ma~ada, 29 argues for the originality of

the scroll since MsM = G = Syr. Skehan-DiLella, Ben Sira, 488 restore MsM to l~’bR ~:~r~.

Prato, Teodicea, 129 corrects MsM to read ’" ~vd~dra. However G (131Ja’[OZou) and Syr

(dmrym ’) do not support his emendation.

3s The variant readings are: MsM (,"1~=~ ~R’¢’_. ~d’~nr~ ~;’ra~.’), MsB~’ (,’lr~r7 ~’1~’~ I1’~/~ ~r~g2),

MsB~ (~tll7 ~I’IR’¢~ ~’~’lr~ l~r~), and G (lj)~LO~ ~V ~’a’Z&O[~ 8t, c~yyE~,~,¢ov ~V

~615~). Yadin, Ma~ada, 28-29 defends his scroll arguing for the retention of ,’1~ on the

basis of the root’s occurrence in Ps 81,4 where it suggests a full moon. Skehan-DiLella, Ben Sira,
488 follow Yadin. However, while the link between Ps 81,4 and Sir 43,2a is interesting, it is quite

tenuous. Prato, Teodicea, 128 corrects MsM from MsB to ,-lr~t-l. It is probably a better reading for

the context. However, all attempts at a solution are inconclusive.

39 The variant readings are: MsM (2[ ]b.~n’ ’r~ :’~r7 ’:-~bn), MsB (9~b.’r~’ ’r~ ~=’ln ’l~b),

and G (K~’t, ~v0:l,"lTl~Ol,’ K~131J,~"CO~j {Zl~’CO[) %[~ ~’rrOO’ClqOe~0:L). Yadin, Ma~ada, 28

restores MsM to b:b~l’l’ according to MsB. The similarity of MsM, MsB and G suggest the

reading ~_~"11"1; Prato, Teodicea, 129 and Skehan-DiLella, Ben Sirca 488.

4o MsM = MsB.

~’ The variant readings are: MsM (missing), MsB~’’ (?’9"~’), MsB~ (p’~’), and G

(~KK0C[~V). The roots in Heb are both a hapax legomenon. The use of p~-~ in Isa 5,11

suggests that it might possibly be appropriate for this context.
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’2(...continued)
4z The variant readings are: MsM ([ ]b~), MsBm (17~W2), and MsB"~ (173b~). MsM is

restored to ~3b~ according to MsB"~; Skehan-DiLella, Ben Sira, 488 and Yadin, Mmada, 29.

Prato, Teodicea, 129 opts for MsB~" without any clear justification for the choice.

4s The variant readings are: MsM (p:~’Ir~), MsB~’’ (p~:gr~), and MsB~’~ q~:i~r~). The preferred
reading is MsM = MsB~; Yadin, Ma~ada, 29 against Prato, Teodicea, 129 who nonetheless opts

for MsB~’’.

The variant readings are: MsM (’~31rl), MsB (v’Tr~), G (’~p~/OL¢) = Syr (k’bd’). ’~31~

is the better reading supported by MsM = G = Syr; Yadin, Ma~ada, 29 against Prato, Teodicea,

129 who despite the agreement of the witnesses opts for MsB.

4~ MsM is missing and is restored according to MsB.

46 MsM is restored according to MsB’~.

47 MsM is missing except for ]--"rl. MsBt~’ reads: 3"~"-.x 7:;:’ ~"~’_-I3, while MsB~’~ has the

variant ~’~3". MsM is restored according to MsB~’; Prato, Teodicea, 13 0 and Yadin, Malaria, 29.

But note Skehan-DiLella, Ben Sira, 488: "Commentators (and translators) are not in agreement
on the meaning of the colon."

4s The variant readings are: MsM (3~), MsB~’ (~,~v), MsB~ (Y~3~;), G (6 "a’ot.r~oo:~

~l~6v), and Syr (d’bdh). The best reading is MsM = MsB~’ = G = Syr; Yadin, Malaria, 29.

49 The variant readings are: MsM (’l’Ilt), MsBt~’ ("’), MsBm~ (l~*b~), and G (K13pLO¢). As

with Sir 42,15a.16b.17c the better reading is MsM (’3"~,x) = G (KI~pLOq).

~o The variant readings are: MsM (b3"1~), MsB~’’ (b"l:), MsBm~ (~,’7:), G (p,~yc~¢), and Syr

(rb). b373 is probably the better reading since MsM = MsB~ = G = Syr. The confusion between

b’7~ and bY’I; suggests "that medieval scribes of the Cairo MSS frequently had trouble identifying

with certitude a waw or ayod in their Vorlagen." See DiLella, Hebreu" Text of Sirach, 101.

n MsM, which is virtually missing except for a single ~, is restored from MsB.
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V.7ab

V.8ab

V.8cd

V.9ab

,2(...continued)
52 The variant readings are: MsM (~n~ n"~~ n-l[ ] ~), MsB (~-_.;;’: n~nl; n’l" n’P =a~), and

G (Kal, ~ O~l,,q ’[O171qOt,1) E[¢ KaLpbl,’ O:t~f]~ ). n~’-~.’ in MsB is probably an

"accretion influenced by 17"1" n’l’, and should be omitted" Yadin, Ma~ada, 29; also Prato,

Teodicea, 130 and Skehan-DiLella, Ben Sira, 488.

53 The only text of Heb extant for this verse is MsB. Commentators disagree on how ,’1[ ]I;

should be emended. Yadin, Ma~ada, 30 opts for ,"t~, arguing that this best corresponds to G

(I.tELOI3I.tEI,’O~) and Syr (g-mr); also Skehan-DiLella, Ben Sira, 489. However, Prato, Teodicea,

131 uses G and Syr to defend the emendation ,"I~I;. The original remains undetermined.

5~ The variant readings are: MsM (~r’t 3~r~r~3 -7[ ]~r~ 3b), MsB~’ (7"~ ,~r~r~ -;:~v~ ~’~), MsB~’~

(p’~17 "~r~ "~ ~’), G (&Tro OE~.Tll)lq~ O~I~E’LOW Eop~fi~). Since MsM and MsB~ are

very close, the former should probably be corrected from the latter. For MsM, MsB*~’~, G and Syr
the moon is the subject of the verse. For MsB~" it is both sun and moon.

56 The variant readings are: MsM ([ ]nr~ ~nn nr~: ;;’-~n), MsB~’ (~3,"1 ~’ln’~ ~"ln

and Syr (yr]a’ ’vk gmh ’ytwhy). MsBat is corrupt. MsM is almost identical to MsB~=~, and very
close to G and Syr. Thus MsM is restored according to MsBm~.

5, MsM (missing except for r]-e[ ]r~) restored from MsB~’ (~�’~,’:.) rather than MsB~ (~"t~r~).

" MsM = MsB.

59 MsM ([ ]’~"Ir~:) is restored from MsB (b~ ,~n-~r~-_.).
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V.lOab

V.11ab

V.12ab

6o(...continued)
40 The variant readings are: MsM (p"l~t~ "117) according to Yadin, Malaria, 30-31 but

(1~"1~ "~I/) according to Skehan-DiLella, Ben Sira, 489; MsBm (~’Tr~ ~’3~), MsB~’~ (’"I~

~"~dr~), and G (KOOIAO~ ~OqT(,~COl,’ ~V I~q/I~O’COL~ KupI~o1.)). Prato, Teodicea, 132 rejects

MsM because "non sembra riprodotto da G K~o~toE ~6O~;l~6ov." This criticism could also be

made of his own translation "e la sua luce risplende nelle altezze divine" ibid., 120. Since MsM
(Skehan-DiLella) = MsB~’~, this is the text followed by this study.

~ The variant readings are: MsM (’73y3), and MsB (’~7r73). The conclusion of Yadin,

Ma~ada, 30 that "it would seem that the Scroll reading should be adopted." is tendentious. The

combination "~’7~ / 15d~o~ occurs in Heb in another text (Sir 43,1b) ~,~ " ,, su==estan~ that it might be

appropriate for v.9a. Finally, Prato, Teodicea, 132 understands v’v 9-10 to refer to the stars, while

Skehan-DiLella, Ben Sira, 489 and Yadin, Ma~ada, 30-31 understand them to refer to the moon.

Prato is probably correct, as will be seen below in footnote 63, and accordinNy understands =~’t~

as a collective noun.

6z "rg’l(MsM) is taken as a phonetic spelling of "llt~i’l(MsB).

63 MsM = MsB~’ with the exception of the divine name. The former has ’;-IR and the latter

hR. Prato, Teodicea, 132 notes: "~l’l’~’~r~R": il plurale conferma che si parla di stelle."

4, The variant readings are: MsM ([    ]-r’l~:), betsB~’ (’73[ ] y-.’~x:), and MsB~ (,"r’l’l~:

"13"~=). The preferred reading is MsM = MsB~’~; Skehan-DiLella, Ben Sira, 489 and Yadin,
Malaria, 31 against Prato, Teodicea, 133 who simply asserts the supenority of MsB=~.

~# The variant readings are: MsM ([ ]’-:=), MsB (missing), G (omitted). Yadin, Malaria,

31 restores to ~,’~3":’. So Prato, Teodicea, 133 and Skehan-DiLella, Ben Sira, 489.

~7 So MsM and MsB=’ against MsBm~ (~-I32.~:).

6~ MsM (missing) is restored from MsB.
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V.13ab

V.14ab

V.15ab

V.17a.16a77

6,(_ .continued)
69 The variant readings are: MsM 03n), MsB~’ (p317), and MsB~ (71~). MsB is clearly

corrupt; Prato, Teodicea, 133; Skehan-DiLella, Ben Sira, 489; and Yadin, Ma~ada, 31.

,o The variant readings in Heb are: MsM (~:ra n3p’r tT:~:t~), MsB~" ([ ] n~,t 17~n~),

and MsB~’~ (~-~ra= r-,p,t 17~T1"13; but in a secondary hand: ~,’~ :3p’ ~:~[ ]). MsB=’ is restored
according to MsM, while the variants in MsB~’~ (primary and secondary, hands) are corruptions;

Prato, Teodicea, 133; Skehan-DiLella, Ben Sira, 489; Yadin, Masada. 31.

~ The variant readings in Heb are: MsM (-~’~= ~[ ] n~;), MsB~’ (p’l: ~’~nn ~n"l~’~),

MsB"~ (’1~: ~n ~n’l~), and G (’[TOOO~:dyIaCCFL CCl~IO~) Kcz’~EoTrel3clev xLdv~). MsM

is restored according to MsB~x’ and MsM=’*. Prato, Teodicea. 133 sums up well "B 6 invece nel

giusto con p"l= (= "fulmine"), mentre Bm "lp’~ e una svista e Mas "v~- (= "~andine"; efr. G

XLdVa) non si addatta al contesto e proviene da 15b (Mas)"; also Yadin. Ma~ada, 31.

72 According to MsM. MsB is severely damaged.

73 MsB ([ ]’-’n~) is restored from MsM (’~;n~).

7~ The variant readings are: MsM (I/’1~), MsB (~’1"), and O (rlv~,’X0rloav). The

preferred reading is MsM = G.

’~ The variant readings are: MsM (~;r~b), MsB~’’ (’[Z:=’~), MsB~ 0l~;r~b), and G (6L~:

17Of9170). The preferred reading is MsM = MsB~m = G; Yadin, Masada. 31. Prato, Teodicea, 133

opts for MsB~’’ despite the lack of support from the other witnesses.

~6 MsM reads prH (v.15a), which should probably be corrected to prT~ to agree with ~7~1"1

(v.15b); ibid., 134: Skehan-DiLella, Ben Sira, 489; Yadin. Mc~c~/ca 31. MsB is damaged
throughout.

" The order of the bicola for w.16-17 is confused in MsB~’. The correct order
(w.17a.16a.16b.17b. 17c.17d) is found in MsM, MsB~, and in some manuscripts of G and
Sahidic.
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,s The variant readings are: MsM (~’~’), MsB~x’ (missing), MsB~’~ (~’~/t’), and G

(O0;~,EUOl]OOI,’T~L). The best reading is MsM = G, as ~’11 can be translated by OO:).E13ELV and

not ~r.

79 MsM, MsB=’, MsB~ all read ~’¢’1~, while G reads "[fW. Prato. Yeodicea, 134 is fight to

correct Heb to "("~1t as this agrees with G and preserves the parallelism be~veen "("11t ... lr~Ir’l b~p

(v.17a) and ]~’n ... ~’~;~ (v.16b).

g0 The variant readings are: MsM (b’n’), MsB~’’ (b~rT’), .MsB~ (b’n’), and G

(~JI~I,,~OElv). The best reading is MsM = MsB~’s = G; ibid. and Skehan-DiLella, Ben Sira,

490.

8z The variant readings are: MsM (b~J0bJ2), MsB"’ (]~[ ]~.~::~:). MsB~’s (b~/bl~). Prato,

Teodicea, 135 is correct in retaining ]’~=~ in v.17b to balance with ~’~ in v.16b, a correction also

accepted by Yadin, Ma~ada, 32. Both bn~b~ and ~mbr fit the context. This study follows MsM
= MsB*~S.

s2 The variant readings are: MsM (’[r~,r~ ~]’"lrTr~ ~r~’~r~,’t), MsB~’ (missing), MsB~s (~rlrl’l,l

]rl,n ~’lnn), and G (~v OE),rllaa~L o:l~’cof) rrvel3oe~:C~L vd’co~). See ibid. where Yadin

has reconstructed the first word in MsM (~"lr~) since there is a lacuna in the manuscript and

only the beginning of the word is found; also Prato, Teodicea, 134. The difference between the

reading of MsM (~"~I7~) and MsB=’~ (~n~) is only one of a mater lecrwnis.

s3 The variant readings are: MsM (’~n-~"l), MsB (nn-~-~), MsB"~ (~n’~-~), and G (TI

K0:’l;d~O:OLg a;l~’C~g). MsM = MsBm~ = G, while MsB’~’ is a corruption: ibid., 135.

s4 The variant readings are: MsM (n"lr~’), MsB (~’l’), and G (tT"a(J(J~t,). Other occurrences

of the root n"l~ in Heb (Sir 11,22b, 40,18c, 49,10b) all have the meaning to flourish, while the

occurrences of the root ~ (Sir 12,18a, 33,3a, 37,7a, 43,16b 46,2b. 47,4c) have a range of

meanings not dissimilar to that of Tr0~OOEL. Thus the preferred reading is MsB~’ = G.
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V.18ab

V.19ab

V.2Oab

86 The variant readings are: MsM (n’~n’), MsB (nr~n’), and G (E)<:C~OEZ0~L). Since G

renders both MsM and MsB, it is impossible to be conclusive. Skehan-DiLella, Ben Sira, 490
follow Yadin, M(~ada, 32 and read with MsM, as does this study, while Prato, Teodicea, 118 opts
for MsB.

s7 The variant readings are: MsM (~y’), MsBm (ny.:’), .’visBm~ (n~Y’), and G

(~Ke~l~dO~L). Since G renders both variants of MsB, it is impossible to be conclusive. It is

probably best read with MsB~"; ibid., 135.

s9 "I~ (MsM) is taken as a phonetic spelling of’l,’t~n (MsB). See Sir 43,9a above.

90 The variant readings are: MsM (~,:i’e n:~o~ nr~’e’~), MsB (v,,,~--: :---,,;2 ,(,:~,~), and G (K(ZL

~IZ~tELO0~ yl~vfi"Cc.zL OKO)~d’crCou ~K[30:). Yadin, Malaria, 32 argues for the originality of MsM,

explaining MsB’s variants as copyists’ misreading; also Skehan-DiLella, Ben Sira, 490. Prato,
Teodicea, 136 retains the reading of MsB while at the same time recognizes that "G ... suppone
un testo pifi vicino a Mas the a B." It is not possible to be conclusive.

f

9~ The variant readings are: MsM (’[~’), MsB~’’ (]3~7,"), MsB"~ I’~r,:’), and G (X~EL). The

best reading is MsM = MsB~’~ = G. The variant in MsB~’~ has probably been influenced by ]~’

in Sir 43,17d above.

MsM is restored according to MsB (~).

93 The variant readings are: MsM (-i’~pr~), MsB~’’ (~’~p~), MsB~- (~,Fr:). The reading of

MsB~ has been influenced by ~’~pr~ in v.20d. The reading of MsM is preferable; Yadin, Ma~ado.,
33.

9~ The variant readings are: MsM (~_a’l~), and MsB (2.p’~2n): ibid "MS. B ... [is] a reading

which has given rise to extreme difficulty (see the commentators). There is no doubt that we have
here the correct reading ..."; also Prato, Teodicea, 136 and Skehan-DiLella. Ben Sira, 490.

9s According to MsB. MsM is fragmentary.
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V.2Ocd

V.21ab

V.22ab

V.23ab

V.24ab

V.25ab

96 According to MsB. MsM is completely damaged.

97 According to MsB. Missing in MsM. MsBt~’ reads ~3~n where MsB~ reads "1"1"�3.

"Quest’ultimo b forse infiuenziato da ~"1~ di 21a e perci6 B non va mutato": Prato, Teodicea, 137.

9~ According to MsB. MsM is fragmentary, b~ is placed at the beNrming of v.22b and not

at the end of v.22a; ibid.

99

reading
the rest

The variant readings are: MsM = MsB~’’ (="’~), MsB~s (’~’~), and G (v~oou~). The best

is MsM = MsB=t= G; ibid., 138; Skehan-DiLella, Ben Sira, 490; Yadin, Ma~ada, 33. For
of the colon according to MsB. MsM is missing.

~oo The variant readings are: MsM (p’~2r3), and MsB (~,¢i~[ ]). All attempts to solve the

textual difficulty are tentative and inconclusive. The reconstruction bv Prato, Teodicea, 137 is

probably the best (1~’¢~).

~0~ The variant readings are: MsM ([ ]"Ir~), MsB~’’ (3n=~,rT~), and MsB"~ (3rl--37dr~). On the

reading of MsM Yadin, Ma~ada, 33 admits "that the fragment is too small, and it is difficult to
reach any definite conclusions on account of the copyist’s errors." Prato, Teodicea, 137 states

boldly that the reading of MsB~" "pub essere conservato come soggetto, nonostante G ~.OytOp.~

0~1~’~O~ ..." The corrupt nature of the text makes any conclusive argument impossible.

~0z The variant readings are: MsM (1~r~¢:2), and MsB (~’~nr~¢,’~). MsM is restored according to

MsB as the former’s reading is due to the copyist’s erroneous transcription.

~o3 According to MsB. MsM is fragmentary.

~o4 The variant readings are: MsM (~’1), MsB (~’1), and G (t<qT~v). The best reading is

MsM = G; Prato, Teodicea, 138 and Yadin, Ma~ada, 34. For the rest of the colon, MsM is
restored according to MsB.
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l°~(...continued)
According to MsB. MsM is missing.

According to MsB. MsM is missing.

lo7 According to MsB. MsM is missing.

G (K~’L O13 [J,~ dCqbLKa3[J, E0(Z) has read Heb as ~C~ ,x~. due probably to the

influence of Qoh 12,13 (~.’1 =]~); Prato, Teodicea, 139.

109 According to MsB. MsM is missing.

110 The variant readings are: MsB’x’ (,’1~[ ]~, and MsB"~ (~b;~). "Non ci si pub basare su G

... the ~ traduzione mal riuscita ..."" Prato, Teodicea, 139 who reconstructs the reading in MsBt’’

as ,’I~’T~].

1xl The variant readings are: MsM (~n[ ]), MsB~’’ (~5~), NIsB~ (:~’~’_.;), and G (~1

~iOl)lZolYEl~C¢ c¢1~1;o~)). The best reading is MsB"~ = G (= MsM); Skehan-DiLella, Ben Sira,

490. Prato, Teodicea, 139 allows for a choice between the variants in MsB. but opts for MsB=’.

~lz MsB (’l~t~ "1~[       ]~) is restored from G (qbo[3 p6   epLo¢ oqbdep(z

[,tE~’O:~). The reading ’~’1~ is used consistent with usage prior to this.

According to MsB. MsM is fragmentary.

MsB (bl~ ~t~"l,’l [ ]b[ ]t~)is restored from G (6o~d~ov’~ KI~pLOV l~tll~aa’c~).

MsB~, ([ ]rl) is restored according to MsB"~ ([ ]pr’tr~) and G (dqb[l<rlo0E).

The variant readings are: MsB’x’ (~=~*btT~ ¢,r~’lr~), MsB’’~~-"’~’--.._ ,,.,, n’~r~’~t~), and G
(continued...)
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Appendix Two: The Works of God in Creation (Sir 42,15-43,33) -A Critical Text

The translation of the text is as follows:

42,15a
V.15b
V.15c
V.15d
V.16a
V.16b
V.17a
V.17b
V.17c
V.17d
V.18a
V.18b

Let me recall the works of God,
and recount what I have perceived.
From the Lord’s word come his works,
and the work of his will is according to his decree.
As the rising sun shows itself over all,
so the glory of the Lord fills his works.
Yet the holy ones of God are not sufficient
to recount all his wonders;
He has strengthened his hosts
to withstand his glory.
He searches the abyss and the heart,
and understands their innermost secrets.

n6(...continued)
(l~l~/O~VlTE~ CO~IX)V). The Polel participle of r,~-~ is r,~-~. Thus the reading of MsB~ = G is

correct.

n7 Missing in Heb. The text is that of Segal, proposed by Prato, Teodicea, 140.

n8 G reads ~op0~K0;~E1). However, since Sir 42,15 (R: "~r~) suggests that the poem is

spoken in the first person, singular, ’WR’I is retained.

t20 MsB ([          ]b’~[       ]b~,’l 1~) is restored from G. The exact manner in which

the phrase KC~’L 17Ot~ EI~O’E~EOL1) should be restored in Hebrew is problematic. See Prato,

Teodicea, 140 who opts for ¢"l’~r’;b3. The second possibility (Ter:. ’;;’;xbn) would link the

conclusion of the poem with the start of the poem in praise of Israel’s ancestors (Sir 44,1a);
Skehan-DiLella, Ben Sira, 490. This option, while as inconclusive as Prato’s, seems preferable.
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V.18c
V.18d
V.19a
V.19b
V.20a
V.20b
V.21a
V.21b
V.21c
V.21d
V.22a
V.22b
V.23a
V.23b
V.24a
v.24b
V.25a
V.25b

43,1a
V.lb
V.2a
V.2b
V.3a
V.3b
V.4a
V.4b
V.4c
V.4d
V.5a
V.5b
V.6a
V.6b
V.7a
V.7b
V.8a
V.8b
V.8c
V.8d
V.9a

The Works of God in Creation (Sir 42,15-43,33) - A Critical Text

For the Most High knows all knowledge,
and sees the things that are t¢ come for ever.
He makes known the past and the future,
and reveals the deepest secrets.
No insight does he lack,
and nothing passes him by.
He regulates the mighty deeds of his wisdom;
he is from all eternity one.
Nothing is added, nothing taken away,
and he is in no need of any counsellor.
Are not all his works desirable,
yet only a spark is offered to behold.
Everything lives and remains forever,
and all things are preserved to meet any need.
All things come in pairs, one thing opposite the other;
and he has not made any one of them in vain.
One exceeds the other in its virtue;
who could ever tire of beholding their glory?

The beauty of the celestial height is the clear vault of the sky;
the sky itself manifests its glory.
The sun at its rising shines forth heat;
an awesome instrument, the work of the Most High.
At noon it parches the world;
who can endure before its heat?
Like a glowing furnace of molten metal,
the sun’s rays set the mountains aflame.
A tongue of fire consumes the world,
and by its fire the eyes are burned.
For great is the Lord who made it,
and his word makes his mighty one eminent.
And also the moon marks the seasons,
governing the times and an everlasting sign.
By it (is determined) sacred seasons and pilgrimage feasts,
a light which wanes on its course.
The new moon, as its name suggests, renews itself;
how awesome in its phases.
An instrument of the army of the clouds of the heavens,
paving the firmament with brilliance.
The stars are the beauty of the heavens and its splendour;
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Appendix Two: The Works of God in Crecgion (Sir 42,15-43,33) - A Critical Text

V.9b
V.10a
V.10b
V.11a
V.11b
V.12a
V.12b
V.13a
V.13b
V.14a
V.14b
V.15a
V.15b
V.17a
V.16a
V.16b
V.17b
V.17c
V.17d
V.18a
V.18b
V.19a
V.19b
V.20a
V.20b
V.20c
V.20d
V.21a
V.21b
V.22a
V.22b
V.23a
V.23b
V.24a
V.24b
V.25a
V.25b
V.26a
V.26b
V.27a

shining ornaments in the heights of God.
By the Lord’s word they stand in their appointed places,
and they do not tire in their keeping watch.
Behold the rainbow and bless its maker,
for it is exceedingly beautiful in its majesty.
It encircles the heavenly vault with its glory,
and the hand of God has stretched it out with power.
His rebuke marks out the path for the hail,
and speeds the lightnings of his judgement.
For his own purpose he opens the storehouse,
and the clouds fly out like birds of prey.
His power strengthens the clouds,
and breaks the hailstones to pieces.
The voice of his thunder makes the earth writhe,
and by his power he shakes the mountains.
His word incites the south wind,
the northerly cyclone, the hurricane and the storm wind.
Like flocks of birds he sheds his snow abroad,
and like a locust-swarm alighting is its descent.
The beauty of its whiteness dazzles the eyes,
and the heart is amazed at its raining.
And also he pours out hoar-frost like salt,
and it forms like a thornbush of blossoms.
He causes the icy blast of the north wind to blow,
and he thickens the spring of water like an earthen clod.
He spreads a crust over every basin of water,
and he clothes the pond as with breast armour.
He scorches the produce of the mountains with heat,
and the flowing meadows with flame.
The dripping cloud heals all;
the dew, alighting to enrich the parched land.
His purpose stills the deep,
and plants the islands in the ocean.
Those who go down to the sea relate its extent,
and when our ears hear them we are awestruck.
In it are wonders, his amazing creatures,
all living things and the monsters of Rahab.
On account of him (his) messenger prospers,
and by his words, accomplishes his will.
More like this we will not add,
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V.27b
V.28a
V.28b
V.29a
V.29b
V.30a
V.30b
V.30c
V.30d
V.31a
V.31b
V.32a
V.32b
V.33a
V.33b

The Works of God in Creation (Sir 42,15-43,33) - A Critical Text

and the end of the matter is: "He is all."
Let us praise him more, for we cannot fathom him;
for he is greater than all his works.
Terrible is the Lord exceedingly;
his deeds are his strength.
Raise your voice, you who praise the Lord;
as much as you can, for there is still more.
You who exalt him, renew your strength;
and do not grow weary, because you cannot fathom (him).
Who has seen him and can thus relate?
and who can extol him as he is?
More numerous than these are the things which lie hidden;
only few of his works have I seen.
For the Lord has made all things,
and to pious people he has given wisdom.
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